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THE 

CAUSES OF FLUCTUATIONS IN TURGESCENCE 

IN THE 

MOTOR ORGANS OF LEA V ES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Tue following pages contain an attempt to demonstrate that the great majority, 
if not all, of the transient spontaneous movements of higher vegetable organisms, 

whether of a nyctitropic character or arising in connection with other conditions 

than the incidence or removal of sunlight, are not dependent on the presence of any 

specially irritable and contractile protoplasts within the motor organs, but on purely 

physical processes connected either with fluctuations in the osmotic capacities of the 

tissue-elements, or with alterations in the relations existing between local or general 

supply and loss of water. This may at first sight appear to be a retrograde view, 

but, at the same time, I feel assured that it is more in accord both with actual 

fact and with evolutionary doctrine than that which is commonly accepted in Europe, 

at the present time, and it is one which I have arrived at only after more than ten 

years of almost continuous study of the subject. 

Conspicuous examples of transient spontaneous movements are —— rare in 

plants in Europe, and have therefore, to a great extent, been studied there in 

connection with tropical plants growing under very abnormal conditions. This has 

not unnaturally given rise, on the one hand, to an over-estimate of their exceptional 

character, and, on the other, to imperfect and erroneous conceptions in regard to the 

conditions under which they normally manifest themselves. But within the tropies 

such movements, and specially those of a nyctitropic character, are so widely diffused 

that they may readily be made the subject of continuous observation under normal 

conditions, and with this the tendency to ascribe them to exceptional causes is 

proportionately diminished. 

Observers in Europe unquestionably have many great advantages: the climate is 

favourable to strenuous work; they possess very great advantages in regard to the 

ready acquisition of special apparatus, and they can constantly avail themselves of 

skilled criticism of any conclusions at which they may arrive. But, at the same 
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time, they labour under certain disadvantages in the study of the physiology of 

tropical organisms. They cannot place the latter under strictly normal conditions, 

and are therefore constantly liable to assume that phenomena which present 

themselves under unnatural conditions may be taken to represent those occurring 

under natural ones. The phenomena of movement occurring in plants with their 

roots cramped within pots and exposed to quite abnormal atmospheric conditions can, 

in no sense, be taken as affording accurate indices to those occurring normally. 

Had Sachs had any practical experience of tropical conditions, he could hardly have 

seriously entertained the idea that the power of movement possessed by the leaves of 

Mimosa pudica has been evolved in connection with the protection which it provides 

against injuries from hailstorms! 
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THE 

CAUSES OF FLUCTUATIONS IN TURGESCENCE 

IN THE 

MOTOR ORGANS OF LEAVES. 

CHAPTER L 

The essential nature of turgescence in begetable tissues, the causes 
giving rise to fluctuations im it, and the barious effects 

which the latter map produce. 

As all the massive movements occurring in the higher plants, and which are 
ordinarily ascribed to their irritable properties, are directly dependent on variations in 

turgidity, it seems to be desirable.at the outset briefly to consider certain points regarding 

the nature and causes of the latter condition. 

Turgidity is a condition in vegetable tissues in which they contain a greater amount 

of liquid than that sufficing for their simple saturation. In other words, turgid tissues 

contain more liquid than they are capable of accommodating as the result of their 

passive physical capacity, The excess of liquid content is the result of the presence of 

osmotic materials within the tissue elements, and its retention must necessarily give 

rise to certain effects in these, to an increase in size, to elevation of conditions of 

pressure, or to both of these combined in various proportions. In the case of free proto- 

plasts simple increase in size will occur, and in most tissues increased intracellular 

pressure will arise in those cases where the cell walls are rigid either intrinsically or 

from their relations to neighbouring parts, and varying combinations of increased size 

and increased intracellular pressure where the cell-walls are extensible and elastic. 

In the great majority of cases turgidity in vegetable tissues is essentially dependent 

on their continued vitality; but at the same time the occurrence of cases in which we 

find it existing in the highest degree after the death or even entire removal of the 

protoplasm show that it cannot be directly caused by the latter. There is no direct 

relation between turgidity and the presence of living protoplasm in the turgid elements ; 

but yet living protoplasm is necessary in order to the development of turgidity, as it 

is due to the presence of products of protoplastic activities that the latter arises. The 

condition which holds a direct causal relation to turgidity is the presence of osmotic 

materials within the protoplasm or cell-sap, and these materials are the products of the ` 

functional activities of. the protoplasm. Whether the actual presence of living proto- 

plasm is necessary or unnecessary to the maintenance of turgidity in a tissue is determined 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CarcurrA Vor, NL 
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by the nature and amount of the produets to which its osmotic properties are due. 

Where the former are unstable, the cessation or alteration of protoplasmic activity will 

at once give rise to corresponding changes in the degree of turgidity; where they are 

stable and present in considerable quantity, turgidity may remain for long, inappreciably 

affected by death or even complete absence of protoplasm. So long as the osmotic 

materials which are the direct cause of turgescence are present, the latter will persist 

under conditions of sufficient water-supply, &c., whether protoplasm be present or absent, 

and no action of living protoplasts, unless affecting the stock of osmotic materials, can 

produce any effect on the turgescence of cells. 

It may perhaps have been observed that the statement in regard to the effects of 

turgescence on tissues is a qualified one. The qualification is necessary, because it does 

not invariably happen that turgescence of the protoplasts of a tissue implies turgescence 

of the latter as a whole. So long as any protoplast retains its vitality, so long as it 

continues to exercise its functional activities, it appears normally to be more .or less 

turgid, and the coincidence of protoplastie and cellular turgescence, which we find 
constantly prevailing m most tissues, is due to the relation which the protoplasts 
bear to the cell-cavities within which they are situated, and to the fact that even 
minimal normal turgescence in the former implies a certain amount of active internal 
pressure in the latter. In any case turgescence is du» to the presence of certain 
products of protoplasmic activity, but so long as they are confined to the interior of 

the protoplasm, either diffusedly or within accumulations of cell-sap, and the proto- 

plasts are situated within cavities with rigid walls, it is clear that various degrees of 
protoplastie turgescence may be present without any coincident turgescence of the cells 
as a whole, and that depression of protoplastie turgescence below a certain degree 
must give rise to phenomena of natural plasmolysis. The fall in turgescence in the 
protoplasts implies a corresponding diminution in their bulk, and as the cell-walls are rigid 
this must tend to a separation of the protoplasm from them. In such cases we have 
plasmolytie phenomena arising from intrinsic causes, whilst in experimental plasmolysis 

they dre due to extrinsic ones; in artificial plasmolysis the exosmotic property of the 

medium is raised; im natural plasmolysis the endosmotic properties of the protoplasts 
are lowered. | 

In the great majority of cases, however, no such phenomena present themselves 
under normal circumstances, and even minimal protoplastie turgescence implies a certain 
degree of turgescence of the tissue as a whole. The interior of the cell-walls is thus 
eonstantly subjected to a certain amount of pressure, which may or may not be accom- 
panied by correspondingly active distention of the cell-cavities. The actual degree 
of tension present at different times, however, varies greatly, the variations being deter- 
mined by two perfectly distinct sets of factors-—factors telling on the absorptive and 
retentive properties of the cell contents, and factors affecting the supply of water 
available for absorption and retention, or causing variations in the conditions of exter- 
nal pressure to ‚which the cells are exposed. The former are directly related to the 
functional activities of the protoplasts; the latter to the general loss and supply of fluid 
dependent on atmospheric and telluric conditions, to conditions affecting the water- 
conducting elements of the tissues, or to conditions determining local alterations in 
pressure in the abserptive tissues themselves. | 

According to the relations which these two sets of faetors bear to one another at 
different times, eege in the degree of turgescence of the tissues must necessarily be 
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established. Where conditions favouring the formation of endosmotie products by the 

protoplasts are present coincidently with conditions implying abundant general supply and 

small general loss, and in the absence of any special causes for active local filtration, 

 turgescence will naturally attain its maximum; where active formation of endosmotic 

materials coincides with conditions causing deficient supply or excessive loss of fluid, the 

result in any individual case will be determined by the degree to which each of the 

opposed sets of factors happens to prevail; and, where a small formation of endosmotie 

materials and conditions favouring loss or obstructing supply of fluid occur coincidently, 

minimal degrees of turgescence will naturally present themselves. 

The variations in turgescence due to the interaction of these various factors must 

necessarily give rise to various ultimate results according to the nature of the tissue 

in which they occur. In the cases of tissues in which the conditions for the occurrence 

of natural plasmolysis occur, varying degrees of contact or separation between the 

protoplasts and. the cell-walls will be present, which may be accompanied by conspicuous 

alterations in colour, especially where the protoplasts include coloured contents. In other 

cases varying degrees of intracellular pressure will constantly prevail which may or 

may not be accompanied by corresponding variations in bulk of the tissue. Where the 

cell-walls are rigid, either intrinsically or from their relations to neighbouring parts, 

variations in intracellular pressure alone will be present; where they are extensile and free 

to extend, variations in size will accompany this. It is only in the latter case that varia- 

tions in degree of turgidity can give rise to conspicuous massive movements, and it does 

not, of course, follow that such should invariably present themselves even under such 

conditions. Variations in the size of the constituent elements of a tissue may result in 

mere general increase or decrease of its bulk, and it is only where variations in turgidity 

affect opposed masses of tissue in unlike degree that massive movements will accompany 

them, . Ä 

Mere variations in protoplastic turgidity may give rise to very conspicuous changes 

in the colour of masses of tissue; variations in the turgidity of the tissue elements as 

a whole, in cases where the cell-walls are rigid, may cause appreciable variation in consist- 

ence, but cannot serve to induce appreciable variations in bulk or massive movements; 

variations in turgidity of entire tissues with extensile and elastic cell-walls will cause 

variations in bulk which may or may not be accompanied by conspicuous movements 

according to their distribution, 

Fluctuations in turgidity are then, under certain circumstances, efficient in giving 

rise to massive movements in vegetable organisms, and may themselves be caused either 

by variations in the nature and amount of the products of protoplastic activity, or in 

conditions of supply and loss of fluid; and the question next arises, are they the only 

efficient agents in producing this result, or may the active exercise of contractile function 

not be one also, as, according to ordinarily accepted opinion, it may actually be ? 

So far as protoplasts are concerned, it is readily conceivable that active contraction 

may determine alterations in turgescence, and therefore in buik, by causing the 

discharge of fluids included within their substance; but the question which we have to 

deal with is, how far is mere protoplastic contraction likely to be efficient in giving rise 

to alterations in the turgescence of cells? In considering this we have in the first place 

to bear in mind that, in so far as the active protoplasm is concerned, we have unequivocal 

evidence that contraction does not imply any appreciable alteration in bulk, but mere 

change in form, and that therefore contraction of a protoplast situated within a cell cavity 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CarcurrA Vor. VI. 
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does not in itself determine any appreciable diminution in the mass of contents 

of the latter, but at the utmost a mere rearrangement of them, Active contraction will 

give rise to increased pressure in fluids contained within the substance of the contracting 

protoplast, but as these are relatively incompressible, the utmost that this is calculated 

to give rise to is a mere redistribution, a certain amount of fluid escaping from the 

interior of the protoplasm and accumulating between it and the cell-wall in plasmolytie 

fashion. In so far as alterations in the mass of cell-contents are concerned, a protoplast 

contracting within a cell is practically the parallel of a mass of muscle contracting within 

a closed vessel of water. The distribution of the muscular mass and of the surrounding 

water is altered, owing to the change of form occurring in the former on contraction, but 

the total bulk of content of the vessel remains practically unaltered. 
Mere protoplastie contraction being thus insufficient in itself to give rise to diminished 

turgescence in cells, we have next to consider how far we have any reason to believe 

that any redistribution of the cell-contents accompanying it may be capable of doing 

so. Were turgescence in cells necessarily dependent on the presence of fluids included 
within the substance of the protoplasm, there would be good grounds for supposing that 
any discharge of these from the latter might lead to diminished turgescence; but as 
we know that turgescence is directly related to the products of protoplasmic activity 
and not to protoplasm itself, and that it may be present in high degree apart from the 
presence of any living protoplasm whatever, we have no grounds for regarding any mere 
redistribution of the cell-contents, apart from alterations in their osmotic properties, as 
efficient causes for alterations in cell-turgescence. 

If contraction of the protoplasts implied increased pressure on the exterior of the 
cell-walls, or were necessarily accompanied by change in osmotic properties of the cell- 
contents, it might well be accompanied by diminished turgescence; but as it certainly 
cannot lead to the former, and as there is no evidence that it is necessarily associated 
with the latter, we are justified in regarding it as incapable of affecting cell-turgescence 
either directly or indirectly. The essential factors which determine the normal fluctuations 
in turgescence in vegetable cells are alterations in the osmotic properties of their contents 
and alterations in the conditions regulating general supply and loss of fluid or local 
filtration; and it does not appear that protoplastic contraction per se is capable of 
producing such changes. | 

Because conspicuous massive movements occur much more frequently in the organ. 
isms of the higher animals than in those of the higher plants, it has been assumed that 
the mechanism whereby they are produced in the former must necessarily be that which 
causes them in the latter; but this is of course no matter of logical necessity. Move- 
ments in an organism may be arrived at by two perfectly distinct paths—either by means 
of alterations in form or alterations in bulk of its constituent elements ; in the case of 
the higher animals the former, and in the case of the higher plants the latter, is that 
which has been followed, 

The lines which evolution has pursued in the animal and vegetal series are divergent ; 
in the former contractile and, in association with this, irritable function; and in the latter 

Kier: ` uico lori cour those ardia outs m ee ern same e i cup Á ppies which are generally diffused through- ' aent; consequentiy any special means for bringing them in condensed 
and massive form into immediate relation to the organism are unnecessary. In the case 
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of the higher animals, dependent as they are on supplies of concentrated nutritive 
materials, such means are essential. The end to be attained in both cases is a due supply 
of nutritive material to make good the constant waste to which living protoplasm is 
subject in the exercise of its functional properties; in the one case this has been attained 
by great specialisation of assimilatory function and great extension of surface, in 
the other by great specialisation of contractile and irritable function. Even the most 
indifferent protoplasm possesses a certain amount of contractile function; but in tracing 
the course of evolution along the animal and vegetal series of organisms we find that, 
whilst in the former this has become more and more highly speciulised, in the latter it 
has remained in relative abeyance, while assimilatory power has become predominant; so 
that it would be just as surprising and anomalous to find any of the higher plants ` 
exhibiting phenomena implying the presence of highly specialised contractile apparatus - 
as to find any of the higher animals capable of supplying their nutritional requirements 
from purely inorganic sources. 

Both on à priori grounds and in the light of abundant positive evidence there is 
thus good reason to believe that massive movements in the higher plants are not related 
to the exercise of contractile function, but to assimilatory function as affecting the 
osmotie properties of the tissues, or to purely physical causes influencing general or 
local supply and loss of fluid. 

CHAPTER II. 

TUurgiditp as distinguished from simple saturation. 

It is not difficult to adduce evidence showing that turgescence is distinct from mere 
saturation of tissues; but perhaps the most striking proof is that which is afforded by 
the phenomena presenting themselves in connection with the exposure of many succulent 
tissues to the action of anssthetics. The demonstration is peculiarly striking in such 
eases, because the materials on which the turgescence of the tissue depends are unstable 
in constitution and are not accumulated in any considerable amount; so that any depres- 
sion of the functional activities to which they owe their origin is at once followed by 
a discharge of fluid from the cells; and because, as Dubois has pointed out,* the area of 
the intercellular spaces is too small to accommodate the masses of it which escape, so 
that free exudation takes place upon the surface through the stomatic orifices. The follow- 
ing experiments illustrate the nature of the phenomena presenting themselves in the case 
of various common succulents :— 

A.—Kalanchoe laciniata. 

Experiment I.—A leaf weighing 6:54 grammes was set in a chloroform-chamber at 
10-9 a.m. A certain degree of darkening in its colour and visible exudation of minute 
drops of fluid upon the surface were recognisable at 10-17 a.m. The exudation advanced 
rapidly, and at 12-30 pu. the leaf had become somewhat flaccid and had acquired a 

* “Mecanisme de l'action de Anesthésiques,” Dr. R. Dubois, Revue Générale des Sciences, September 1891, P. 661. 
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brownish olive tint. At this time it weighed 5:73 grammes, which, as the fluid of the 

exudation is practically of the same specific gravity as water, indicated a loss of 0'8le.c. 

of fluid. It was returned to the chamber, and on the following morning it was quite 

flaccid and weighed only 5:42 grammes, corresponding to a total loss of 1:12c.c. of 

fluid during the course of the experiment. 

Experiment II.—A leaf weighing 872 grammes was set in a chloroform-chamber. 
Abundant exudation appeared on the surface within five minutes, and, after six minutes’ 
exposure, large pools of fluid had already formed at some points. It was now gently 
wiped, and when weighed was found to be only 7:62 grammes. Having been thoroughly 
washed, it was next set in a common moist chamber, with the cut extremity of the petiole 
immersed in water, Active exudation continued to occur, and four and a half hours after 
the beginning of the experiment it was quite flaccid, of a dull, yellowish, olive colour 
and weighed only 6:67 grammes, equivalent to a total loss of 2-05c.c. of fluid, and to. 

a loss of 0:95 after removal from the chloroform-chamber and subjection to the influence of 

 & saturated atmosphere and free supply of water. It was returned to the moist chamber, 

and cn the following morning was found to have sustained an additional loss of 0-34 
of fluid. ` 

Experiment II1.—A leaf weighing 7-46 grammes was placed in a chloroform-chamber 
for two minutes and then transferred to a simple moist one, with the cut end of the 
petiole immersed in water. In three minutes from the beginning of the experiment 
visible exudation was present, and three hours later the surface was everywhere 
conspicuously moist, and at one point there was a small pool of fluid. On the following 
morning it had quite recovered and weighed 7:52 grammes. In this case we have an 
example of the results following mere temporary depression of protoplasmie activity, as 
in the two previous ones we had examples of those attending its complete abolition. 

_ Experiment IV.—Two leaves, neither of them being very turgid, were set in a 
chloroform-chamber. At the end of three hours’ exposure they were both quite flaccid 
and discoloured. The loss in weight in one (a) amounted to 0°81 grammes and in the 
other (b) to 1:02 grammes. They were now set in a common moist chamber, (a) being 
totally immersed in water, and (P) being set with the cut end of the petiole immersed. 
On the following morning (4) showed a farther loss of 0°33 grammes and (4) of 0:36 
grammes, but as (b) was originally heavier than (a) by 1:33 grammes, the relative loss 
in the latter, although totally submerged in water, was greater than that in (b), which 
was only subjected to the influence of a saturated atmosphere. 

Experiment V.— A leaf, weighing 5:12 grammes, set in a chloroform-chamber, began to 
show visible exudation in the course of six minutes, and at the close of ten ats had 
discharged large pools of fluid. It was now removed and carefully dried, and on being 
weighed showed a loss of 028 grammes. It was next at once submerged in water id 
on the following morning was quite flaccid, of a yellowish colour, and showed an addi- 
tional loss in weight of 0°74 grammes. This conclusively shows that complete submersion 
produces no appreciable effect on the loss of fluid attending the action of EPRE 
living tissues; for the total loss of weight here amounted to nearly 20 per cent. of the 
heme e s is much higher than that which often occurs where 

on 
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Experiment VI.—Two leaves, weighing together 36 grammes, were set in a collecting 
glass funnel over a receiver in a chloroform-chamber. On the following day they weighed 
32°01 grammes, and a considerable quantity of a yellowish, strongly acid fluid, with a 
specific gravity of 1030, had accumulated in the receiver. They remained for twenty- 
four hours longer in the chamber, and at the end of the experiment had sustained a 
total loss in weight of 4:86 grammes, or 19:5 per cent. 

Experiment VII.—A large leaf, weighing 88 grammes, was suspended free over a 
collecting funnel, with a view, as far as possible, to avoid maceration of the tissues by the 
exudation, and set in a chloroform-chamber. It showed the usual phenomena of free 
exudation and change of colour, and ultimately lost 14:09 per cent. of its original weight. 
The strongly acid, yellowish fluid which collected in the receiver had a specific gravity 
of 1000. 

The amount of free exudation taking place in leaves of this plant, and probably of 

other species also, varies greatly with their age. Young leaves yield much less and 

consequently sustain much less loss in weight than old ones, this being no doubt partly 

due to the intercellular spaces in the former being relatively considerably larger and 
affording more accommodation for the fluid on its escape from the interior of the cells, 

Experiment VIII,—A leaf set in an alcohol chamber began to sweat within 

twenty-three minutes, and in the course of three hours had exuded large pools of fluid. 

On the following day it was of a yellowish olive colour, dryish and brittle in texture, 

and showed a loss of 25:06 per cent. in total weight. 

B.—Bryophyllum calycinum. 

Experiment I.—A leaf, weighing 6'44 grammes, was placed in a chloroform-chamber. 

Within the course of twenty minutes the under surface had assumed a darker green tint 

than it had originally, due to displacement of air from the intercellular spaces and its 

substitution by liquid escaping from the interior of the cells, and at the same time free 

exudation appeared on the surface in the form of minute drops situated at definite points 

along the margins. A little later exudation also manifested itself over the upper surface 

generally; here, however, at no particular points, but merely showing a tendency to 

distribution over the course of the veins. Two hours after the beginning of the experi- 

ment, the leaf was throughout of a pale yellow colour and had lost 0-13 grammes in 

weight. The relatively small loss of weight and the rapidity of complete discolouration 

characterising this experiment as compared with those in which Kalanchoe leaves were 

subjected to similar treatment are doubtless to be accounted for as the result of the 

presence of a relatively extensive intercellular system, which on the one hand afforded 

comparatively large accommodation for the liquid escaping from the interior of the cells, 

and on the other brought the latter more readily into relation to the ansesthetic. 

C.—Euphorbia antiquorum. 

Experiment I.—A shoot, weighing 11-26 grammes, was set in a chloroform-chamber. 

Within an hour and a half the entire uncut surfaces came to present a peculiar greyish 

tint, due to the exudation of minute drops of latex into all the depressions in 
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which the sparsely distributed stomata are present. Only a little watery: fluid had 

escaped at this time, and that solely from the cut extremity of the shoot. On the 

following morning the uncut surfaces were universally coated by a dry, readily detached, 

chalky white layer of concrete latex. Very little watery cell-sap could have escaped, 

as, even after the dry latex had all been carefully rubbed off, the shoot showed 

a loss of only 0°41 grammes in weight. The cut surface of the pith was, however, 

slightly depressed, and any section or slight pressure of the epidermis of the intact 

surfaces was followed by abundant exudation of clear fluid. Microscopical sections of the 

tissues showed the ramified milk tubes in a more or less shrunken condition, with 

their walls often thrown into longitudinal wrinkles, giving them a finely striate appear- 

ance, and their abundantly nucleated protoplasmic lining contracted, The wrinkling 

of the tubes and the recession of the protoplasm from the walls are phenomena 

which are no doubt to be ascribed to the action of the reagents employed in staining 

and mounting the preparations; but the entire results of the experiment clearly show 

that the high state of turgescence normally present in the laticiferous system in such 

cases is no mere passive engorgement due to extraneous pressure exerted by surrounding 

turgid tissue elements, as Sachs seems to imply.* For, were it due to any such agency, 

exposure to anesthetic influences ought certainly not to have given rise to any exuda- 

tion of latex, seeing that its tendency is to give rise to diminished turgescence generally, 

and therefore to diminished pressure on the milk tubes. The fact that the tubes are 

provided with a continuous protoplasmic lining (plate III. fig. 1) is in itself sufficient to 

indicate that the conditions of turgescence within them must be influenced by intrinsic 

agencies, and the fact that exudation of latex precedes that of exudation of cell-sap would 

appear to imply that such agencies are really the main determinant of the extremely 

high turgescence which normally prevails. What would appear to be the only satisfactory 

explanation of the phenomena is that both the laticiferous tubes and the other living 

tissue elements are in a state of active turgescence, but that the turgidity in the former 

is higher than that in the latter, so that, on the general depression of functional activity 

incident on the action of an anesthetic, latex escapes more quickly than common cell-sap, 

and, occupying the intercellular spaces and concreting when it escapes from the stomatic 

orifices, prevents the free exudation of the latter. The results of the experiment further 
show that, in any continuous system of tubes of this nature, turgescence must be inter- 
rupted at any points where the functional activity of the protoplasm has been depressed 

or abolished, such points constituting sites of localised leakage from the system. 
In the case of tissues like those employed in the above experiments, the demonstra- 

tion of the difference between mere saturation and turgescence is rendered particularly 
plain, owing to the abundant free exudation of fluid which accompanies anesthesia; but 
almost equally striking demonstrations are forthcoming in cases where we employ tissues 
in which the cell-sap contains coloured matters in solution, as the escape of these from the 
interior of the cell-cavities gives rise to striking changes in appearance, especially in the 

case of parti-coloured leaves, such as those of many Begonias, &c. 

The following experiments illustrate the nature of the phenomena in such cases:— 

Experiment I—A leaf of Begonia rer, weighing 1:44 grammes, was set in a chloro- 
form-chamber. The upper surface of the leaf was dull green at the margins and centre, 

* Vorlesung, XI. s. 206. 
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and silvery grey over the intervening areas; the lower one dull red at the margins 
and pale green with red veins centrally. Within half an hour very conspicuous changes 
in colour had occurred, the green originally present in some parts having almost entirely 
disappeared and been replaced by diffuse dull red and grey; and the tissues had at the 
same time partially collapsed, owing to commencing flaccidity. Three hours after the 
beginning of the experiment the leaf was quite flaccid, the tissues throughout being 
translucent and evidently soaked with fluid. A mere trace of free exudation had, 
however, occurred, so that the loss in weight amounted to only 0:04 grammes. ‘The 
disappearance of the green colour originally present in some parts of the surface was 
no doubt partly due to yellowing of the chlorophyll under the influence of the changes 
in the tissue incident on the action of the chloroform vapour; but to a much greater 
extent to the escape and general diffusion of the red colouring matter normally limited 

to the interior of the cells in certain areas of the inferior surface. 

Experiment II.—A leaf of Begonia hernandaefolia was set in a chloroform-chamber. 

The leaves in this species are uniformly dull green above and dull red beneath. The 
leaf very rapidly became flaccid, and at the same time the upper surface became diffusedly 

reddened, due to escape of the coloured fluid from the cells of the lower surface and its 

general diffusion through the intercellular spaces. 

Experiment III.—A leaf of Begonia rez, coloured like that employed in the first 
experiment, was set in a chloroform-chamber. Within one quarter of an hour the margins 

of the upper surface had begun to redden, and shortly afterwards the entire surface 
gradually became diffusedly red, the leaf at the same time becoming flaccid and collapsed. 
As in the previous experiments, the entire tissue became translucent and soaked and the 
surfaces moist, but there was no massive discharge of liquid. 

Experiment IV.—A leaf of Begonia rez, coloured like the former ones, was set in an 

aleohol chamber. Within twenty minutes traces of reddening appeared in patches on the 

margins of the upper surface, and at the close of an hour the whole of the upper surface 

was irregularly blotched with patches of reddish and pale emerald green. On the 

following day the leaf was moist, translucent, red at the margins and centre, and reddish 

green in the intermediate, originally grey, area of the upper surface. The colouring was 

alike throughout the entire thickness of the lamina, Flaceidity did not set in so rapidly 

or become so highly developed as in the cases in which chloroform was employed, the 

differences in this respect and in coloration being no doubt due to the fact that whilst 

chloroform has no affinity for water and no appreciable solvent power for chlorophyll, 

alcohol is highly endowed with such properties, so that under its influence we have 

both diffusion of the chlorophyll green and less accumulation of water in the tissues 

generally. The red colour of the cell-sap in these cases is apparently unaffected by the 

changes accompanying anesthesia, a phenomenon contrasting strongly with what we 

find occurring in the case of the colour of red petaline tissues under similar circum- 

stances, and no doubt connected with the high permanent acidity of the fluid. 

Whilst the changes occurring in the living elements of the tissues under the influence 

of anesthetics lead to a diminution in their retentive power for fluids, and a consequent 

loss. of turgidity, the water-conducting power of the dead elements of the wood remains 

Ass, Roy. Bor. Garp. CarcvrrA Vor. VI. 
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entirely unaffected. That this is the case is shown by the results of the following 

experiments :— 

Experiment I—A leaf of Cassia sumatrans was taken and its three distal pairs of 

pinne, together with the corresponding portion of the rachis, were securely luted into a 

test tube through a perforated and parafüned cork. The leaf was now set with the freshly 

divided lower extremity in a vessel of water, and the entire apparatus was introduced 

into a large chloroform-chamber. Three hours later the parts of the leaf which were 

exposed to the chloroform were quite flaccid, whilst the protected ones remained quite 

green and turgid. The leaf was now removed from the chloroform-chamber, and, the test 

tube having been taken off, it was set in a simple moist chamber. On the following day 

the portion which had been protected remained as before, with the rachis and 

pinne quite green and the latter in a state of full expansion, whilst the whole of 
the rest of the leaf was of a brownish olive colour and with the pinne absolutely 
flaccid. 

Experiment II.—A mature leaf of Cassia sumatrana, with the four distal pairs of 
pinne and the corresponding portion of the rachis protected as in the previous 
experiment, was set in a chloroform-chamber. At the close of three hours the exposed 
portions were of a dull olive green colour and the pinne were very limp, whilst the 
protected portions remained in their original state.: The leaf was now removed from 
the chamber, the test tube being taken off, and was set in the open laboratory. On 
the following day the portions which had been exposed to the chloroform were of 
a dull brownish olive, whilst all those which had been protected were quite fresh, 
green, and turgid. In a check leaf, which had been set in the open laboratory with- 
out water at the same time as the previous one, the pinne were all dry and extremely 
and rigidly depressed, so that it could not have been any conditions of atmospheric 
humidity which caused the persistent greenness and turgidity of the protected portions 
of the other. 

Experiment IIT.—A leaf of Cassia sumatrana was taken, and the lower extremity 
of the petiole was freshly divided subaqueously. Both the basal and the distal portions 
were now protected and the central portion was exposed to the action of chloroform for 
some time. It was then removed and set in a moist chamber with the base of the 
petiole luted into a bottle of water. On the following day the portion of the rachis 
which had been exposed to the chloroform was of a brownish colour and studded with 
numerous drops of brown exudation, and the corresponding pinnz were brown, moist, 
and flaccid; while the protected portions both basal and distal were quite green and 
turgid and showed no traces of exudation. 

Experiment IV.—A young green shoot of Cassia sumatrana bearing several leaves 
was set in a bottle of water. The submerged end of the axis was now freshly cut 
so as to present a fresh absorptive surface, and the mouth of the bottle was endis 
luted. The apparatus was next set for a short time in a chloroform-chamber, and was 
then removed and transferred to a common hermetically closed one. Visible exudation of fluid presently occurred on the axis, rachises and petioles, and the. pinnze first partially assumed the normal nocturnal position and then became quite flaccid and olive-brown, 
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On the following day the drops of fluid on the axis, rachises and petioles had assumed 
a dark-brown colour, which fact, as well as their entire absence from the surfaces of 
the pinnz, showed that they were due to exudation and not to surface-condensation. 

Experiment V.—A shoot of Cassia sumatrana set as in the previous experiment. In 
a little over an hour visible exudation had set in in the axis, rachises and petioles. At 
this time there was no evidence of change of colour in the pinnæ, but they had in great 
part assumed their nocturnal positions of depression, convergence, and rotation according 
to their respective ages, and that the phenomenon was not asimple one of general 
flaccidity was shown by the fact that in those leaves which, in introducing the shoot 
into the chamber, had been reversed, the pinnz, in place of being depressed below the 
plane of the petiole, were elevated above it. Ultimately general flaccidity and discolour- 
ation oceurred, accompanied by conspieuous exudation of drops of fluid on the axis and 
rachises. ‘The discolouration and exudation were sharply limited to those portions of 
the specimen which had been directly exposed to the chloroform, the base of the axis 
and the lower part of the lowest petiole which had been protected by the luting remaining 
quite green, turgid, and devoid of any drops of fluid. 

The phenomenon of free exudation on the surface of the axis in such experiments 
presents itself only so long as the latter is young and has not yet become clothed by 
any corky strata; in other words, so long as there are stomatie orifices present permitting 
of the escape of fluid from the dense tissue beneath. So long as it does occur, it is, 
of course, simply a parallel to the general exudation occurring from the leaves of plants 
like Kalanchoe under similar conditions. The fact of general loss of turgescence through- 
out the leaves is, in the absence of soluble colouring materials and with the presence of 
an extensive intercellular area, indicated only by the flaccidity and saturation of the 
tissues; and the special value of this set of experiments lies in the demonstration afforded 

by some of them that the capacities of the water-conducting system remain entirely 

unaffected under conditions abolishing the turgescence of tissues in which the active 

retention of fluid is dependent on the continuous exercise of protoplasmie function, and 

that the action of anesthetics like chloroform is a purely localised one, confined solely to 

the protoplasts which are directly exposed to. it, and not leading to any propagation of 

the depression or abolition of functional activity from the protoplasts so situated to 

those which are protected from the direct action of the anesthetic. 

The phenomena attending the action of anesthetics on vegetable tissues are not 

peculiar; but, save in certain exceptional cases to be presently alluded to, occur 

whenever protoplasmic function is depressed or abolished in tissues whose turgescence is 

dependent on the presence of living protoplasm. This comes out very clearly from the 

results of the following experiments :— 

Experiment I—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 19:9 grammes, was immersed for 

about one minute in water at a temperature of 69°C., and then gently wiped dry and 

placed in a hermetically closed chamber. It soon began to exude drops of liquid, which 

within three hours had aecumulated in Jarge pools, the colour of the leaf having at the 
same time begun to show a yellowish tint. It now weighed 11:2 grammes, corresponding 

to a loss of l-7c.e. of fluid. Discharge continued to occur, and on the following morning 
the weight was only 10:4 grammes, indicating a loss of 2'5c.c. of fluid and 19-3 per 

cent, of total weight. 

Axx. Boy. Bor. Garp. Carevrra Vor. VI. 
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Experiment II.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 11:6 grammes, was immersed for half 

a minute in water at a temperature of 90°C., and then, after being gently dried, set in 

a hermetically closed chamber. Visible exudation began to appear on the surface within 

five minutes, and within four hours it had assumed a yellowish olive colour and weighed 

only 10:1 grammes. On the following morning it had lost 0'4 grammes more, giving a 

total loss of Lee, of fluid, or 16 per cent. of total weight. 
Just as in the case of leaves treated by exposure to chloroform, the amount of loss 

of fluid taking place from the tissues varies according to the time of year, presumably 

in relation to the age of the leaf and the area presented by the intercellular spaces, or 
to the precise nature of the osmotic products present in the cell-sap at different seasons. 

For example, whilst in the two previous experiments, which were conducted in January, 

when the leaves are in a dormant condition as regards growth, the losses in weight 

amounted respectively to 19:3 and 16:3 per cent. of the total, whilst in one carried out 
in the end of May the total loss amounted to only 4°01 per cent. 

Experiment III.—A leat of Cassia sumatrana with eleven pairs of pinnae was taken, 
and the centrally situated pair and the corresponding portion of the rachis were dipped 
into boiling water. The boiled pinnz became flaccid at once and dropped vertically 
downwards from the petiole, with their upper surface looking directly outwards. The 
base of the petiole was now freshly divided under water, and the leaf, along with a check 
one, set to stand in a bottle of water in the open laboratory. The boiled pinnz had at 
once assumed a yellowish olive tint and presently became distinctly yellow, the colour 
being quite distinct from that following prolonged exposure to chloroform. A certain 
amount of tendency towards the assumption of the normal nocturnal position manifested 
itself in the pair of pinnz immediately beyond the boiled portion of the petiole, but 
this had completely disappeared within the course of three hours. On the following day 
the boiled portions of the leaf were yellowish-brown and dry, whilst the proximal and 

distal portions were green and turgid. The pinnz of the distal portion were, however, 
more or less in the nocturnal position, this being, no doubt, due to the fact that, whilst 
the conduction of water through the wood remained unimpaired, the dead superficial 
tissues of’ the boiled portions of the leaf presented a site of abnormally excessive 
evaporative loss, as indicated by their dry condition. 

Experiment IV.—A leaf of Cassia sumatrana, like the preceding one, was taken and 
the fourth and fifth pairs of pinnz with the corresponding portion of the rachis were 
dipped into boiling water. Immediate and total depression of these pinnz occurred, and 
was soon followed by a partial assumption of the nocturnal position in the sixth pair. 
The base of the petiole was now freshly divided under water and luted into a water-bottle 
in a hermetically sealed chamber. The sixth pair of pinne rapidly resumed the fully 
expanded condition, and yellowing of the fifth and sixth pairs and of the corresponding 
portion of the rachis soon manifested themselves, the surface of the rachis at the same 
time becoming studded by an exudation of drops of fluid. On the following day the 
boiled pinne were quite flaccid, moist and yellowish-brown, and the corresponding 
portion of the rachis was covered by large drops of brownish flud, while all the rest 
of the leaf was turgid, bright green and fully expanded. It was now removed from the 

` chamber and set in the open laboratory, and, in a short time, the drops of exudation 
disappeared from the boiled portion of the rachis aud simultaneously the distal intact 
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pinnz began to show rotation and depression, whilst the proximal ones retained the fully 
developed diurnal position unaltered. The fact that boiling the tissues in such cases 
leaves their conducting power for water unimpaired, whilst reducing their retentive power, 
could hardly be more clearly demonstrated than it is in the results of this experiment 
by the phenomena of exudation in the boiled areas and full expansion of tho distal intact 
ones whilst the leaf remained in a moist atmosphere, and of disappearance of exudation 

and partial assumption of the nocturnal position by the same pinne when the leaf was 

exposed to free evaporative loss. On the following day the level of the water in the 

bottle had sunk so much that only the tip of the petiole remained immersed. The boiled 

portions of the leaf were dry and brown, the others were green and turgid, but somewhat 
inclined towards the nocturnal position. The leaf was now returned to a hermetically 
closed chamber, and on the following day exudation had reappeared on the boiled portion 

of the rachis and the intact pinne were once more in a condition of full expansion. 

Experiment V.—Two leaves of Cassia sumatrana were taken, the one, a, having seven 

pairs of pinns, the other, which was somewhat larger, only six and a half pairs. The 

third pair of pinne and the corresponding portion of the rachis of a were immersed in 

boiling water, the treatment causing almost immediate browning and flaccidity of the 
immersed tissues, and temporary drooping, with more or less assumption of the nocturnal 

position in the pinne beyond the point of immersion. The bases of the petioles of both 

leaves were now freshly divided under water and then securely luted into water-bottles, 

the levels of the water in the latter being at the same time accurately marked. The 

leaves stood side by side in the open laboratory until the following day, when both 

were found to be alike turgid, save the boiled portions of a, which, as usual with 

exposed portions of tissue after similar treatment, were brown, dry, and drooping. "The 

amount of water which had been absorbed during the interval in both cases was 3c.c. 

Experiment VI—A large leaf of Cassia alata was taken, and all but the five distal 

pairs of pinn® were cut off. The lower part of the petiole was then plunged into boiling 

water for half a minute, and, its extremity having been cut off subaqueously, was luted 

into a water-bottle. The apparatus was then set in a sealed chamber containing a vessel 

of strong sulphuric acid. The level of the water in the bottle began at once to descend 

visibly. On the following day that part of the boiled portion of the petiole which was 

above the water was of a brown colour and coated with drops of brown fluid. The 

pinnz at the same time were fully expanded, turgid, bright green and, as usual when 

saturated with fluid, studded marginally with drops of clear liquid, The water in the 

bottle had meantime sunk very considerably. On the two following days the pinnz 

retained their greenness and turgidity, and at the close of the experiment the quantity 

of water which had been absorbed amounted to 15c.c. 

Experiment VII.—A large leaf of Cassia alata was taken, the basal pair of pinnæ 

removed, and the lower four and a half inches of the rachis immersed in boiling 

water for two minutes. 'The end of the petiole was then freshly cut off under water, 

and the leaf set in an open water-bottle and fixed, so that the lower part only of the 

boiled portion of the petiole was immersed. Visible depression of the level of the 

water set in at once, and in the course of two hours a loss of 12e.c. had occurred, 

On the following morning an additional loss of 38c.c. was registered, giving a total 
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of 50c.c. In this case about 50c.c. had traversed the boiled portion of the petiole 

within twenty-four hours, for the loss by mere evaporation in a check bottle of water 

was almost inappreciable during the same period, The nine pairs. of pinne which 

had been left on the leaf remained quite green and turgid, 

Experiment VIII.—Two leaves of Cassia alata were taken, and all the pinnz save 

the two terminal pairs were cut off. One specimen was then entirely immersed in 

boiling water for a minute, and the lower part of the petiole of the other was similarly 

treated, The extremities of the petioles were then freshly divided under water and 

set side by side in marked water-bottles. On the following day the water in the bottle 

containing the wholly boiled specimen showed a loss of 10c.c., and that in the other 

one of l4c.c. The pinne in the wholly boiled leaf were quite flaccid, drooping, and 

brownish, whilst those in the other were fully expanded, green, and turgid. Twenty- 

four hours later an additional loss of 7e.c. was registered in the former and one 

of Sec, in the latter specimen. The amount of water absorbed by the wholly dead 

leaf during the entire course of the experiment was only 5c.c. less than that in the 
case in which the lower part of the petiole alone had been boiled; but in estimating 
the amount of absorption due to the vital activities of the tissues in the latter it must 

be borne in mind that the amount of loss due to simple evaporation in it was certainly 

much less than in the other specimen, in which the retentive power for fluid connected 
with functional activity had been totally abolished. 

Experiment IX,—Two leaves of Cassia alata, each bearing eight pairs of pinnæ 
after the removal of the basal pair, were set side by side in marked water-bottles, the 
lower part of the petiole having in one case been boiled for two minutes and in the 
other left intact. Twenty-four hours later the pinne of both leaves alike were fully 
expanded, green and turgid, and the loss of water registered by each bottle was 23c.c. 
The boiled portion of the petiole of the one leaf was quite brown and the cortical 
parenchyma flaccid. One phenomenon which presented itself in this ease was that 
the absorption of water was primarily more rapid in the specimen in which the lower 
part of the petiole had been boiled than in that in which it had been left intact, this 
no doubt being due to the aspiratory action of the gaseous contents of the water- 
conducting system on contracting under the influence the fall of temperature subsequent 
to removal from the boiling water. | ; 

It appears clear from the previous experiments that the action of heat and 
chloroform on living vegetable tissues is strictly localised to the parts directly exposed 
to their influence, and that, even where the exposure results in death, there is no 

propagation of any effects to protected parts, however close to and continuous with. 
the injured ones they may be. In other words, there is no evidence that the death 
of the proteplasts in one part produces any appreciable direct results on the well- 
being of neighbouring but protected parts. The quantity and quality of the water- 
supply conducted by the vascular tissues remains inappreciably affected by chloroform ; 
and although heat may temporarily affect the former, due to the expansion of the 
gaseous contents of the condueting system which it induces, the obstruction thus arising 
is transitory, and this being so, in neither ease does the mere loss of tureescence 
and death of neighbouring parts ordinarily give rise to any à 
different results ensue, as is shown be appreciable effects. Very 

the next experiment, where the reagent which 
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is primarily locally applied is readily soluble in water, and therefore liable to be 
conducted by the stream of fluid traversing the vascular tissues. 

Experiment X.—Two leaves of Cassia sumatrana were taken and set with the 
bases of their petioles immersed in water and subaqueously divided in order to permit 
of free absorption. One of them (a) was now along with its water-vessel introduced 
into a beaker containing a little ammonia, the mouth of the beaker being closed by a 
cork securely luted down and around the rachis, so that whilst the lower portion 
of the latter and the basal pinne were enclosed in the beaker and exposed to the 
ammonia vapour, the upper portion and the distal pinnæ projected free into the air 
and had no immediate relation to the reagent. The other leaf (b) was similarly 
treated, only in this case the beaker contained chloroform in place of ammonia. The 
pinne of (a) which were within the beaker rapidly acquired a dark colour, whilst 
drops of black fluid began to exude from the surface of the rachis, and shortly 
afterwards similar changes began to manifest themselves in the part of the leaf outside 
the beaker, the pinnz drooping and darkening in colour especially along the neighbour- 
hood of their midribs, and exudation beginning to appear on the rachis, Twenty-four 
hours later the leaf was wilted throughout, the pinne greatly blackened and the 
rachis thickly studded with drops of black fluid. The portions of (b) which were 
included in the beaker were also very rapidly affected, the pinne becoming flaccid 
and of a brownish olive colour and the rachis exuding drops of pale yellowish fluid, 
but there was no extension of these changes to the portion of the leaf beyond the 

cork, the pinne retaining their original colour and turgidity and the rachis showing 
no signs of exudation. On the following day the free portions of the leaf remained 

entirely unaffected, and the pinnz were fully expanded, turgid and of their original 

bright green colour, while the petiole, even down to the surface of the cork, showed 

no signs of any change. 
Here, in both leaves alike, the tissues which were directly exposed to the influence 

of the reagent were rapidly killed and rendered flaccid by loss of turgidity, but 

whilst in one case these changes extended rapidly and completely throughout the 

entire leaf, in the other there was no propagation of them to the protected parts. 

Both reagents rapidly induce death in tissues directly exposed to their influence; but 

‘whilst chloroform is only very slightly soluble in water, ammonia is excessively so, 

and therefore is readily conveyed to distal areas. Such experiments afford no evidence 

of the transfer of any influences by means of the protoplasmic continuity of the 

tissues, the complete death of great masses of tissue [failing to give rise to any 

appreciable effects in immediately contiguous parts so long as the water-supply of 

the latter remains unaffected, but they unequivocally show how rapidly changes may 

be propagated to distal areas by means of alterations in their water-supply. This 

is a question which will be recurred to subsequently, and it is merely alluded to 

here because the phenomena of the experiment appear so clearly to suggest that it 

is to the. water-conducting system and not to any system of continuous protoplasts 

that we must look for an explanation of the propagation of effects from one area 

to another in the organism of any of the higher plants. 
The above experinients have demonstrated very clearly that exposure of vegetal 

tissues to excessive heat gives rise to effects similar to those which follow their exposure 
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to the action of anesthetics, and the next one shows that excessively low temperatures 

produce the same effect. 

Experiment XI.—A large leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 28°75 grammes, was put into a 

metal box and buried in a mixture of pounded ice and salt. On being removed after 

an interval of an hour and a quarter it was found to be rigidly frozen, but without 

visible exudation or change of colour. It was now set in a hermetically closed chamber, 

and very soon began to sweat visibly. On the following day it had acquired a yellowish 

tint and was quite flaccid and moist. The weight was now only 24:16 grammes, corre- 

sponding to a loss of 4°59c.c. of fluid, and on the following day was only 22°55 

grammes, giving a total loss of 21°5 per cent. on the original weight. The only 

difference presented by the phenomena in this case as compared with those occurring in 

cases of anssthesia was the primary absence of exudation; but this is readily accounted 

for if it be taken into account that any liquid entering the intercellular spaces in the 

initial stages of the experiment must have been frozen as it approached the surface of 

the leaf, and so have plugged the stomatic orifices. 

It is not, however, merely anesthetics and excessive elevation or depression of 

temperature which produce such results, for essentially similar ones occur in cases where 

the tissues are exposed to strong acid or alkaline vapours, to immersion in solutions of 

corrosive sublimate, or to the influence of electrical currents or discharges. 
I have not personally tried any experiments on the action of electrical currents on 

vegetable tissues, but the accounts which are furnished by Becquerel* regarding the 
results of his investigations of the subject leave no doubt that they also give rise to a 
loss of turgescence. He found that, in the case of milky Euphorbias, treatment of the 
shoots with electrical discharges was followed by a suppression of the discharge of latex 
on subsequent incision, a phenomenon which can only have been due to loss of turges- 
cence in the milk tubes. When leaves of Begonia discolor, which are red on one face 

and green on the other, were subjected to electrical currents, the red face became 
sensibly green and the green one red, due to escape of the red fluid from the interior 
of the cells normally containing it and its diffusion throughout the intercellular spaces 
of the tissue. He was at first inclined to explain the escape of liquid from the cells 
as due to rupture of the walls of the latter under the influence of the electricity; but, 
finding that there was no microscopical evidence of rupture, he ultimately came to 
the conclusion that the phenomenon was due to alterations in the nature of the 
cell-sap. : 

The following experiments illustrate the effects produced by exposure of the tissues 
to poisonous vapours and solutions:— 

Experiment XII.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 10-03 grammes, was set in a carbonic 
acid chamber, The first result which manifested itself was a certain amount of inten- 
sification of the green colour of the tissue, but the surface gradually became moist, and 
within a quarter of an hour actual exudation of drops of liquid had occurred. On the 
following day the leaf was of a dull, ochreous brown colour and weighed only 8:9 
grammes. It was returned to the chamber, and twenty-four hours later was almost 

* “Des Forces Physico-Chimiques.” Paris, 1876. 
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completely flaccid and weighed 8:06 grammes, equivalent to a loss of 19°6 per cent. on 
the original weight and to an exudation of 1°97c.c. of liquid. 

Experiment XIII.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 27:03 grammes, was set in a 

carbonic acid chamber. Visible exudation began within the course of an hour and 

advanced rapidly, accompanied by collapse of the leaf. The reddish colouring along 

the margins of the lobes was, primarily at all events, intensified, and the rest of the 

surface gradually became yellowish. On the following day the leaf was moist, flaccid, 

and weighed only 24:61 grammes, indicating a loss of 11°8 per cent, 

Experiment XIV.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 13°64 grammes, was suspended 

over water in a carbonic acid chamber. It remained in the chamber for forty-eight 

hours, and at the close of that period was flaccid, of a yellowish olive colour, and 

weighed only 11:54 grammes, indicating a loss of 15:3 per cent. of total weight. 

Experiment XV.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 33°22 grammes, was set in a 

hydrochloric acid chamber. Visible exudation and brightening of the red colour at the 

margins of the lobes soon appeared. On the following day it was flaccid and of a dull 

yellowish olive colour, and weighed only 28°51 grammes, 

Experiment XVI.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 18°12 grammes, was set in a 

hydrochloric acid chamber. Visible exudation was present within a quarter of an hour, 

Twenty-four hours later it was very moist, quite flaccid, of a yellowish olive colour, and 

weighed only 15°02 grammes. 

Experiment XVII—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 14°62 grammes, was placed in 

a nitric acid chamber. On the following day it was of a yellowish olive colour with 

the edges of the lobes strong pink. It was not so moist or flaccid as a leaf treated 

at the same time in a hydrochloric acid chamber, but showed a loss of 15:5 per cent, 

in weight. 

Experiment XVIII.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 13°08 grammes, was set in a 

nitric acid chamber. Visible exudation occurred within two hours, and on the following 
day it was perfectly flaccid, of a dull olive with pinkish along the murgins of the 

lobes, and weighed only 10:23 grammes, having lost 21'7 per cent. in total weight. 

Experiment XIX.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 1413 grammes, was set in an 

osmic acid chamber. Blackening of the surface rapidly set in, and on the following day 

- it was coal-black and covered by large isolated drops of inky fluid, It was not, 

however, flaccid, and only showed a loss of 7:2 per cent. in weight, whilst a leaf 

which had been exposed simultaneously in a nitric acid chamber showed one of 21:7 

per cent. Twenty-four hours later it was still nearly rigid, but had discharged a 

considerable additional amount of black liquid and only weighed 12°51 grammes. 

Experiment XX.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 15°17 grammes, was set in an 

osmie acid chamber. ̀  It began rapidly to backen at the edges, and at the close of 

two hours the discolouration had spread inwards considerably, and one or two small 

drops of black exudation had appeared on the surface of all the lobes save one. There 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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was no geperal moistening of the surface or any indication of commencing flaccidity. 

Three hours after the beginning of .the experiment it was very greatly blackened, but 

was still quite rigid and had lost only 0:07 grammes in weight. On the following 
morning it was perfectly black, but had discharged very little more fluid, the texture 
remaining -quite firm and the weight being 14:64 grammes. Twenty-four hours later, 
i.e., forty-eight hours from the beginning of the experiment, a certain amount of further 
exudation had occurred and the weight was 14:13 grammes, the total- loss from the 
beginning of the experiment having only amounted to 6:8 per cent. The slowness and 
limitation of exudation attending exposure to this reagent as compared with the 
discharge taking place under the influence of the others is very remarkable. ‘The 
phenomenon must be due either to some alteration produced in the cell-sap, whereby 
stable in place of unstable osmotic materials come to be present in it, or more probably 
‘to’ alterations in the protoplasm rendering it less filtrative than it is under ordinary 
circumstances. : f dust 

Experiment X.XI.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 26°87 grammes, was set in an 
ammonia chamber. Conspicuous sweating took place in the lobes nearest to the vessel 
containing the ammonia within the course of five minutes, and the tissues gradually 
assumed an intense deep green colour. On the following day it was of a very deep olive 
green. The surface of the leaf was moist, but its texture was not flaccid. Twenty-four 
hours later the colour remained as before, and the weight was 23:429 grammes, equivalent 
to a total loss of 12°8 per cent. j 

Experiment X .XII.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 87. grammes, was set in a moist 

ammonia chamber. Within ten minutes it became of a vivid deep green, and had begun 
to sweat conspicuously. On the following day it was dark green and very moist, but still 
rigid and smelling strongly of ammonia. The ammonia was removed so as to convert the 
chamber into a simple moist one and the leaf replaced in it. The weight of the leaf at 
this time was 8:52 grammes. It was kept under observation for three more days, during 

which it continued to give off ammonia as indicated by the smell of the water in the 
chamber, which was renewed daily. The losses in weight for the successive periods of 

twenty-four hours were 0°88, 0:29, and 0°11 grammes, giving a total loss for the entire 

experiment of 1:56 grammes, or 17:9 per cent, of weight. 

Experiment XXIIL—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 29:22 grammes, was immersed 
for forty minutes in a 2:5 per cent. alcoholic solution of corrosive sublimate. When 
removed and gently dried, it weighed 29:3 grammes. It was now placed in a moist 
chamber, and shortly began to sweat actively. On the following day it was partially flaccid, 
much fluid had been already discharged, and active exudation was still going on. At 
this time it weighed 26°44 grammes.. It continued to discharge fluid, although kept 
continuously in a sealed moist chamber, for the next eight days, and at the close of 
that period it was excessively flaccid, of a pale yellowish olive colour, and only 
weighed 21:03 grammes, corresponding to a total loss of 8°19 grammes, or 28:2 per cent. 
of weight. : ; 

~ Eaperiment XXIV.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 120 grammes, was immersed 
in a saturated aqueous solution of corrosive sublimate, the extremity of the petiole being 
freshly divided after immersion in order to facilitate absorption. Twenty-two hours 
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later it was removed from the solution and gently wiped dry.* It now weighed only 

9°53 grammes, indicating a loss of 20°5 per cent. of total weight, and was flaccid and 

of a pale ochreous colour. It was next placed in a simple moist chamber, and by the 
following day had discharged a considerable amount of fluid and weighed only 8'26 
grammes. It would be hard to find a more striking demonstration of the fact that 
turgidity is distinct from simple saturation than is afforded by the results of this 
experiment in which, whilst the leaf was actually submerged in the solution, e a. 
considerable loss of fluid occurred, 

The most important points which are illustrated by the experimental data in the 
present chapter are the following:— 

lst.—That turgescence implies saturation of tissue elements including osmotic 
materials, and must therefore be distinguished from simple saturation, 

2nd.—That where turgescence is dependent on continued vitality, the relations of 
certain tissue elements to fluids are profoundly altered by conditions 
which produce no appreciable effect on those of others, 

3rd.—That where turgescence is dependent on continued vitality, its diminution 

or total abolition may be determined by such varied conditions as 
exposure to alkaline or acid vapours, to- anesthetics, poisonous sub- 
stances in solution, extremes of temperature, and electrical currents, 

4th.—That the only other common effect which these different factors produce in 

the tissues is the ultimate death of their living elements, or, in other 
words, that depression or abolition of functional activity leads to diminu- 

tion or disappearance of turgidity. Bat this, taken along with the fact 
that we have abundant evidence that certain forms of stimulation give 
rise to increase in cell-turgescence, and no unequivocal evidence that 
any forms of stimulation give rise to its decrease, almost forces us to 
believe that it is depression and not stimulation of functional activity 
that is related to any movements which are determined by functional 
causes and dependent on diminished cell-turgescence; and this finally 
leads us to the conclusion already arrived at on independent grounds in 
the previous chapter, that it is fluctuation in the activity of assimilatory 
and respiratory function, and not fluctuations in the activity of con- 
tractile function, that are essentially related to movements connected 
with alterations in the turgescence of cellular vegetable tissues. 

|. CHAPTER IIL . 

The relation of turgescence to protoplasmic activity. - 

The facts which have been detailed in the preceding chapter might, if taken alone, . 
be regarded as evidence that turgescence is a peculiarity of living tissues, and therefore , 
directly and necessarily related to the presence of living protoplasm ; and this opinion has. 

* In all cases in which portions of the petioles were detached in the course of any experiments, they were, of 
course, carefully preserved and included in any subsequent weighments. 

Ass, Roy Bor. Garp. Catcurra Vor. VI. 
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to a great degree coloured the various explanations which have been advanced to account 

for the occurrence of the sudden fluctuations in turgescence on which the movements of 

masses of vegetable tissues depend. Sachs, for example, affirms that turgescence is essenti- 

ally due to the great resistance which protoplasm normally presents to the filtrative escape 

of any liquids which it may have endosmotically acquired, and that any sudden escape 

of water from a turgescent cell necessarily implies a change in the nature of the proto- 

plasm whereby it readily permits of filtration.* He practically ascribes everything directly 

to the protoplasm and nothing to the influence of the products of its activity contained 

within the cell-sap, and by doing so is constrained to endow the protoplasm with certain 

special properties in order to account for the phenomena which actually occur. In 

adopting this view he entirely loses sight of the possibility that turgescence may be due to 

the osmotic properties of the cell-sap overcoming the filtrative facilities provided by the 

protoplasm, and that loss of turgescence may arise as the result of diminution in the 

former, and not of any increase in the latter, of these two factors ; and when we come to 

look for any positive evidence tending to a decision of the question, we find that, whilst 

we can readily trace the occurrence of chemical changes in the cell-sap which may well 

cause changes in its osmotic properties coinciding with loss in turgescence, we are 

unable to find any proof of alteration in the filtrative power of the protoplasm save the 

very phenomenon which it is regarded as giving rise to. If we ascribe turgescence 

directly to the properties of the protoplasm, we are left to assume that any fluctuations 

in the former must be accompanied by changes in the latter; but if we ascribe it to the 

properties of the cell-sap, we can at all events show that loss m turgescence is accom- 

panied by changes in the chemical constitution of the factor. According to the one view, 

anesthetics and all the other factors which we have just seen acting as determinants of 

loss of turgescence must do so simply because they have the common property of increas- 

ing the filtrative power of the protoplasm; according to the other, the result is due to 

alterations in the properties of the cell-sap attending depression and abolition of respiratory 

and assimilative function in the protoplasm, and of the occurrence of which we have 

in many cases the clearest chemical evidence. | 

The conspicuous changes in the colour of common green leaves attending losses in 

turgescence caused by exposure to injurious media very clearly indicate the occurrence of 

coincident chemical changes in the contents of the cells; but much more striking evidence 

is forthcoming where variously coloured floral tissues form the subjects of experiment. 

In the case of common leaves the changes in colour accompanying depression and 

abolition of functional activity (unless induced by media, such as ammonia, which secure 

the addition of extraneous alkaline constituents to the tissues) are such as to indicate a 

rise in fixed acidity, the yellowing which takes place being precisely of the character 

presenting itself in neutral solutions of chlorophyll on the addition of acids, This change 

in certain cases may be partially ascribed to the addition of extraneous acid during the 

course of the experiment; but the fact that it manifests itself in cases where chloroform or 

extremes of temperature are the agents employed shows that no extraneous agency is 

required to produce it. Fortunately it is not necessary to be satisfied with this chromatic 

evidence alone, as it is possible to adduce positive proof that depression of functional 

activity is, in some cases at all events, directly related to an increase in the fixed acidity 

* Vorlesungen, XVI. p. 330, XXXVII. p. 798. 
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of the cell-sap. This is demonstrated by the following experiments which were originally 

suggested by a paper, published in the year 1815 in the eleventh volume of the trans- 

actions of the Linnean Society, and to which my attention was first directed by my 

friend Dr. David Prain. . It is entitled “On the Deoxidation of the Leaves of Cotyledon 

calycina” (— Bryophyllum calycinum), and in it the author, Dr. Heyne, points out that a 

conspicuous decrease in the acidity of the tissues (which he ascribes to processes of 

deoxidation) takes place during the course of each diurnal period, alternating with a 

corresponding increase in each nocturnal one.* 

On testing the leaves of Kalanchoe laciniata it was at once ascertained that they 

exhibited similar phenomena. Observations were first instituted during the course of the 

hot season when transpiratory loss is very active diurnally, and when the amount of 

fluid escaping.on section of the leaves is much smaller in the evening than in the morn- 

ing; but, in spite of this, it was at once evident that the acidity, and specially the fixed 

acidity of the evening (and presumably concentrated) sap, was much lower than that of 

the fluid escaping in the morning (plate III. fig. 2). Systematic investigation of the 

subject afforded the following results:— 

Experiment I—Two leaves of Kalanchoe were taken, one, a, weighing 16:93 grammes, 

and the other, 5, 30°75 grammes. In both of them the reaction of the cell-sap was 

highly acid at 10-30 a.m. when the experiment was begun, They were both exposed to 

direct but broken sunshine beneath a tree, a being enclosed in a chloroform-chamber, 

and 5 set with the base of the petiole in water. At 2 p.m. a weighed 12:2 grammes, was 

of a pale ochreous olive colour and very flaccid; whilst A was bright green and turgid, 

and weighed 31:38 grammes. The sap of a was intensely and permanently acid, that 

of 6 was even at first only faintly acid and only contained a mere trace of permanent 

acidity. 

Experiment II.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 30:3 grammes, was exposed to direct 

sunshine apart from water for three hours and a quarter. When first set at 10-30 a.m., 

its juice was intensely acid. After exposure it weighed 28:48 grammes, and the 

permanent acidity of the sap was very feeble. It was now set with the freshly divided 

base of the’ petiole in water, and on the following morning the weight was 28°72 

grammes, and the permanent acidity of the sap intense. 

Experiment III.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 30°58 grammes, and with highly acid 

sap, was set with the base of the petiole in water in absolute darkness at 10-30 a.m. At 

1-45 p.m. the weight had increased to 31°08 grammes, and the acidity of the sap remained 

apparently unaltered. 

Experiment IV.—Two leaves of Kalanchoe, one, a, weighing 29:6 grammes, the other, 

b, 23:4 grammes, were set with the bases of the petioles immersed in water. The sap in 

both ofthem was highly acid in reaction; a was exposed to direct sunshine and 5 to 

absolute darkness for more than three hours. At the close of this period a was slightly 

limp, weighed only 27:7 grammes, and on section yielded comparatively little fluid, with 

a mere trace of fixed acidity, whilst 5 was fully turgid, weighed 23°71 grammes, and 

yielded an abundance of intensely and permanently acid fluid. 

* Transactions of the Linnean Society, vol XI. p. 218. 
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Experiment V.—Two leaves of Kalanchoe with intensely acid sap were taken at 

10-15 am. One, a, weighed 28'7 grammes; the other, 5, 98:58 grammes. Both were 

then set with the bases of their petioles immersed in water, and æ was exposed to direct 

sunshine and to absolute darkness for three hours and a half. At the close of this 

period, a weighed only 27:3 grammes, and the acidity, and especially the permanent 

acidity, of its juice was very greatly diminished in intensity; while b weighed 27:87 

grammes and yielded fluid of excessively acid reaction. On the following morning the 

acidity of the sap in both cases was alike and intense. The leaf 5 was now enclosed 

ina moist chamber and exposed for three hours in absolute darkness to a temperature 

of 8877 in order to determine whether the effects following exposure to sunshine 

were in any appreciable degree determined by heat as distinct from light; but the 

acidity of the sap remained undiminished at thé end of the experiment. 

In this case the stimulant ultimately leading to a diminution in the acidity of 

the cell-sap is evidently light, but in other cases heat comes prominently into play in 
produeing similar results. For example, whenever the temperature remains beneath a 
certain limit the flowers of Ipomæa hederacea, however brilliant the sunlight be, never 
attain the intense, dusky blue normal to them when in the expanded condition, but 
retain more or less of the red tint proper to the buds—a phenomenon which, as we 

shall presently see, is due to a relative excess of acid constituents in the cell-sap. Here 

temperature is the determinant of decrease in acidity, Just as in other cases we find that 
it is the essential determinant of the increase in turgidity of certain masses of tissue 
on which the expansion of flowers such as those of Portulaca grandiflora is dependent. 
The flowers of Portulaca do not unfold in the brightest sunshine until they have 

attained a temperature of 70° to 80°F.; and, if only this be provided, expansion takes 
place in total darkness just in proportion to the rise in temperature. Both heat 
and light are clearly capable of determining chemical alterations in the nature of the 

cell-sap and increase in the turgescence of masses of tissue. According to Sachs’ 
theory of the causation of turgescence, in order to account for the phenomena we must 
assume that in some cases the factors act on the physical properties of the protoplasm, 
and in others on the chemical nature of the cell-sap; or, in other words, that in some 
cases they affect the structure and in others the function of the protoplasm. But surely 
it is more reasonable to assume that both chromatic and motor effects are due to 
stimulation of the latter only. Such stimulation may well give rise to the formation 
of products differing from one another in different instances, in some characterised 
by their reaction and in others by their osmotic properties, and accordingly ultimately 

determining changes of colour in the one case and movements related to altered turges- 
cence in the other case. : 

In some cases stimulation of functional activity, whether photic or thermic, leads 
to decrease and in others to increase in the acidity of the cell-sap and to corre- 
sponding changes in the tint of colouring matters which are dissolved in it, the inten- 
sity of blue and green colours being related to relative alkalinity and that of red 
ones to relative acidity. That this is the case is shown by the results of the 
following experiments :—— | | 

Experiment I,—' The petals of a flower of Erythrina stricta, which are of a brilliant 
scarlet colour, exposed in a chloroform-chamber almost immediately became of a 
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permanent pale, dull, brownish pink tint. The flower was now transferred to a 
carbonic acid chamber in which the petals gradually reddened, and in the course of 

twenty-four hours they had regained a vivid scarlet colour. 

Experiment II.—Petals of the same Erythrina, when immersed in absolute alcohol, 
were at once bleached to a very pale pink, the alcohol at the same time acquiring 

. & very pale, reddish topaz tint, which rapidly reddened in a carbonic acid chamber 
and became vivid scarlet on the addition of a few drops of glacial acetic acid. 
Alternate additions of solutions of caustic potash and glacial acetic acid to alcoholic 
extract which has become scarlet owing to prolonged exposure in a carbonic acid 
chamber, secure alternating discharge and reformation of the colour. 

Experiment III.—A flower of a scarlet variety of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis was set in a 
chloroform-chamber. The colour very rapidly began to become dulled, and within an 
hour was of adull maroon red, the corolla at the same time showing the initial stage 
of collapse. The chloroform was now removed from the chamber and a vessel of 
glacial acetic acid substituted for it. Collapse of the corolla continued to advance 
steadily to completion, but at the same time its colour gradually revived and ultimately 
became once more vivid scarlet. 

Experiment IV.—A similar flower of Hibiscus, momentarily immersed in boiling 
water, collapsed at once, the colour at the same time becoming purplish. The water 
also acquired a purplish hue, due to extraction of pigment and partial bleaching of 
the corolla. ‘The purplish infusion was rendered bright red ‘by the addition of 
acids. 

Experiment V.—A similar flower placed in a chloroform-chamber gradually under- 
went the same changes as that in Experiment III, 

When the colour had become ofa deep maroon red, the chloroform was removed 
and a vessel of fuming nitric acid substituted for it, Restoration of the colour began 

visibly almost at once, and a vivid scarlet was gradually re-established, 

Experiment VI.—A similar flower was enclosed in a metal box and buried in a 

mixture of ice and salt. After an hour and a half of exposure it was found to be 

stiffly frozen and of a dull red colour, It was now placed in a simple hermetically 

closed chamber, and the colour soon passed on to the same deep maroon tint 

which is developed under exposure to chloroform, flaccidity and collapse also advancing 

rapidly. On the following day it was quite flaccid and deep maroon, A vessel of 

glacial acetic acid was now introduced into the chamber, and twenty-four hours later 

the corolla was once more vivid scarlet, 

Experiment VII.—Petals of scarlet Hibiscus immersed in absolute alcohol became at 

once deep purple and yielded a neutral extract of a reddish topaz colour. Treated 

with acids, this extract became vivid red; and with alkalis dull green, passing on to 

orange yellow. 
Set 

Experiment VIIL—A scarlet Hibiscus flower was set in a moist ammonia-chamber. 

Purplish black spotting of the corolla began to appear within a minute and extended 

rapidly. As the blackening extended inwards from the periphery to the centre of the 
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corolla, the margins gradually assumed an orange tint, and on the following day the 

fower, although hardly showing any signs of collapse, was of a uniform brownish 

orange throughout. 

Experiment IX.—A flower of scarlet Hibiscus in a chloroform-chamber very rapidly 

collapsed, and at the same time assumed a deep maroon red colour. Immersion of the 

discoloured petals respectively in dilute acetic acid and in 10 per cent. solution of caustic 

potash caused them, in the former instance, again to become scarlet; and, in the latter, 

to turn first dull blue, then dull green, and finally ochreous. 

Experiment X.—Two flowers of Ipomea hederacea were placed in a chloroform- 

chamber. The deep blue portions of the corollas almost immediately began to acquire 

a violet, and the pale rose of the red parts an ochreous tint. The violet of the blue 

areas gradually reddened and, at the same time, the texture visibly became moistened. 

The corollas ultimately collapsed, the originally red area being now ochreous and 

the originally blue ones dull red. | 

Experiment XI.—A flower of Ipomea hederacea was set in a moist chloroform-chamber 

at 10-31 a.m. The blue area of the corola gradually became first violet and then 

dull red, and at the same time slowly collapsed. 

Ecperiment XII—A flower of Ipomea hederacea was set in a moist ammonia- 

chamber, After three’ minutes’ exposure it had become of a vivid peacock green, which 

gradually faded to a pale ochre. 

The changes in colour in the flowers of Ipomea hederacea under the influence of 

chloroform are just the reverse of those which normally take place during the expansion, 

but are the same as those attending the withering of the corollas. Whilst in bud the 

areas which, during full expansion, are reddish have an ochreous, and those which 

are deep blue a red colour; and in the fading and faded corollas of the afternoon 

and night a reversion to the bud colouring takes place. When the dull red faded 

corollas are treated with acids they become vivid rose colour; and, when treated with 

alkalis, vivid blue and green, passing on into pale yellow. When the flowers are 

in bud and in the faded condition, the cell-sap thus evidently contains a relative excess 

of acid constituents; whilst, when the flower expands under favourable conditions of light, 

and specially of temperature, these acids are partially neutralised by the manufacture of 

alkaline products. Stimulation of the functional activities of the tissues in this case gives 

rise to effects similar to those accompanying it in tissues containing chlorophyll, and 

precisely the reverse of those occurring in the case of tissues in which the cell-sap is 

normally red during their fullest development. The brilliant scarlet of the fully expanded 

corollas of scarlet varieties of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis is replaced in the bud and in the 

fading condition by a dull red colour, which, especially in the latter case, is very much 

of the same character as that developed in the expanded corollas under the influence of 

chloroform, In the case of chlorophyll-containing tissues, and in those in which the cell- 

sap is of a blue colour when they are most highly developed, stimulation of protoplasmic 

activity appears to lead to relative alkalinity; and depression or abolition of protoplasmic 

activity to relative acidity ; whilst, in the case of tissues containing red cell-sap, precisely 

the reverse is the case. The essential constituents of both red and blue colouring matters 
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appear to be the same, the tint being determined by the relative acidity or alkalinity 

of the medium. Hence blue flowers usually present a more or less purplish or reddish 

tinge in natural fading and when under the influence of chloroform; whilst red ones, 

on the eontrary, lose their brilliancy and may even become almost colourless (like those 

of Erythrina stricta) under similar circumstances. The colour in Erythrina strieta is evidently 

related to intense acidity of the medium; for even perfectly neutral media reduce it very 

much, just as strong alkalis act on other red tissues; while the alcoholic extract demands 

an excessive addition of acid ere it reacquires a scarlet tint. Some blue flowers, such as 

those of the blue variety of Clitoria Ternatea, present an exception to the rule enunciated 

above, as they retain an intense blue colour during normal fading and exposure to 

chloroform, and they yield brilliant pure blue infusions and extracts on boiling and 

immersion in alcohol. ‘This is not dependent on any peculiarity in the essential consti- 

tuents of the colour, for the addition of acids to the blue extracts or infusions at once 

causes them to assume a beautiful red colour; but must apparently be due to the cell-sap 

normally containing a relative excess of fixed alkaline constituents—an assumption 

which is favoured by the very feeble acidity which the freshly expressed sap presents. 

The extremely fugitive nature of the alkaline constituents in some other cases is most 

strikingly exemplified in cases where flowers of Ipomea hederacea are killed by means of 

exposure to low temperatures, as the following experiment shows :— 

Experiment XIIL—A fully expanded and normally coloured flower was enclosed 

in a metal box, and the latter was then buried in a mixture of pounded ice and salt, 

where it remained for an hour and a half. At the close of this period the flower 

remained fully expanded and retained its original colouring, but was frozen and rigid. 

On removal from the box immediate collapse occurred, and the colours of the normally 

blue and red areas at once changed, the former becoming violet and the latter 

ochreous. The white coloured portion at the base of the tube retained its colour 

somewhat longer, and then, like the red ones, became ochreous, the blue portions having 

meantime passed on from purple to dull red. 

Immersion of flowers of the same species in boiling water is followed immediately 

by total collapse and similar changes in colour, but the results in this case are not so 

striking, as they are not so conclusively ascribable to mere cessation of protoplasmic 

activity as where they follow exposure to cold. The absence of collapse and the reten- 

tion of the normal colour in the latter case, so long as the tissues remain frozen, must 

apparently be due to the cell-sap being congealed so rapidly that no appreciable escape 

of liquid or di harge or decomposition of the fugitive alkaline or acid constituents 

present in it have time to occur. The process of rapid congelation not only arrests the 

manufacture of the products of protoplasmic activity on which the turgescence and 

colour of the tissues depend, but it for the time being retains those which are present 

in the sap at the moment at which congelation occurs. On the tissue thawing, an 

immediate loss of turgescence occurs, and this is accompanied by the escape or decom- 

position of the products of certain constituents of the cell-sap to which its normal 

colour is due. It would be hard to find a more striking instance of the coincidence of 

loss of turgescence with alterations in the chemical constitution of cell-sap. 

It is only where the colours of the tissues depend on the presence of dissolved 

pigments, the tints of which are determined by the presence of fugitive acid or alkaline 

substances, that they serve as satisfactory indices to the occurrence of chemical changes 
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in the sap. In the case of blue Ciiforia the tint is certainly related to relative alkalinity 

of the sap, but this alkalinity is in great part due to the presence of non-fugitive, 

fixed materials. In many yellow flowers, on the other hand, the persistence of the colour 

after death of the tissues depends on much of the colouring matter being insoluble in 

the sap. In the African marigold, for example, the greater bulk of the pigment of the 

corolla is not in solution, but is deposited in the form of resinous granules which are 

quite insoluble in water, and therefore any changes in the reaction of the cell-sap do not 

appreciably affect their colour. The fact, therefore, that in certain cases we do not find 

loss in turgescence in the tissues to be accompanied by any conspicuous change in their 

colour, cannot be taken as any evidence that chemical changes in the nature of the cell- 

sap have not occurred; whilst the constancy with which we encounter evidences of the 

presence of such changes, in cases where indices to their occurrence are present, strongly 

supports the belief in the normal coincidence of alterations in turgescence, which depend 

on fluctuations in functional activity of the protoplasts, and chemical changes in the 

cell-sap. : 
The chromatic change accompanying depression or abolition of function in vegetable 

tissues is not, of course, an absolute proof of coincident alterations in their osmotic 

properties, but merely of alterations in the compositign of their cell-sap. It is, 

however, highly probable that the processes leading to the latter may affect the 

former also, and there are certain phenomena which to a certain extent appear to 

indicate that they actually do so; for in cases in which depression and abolition 

of functional activity is accompanied by very marked chromatic changes, we find 

the coincident loss in turgidity excessive, whilst in cases where chromatic changes 

are inconspicuous, the loss in turgidity is not nearly so great. For example, when 

the flowers of blue Clitoria are killed by continued exposure to the vapour of chloro- 

form, hardly any change manifests itself in their colour, whilst in the case of flowers 

of scarlet Hibiscus under similar circumstances the change is very great. A corre- 
sponding difference occurs in relation to the coincident loss in turgidity, for, although 
there is a considerable loss in Clitoria, it is limited in degree as compared with that 
occurring in Hibiscus, in. which the great change in colour is accompanied by absolute 
flaccidity of texture. The absence of conspicuous change in colour, and the limitation 
in loss of turgescence, in Clitoria are at all events both aseribable to the presence of 
certain stable constituents in the cell-sap which serve to maintain conditions in it 
subsequent to the death of the tissues which can only be maintained in Hibiscus as 

the result of the continued exercise of functional activity. 
The experimental data which have been given above afford sufficient evidence that 

alterations in turgescence following exposure to influences of the most diverse nature, and 

which can hardly be supposed to produce any common effect on the nature of the proto- 

plasts of the tissues beyond depressing and uitimateiy abolishing their functional activi- 

ties, are accompanied by conspicuous alterations in the chemical constitution of the 

cell-sap. This in itself is sufficient to suggest that it is to the properties of the latter, 
and not to those of the protoplasts, that turgescence is immediately related; but we are 

not obliged to remain content with any ambiguous evidence, as it is not hard to find 

examples in which turgescence persists even in a very high degree quite apart from 

the presence of any living protoplasts in the tissue. The tissue of the mesocarp of 
a ripe orange is one of the most striking of these. Here we certainly have a highly 
turgid mass of tissue in which turgescence is maintained in spite of the absence of 
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any living protoplasm. During the process of maturation, the protoplasts of the cells 

have been gradually expended with a proportionate accumulation of the products of 

their functional activity in the cell-sap; and in the fully ripened tissue, if any living 

protoplasm persists, its amount must evidently be extremely small. Whatever its amount 

be, however, it certainly is not the cause of the turgidity of the tissue, as we 

find the latter persisting under circumstances which involve the death of any living 

protoplasts which have been exposed to them. When, for example, we expose portions 

of the mesocarp of an orange to the influence of the conditions which we have just seen 

to cause loss of turgescence where the latter is dependent on the presence of living 

protoplasts, we do not find any evidence in these portions of the occurrence of 

parallel change. This is shown by the results of the following experiments:— 

Experiment XIV.—A segment of the mesocarp of a ripe orange, weighing 10:58 
grammes, was exposed in a chloroform-chamber for twenty-four hours. At the close of 
this period it weighed 10:6 grammes and retained its turgidity unaltered, 

Experiment XV.—A segment, weighing 9°52 grammes, was exposed in a chloro- 
form-chamber for twenty-four hours. At the close of the experiment it weighed 9:53 
grammes. 

Experiment XVI.—A segment, weighing 13:5 grammes, was immersed for forty 
minutes in a 2*5 per cent. alcoholic solution of corrosive sublimate. On removal its 

weight had increased to 13:73 grammes. It was now placed in a simple moist chamber, 
and on the following day was found apparently just as it had been at the beginning 
of the experiment, quite turgid, the surface dry, and the weight 13:5 grammes. 

Experiment XVII.—A segment, weighing 20:44 grammes, was immersed in a 25 

per cent. solution of corrosive sublimate for twenty-four hours. At the close of that 

period it was excessively turgid, and when dried weighed 20:64 grammes. It was 
now placed in a simple moist chamber. ‘Twenty-four hours later it was quite turgid, 
the surface dry, and the weight 19:87 grammes. lt was kept under observation for 
three days longer, and at the end of the experiment weighed 19:5 grammes. 

Experiment XVIII.—A segment of the mesocarp of a ripe orange (a), weighing 
13:08 grammes, and a leaf of Kalanchoe (b), weighing 17:24 grammes, were immersed 

for one minute in boiling water. On removal (a) weighed 13:5 grammes and (é) only 

15°65. Forty-eight hours later, (a) weighed 12:54 grammes; whilst (6) was flaccid, 

yellowish olive, and weighed only 14-6 grammes; the total loss in the former amounting 
to 41 per cent. and in the latter to 15°3 per cent. 

One of the most striking examples of the maintenance of an extremely high 
degree of turgidity in cells, independent of the presence of any continuous stratum of 

living protoplasm, is that which is afforded by the fertile filaments of Pilobolus erystal- 
linus. The excessive turgescence in these, which ultimately leads to their rupture and 
the violent discharge of the sporangia, arises only after they have been almost entirely 

emptied of protoplasm by the onward progress of the latter and its accumulation within 

the sporangium, and certainly when no continuous stratum invests the interior of the cell 

wall. It is certainly, therefore, independent of any anti-filtrative property of protoplasm, 
and indeed is apparently independent of the action of any local protoplasm altogether, as 
we find it to be present in eases in which even the lower part of the stem ees um 
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above the great basal cell is apparently quite empty of all save fluid. At the same 
time it is clearly related to continued protoplasmie activity, although this is not carried 
on locally. This is shown very strikingly in cases where the mycelium and basal cells 
are subjected to the influence of osmic acid. If a mass of the cowdung on which a 
crop of fertile filaments in full turgescence is situated be moistened by a 2 per cent. 
solution of osmic acid, and set under a dissecting microscope, a very beautiful and 
interesting series of phenomena manifest. themselves within the course of a minute or 
two. Under normal circumstances, of course, the turgescence in the fertile filaments is 
so excessive as to give rise to such a considerable excretion of fluid that they are 
studded throughout by beads of it, Under the influence of the osmic acid these beads may 
be seen rapidly to enlarge, and as they do so the filament gradually becomes flaccid and 
collapses. The very fact that this rapid and complete collapse should attend the action 
of osmic acid is in itself very strong evidence that the turgescence is independent of the 
presence of any continuous stratum of protoplasm, seeing that the fixative property of 
this re-agent for tissue elements seems to be due to its action in rendering the protoplasm 
relatively impermeable; and, when taken along with the histological evidence, it seems 
conclusively to indicate that we are here dealing with turgescence due to extrinsic 
agencies, due to the presence of materials which have not originated locally, but which, 
having been developed in connection with the functional activity of the mycelium and 
specially of the basal cells, have passed on into the interior of the fertile filaments. 
Further, it is evident that these materials must be of unstable nature, so that turgescence 
can only maintain itself against the factors making for filtration so long as a constant 
supply of them is being manufactured elsewhere and subsequently transferred to the 
cavities of the filaments, | 

Perhaps the most convincing proof of the indirect relation which turgescence bears 
to protoplasmic functional properties, and of its direct dependence on osmotic peculiarities 
in the cell-sap, is that which is afforded by the results of experiments in which, in the 
course of killing the protoplasts of the tissues, we secure the artificial addition of osmotic 
constituents to the sap. When we do so, we find in dealing with succulent tissues, such 
as those of Kalanchoe, in which an abolition of protoplasmic activity is normally accom- 
panied by a very large discharge of fluid and loss in weight and turgescence, that death 
is not accompanied by any considerable diminution in weight or turgescence, and that the 
dead tissues, may persist for prolonged periods in a highly turgid condition. The follow- 
ing experimental details illustrate very clearly the different effects produced on turgidity 
of tissue where death is determined with or without the addition of osmotic materials 
to the cell-sap :— | pm 

Experiment XIX.—Two leaves of Kalanchoe—one, a, weighing 28:22, the other, 5, 
21:04 grammes—were taken and set with the bases of the petioles immersed in water. 
The lower extremities of the petioles were then cut off subaqueously, so as to permit of 
free absorption, and leaf o set in a chloroform-chamber, and A in an ammoniacal one. 
Copious sweating set in in @ within half an hour, and advanced so rapidly that the lobes 
had begun to collapse within an hour from the beginning of the experiment, the tissue 
at the same time beginning to acquire a yellowish tinge. In the case of b, a limited 
amount of exudation appeared very rapidly, and the tissue acquired an intense deep green 
tint, but no considerable loss of fluid occurred, and the leaf remained perfectly firm and 
showed no signs of collapse, The ammonia appeared to act more rapidly in causing 
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exudation than the chloroform, but the action appeared very soon to be arrested before 
sufficient loss had occurred to induce appreciable loss in turgidity; whilst, in the case of 
the chloroform, when exudation had once been established it advanced rapidly and 
steadily. On the following day the leaf a was of a pale yellowish olive colour and 
perfectly flaccid and collapsed, whilst b was deep dark-green and quite firm and turgid. 
The loss of weight which had occurred in a was 7:75 grammes, or 27:4 per cent., and 
active exudation was still taking place. In the case of 5 the loss only amounted to 1°64, 
or 5'9 per cent., and there was no sign of any continued exudation. Subsequently to this 
b only was kept under observation, being weighed at intervals and having a fresh petiolar 
surface exposed each time that it was returned to the chamber. Twenty-four hours 
subsequently to the previously recorded observation, in place of showing any loss of weight, 
it showed a gain of 0°42; and a week after the initiation of the experiment the tissue 
remained highly turgid, and the total Joss of weight for the entire period only amounted 
to 1'64 grammes, or 5'9 per cent.. The weights at different periods are shown in the 
following table:— 

Date. TAM Wide cune 
grammes. 

February, 13th — ... tee 27°54 bas ‘ae 

e HO u « — 2090 1:64 59 
5 IHR wes 2 eee 1:22 44 

» JO ii oe 26°31 1:23 4'4 

wie MO a «. ^ 2001 1:23 44 

ý 185b... oe 2632 1:22 44 

n UE ee as NOU . 164 5:9 

Up to the 16th the leaf remained continuously in the ammonia-chamber, but it was 
then removed and kept in a simple moist chamber during the rest of the experiment. 
When removed it had a very strong ammoniacal odour, and for several days it continued to 
give off enough ammonia to endow the water in the water vessel of the moist chamber 
with a strong smell of it. Whilst in this chamber it discharged a considerable amount 
of fluid from the terminal lobe, which happened to be sloped rather abruptly downwards, 
the exudation beginning to appear soon after transfer from the ammonia chamber, and 
continuing steadily until the end of the experiment, in spite of the inappreciable loss in 
weight which accompanied it. The fact that an actual increase in weight manifested 
itself during the course of the second twenty-four hours of the experiment is remarkable, 
and is probably to be ascribed to a continued absorption of ammonia and increase in 
osmotic property of the cell-sap during that period partially making good the initial 
loss of natural osmotic property which had attended the death of the tissue. "The arti- 
ficial addition of ammonia to the cell-sap does not suffice to maintain the osmotic 
capacities of the latter at quite the normal level, but it prevents the great loss in osmotic 
property attending the cessation of functional activity from producing the effects which 
it naturally would give rise to. The loss in functional osmotic property appears to 

proceed more rapidly than the acquisition of artificial osmotic property; and hence an 

initial fall in turgescence below the level at which the artificial property, when fully 

developed, is able to maintain it. 

«Experiment xx. —A leaf of Katinas GEN idee 27:19 grammes, was set in 

a moist ammonia-chamber with the base of the petiole,. which had been subaqueously 
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divided, immersed in water. Twenty-four hours later it weighed 25:04 grammes, corre- 

sponding to a loss of 1'19e.c. of fluid, or 4'3 per cent. of total weight. The weights 

for the first six days of the experiment during which it was kept in the original chamber, 

having the petiole freshly subaqueously divided every day after weighment, were as 

follows:— 

Tinka : Weight in ` Percentage loss in 
` grammes. total weight. 

March, 2nd Sei SES ven 27-13 £3 

p ord swe ae bed 25:04 43 

» 4th E a Wi 25°96 43 

y xh Set Ke ‘ive 26:16 9:0 

we Ge «i eee one 26°21 9*3 

ni 0M d des E 26°21 9:3 

After the first 24 hours, in spite of the fact that it daily discharged a large quantity 

of fluid, an actual increase in place of any further decrease in weight occurred up to a 

certain point, the tissue at the same time remaining excessively moist and turgid. On the 

8th of March it was transferred to a simple moist chamber, and the petiole was no 

longer immersed in water. It remained in this for the next six days, during which the 

weights were as follows :— 

Date. Weight in Percentage loss in 
| grammes. total weight. 

March, 9th ed ivi e 9587 4*6 

» 10th geg ove ee o ODE 53 

» -th ea ie si eee 60 

s MA ida ove vo ONO 72 

» 19th ae oem $a eee 75 

» 14th ove ve ase MENU 82 

It was now once more set with the freshly divided extremity of the petiole in water, 
with the result that it again began to discharge water actively and at the same time 
gained considerably in weight, as shown below:— 

Date. 3 Weight in Percentage loss in 
grammes, total weight. 

March, 15th “à nr e — 2572 SES. a 
» Ioh oes ... cw c. MEOS 55 
» i ... ose wes ` ̀ 45:04 54 
„ 18th eee ... eo 2563 55 

This experiment is specially instructive on several grounds. It affords a most 
perfect demonstration of the fact that, even in those cases in which the maintenance 
of turgidity is normally dependent on continued vitality of the protoplasts of the 
tissues, the relation between the two conditions is not a direct one determined by 
any structural peculiarities of the living protoplasm, but indirect and maintained 
through the intervention of the presence of certain osmotic properties in the cell-sap. 
The protoplasts of the tissues of this leaf had certainly been killed on the 2nd of 
March, and yet turgidity persisted in high degree sixteen days later, without there 
being any obstruction to the free passage of fluid through the tissues, as was clearly 
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shown by the continuous discharge which accompanied free supply of water. A 
striking illustration is also afforded of the dependence of turgidity not only on 
intrinsic, but also on extrinsic conditions; not only on osmotic capacity of the cell- 
sàp, but on conditions of general loss and supply of water. It cannot be supposed 

that any appreciable increase in osmotic property of the tissues occurred between the 

l4th and 15th March, and yet a very considerable rise in turgescence took place 
then, coincident with renewed free supply of water. 

The contrast between the results in cases of this kind and those presenting 
themselves where death of the tissue is determined by means which do not intro- 

duce permanent artificial osmotic properties into it, comes out very clearly on com- 

paring the above figures with those furnished by an experiment on the results follow- 
ing immersion in an alcoholic solution of corrosive sublimate :— 

Date. Weight. Loss. Percentage loss. 

December 21st is 29:22 io had 

» 22nd e. 96:44 2:78 9:5 
i 23rd P 24-68 4°54 15°5 

» 24th i 22°92 6:30 21:5 

5 25th iv 21°82 740 24:3 

Dee .. — 21:08 8-19 28-0 
» 30th ste 20°50 872 29:8 

Even here, however, the initial loss of fluid and turgescence is not so great as 

in cases where the functional activity of the tissue is abolished by means of extremes 

of temperature, vapour of chloroform, or other conditions in which mo appreciable 

addition of extraneous materials to the cell-sap is involved. The peculiarity of the 

phenomenon of artificial maintenance of turgescence by means of ammonia lies in its 

persistent character. In cases of poisoning by alcoholic vapour under conditions of free 

water-supply, the loss of fluid and of turgescence during the first twenty-four hours 

is relatively limited, and may even fall as low as it is where ammonia is the toxic 

agent, but there is no permanent arrest established, and the loss, although retarded in 

the outset, goes on steadily progressing. Exposure to an atmosphere of ammonia is 

followed almost immediately by a certain amount of discharge of fluid and con- 

spicuous change of colour in the tissues, the abolition of functional activity being 

apparently much more rapid than where chloroform is employed; but, because the 

ammonia is readily absorbed by the cell-sap and imparts certain properties to it, the 

loss of turgescence connected with the cessation of the normal manufacture of 

osmotic materials is very soon arrested, whilst chloroform (acting purely in arresting 

functional activity) does nothing to prevent the elastic recoil of the cell-walls from exert- 

ing its full effect. 
The effects of ammonia in artificially maintaining turgescence are specially 

conspicuous and measurable in dealing with succulent tissues such as those of Kalanchoe, 

but they also come out very clearly in many other cases, such as those of the two 

following experiments :— t 

Experiment XXI.—Two fully expanded flowers of scarlet Hibiseus were taken and 

the extremities of their stalks were freshly divided under the water of the vessels in 
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which they were set. One of them, a, was now placed in an ammonia-chamber, and 

the other, b, in a chloroform one. The petals of a immediately began to show purplish 

black spotting, which rapidly extended over their entire surface. The colour next 

gradually assumed a greenish tint and ultimately became of a fine warm ochre. 

Whilst these changes were occurring there were no signs of loss of turgescence, and 

it was not until some hours after their full completion that a little exudation and a 

trace of collapse manifested themselves. In the case of b the action of the abnormal 

medium did not manifest itself for some time; but, when once initiated, alteration in 

colour and loss of turgescence ran hand in hand, and after the close of a few hours 

the colour was of a dull maroon red and the tissues of the flower were completely 

flaccid and collapsed. Twenty-four hours after the initiation of the experiment, o was 

slightly collapsed, but after this it remained apparently unaltered for some days. 

Experiment XXII—Two flowers of scarlet Hibiscus were taken, and one, a, 

suspended free, apex downwards, in an ammonia-chamber, whilst the other, 5, was 

similarly hung in a chloroform-chamber. In the case of a, discolouration, in the form of 

black spotting of the petals, made its appearance at once, and within an hour the red 

had entirely gone, save in a few isolated patches, and the rest of the tissue was deep 

purplish-black, passing into deep greenish and ochre at the margins. There was, how- 

ever, no indication of any tendency to collapse. In 5 discolouration was developed 

much more slowly; but at the close of an hour the original vivid scarlet had 

been replaced by a deep maroon, and the petals, which had originally been highly 

reflexed, were drooping downwards and rapidly collapsing. The first traces of collapse 

in o did not appear until three hours after the beginning of the experiment, and even 

then the petals remained highly reflexed. On the following day the petals of o were 

drooped, but stil widely divergent and firm in texture (plate III. fig. 3); whilst those 

in 5 hung vertically downwards and were perfectly flaccid (plate III. fig. 4). Twenty- 

four hours later the petals of o were slightly less divergent than they had been, but 

were still so divergent as to allow the stigmas to be visible beyond them in profile. 

Both flowers were now removed from the chambers and hung in the open laboratory, 

where they remained for days apparently unaltered, b being fully collapsed and o 
retaining a considerable amount of turgidity. 

Experiment XXIII.—' Two flowers of scarlet Hibiscus were, as in the previous 
case, placed respectively in ammonia and chloroform-chambers. They were not, how- 

ever, suspended, but were set with the freshly, subaqueously divided extremities of 

their stalks immersed in water. As in the previous experiment, the flower in 

the ammonia chamber began to show black spotting immediately, and rapidly passed 

on through stages of deep purplish black and deep greenish to a uniform warm ochre 
without showing any signs of collapse; whilst that in the chloroform-chamber took 

some time to show any signs of change in colour, but when it once had begun to 
discolour, began also to collapse rapidly. On the following morning a slight amount of 
collapse only was evident in a, whilst 5 was completely collapsed, flaccid, and soaked. 
The ammonia-chamber was allowed to stand unopened for a week, and during 
that period o remained almost in the same condition as it was in after twenty-four 
hours’ exposure. 

From the results obtained in the first of these experiments it is evident that the 
retention of turgescence in such cases is not wholly due to the presence of free 
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ammonia in the tissues, but that combinations must be formed within the cell-sap 
which render it more or less permanently hygroscopic. The flower a did not undergo 
complete collapse on removal from the ammonia chamber, but remained partially 
turgid even after prolonged exposure in the open air. There can, therefore, be no 
doubt that turgescence is mainly, if not solely, due to the osmotic properties of the 
cell-sap, and that losses in turgescence are due to diminished osmotic capacity in the 
latter, and not to any increased filtrative properties in the protoplasm. It is not, 
however, quite clear that structural alterations in the protoplasm may not act in the 
contrary direction, in the way of retarding losses in turgescence by presenting an 

abnormal resistance to the elastic recoil of the cell-walls. When we consider the phe- 

nomena presenting themselves in connection with death of tissues under the influence 
of the vapour of osmic acid, there are many points suggesting that the abnormal 

slowness with which loss of turgescence advances is due to such a causation. This 

is shown by the data furnished by the next two experiments. ' 

Experiment XXIV.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 8:38 grammes, was enclosed 

in a moist chamber containing a vessel of 2 per cent. solution of osmic acid. Visible blacken- 

ing of the surface became apparent within the course of half an hour, but the first 

drop of exudation did not appear until two hours after exposure, and an hour later 

only a certain number of scattered drops of black fluid had been excreted. On the 

following day the leaf was coal-black and bore numerous large inky drops of fluid, but 

the texture remained quite firm and the weight was still 7:9 grammes. It was now 

placed in a simple moist chamber, where it remained for the next twelve days. The 

successive losses in weight which occurred during the entire course of the experiment 

are recorded below :— 
| 

Date. Weight. — dieci 

January 26th is 8°38 We pts 

e SR EE ee 0-48 : 57 

, — 28th . T8 0-12 Tl 

» o 20 7:64 0:14 8:6 

» 90th it 4 9f 0-07 9:6 

P 91st ^e TN 0:06 10:6 

February 2nd 6v 798 0-19 12:8 

5 9rd & "29 0:10 14-0 

COME UC 7-05 0-15 15:6 
gé 5th ; 6:91 0:14 17:5 

be 6th 6:84 0-07 183 

» 8th iu 2 UO 0-24 21:2 

» 9th s. 00:02 0-08 22:1 

Here we have evidence of retarded loss in turgescence ; but the losses continued to 

progress steadily, and there was no evidence of the absolute arrest of loss manifesting itself 

in the case where death was caused by exposure to ammonia—vide experiment XIX. 

The phenomenon appears rather to be the parallel of that presenting itself in cases 

where the tissues are. frozen, only that in this case the obstruction to the escape of 

volatile constituents and water from the tissues is a permanent one and does not, like 

that established by cold, disappear on removal of the tissues Írom the conditions under 
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which it originated. In cases of exposure to an atmosphere of ammonia there is no 

evidence of any initial obstruction to the escape of fluid; on the contrary, exudation mani- 

fests itself with special rapidity, and it is only after some time that loss of turgescecne 

ceases to occur and a condition of equilibrium is established between the osmotic capaci- — 

ties of the tissues and the elastic recoil of the cell-walls; but, when equilibrium has been 

arrived at, it is stable. In the case of exposure to an atmosphere of osmic fumes, on the 

other hand, we have from the outset very distinct evidence of the action of a factor 
obstructive to the normal loss in turgescence attending death. Exudation appears excep- 
tionally late and advances very slowly; but, once established, it advances evenly and con- 
tinuously, and there is no tendency to any establishment of a stable equilibrium until the 
elastic recoil of the cell-walls has been fully satisfied. We have here evidence showing that 
alterations in the protoplasm may retard the progress of the effects following loss in 
osmotic property in the cellsap, but none to show that any mere alterations in the 
protoplasm will suffice to give rise to loss in turgescence so long as the osmotic properties 
of the cell-sap remain unaltered. 

Experiment .X X V.—A leaf of Kalanchoe, weighing 27:7 grammes, was set in an osmie 
acid-chamber on the 15th of March, the base of the petiole being immersed in water 
and having been freshly divided subaqueously. On the following day it was entirely 
blackened and had exuded numerous large drops of inky fluid along the margin of the 
lobes, but the weight, in place of being decreased, was slightly increased, probably due 
to the addition of constituents from the osmic acid more than counterbalancing the 
loss in weight occasioned by the exudation. It was now set in a simple moist chamber, 
the petiole not being in water. It remained thus for the succeeding five days. The 
weights from the beginning of the experiment up to the close of this period are 
shown below :— : 

Date. Weight. 

March 15th > Ss e AT 
a- 16th d id o V. = 4 009 
». E Gë i Bl re 
- 18th s p. a ME OR c ii 
» l9th m P s NM X a 
i». AUR ry e we 36 = -— 13 
a 9h e in "e MAU - — P 

The percentage loss on total weight was now 11'9, or somewhat greater than that 
which the ammoniated leaf of experiment XX had sustained at the close of the period 
during which it had been kept apart from water in a simple moist chamber. The petiole 
was now once more set in water and subaqueously divided. The leaf was kept thus 
for three more days, being daily weighed and anew set in water with a freshly 
subaqueously exposed petiolar surface. Weighments for the period were as follows:— 

Date. Weight. 

March 22nd Her, «se 2 ke 23:62 EE ` — 078 
e MEL ue : u id 23°32 = — (030 
» 24th wale wn d 23:09 = — 023 
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The results of this experiment very clearly show that the action of osmic acid in 
preventing a loss of turgescence on the death of the tissues is quite distinct from that 
of ammonia. The loss of turgescence is greatly retarded, and may even initially be 
obscured altogether, owing to the addition of new weighty constituents of the tissues, 
but there is no absolute arrest of it after a certain point as there is in the case of 
ammoniated tissues when freely supplied with water. In the case of the ammoniated 
tissues the evidence points unequivocally to an artificial maintenance of osmotie property, 
in that of those acted on by the osmie acid to the establishment of an obstruction 
to filtration impeding the action of the elastic recoil of the cell-walls in effecting the 

discharge of fluid from the interior of the cell cavities. The total loss of weight in 

the case of the ammoniated leaf during a period of twenty-three days amounted only 

to 1:47 grammes, or 5'4 per cent, aud of this 1:19 or 43 per cent, occurred within 

the first twenty-four hours; the loss in the leaf exposed to osmic vapour during a 

period of nine days amounted to 4:61 grammes or 16:6 per cent, and was steadily 

progressive and unaffected by the freest supply of water to the tissues, whereas in the 

ammoniated leaf immediate recovery of weight followed renewed supply of water. 

If the filtrative resistance of the protoplasts of a tissue be artificially elevated, as 

it appears to be under the influence of osmic acid, the loss in turgescence normally 

‘accompanying loss in osmotic capacity in the cell-sap will be retarded because the 

elastic recoil of the cell-walls now encounters an abnormal opposition; and if a mass of 

turgid tissue be exposed to sufficient external pressure, a diminution in its turgescence 

wil necessarily take place apart from any loss of osmotie capacity, because filtration 

will now no longer be dependent merely on the elastic recoil of the cell-walls, but on 

this, aided by external pressure. But whilst this is the case—whilst the actual degree 

of turgescence present in any given tissue is liable to be affected by its filtrative as 

well as its osmotic condition—there is no evidence to show that, under normal circum- 

stances, any mere alterations in the inherent filtrative properties of the protoplasm of a 

tissue, apart from alterations in the osmotic properties of its cell-sap, are efficient to give 

rise to appreciable changes in its turgidity; and the belief that they do act in such 

a fashion is simply based on the arbitrary assumption that the exercise of contractile 

function—that mere change of form in the living elements of a tissue—is capable of 

giving rise to alterations in its turgescence, which, of course, necessitates the second 

assumption that the change in form is accompanied by a change in filtrative resistance, 

‘he protoplasm in ammoniated leaves of Kalanchoe has probably lost considerably in 

filtrative resistance, and yet the tissues retain a high degree of turgescence; whilst, in 

cases where the leaves are exposed to the influence of the vapour of chloroform, there 

is no reason to suppose that there is any depression of filtrative resistance, and yet 

total loss of turgescence occurs, 
The belief that the essential determinant of turgescence lies in certain physical pecu- 

liarities of protoplasm, and not in the properties of its products, and that any losses in 

iurgescence which are related to functional causes are due to increased filtrative power 

in the protoplasts of a tissue, has no doubt arisen because of the striking fluctuations 

in turgescence accompanying depression or cessation of protoplasmic activity in cases 

where the osmotic products of the latter, on the presence of which turgescence depends, 

are very unstable, and must therefore be constantly renewed in order to the maintenance 

of turgidity. In the vast majority of cases, the protoplasmic products on which the colour 

and turgescence of the tissues depend are very unstable, and hence any considerable 

ic Roy. Bor. Garp. Carcutra Vor. VI. 
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fluctuations in the rate of their manufacture are at once followed by conspicuous alter- 

ations in tint and texture. In a certain number of cases, however, they are stable, and 

here an entire cessation of protoplasmic activity may occur without giving rise to any 

appreciable results. In the first instance, death gives rise to immediate alterations in colour 

and turgescence; in the latter, it produces no appreciable effect. Turgescence is normally 

solely dependent on certain properties of the cell-sap; and, so long as these are retained, it 

is a matter of indifference whether living protoplasm be present or not, or what changes 

in form it may undergo. In so far as intrinsic conditions are concerned, it is loss of 

osmotic properties in the cell-sap, and not any direct alteration in the structure of the 

protoplasm, that gives rise to loss of turgescence: but, in dealing with any experiments 

on tissues in which the maintenance of turgescence is normally related to continued 
vitality, we have carefully to bear in mind that certain extrinsic conditions may come 
in to modify the nature of the results accompanying a cessation of functional activity. 

In cases where the cessation of functional manufacture of osmotic products is accom- 
panied by the introduction of extrinsic products (as in experiments where the leaves of 
Kalanchoe or the flowers of Hibiscus are exposed to an atmosphere of ammonia), the loss 

of turgescence attending the death of the tissues is reduced to a minimum; whilst, in 

cases where no such modifying influence is present, the amount of loss will be determined. 
solely by the extent to which any stable osmotic materials of intrinsic origin are present. 
In all such experiments we have to consider the influence of the conditions to which the 
tissues are exposed in producing the following effects :— | 

lsí(— Cessation of functional activity. - 

2nd—Addition of extraneous osmotie constituents to the cell-sap. 
3rd—Disturbances in the relations of supply and evaporative loss of fluid. 
4f, —Alterations in the filtrative power of the protoplasm, and possibly of the 

cell-walls. 

In cases where leaves such as those of Kalanchoe, or flowers such as those of 
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, are exposed to an atmosphere of ammonia in a moist chamber. and 
with the bases of their stalks subaqueously divided and immersed in water, we find tulo: 
cence remaining almost unaffected by the death of the tissues, because of the addition of 
extraneous osmotic materials to the cell-sap co-existing with free supply and abolished 
evaporative loss of fluid. Where similar tissues are exposed to an atmosphere of chloro- 
form under otherwise like conditions, an abolition of turgescence follows the cessation of 
functional activity, because the freest supply and abolished evaporative loss of water will not make up for the loss of osmotic properties in the cell-sap in resisting the elastic 
recoil of the cell-walls. Where, as in experiment XXI of chapter II, the = tissues. aro 
exposed to an atmosphere of ammonia, without special provisions for securing supply and 
abolishing evaporative loss of water, a very considerable loss of turgescence teks uli in spite of the addition of extraneous osmotic materials to the cell-sap; and finall 4 h 
they are exposed to the action of osmic vapour, the loss i i GE 
abolition of funetional activity is retarded, apparently owing to the introduction of obstacles 
to filtration. Such obstacles do not, however, arrest the loss of turgescence; they merel 
retard it, whereas the introduction of extrinsic osmotic materials bring it to a ae oi inimi their capacities come to equilibrate those of the elastic recoil of the cell gr 

The “effect of lom of osmotic property ‚in the cell-sap may be retarded by ei. i 
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filtration ; but we have no positive evidence to show that any loss of turgescence ever 
arises owing to the development of special filtrative facilities in the protoplasm apart 
from alterations in osmotic property of the cell-sap. The elastic recoil of the cell-walls 
is the essential factor in maintaining the pressure which makes for filtration and is 
constantly struggling with the osmotic capacities of the cell-sap. When a condition of 
equilibrium has been established between these opposed agencies, it will remain stable so 
long as they remain unaltered, but will be disturbed by anything affecting their mutual 
relations. Any rise in osmotie capacity of the sap will thus at onee tend to increase 
turgescence, and any rise in external pressure will tend to diminish it; and it is 
only where fluctuations of equal value occur iu both simultaneously that turgescence 
will remain unaltered. 

-CHAPTER IV. 

Che extrinsic agents affecting turgescence. 

In the previous chapter we have seen reason to believe that turgescence is essentially 
dependent on certain osmotic properties in the cell-sap which cause the cell cavities to 
include more fluid than their passive structural peculiarities will account for. We have 
now to consider the influence of certain extrinsic factors in affecting the actual degree of 
turgescence present at any particular time. The functional activities of the protoplasts 
of the tissues provide that the cell-sap shall have certain osmotic capacities, but the 
degree of turgescence at any time must be affected by the extent to which the latter are 
able to satisfy themselves. Protoplasmic activity secures the presence of osmotic products, 

but external conditions must determine the extent to which these will be able to give 
rise to turgescence. The nature and quantity of osmotic materials in a mass of tissue 
may remain unaltered; and yet, in spite of this, its degree of turgescence may vary 
greatly, owing to variations in the amount of water available for them to act upon, 

The total mass of water contained within any terrestrial plant is subject to constant 
variations which are due to fluctuations in root-supply and evaporative loss; and where 
the former of these is defective or the latter excessive, the highest degree of proto. 
plasmic stimulation and activity will be unable to maintain the turgescence of the 
tissues to its normal extent. Solar stimulation certainly tends to establish the maximum 
of turgescence in chlorophyll-containing tissues where sufficient water is available to 
allow them to satisfy their osmotic properties; but the strongest solar stimulation will 
not suffice to prevent loss of turgescence under conditions of defective supply or 
excessive loss of water. Every one, and specially every one who has lived in the 
tropics, must be familiar with the phenomena of temporary wilting in certain common 
leaves, and the assumption of the nocturnal position by nyctitropie ones, which so 
constantly manifests itself in the early part of the afternoon during hot dry weather. 
The two phenomena have been by some observers regarded as the results of two 

_ distinct causes, wilting of common leaves being allowed to be the result of deficient 
water-supply,* whilst the movement in nyctitropic leaves is ascribed to the direct 
action of excessive solar stimulation,t but the following experimental data clearly 

* Sachs, Vorlesung, XIV. s. 274. 
T Sachs, Vorlesung, XXXVI. s. 767. 
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demonstrate that, in both alike, the essential determinant lies in the relation between 

supply and loss of water:— 

Experiment I.—At 2-30 p.m. of a bright afternoon in November, the leaflets of four 

plants of Cassia alata, growing in rather small pots, were all in almost complete nocturnal 

position, whilst those of a plant of the same species, situated side by side with them 

and under precisely the same conditions in regard to insolation, but growing in the ground, 

were in a state of full expansion. One of the pots was flooded with water, and an hour 

later the leaves of the plant in it were almost fully expanded, whilst those of the other 

pot-plants remained as before in the nocturnal position, At the same time the leaves of 

an Eranthemum growing beside the Cassias were very considerably wilted. Here there 

were indices to the occurrence of general loss of turgescence in the Eranthemum leaves, 

and of local loss of turgescence in certain masses of tissue in the leaves of the Cassias 

in pots, determined, in the latter at all events, simply by defective root-supply in relation 

to transpiratory loss. 

Experiment II,—At 1-30 p.m. on another day the leaves of two pot-plants of Cassia 
alata had their pinnz in almost fully developed nocturnal position. One pot was flooded 
with water, and at 2-50 p.m. the pinnz of the plant in it were almost fully expanded, 
whilst those of the other remained as before. SS 

Experiment III.— wo pot-plants of Cassia alata were set side by side on a flat 
masonry roof, so as to be fully exposed to the sun all day. At 1-20 p.m. of December 
10th, one of them had its leaflets in the nocturnal position and the other its leaflets 
nearly in the same state. The pot containing the former was flooded with water, and 
three hours later the plant in it was fully expanded, whilst the other remained as before. 
The following day was a cool, dry one, with only feeble sunshine, owing to the general 
clouding of the sky; but in spite of this both plants were in partial nocturnal position at 
1-30 P.M., the development of the nocturnal position being much more advanced in the 
plant in the pot which had not been flooded on the previous day than in the plant in 

the other. The former plant was now flooded. Twenty-four hours later its leaflets showed 
only a very slight tendency towards the assumption of the nocturnal position, whilst 
those of the other plant had to a great extent assumed it. 'The pot containing the 
latter plant was flooded, and at 4-30 the leaflets were found fully expanded, whilst those 
of the other plant remained as before in the initial stages of the nocturnal position. 

It would be easy to multiply the record of experiments of this nature indefinitely, 
but, as the results were of a uniform mature, it would be superfluous to do so. Other 
nyctitropie leaves just as clearly show the influence which is exerted on turgescence by 
variations in the relations between root-supply and transpiratory loss, In warm, relatively 
dry weather, and under like exposure to sunshine, the leaves of pot-plants of Pithecolobium 
saman will be found to be in the fully developed nocturnal position, whilst those of plants ` 
rooted in the ground are in the fullest expansion. So again with the leaves of Cassia 
sumatrana, Two plants growing side by side and equally exposed to the sunshine, but 
one rooted in the ground and the other in the crevices in a wall, day after day in the 
afternoon during warm dry weather will respectively have their leaflets in full expansion 
and in the nocturnal position. In the above instances the most influential factor in 
giving rise to diminished turgescence under otherwise favourable circumstances was 
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insufficient root-supply of water; but, of course, excessive transpiratory loss will produce 
similar effects, as the following experiment shows:— 

Experiment IV.—T wo leaves of Kalanchoe laciniata, each weighing exactly 10°38 
grammes, were taken. One of them (a) was placed in a simple sealed chamber, and 

the other (^) in one including capsules containing sulphuric acid and chloride of 
calcium. The chambers were placed side by side in front of a window, so as to secure 
their equal exposure to light. Twenty-four hours later, (4) remained quite plump and 
rigid and weighed 10:26 grammes; whilst (^) was flaccid throughout, slightly browned at 
some points on the margin, and weighed only 8:35 grammes. Both leaves were now 
removed and planted with the bases of their petioles in moist earth, and here (b) shortly 
regained its turgidity save in the browned areas. Here the influence of root-supply was 
eliminated, as neither leaf had any source of supply whatever, and the excess of loss in 
weight shown by (5) as compared with (a) is thus to be credited solely to the action of 
excessive transpiratory loss. The loss in weight in (a) amounted to 0:12 and may be 
taken to indicate the quantity of water required to saturate the air of the chamber 

together with any expended in the course of assimilatory processes. This leaves a loss 

of 1°91 in (b), ascribable to excess of transpiratory loss determined by the aridity of the 

air of the chamber. 
It is the want of equilibrium between supply and loss that is the essential factor in 

determining the result; not any absolute amount of either. The root-supply during the 

course of the night must, as the soil cools, tend to diminish; and yet it secures the renewed 

turgidity of tissues which have wilted during the day, because it no longer has to 

contend with transpiratory loss. Once the dew-point has been arrived at, transpiratory 

loss comes to an end; and hence the continued supply, although not so great as during 

the day, is able to restore turgescence in spite of the diminished manufacture of osmotic 

produets incident on absence of solar stimulation of the protoplasm. That it is the 

cessation of transpiration, and not any other nocturnal condition, which is the efficient 

cause, is indicated by the fact that, on cloudy and dewless nights, recovery does not 

occur, but that, apart from increased water-supply, the wilting is carried on continually 

into the next day. The same thing is, as we shall see when we come to consider 

nyctitropic phenomena, very clearly indicated also by the fact that the nocturnal con- 

dition in tissues exhibiting these attains its maximum in the early part of the night, 

and then goes on gradually reverting, up to a certain point, towards the diurnal one. 

In endeavouring to account for any particular fluctuations in turgescence and for the 

effects following these, we have to consider not merely the conditions of protoplasmic 

activity regulating the manufacture of. osmotic products, but also extrinsic conditions 

affecting general supply and loss of fluid. The fullest stimulation of the protoplasm may be 

present (as in hot dry afternoons) coincidently with very imperfect turgescence, owing 

to deficient supply and excessive transpiratory loss of fluid; on the other hand, a high 

degree of turgescence may accompany defective stimulation, as it does during the latter 

part of dewy nights, because of the coincident continued supply and abolished loss of 

water. The maximum of turgescence in tissues in which turgidity is dependent on con- 

tinued vitality is only reached where they are exposed to coincident maximum stimulation 

of their protoplasts, to abundant supply and to abolished loss of water; but all minor 

degrees may be present where these various factors are otherwise combined, In any 
ond plant under normal circumstances ceaseless insensible fluetuations in turgescence 
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must be taking place in connection with the varying degree in which the different factors 
are associated with one another. Every rise in protoplasmie stimulation, so far as it 
affects the manufacture of osmotic products; every rise in root-supply ; and every fall in 
transpiratory loss, must make for increased turgescence: whilst every fall in protoplasmic 
stimulation or root-supply, and every rise in transpiratory loss, must tell in the opposite 
direction. In the vast majority of cases, however, no readily appreciable results ensue; 
and it is only where the fluctuations are considerable, and where the tissues present 
certain peculiarities of structure and arrangement, that we have conspicuous indices to 
their occurrence under normal circumstances. 

CHAPTER V. 

Che effects produced bp fluctuations in turgescence. 
Fluctuations in the turgescence of masses of vegetable tissue may manifest them- 

selves in the form of more or less conspicuous changes in bulk, consistence, colour, or 
position. Changes of the first kind present themselves very conspicuously in cases of 
artificial plasmolysis in linear series of cells. In these a general diminution in bulk 
is all that at first presents itself to observation; and it is not until this has advanced to 
a certain point, until the elastic recoil of the cell walls has been satisfied; or, in other 
words, until turgescence of the cells has ceased to exist, that detachment of the 
protoplasts occurs. Changes in consistence associated with fluctuations in turgescence 
cannot be better illustrated than by the temporary drooping and wilting which affects so 
many leaves during the course of hot, dry days, and which is recovered from when 
nocturnal conditions put a stop to transpiratory loss. Conspicuous changes of colour 
are comparatively rare and exceptional phenomena, but some very striking instances 
of their occurrence may be found. Among these is that which presents itself in 
connection with Selaginella serpens. 

Here the fronds, which under normal conditions are of a brilliant green during 
the day, become towards, and for some time after, sunset of a chalky whitish colour. This 
tint persists for some time and then gradually fades off, so that by midnight it has 
been apparently completely replaced by the diurnal one. The cause of these changes 
in colour can be readily determined by means of immersing portions of the fronds, whilst 
in the various states of coloration, in 2 per cent. solutions of osmie acid for a minute or 
two, and then making microscopical preparations from them. This treatment, as Ludwig 
Klein was the first to point out, not only fixes the protoplasts of the tissue in the form 
which they had when the specimen was taken, but also acts on the chromatophores in such a fashion as to cause them to retain their normal chlorophyll content and colour, 
even when the specimen is subsequently exposed to the action of alcohol and mounted 
in balsam, the result being that permanent preparations corresponding to the various 
changes in colour of the fronds can be obtained. | 

Before going on to describe the phenomena presented by any such series of preparations, it may be well to furnish certain details regarding the structure of the 
fronds. The greater part of their substance is composed of two strata of epidermis, 
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differing, however, from common epidermal tissues, inasmuch as all the constituent cells, 
with the exception of those of the marginal row bounding the frond and connected 
with both strata, are abundantly provided with chlorophyll the cells of the superior 
stratum especially containing a variable number of relatively large chromatophores 
(plate I. fig. 6). The superior epidermis over the greater part of the frond consists 
of short polygonal cells, with wavy margins, and with numerous narrow pits or actual 
slits on the external or upper face of their walls (plate I. fig. 3). "Towards the 
margins of the frond, the cells become somewhat more elongated, and the outer ones 
are in direct contact with the common marginal row, to which the external part of 
the inferior epidermis is also attached. The marginal cells are, as before said, devoid 
of chlorophyll and are of a narrow, elongated figure, some being prolonged anteriorly 
into projecting points which give the frond a serrated contour (plate I. fig. 1). 
Their walls are greatly thickened and highly cuticularised, especially externally, and 
the projecting points are almost completely filled up so as to form solid spines, 

The inferior epidermis, except immediately over the midrib, is composed of 
elongated cells with strong walls and containing only a comparatively small quantity 
of chlorophyll (plate I. figs. 1, 2). A few stomata are present along the middle line 
of the superior epidermis, and a good many occur generally diffused over the inferior 
one. The inferior epidermis and the highly thickened rim form a sort of rigid 
frame on which the superior epidermis is highly stretched in such a fashion that, 
even were its cell walls extensile and elastic, any considerable alteration in the 
capacity of the cell cavities is rendered impossible under ordinary circumstances. 
Between the two epidermal strata there is a thin layer of very open tissue, which 
is somewhat thickened along the middle line around the single vascular bundle, but 
which thins out and disappears around the edges and distal extremities of the leaflets. 
Each leaflet thus consists of a comparatively rigid inferior stratum, a very resistent 
margin, a superior stratum rich in chlorophyll and consisting of cells the walls of 
which are pitted towards the free surface, and a limited amount of loose intermediate 
tissue including a vascular bundle. 

The processes which determine the conspicuous changes in the colour of the fronds 
take place in connection with the cells of the superior epidermis. When we examine a 
series of preparations of this derived from fronds in maximal conditions of greenness 

and whiteness, it becomes at once evident that the protoplasmic constituents of the cells 
are in very different states in the two cases. In the bright green diurnal condition 
(plate I. figs. 4, 6), the protoplasts entirely fill the cell-cavities and the separate 
chromatophores which they contain are more or less distinetly recognisable; whilst, in 
the maximal white state (plate I. figs. 5, 7, 8), the protoplasm is shrunken and con- 
tracted away from the cell walls, and the chromatophores are so closely packed together 
as to form a spherical mass in which the individual elements are irrecognisable, and 
which in many cases is the only visible representative of the protoplasmie content of 
the cell. In other cases a narrow, irregular fringe of colourless, granular protoplasm, 
containing a nucleus, may be detected around more or less of the periphery of the 
chromatophoric sphere. Between the outer margin of the protoplasm and the cell-wall a 
wide space intervenes, which in tho matural state of the tissue appears to be occupied 
by air, and it is to the presence of this intracellular air that the peculiar silvery or almost 
chalky whiteness of the fronds is due. If, finally, we examine fronds in the green state 
which they assume during the latter part of the night (plate I. fig. 9), we find the 

Ann, Roy, Bor. Garp, Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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protoplasts in an intermediate condition, not nearly so highly contracted as they were 

when the plant was in the white condition, but at the same time not so turgid as in 

the diurnal green state, so that they do not fully oceupy the cell-cavities and still leave 

narrow peripheral spaces between their outer surfaces and the interior surfaces of the 

cell-walls. 
We have here not merely an illustration of the chromatic effects which may be produced 

by fluctuations in turgescence, but of the effects of the latter in determining alterations 

in bulk of protoplasts, and also of the fact that very considerable fluctuations in the 

turgescence of the protoplasts of a tissue may occur without corresponding fluctuations 

in turgescence of the tissue as a whole. Whenever natural plasmolysis has occurred in the 

cells, and the peripheral portions of the cell-cavities have been occupied by air, the 

internal pressure on the cell-walls must remain practically unaltered, however much the 

protoplasts go on contracting and losing turgescence. The details which have been 

already given regarding the structure of the fronds afford a ready explanation of the 

exceptional phenomena occurring in the latter. The protoplasts of the superior epidermis 

with their abundant chlorophyll content are specially liable to fluctuations in turgescence 

connected with the variations in their functional activity—with the variations in osmotic 

properties in the cell-sap related to the absence or presence of solar stimulation. Under 

the influence of sunlight, assimilatory activity is stimulated; and, if this be associated 

with properly regulated supply and loss of water, turgescence rises to a maximum, This 

does not lead to any appreciable increase in volume of the cells as a whole; for changes 

in their bulk are rendered impossible owing to the fashion in which the tissue is stretched 

over the resistent inferior epidermis and framed by the rigid margin of the frond, but 

it causes the protoplasts to fill the whole of the cell-cavities. On the diminution and 

final entire cessation of solar stimulation assimilatory activity gradually falls to a minimum, 

and at the same time transpiratory loss for a time goes on unchecked. There is a loss of 

osmotic property in the cell-sap, whilst conditions of general loss and supply of water 

remain practically unaltered, and with this a great fall of turgescence in the protoplasts 

ensues. Owing to the unalterable dimensions of the cell-cavities this leads to a process of 

natural plasmolysis, and the vacuities thus established are filled by air, the entrance of which 

into, as well as the escape of water from, the cavities being specially facilitated by the 
peculiar pitted character of the walls presenting to the free-surface. Presently, however, 

with the fall of atmospheric temperature, transpiratory loss diminishes, and, when the dew- 

point has been arrived at, ceases altogether, whilst root-supply continues, and now the 

whitening of the tissue also begins to diminish steadily until the fronds appear almost 

as they do durmg the day. So long as active transpiratory loss goes on, turgescence 

of the protoplasts goes on falling below the level it would naturally sink to, simply 

as the result of the loss of osmotic property connected with removal of solar stimula- 

tion, and consequently the maximum of loss and of whitening of the tissue occurs. 

On the cessation of evaporation the continued root-supply allows the cell-sap to satisfy 

its osmotic capacities unfettered, and hence an increase in turgescence takes place. 
This is sufficient almost entirely to do away with the whitening of the tissue, but does 
not completely restore the protoplasts to their diurnal state of turgescence, which is 
only regained when solar stimulation of assimilatory activity once more raises the 
osmotic capacity of the cell-sap to a maximum. Precisely similar alterations in the turges- 

cence of the protoplasts, and therefore in their relations to the cell-walls of the cavities in 
which they are contained, may be artificially induced by exposing the fronds to the 
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influence of chloroform vapour (plate I. fig. 10). The loss in turgescence here, however, 
is not accompanied by any such conspicuous change in colour as attends the normal 
nocturnal loss, as the fluid which escapes from the interior of the protoplasts into the 
periphery of the cell-cavities is not removed and replaced by air to any appreciable 
extent. In both cases, however, the essential phenomena are alike and consist in a loss 
of osmotic property in the cell-sap, dependent on depression of the functional activity 
of the protoplasts and determining a loss in turgescence. The transitory whitening of 

the fronds occurring under normal conditions is quite distinct from the discolouration 
which occurs permanently in old fronds during continued periods of low temperature or 
excessive dryness. The change in colour under the latter conditions is not of the same 
character, being rather a yellowing than a whitening, and is not connected with loss in 
turgescence, but with decolourization in the chromatophores, a decolourization which is 
apparently associated with increased formation of permanent osmotic products in the 
cell-sap, which serve to limit the range of fluctuations in turgescence. The normal 
diurnal alterations in colour, on the other hand, are essentially nyctitropic phenomena, 
and are determined by the same primary factors as the movements which we have 
next to consider. 

In the case of Selaginella serpens the changes of colour are dependent on movements, 
but these are limited to the protoplasts, and are therefore unaccompanied by any 
appreciable alterations in size of the cells or displacement of masses of tissue. In the — 
case of common nyctitropic movements alterations in turgescence take place in entire 
tissue elements or tissues, not merely in protoplasts, and serve to give rise to movements 
as distinguished from mere alterations in bulk or consistence, because they occur in 

unlike amount in elements or masses of elements differing from one another both struc- 
turally and functionally, and so arranged that any alterations in the bulk of one must tend 
to produce corresponding alterations in the degree of resistance which it presents to the 
action of the other. They are related to one another just as the scales in a delicate 

balance are; and just as any alteration in the weights in the former determines displace- 

ments in the beam to which they are attached, so do any alterations in turgescence 

affecting one of the opposed masses of tissue to a greater extent than the other determine 

displacements in the structures to which they are related. In the case of common pulvinate 

nyctitropic leaves which exhibit movements of elevation and depression, the masses of 

tissue on the upper and under sides of the passive, flexible, unlignified vascular bundle 

are constantly tending respectively to depress and to elevate it. So long as conditions of 

turgescence remain unaltered, or only fluctuate in like direction and degree in both 

simultaneously, no movement will occur; but whenever we have either a rise or fall 

in turgescence affecting either of them in greater degree than the other, displacements 

proportionate to the difference in the resultant relative strength of the masses of tissue 

must take place. The vascular bundle is in a position of unstable equilibrium, the 

superior pulvinar pad constantly tending to depress it and the inferior one striving to 

elevate it. The position of the bundle at any given time, in so far as local conditions 

are concerned, is dependent on the relative strengths of the opposed pads, and any altera- 

tions in their relative strengths must lead to corresponding displacement, 

The most universally diffused of all nyctitropic movements is that occurring in 

the case of the stomata of the epidermal tissues, and as the essential features characteristic 

of such movements as a class are in this instance presented to us in their 
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simplest form, it is advisable to study it somewhat closely ere proceeding to the 
consideration of cases in which the movements are no longer determined by the mutual 
relations of individual cells, but by those of complicated masses of tissue. As every 
one is aware, the opening and closure of the stomatic orifices are due to the fact 
that, under certain conditions of illumination, root-supply, and transpiratory loss of 
water, the guard-cells become so turgid that they are able to determine a certain 
amount of displacement of the surrounding epidermal elements; and that, in the absence 
of these conditions, they lose turgidity to a greater or less degree, and, being no longer 
able to withstand the recoil of the neighbouring tissue, they allow it to approximate 
their inner surfaces and more or less completely to close the interspace between them. 
This, it is evident, implies that under favourable conditions the guard-cells become 
more turgescent and, for the time being, stronger than the other epidermal elements; 
for did they not do so displacement of the latter would be impossible. We have then 
in the first place to ascertain what are the distinctive features in the guard-cells as 
compared with the other epidermal elements, which are associated with this capacity for 
temporary increase in strength. And when we have done so we find them to be the 
following :—1s/, they are younger than their neighbours; 2nd, they are richer in 
protoplasm; 3rd, they are conspicuous as containing a relative abundance of chloro- 
phyl and starch; 4/2, they are, as Kienitz-Gerloff has shown,* distinguished by the 
fact that there is no continuity between their protoplasm and that of neighbouring 
cells. The three first of these characters are characteristic of the active elements in 
nyctitropic tissues generally; but the fourth is naturally absent in cases where move- 
ments are determined, not by alterations in the turgescence of isolated cells, but of masses of tissue, In the case of the guard-cells it is necessary that conditions provid- 
ing for the excessive turgidity of individual cells should be provided, and accordingly we find the cell-cavities closed and the protoplasts isolated; but in the case of masses of active tissue there would, of course, be no advantage attained by the isolation of the individual units entering into their constitution, 

That the gnard-cells belong to a younger generation than the surrounding com- mon epidermal cells is a well-recognised fact. In the first edition of the English version of Sachs * Text-book of Botany” we find it stated that « as the voii do not arise until rather late, that is, during or after the expansion of the internodes and leaves, their arrangement is partly dependent on the originally elongated form of the epidermis cells" and that “the origin of the stomata is always the result of the formation of a mother-cell, first of all by division of a young epidermis cell, which is sometimes preceded by several preparatory divisions in it or in adjoining epidermis cells; and this mother-cell becomes more and more rounded off, aud the 

Tt is unnecessary to quote any special authority for the fact of the special 
abundance of protoplasm, and particularly of chlorophyll and starch, in the guard-cells as compared with other epidermal elements, as it is one which is evident to casual observation. 
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In the guard-cells we have to deal not merely with younger elements, and 

therefore with elements which are for a time structurally weaker than the surround- 

ing epidermal cells, but with elements which in certain areas remain permanently 

weak, owing to the characters of their walls, which, as is well known, remain perma- 

nently thin, extensile, and elastic on their lateral faces. They are not, however, merely 

structurally weaker than their neighbours, but they are also physiologically stronger 

on account of their relative excess of protoplasm, and specially of chlorophyll which, 

under the influence. of sunlight, determines an excess of assimilatory activity and with 

this an excess of turgescence, due to the rise in osmotic capacity which the products 

of assimilatory activity determine in the cell-sap, and which attains a specially high 

degree of development. in consequence of the complete closure and isolation of the cell 

cavities. An equal rise in turgescence does not occur in the common epidermal cells, 

owing to their poorer protoplasmic content and deficiency in chromatophores; and hence, 

under the influence of sunlight, the guard-cells become for the time being relatively 

stronger than their neighbours, and are able to determine a certain amount of dis- 

placement of them. When assimilatory activity is no longer stimulated, the manu- 

facture of osmotic products falls, and with this the turgescence of the guard-cells ceases 

to be excessive and the elastic recoil of their own walls and of the surrounding dis- 

placed cells causes the tissue to resume the position proper to its passive condition as 

determined by the structural strength and arrangement of its constituent elements. The 

common epidermal cells are structurally stronger but functionally weaker than the 

guard-cells, and hence are relatively weaker during periods when the tissue is exposed 

to sunlight than they are when it is in darkness. The guard-cells, on the other 

hand, are structurally weaker but functionally stronger than their neighbours, and 

consequently attain their maximum relative strength during periods of insolation. 

The position of the cells during darkness represents the outcome of the structural 

features of the tissue along with the degree of turgescence persisting apart from 

photic stimulation of its protoplasts. The incidence of sunlight determines a greater 

rise in turgescence in the guard-cells than in the surrounding elements, and conse- 

quently makes them relatively stronger than the latter are, and in doing so enables 

them to cause a certain amount of displacement of these, The removal of solar 

stimulation, on the other hand, gives rise to a general loss in turgescence; but, the loss 

in the guard-cells being greater than that in the common epidermal cells, the latter 

now become the stronger and return to the position which they occupy apart from 

the action of the stimulus. The opening and closure of the stomatic orifices are, 

therefore, the results of the structural and physiological differences existing between 

the guard-cells and the other epidermal elements; the relative structural weakness of 

the former determining closure in the absence of light, and the relative functional 

weakness of the common cells securing that opening shall oceur on the incidence 

of solar stimulation. 
It is clear that these movements, which are really nyctitropic when due to the 

presence or absence of light, may arise independently of any variation in conditions of ` 

ilumination, so long as the variations in turgescence, which are their immediate causes, 

are present. As we have already seen, the actual degree of turgescence in any tissue or 

tissue element at any given time depends not merely on the osmotie capacities of the 

cell-sap, but on the amount of water available to satisfy these. Accordingly we find 

that, even under conditions of maximum solar stimulation, the stcmatic orifices are more 
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or less closed when such stimulation is attended by defective root-supply or excessive 

evaporative loss of fluid. While the stimulation and functional activity of the pro- 

toplasts remain at a maximum, full turgescence is impossible in the absence of sufficient 

water-supply; and, when the supply falls beneath a certain limit, the degree of 

turgescence in the guard-cells is so lowered that they no longer possess the excess of 

functionally acquired strength sufficient to overcome the structural resistance of the 

surrounding tissue; and, when once this condition has been reached, closure of the 

orifices, or, in other words, an assumption of the nocturnal position, must take place. 

The guard-cells are from their position and structure specially exposed to evaporative 

loss, and are therefore specially liable to lose turgescence, in spite of their functional 

peculiarities, whenever the relations between root-supply and transpiratory loss of 

water are such as to imply a relative excess in the latter. They are thus liable to 

lose turgescence on diminished access of water to the roots, or on excessive evaporative 

loss determined by depression of atmospheric humidity; and, as a matter of fact, we 

know that the condition of the stomatie orifices does vary in relation to fluctuations in 

water-supply, quite apart from any fluctuations in degree of solar stimulation, and that 

it is precisely on their occurrence that one of the main functions of the stomata 

depends. The movements determined by variations in the turgescence of the guard- 

cells are sometimes connected with physiological and sometimes with purely physical 

causes, sometimes with variations in the functional activity of the guard-cells, and at 

others with variations in the relations of general supply and loss of fluid dependent 

on telluric and atmospheric conditions. In the one case we have the cell-sap becoming 

less retentive of fluid, due to diminished manufacture of osmotic products by the 

protoplasts; in the other, we have a deficiency in the amount of fluid which is 
available for retention, and in both cases the same ultimate result is arrived at, 
namely diminished turgescence. The closure of the stomata during the course of hot 
dry days is thus the parallel of the wilting of common leaves and the assumption 
of the nocturnal position in nyctitropie ones under similar conditions. All three 
phenomena are due to a loss in turgescence, which is determined, not by any 
diminution in protoplasmie stimulation, but by deficient water-supply to satisfy the 
osmotie capacities of the products arising in the cell-sap under the influence of solar 
stimulation. 

CHAPTER VI. 

The npctitropic movements of leaves. 

| In the previous chapter we have found grounds for believing that the movements 
to which the opening and closure of the stomata are due depend primarily on 
certam structural and functional differences between the guard-cells and tho nin 
epidermal elements, and secondarily on the relations between general loss and suppl 
- has determined by atmospherie and tellurie conditions; and when we Zo ad 

ea with the movements of entire leaves, whether these be of a nyctitropic nature 
or such as occur under conditions in which they are orlinarily regarded as the result 
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of active contraction of the protoplasts of the motor organs, we find abundant evidence 
that they are due to an essentially similar causation. The movements in these cases 
being determined not by individual cells, but by masses of tissue, are often of very 

considerable magnitude and are thus more readily appreciable than the stomatic move- 
ments are; but, like the latter, they are determined either by fluctuations in the retentive 
power of the cell-sap or by variations in the supply of fluid available for retention. 
Accordingly we find them manifesting themselves either as the result of alterations in 
stimulation of assimilatory activity of the protoplasts of the motor organs, of variations 
in the relation of root-supply to transpiratory loss, or of variations in conditions affecting 

filtration. 
The periodic assumption of the nocturnal and diurnal positions by nyctitropic 

leaves is a phenomenon of precisely the same nature as the coincident opening and 

closure of the stomata and the changes in colour of the fronds of Selaginella serpens, in 

being essentially due to alterations in the osmotic properties of the cell-sap, but the 

action of these is affected by their coincidence with certain general relations of supply 

and loss of fluid. Consequently, just as in Selaginella we find the maximum of 

whiteness in the fronds occurring in the first.part of the night, so in the case of nycti- 

tropic leaves we find the nocturnal position attaining its maximum at the same time. 

The attainment of the maximum of the nocturnal condition at or shortly after sun- 

set, and the occurrence of a reversion towards the diurnal one during the latter 

part of the night, are characteristic features in nyctitropic phenomena generally. 

The maximum is attained at the time it is, because then the cessation of solar 

stimulation of assimilatory activity and the consequent loss in osmotic property of 

the cell-sap coincide with unaltered, or inappreciably altered, relations between general 

loss and supply of water. Depression of turgescence reaches its normal maximum, 

whilst absence of solar stimulation and continued transpiration are acting coincidently 

to give rise to loss of fluid from the tissues; and, when one of the factors ceases 

to act, a rise in turgescence naturally follows, and in certain cases may even go 

so far as almost to re-establish the diurnal condition under normal circumstances, 

During the day we have to deal with two opposing factors, increased protoplasmic 

stimulation on the one hand, and increased transpiratory loss on the other. At 

sunset we have two factors, decreased protoplasmic stimulation and continued 

evaporation, acting consentaneously to diminish turgescence. After the dew-point has 

been reached, there is a continued absence of solar stimulation; but this is no longer 

associated with transpiratory loss, and, the root-supply continuing as before, the cell-sap 

is left at liberty to satisfy any osmotic capacities which it continues to have apart 

from the addition of special assimilatory products to it by the protoplasm under the 

influence of solar stimulation. The absence of solar stimulation does not cause a com- 

plete cessation of protoplasmic activity or a total loss of osmotic property in the cell-sap, 

as death of the tissue does in those cases in which the osmotic property is dependent 

on unstable compounds; it only gives rise to depression in them. Absence of solar- 

stimulation does not give rise to an abolition of functional activity ; it merely implies 

withdrawal of one special stimulus to its exercise. Even in the total absence of solar 

stimulation, therefore, a great degree of turgescence persists under normal relations of 

general supply and loss of fluid; and, where supply continues and loss is arrested, the 

turgescence may nearly attain the degree which it normally has when the tissues 

are exposed to coincident solar stimulation and normal transpiratory loss, and may exceed 
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that co-existing with the fullest solar stimulation and excessive transpiratory loss. A 
nyetitropie leaf at any time of night is normally in a very different condition from one 
which has been immersed in boiling water or exposed to the continued action of 
the vapour of chloroform, Maximum turgescence is only attained where full solar 
stimulation co-exists with free supply and abolished loss of water; but all degrees of 
turgescence short of this are constantly present in all ordinary tissues in relation to 
the varying conditions of protoplasmie activity and general loss and supply of water 
present in them under different circumstances, A greater degree of turgescence will 
naturally tend to be present where depression of functional activity coincides with 
an absence of transpiratory loss than where the latter is still actively going on, and 
hence we find the maximum departure from the diurnal state taking place at and 
shortly after sunset. With the arrest of transpiratory loss the osmotic capacities of 
the cell-sap are able fully to satisfy themselves. These, although not so great as 
they are under the influence of solar stimulation, are yet sufficient to cause the tur- 

gescence of the tissue to attain a higher degree than it attains under the fullest solar 

stimulation where the latter co-exists with excessive transpiratory loss and insufficient 

root-supply. . In the study of movements dependent on alterations in turgescence, 
whatever their nature be, it must always be borne in mind that we are dealing with 
phenomena arising not as the result of the action of a single ultimate factor, but of 
the action ot various factors which may be associated with one another in very different 

combinations. Fluctuations in turgescence are capable of arising not only as the result 
of fluctuations in osmotic property of the cell-sap, but also in consequence of fluctuations 

in the relations between general supply and loss of water, or in the conditions of 
pressure, and therefore of filtrative loss to which the tissues are exposed, 

All nyctitropic movements are in their origin essentially similar to the move- 
ments determining the opening and closure of the stomatic orifices, They are due to 
the presence of masses of tissue differing from one another in structural and. functional 
property and so related to one another that they tend to give rise to displacements in 
opposite directions. Their structural and functional differences give rise to the occur- 
rence of unlike fluctuations in their turgescence under the influence of like conditions, 
and therefore under the influence of varying conditions we find their relative strengths 
varying, and movement taking place in one or other direction accordingly. In the 
case of the stomatic movements, the motor apparatus—the guard-cells and the common 
epidermal cells—are in immediate relation to one another; but, in cases where move- 
ments of entire leaves or of large parts of leaves occur, the motor agents are generally 
so disposed as to tell on opposite aspects of masses of passive tissue whose displacement 
they make for. In the case of freely motile pulvini, for example, we find the motor 
apparatus consisting of thick masses of cortical parenchyma, around a cord of passive 
tissue consisting of modified wood and pith, or of the former alone. The precise dis- 
position of the pads of cortical parenchyma in relation, to the passive tissue on which 
they act varies in different cases; but we can always recognise them as consisting of 
two opposed sets, differing from one another in structural and functional properties 
and making for displacement of the passive tissue in opposite directions. In certain 
cases the relation of the opposing tissues, however, more closely resembles that which 
we find present in the case of the guard-cells and ordinary epidermal cells. The 
movements in the opposite halves of the laminz of the pinnæ of many nyctitropic 
leaves at a certain stage of their evolution are effected under the influence of structural 
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arrangements of this type. At a very early stage of development the two halves of 
the lamina have their upper surfaces closely applied to one another, whilst in the mature 
lamine they are permanently expanded in the same plane; but an intermediate stage 
exists during which periodie diurnal and nocturnal movements of alternate expansion 
and approximation of the opposite halves take place. Here there is no appearance of 
opposing masses of active tissue teling on an intermediate passive one, but the oppos- 
ing tissues which determine movement are in direct relation to one another. It is the 
growth of parenchyma over the line of the midrib which ultimately gives rise to perma- 
nent expansion of the lamina by forcing out the divergent woody bundles of the 
veins from their original direction, and which in the intermediate stage gives rise to 
periodic nyctitropic movements of the two halves in relation to variations in the degree 
of turgescence in the, growing tissue under the influence of sunlight and darkness. 
All that is necessary in order to the occurrence of nyctitropic movements is the 
presence of opposing tissue elements or masses of tissue, differing from one another in 
structure and function, and undergoing unlike fluctuations in turgescence under the 
influence of particular conditions, 

The differences distinguishing the masses of tissue which make respectively for the 
diurnal and nocturnal position of entire leaves or large parts of leaves are of the same 
nature as those which we have already seen to distinguish the guard-cells and the 
common epidermal elements. The tissues making for the diurnal position are rela- 
tively late in development and rich in protoplasm, and specially in chlorophyll, as com- 
pared with those which make for the nocturnal position, But relative youth and 
abundance of protoplasm à priori imply relative structural weakuess and functional 
strength; and the presence of chlorophyll implies a special assimilatory exercise of the 
latter . under the stimulant influence of sunlight. Under the latter a greater rise in 
turgescence will thus take place in the masses of tissue which make for the diurnal 
position than in those making for the nocturnal one. During exposure to sunlight 
there is a general rise in turgescence, but this is not uniformly distributed, but takes 
place to a greater extent in one of the opposing masses of tissue than in the other; 
and the foimer thus becoming temporaril the stronger is able to determine displace- 
ment of the parts to which itis opposed. Passive structural strength must, of course, 
remain unaffected by exposure to light or darkness, but the strength arising from 

functional sources is not constantly alike, but fluctuates with the degree of turgescence 

present at any given time. Any tissue in which an excess of _turgescence arises in 

connection with exposure to certain conditions must become relatively stronger than a 

tissue in which there is not an equal rise, the difference in strength being directly 

related to the difference in degree of turgescence. Under the influence of solar stimu- 

lation we have greater assimilatory activity in the tissues making for the diurnal than 

for the nocturnal position. But turgescence being directly related to assimilatory 

activity, this implies a corresponding excess in strength and a proportionate rise in 

capacity for resisting the pressure of opposing tissues, and consequently displacement of 

the latter occurs, He ted | : = 
Apart from solar stimulation and general transpiratory loss, the position of the 

various parts of nyctitropic leaves will be determined by the relative structural 

strength and permanent functional activity of the opposed tissues m the motor 

apparatus. On the incidence of sunshine, structural strength remains unchanged, but 
an excess of functional strength—an excess of turgescence—arising in one of the opposed 

tissues, displacement must occur in direct proportion to the excess The amount of 
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displacement which actually occurs will, however, be affected by the conditions of 

general loss and supply of fluid; for the very tissues which provide for special rise 

of turgescence from functional causes are also those which present the greater struc- 

tural facilities for transpiratory loss. In young tissues we have a relative excess of 

protoplasm providing for the presence of osmotic products in the cell-sap; but at the 

same time the facilities for loss of fluid in consequence of pressure or evaporation are 

greater than they are in older tissues in which the formed materials—the cell-walls— 

are more matured. Hence the fullest solar stimulation will be incapable of giving 

rise to the full assumption of the diurnal position, unless it be associated with certain 

conditions of general supply and loss of water. During the day, the precise position 

assumed by nyctitropie leaves will be determined partly by degree of solar stimulation, 

and partly by conditions. of root-supply and evaporative loss. At sunset we have 

the removal of solar stimulation, but, under ordinary circumstances, no immediate 

cessation of transpiratory loss; and hence the position assumed by the leaves is not 

the neutral one determined by persistent protoplasmic activity apart from transpiratory 

loss; but passes beyond this, so as to reach a nocturnal maximum determined by the 

fact that the tissues in which the fall of functional activity is greatest are also those 

allowing most readily of transpiratory loss. Subsequently, as transpiratory loss dimi- 

nishes and gradually disappears, the tissues will naturally acquire the degree of turges- 

cence corresponding to the osmotic capacities of the cell-sap apart from the addition 

of assimilatory products under the influence of solar stimulation, and the tissues which 

make for the diurnal position will become relatively stronger than they were when 

subject to transpiratory loss. There will necessarily be a general rise in turgescence, 

but the rise will be greater in those masses of tissue which are most affected by 

transpiratory loss, and hence a reversion towards the diurnal position takes place. The 

fully developed diurnal position is not, however, attained until solar stimulation comes 

in to induce an excess of osmotic property in the cell-sap of the masses of tissue of 

greatest functional strength. 
The actual amount of displacement occurring in individual cases is further affected 

by the arrangement of the opposing masses of tissue in the motor organs. In some 

cases, we find the masses making for the diurnal position so situated that they are 

aided by the action of the leverage of other parts of the leaf; in others, we find that, 

in addition to overcoming the action of their opponents, they have to oppose that of 

the leverage; and it is clear that, other things being alike, a greater displacement will 

be effected by the same rise in turgescence in the first instance than in the second, 

In endeavouring to account for the movements occurring in any individual case, there- 

fore, the precise arrangement of the opposed masses of tissue in the motor organs 

must be considered not merely locally, but in relation to other parts of the leaf. 

| CHAPTER VII. | 
he structural peculiarities of the motor Organs of Anctitropic 
uc Leaves. 

In considering the question of the movements of stomata, it was pointed out that the 
elements which make for the diurnal position—the guard-cells—differ from the surround- 
ing epidermal elements in certain features; we have now to endeavour to determine how 
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far differences of a like nature can be recognized in the case of nyctitropie tissues 

generaly. In the case of the guard-cells, it was easy to show that we were dealing with 

elements characterized by their relative youth, functional strength, and structural weakness 

in certain directions; it now remains to ascertain how far similar distinctive features are 

present in the masses of tissue which make for the diurnal position in other examples of 

nyctitropisn. 
That the masses of tissue which make for the diurnal position of nyctitropie leaves 

are younger than those making for the nocturnal ene, is very clearly indicated in most 

cases by the fact that in the assumption of the nocturnal position there is a manifest 

tendency to reversion to one which was a permanent position at a very early stage of 

development of the leaf, or the diurnal one during an earlier portion of the period during 

which movements occur. In the leaves of most species of Bauhinia immediately before 

movements begin to occur, the lamin are depressed at angles of various degrees from 

the line of the petiole and have their two halves fo'ded up, so that their upper surfaces 

are in close contact with one another. When nyctitropic phenomena begin to appear, the 

lamine rise and unfold during the day and sink and fold up at sundown (Plate II, 

Fig. 6). In Cassia alata the pinnz just before they become motile, are folded like 

Bauhinia leaves and have their midribs closely applied to the sides of the rachis and 

directed upwards and forwards at an acute angle to it. When movements set in they 

consist of diurnal separation of the upper surfaces of the two halves of the lamine and 

divergence and depression of the midribs, and of nocturnal folding of the lamins and 

convergence and elevation of the midribs. In Cassia sumatrana the pinne, immediately 

before they begin to show periodic movements, are disposed as in the previous species, 

save that their midribs, in place of being elevated, are deeply depressed beneath the plane 

of the rachis; and here we have diurnal unfolding of the lamine accompanied by 

clevation and divergence of the midribs, and nocturnal folding coinciding with conver- 

gence and depression. In the leaves of Pithecolobium saman, which are ultimately 

characterized by the great development and persistence of their nyctitropic movements, 

the permanent position of the various parts at a very early stage of development is as 

follows. The lower part of the primary rachis is directed at a very acute angle to the 

axis and the distal part is at first somewhat ‘curved inwards (vide Plate I, Fig. 13), and 

subsequently, as the weight of the secondary rachises and pinnules increases, abruptly 

curved outwaids. The secondary rachises are closely appressed to the primary one and 

are directed obliquely upwards, and the pinnules are fully expanded and are related to 

the secondary rachises as the latter are to the primary one. Somewhat later, as the wood 

strengthens, the primary rachis straightens out, still retaining an acute angle to the axis. 

The secondary rachises at the same time sink and are ultimately depressed beneath the 

plane of the primary one, whilst the pinnules retain their original arrangement. When 

nyctitropie movements set in, they are not complicated by any folding and unfolding of 

the pinnules, as these are from the outset fully expanded, and the diurnal position is 

characterized simply by divergence of the primary rachis from the axis, divergence and 

elevation of the secondary rachises, and depression of the pinnules, so that their surfaces 

come to look upwards and downwards in place of inwards and outwards. The entire 

series of pinnules on any secondary rachis here, as in the case of many other bipinnate 

leaves, both in their original arrangement and in their movements, clearly corresponds to 

the lamina of one pinna in a pinnate leaf such as that of a Cassia, whilst in other cases 

we find them each originally folded and exhibiting movements corresponding to those of - 
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individual pinne. At sunset we find the primary rachis becoming extremely converged 

to the axis, sometimes indeed so much so that the upper portion actually crosses the line 

of the latter, the secondary rachises converging and sinking and the pinnules once more 
rising so as to bring their upper surfaces into close contact, and their midribs to 
assume a line directed upwards and somewhat forwards from the plane of the secondary 
rachis to which they are attached. Here every part of the leaf from the primary 
rachises to the pinnules moves, and in doing so, diurnally departs from, and nocturnally 
reverts to, what was the permanent position at an earlier stage of evolution. 

In the case of Mimosa pudica, as in that of Pithecolobrum saman, extensive periodic 
movements take place in all parts of the leaves. Immediately before they begin to occur, 
the permanent position is as follows:— The primary petiole is widely divergent from the 
axis, the secondary petioles are closely converged to one another, and either follow the 
line of the primary one, or ascend slightly from it, whilst the pinnules are, as they have 
been from the outset, fully expanded, and have their midribs closely conveyed to the line 
of the secondary rachises and directed upwards and forwards, so that the upper surfaces 
of the laminze of the opposite members of the series are in immediate contact. When 
movements are established, they consist of diurnal convergence of the primary petiole 
towards the line of the axis, diurnal divergence of the secondary rachises from one 
another, and diurnal divergence, depression, and a certain amount of rotation of the 

pinnules, so that their midribs come to be more or less in the same plane with, and at 
right angles to, the secondary rachises, and their superior and inferior surfaces to look 
directly upwards and downwards, alternating with nocturnal divergence of the primary 
petiole from the axis, nocturnal convergence of the secondary rachises to one another, and 
nocturnal reversion of the pinnules to their embryonic position. The movements in 
Mimosa pudica and Pithecolobium saman are thus essentially similar in their nature, in that 
in every part of the leaves they involve a diurnal departure from, and a nocturnal 
reversion to, a previously permanent position. They differ, however, in detail, because in 
the one case the latter implies divergence and in the other convergence of the primary 
petiole in relation to the axis. This in no way affects the question of the nocturnal 
position being one of reversion, but the difference is at the same time important, because 

it implies a great difference in the stability of the diurnal position in the two cases. ‘I'he 
diurnal position is in any case an unstable one, depending as it does on a temporary 
vietory of functional over passive structural resistance; and it is evident that in an 
instance like Mimosa pudica, in which the diurnal position of the primary pulvinus implies 
that the mass of tissue making for it must overcome not merely the resistance offered by 
the opposing part of the pulvinus, but also that of the leverage of the distal parts of the 
leaf, the instability must be greater than where leverage and special rise in turgidity, due 
to functional causes, co-operate in determining the position. In Pithecvlobium the mass of 
pulvinar tissue in which functional activity preponderates lies above the flexible fibro- 
vascular axis of the main pulvinus, whilst in Mimosa pudica it lies below it. The diurnal 
excess in turgescence in the one case makes for divergence and in the other for 
convergence of the petiole. But the weight of the distal parts of the leaves is constantly 
making for divergence, and especially so during the day, owing to the increase in 
turgescence and weight which takes place under the influence of solar stimulation of 
functional activity. In Pithecolobium, therefore, the diurnal relative increase in strength 
of the functionally stronger pulvinar tissue, and the increased leverage of the distal parts of the leaf coincide in making for divergence of the petiole, whilst in Mimosa pudica 
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the pulvinar tissue makes for convergence and the distal parts of the leaf for divergence, 
Under these circumstances, it need not surprise us to find conspicuous changes in the 
position of the leaves of Mimosa taking place under the influence of factors affecting 
pulvinar turgescence which are incapable of producing any appreciable results in the case 
of the leaves of Pithecolubium. 

In some cases, as in the pinnules of Pithecolobium saman and Leucena glauca, the 
movements during a great part of the life of the leaf effect a complete nocturnal restora- 
tion of what was a permanent position at an early stage of evolution, and when they 
cease to do $o, determine a simple incomplete restoration; but in other cases, as time goes 
on, the development and increased strength of certain masses of tissue introduce complica- 
tions, and we no longer find simple complete or incomplete restoration taking place. In 
the pinnules of .PifAecolobium and Leucena glauca we are dealing with laminw which 

from the outset are fully unfolded, and the movements which they exhibit are simply due 
to the subsequent development of a mass of parenchyma over the insertion and base of 

the midrib, which, when its turgescence rises under the influence of solar stimulation, 

is able to determine the divergence and depression of the lamina, But in cases, such as 

the pinn® of Cassia alata where the lamina is primarily folded and shortly afterwards 

becomes permanently expanded, the characters of the movements become modified when 

the latter condition has been established, factors which previously determined expansion or 

folding of the lamina now coming to determine movements of rotation in it. This 

modification of movement may be more satisfactorily dealt with in considering the 
partieular phenomena presenting themselves in individual leaves, and is merely alluded 
to here in order to indicate that we may not in all cases be able at once to recognize that 

the noetumnal position corresponds to a reversion to an originally permanent position. In 
all cases it corresponds to a tendency to such reversion, but the degree and simplicity 

with which the process is carried out is often greatly affected by structural modifications 

which have been established subsequently to the period at which the primary permanent 

position was first departed from. 
The fact that the masses of tissue making for the diurnal position of the various 

parts of nyctitropic leaves, agree with the corresponding elements determining the diurnal 

condition of the stomata in being relatively young, is thus indicated by the characters of 

the movements which they give rise to; but we are fortunately not obliged to remain 

satisfied with evidence of this nature, as in many instances we find most conspicuous 

structural indices of the same fact. Figures a to g, Plate I, Fig. 14, show the appear- 

ances presented by the primary pulvini of seven successive leaves on a shoot of Pithecolo- 
bium.saman, and in passing from 1, which is the youngest, to 7, which is the most 

mature member of the series, the excessive development of the mass of tissue on the 
upper aspect of the pulvinus during the later stages of evolution comes out most 
distinctly. The evidence afforded by sections through the thickness of pulvini of different 
ages is equally convincing, for these show that at first the development of the superior 

pulvinar pad lags behind, and at a later stage overtakes that of the inferior one. 
(Plate I, Fig. 15; Plate IV, Figs. 1, 2.) So, in the case of the tertiary pulvini, the 
superior pad is at first very inconspieuous, but ultimately appears as a prominent 
mass of vivid green tissue. In cases where, as in the primary pulvini of Cassia alata, 

the fibro-vascular tissue does not assume the form of a simple unlignified central cord, 
but remains arranged in a ring and undergoes normal processes of lignification, 

en spieuous periodie movements do not manifest themselves, and the continued growth 
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of the upper or axilary pad during the later stages of the evolution of Er - e, 

serves to aid the increasing leverage of distal parts in determining a et al and pro- 
gressive increase in divergence from the line of the axis. In such cases the arrangement 
and character of the vascular bundles of the pulvinus are such that mere fluctuations in 
turgidity are unable to give rise to corresponding displacements of the petiole, and it is 
only as the result of continued growth that the degree of divergence is determined. 

There is thus both dynamical and structural evidence that the masses of tissue in 
the motor organs which make for the diurnal position are younger, or contain a larger 
number of young elements, than those which make for the nocturnal one; and this in 
itself almost necessarily implies that, as a whole, they are structurally weaker and 
functionally stronger than the latter are. "Taking any ordinary unit of vegetable tissue, 
there can be no doubt that, as a rule, the proportion of active protoplasm in it tends 
to diminish, and that of formed material to increase, with increased age. The formed 
material may take the shape of secretions of various kinds, or may enter into the con- 
stitution of the cell-wall. In any case there is a tendency to diminution in the relative 
amount of protoplasm, and, in cases where continued additions are made to the cell-wall, 
these imply increased structural strength, and hence, speaking generally, the larger the 
number of young elemerts in any tissue, the greater will its functional power be; and 
the larger the number of old elements, the greater its structural power. It follows from 
this that in pulvini in which we have to deal with opposmg masses of tissue differing 
from one another in regard to the period during which active growth continues, we are 
necessarily dealing with an opposition of functional and structural strength, the less 
mature tissue being functionally, and the more mature structurally the stronger. But 
the effcet produced by exposure to stimulation must be proportionate to the amount of 
material to be stimulated; and hence, under exposure to any conditions implying protoplas- mic stimulation, the functionally stronger tissue will undergo a greater increase in activity than the structurally stronger one, and where the increased activity leads to increased turgescence, as that induced by solar stimulation unequivocally does, it will 

incidence or removal of solar stimulation.* 
_ The masses of tissue which make for the diurnal position are not merely richer n protoplasm, and, therefore, endowed with greater general functional activity than 

E * Sachs (Vorlesung xxxvi, s. 775) accepts Millardet’s and Pfeffer's statements that the pulvini do not lose but gain in turgescence under the influence of darkness, because their rigidity is increased 5 y present, is no conclusive evidence of increased turgescence, 

E dc a, and in which the movements occur under Ba: gud condi à | they 3 m nye tropi € leaves, we do not find dark u. e ‘ t 
to deereased turgescence in the EEE | 3 mee giving rise to increased bu 
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their opponents, but are also as a rule specially richer in chlorophyll, and therefore 
specially subject to the influence of solar stimulation as a source of increased turgescence 
dependent on the manufacture of assimilatory products. 'lhis in many cases, as in thoso 
of the pinnal pulvini of Cassia alata, and in the secondary and tertiary pulvini of Pithe- 
colobium saman, is evident to the most cursory inspection owing to superficial differences 
in colour, and in all it can be readily ascertained by means of microscopic sections, 
especially if these have been momentarily immersed in a 2 per cent. solution of osmic 
acid so as to fix the colouring matter in the chromatophores, (Plate I, Figure 19; 
Plate II, Figs. 3, 5—8; Plate IV, Figs, 3, 5—9). 

The diurnally dominant tissues in the pulvini of nyctitropic leaves are then 
distinguished from the nocturnally dominant ones by precisely the same features 
which distinguish the guard-cells of the stomatic orifices from the common epidermal 
elements, 

- They are distinguished by their youth, or by the large proportion of relatively 
young elements which they contain, by their relative structural weakness, and by their 
relative functional strength, especially in relation to solar stimulation; and the move- 
ments which they give rise to are of essentially similar origin to those caused by 
the guard-cells. Just as the guard-cells are able to effect a displacement of the 
surrounding ‘tissue when exposed to sunlight because of their temporary excess in 
turgescence, so are the masses of tissue in the pulvini which make for the diurnal 
position able to effect displacement of their opponents under similar circumstances, 
The condition of the stomatic orifices is regulated not merely by fluctuations in the 
degree of solar stimulation to which the tissues are exposed, but also by the coincident 
conditions of root-supply and transpiatory loss of water; and the same holds good in 
regard to the position of nyctitropie leaves. Where transpiratory loss is in excess, 
and yet falls short of the degree necessary to cause general wilting of the tissues, 
we find buth stomatic orifices and nyctitropic leaves assuming the nocturnal position ; 
and in both cases a resumption of the diurnal one follows a restoration of the 
normal relation between general loss and supply of fluid, whether this be attained 
by means of diminished transpiration or increased root-supply. The excess of 
functional activity in the guard-cells, and the masses of pulvinar tissue making for the 
diurnal portion, provides that they shall undergo a greater increase in turgescence 
under solar stimulation than their opponents do, and this implies a temporary increase 
in the resistance which they present to them; but at the same time the excess of 
structural strength in the common epidermal elements and the pulvinar tissues making 
for the noctural position gives them a relative protection from the action of conditions 
implying an excess of transpiratory loss over root-supply of water. The result of 
this naturally is that, where this excess rises high enough, a resumption of the 
nocturnal position occurs in spite of the continued stimulation of the more active tissues, 
because these are no longer able fully to satisfy their osmotic capacities. Where 
conditions of general supply and loss of fluid hold a normal relation to one another, the 
diurnal position is secured by the greater osmotic capacity of the more active tissues ; 
but as these are also structurally weaker ones, they are the first to suffer from loss 
of turgescence connected with insufficient supply. t | 

Stomatic movements are specially distinguished by their persistence and cms — 8 —— 
of character. Once established, they continue. to occur with constancy and regularity — 2 v 
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so long as the tissues retain their vitality, but this is by no means the rule with 

other nyctitropie movement. In certain cases we do find the latter retaining a 

uniform character throughout, but in most cases they undergo considerable modi. 

fication in regard to their precise nature, and especially in regard to their extent 
as time goes on, and in many cases we find them almost or entirely absent 

during considerable periods in the latter part of the life of the leaves in which 

they once were conspicuously present. As we have already seen, they only begin to 

manifest themselves after the evolution of the leaves has reached a certain point, and 

subsequently we find them, as a rule, rapidly increasing in amount, attaining a maximum, 

and then declining. from this to a greater or less extent. The various parts of the leaf 

are primarily in a condition of stable equilibrium; this is succeeded by one of unstable 

equilibrium which gradually attains a maximum and then declines from this towards, 

or absolutely to, renewed stability. The position of the various parts of any leaf 

is necessmily determined by the structural peculiarities and degree of turgescence which 

they possess. Structural peculiarities are necessarily liable to modification with increasing 

‘age, but at any particular time they may be regarded as fixed factors. This is not, 
however, the case in regard to conditions of turgescence which are liable to undergo 

constant fluctuations in connection with variations in protoplasmic stimulation and aeti- 
vity, and fluctuations in the relations between root-supply and transpiratory loss. Where 
all the tissues are subject to like fluctuations in turgessence, mere alterations in their 
consistence culminating in one direction in free excretion of water, and in the other 
in general wilting will occur, but no definite movements will present themselves. It 
is only when special masses of tissue, differing from one another in their capacity for, 
and liability to, fluctuation in turgescence are present that orderly, definite movements 
will occur, and then only in association with certain structural peculiarities. Nyctitropic 
movements, therefore, only present themselves after leaves have attained a certain 

stage of development, and in connection with the evolution of specially situated masses 

of tissue, so disposed as to provide an active opposition between structural and functional 
factors, and it is only so long and so far as the differences in structural and functional 
properties of these masses persist that movements will occur. The relative youth of the 
masses of tissue making for the diurnal position at first provides that the difference 
shall be very considerable, and movements are accordingly very conspicuous for a time,. 
but as m most cases, at all events, this difference naturally tends to diminish with 
the increase in structural strength and expenditure of active protoplasm of the younger tissues, a condition of stable equilibrium is once more approaehed or actually attained 
with a corresponding diminution or abolition of movement. 

Great differences occur in regard to the rate at which the movements, whether 
obra ees periodic character or arising as the result of extrinsic agencies affect- 
ru ‘filtration or water-supply, are carried out in different leaves, the rate bearing no 

ute. relation to the magnitude of movement, but being related to structural features 

= the redistribution- of fluid throughout the tissues The movements are 
due to fluetuations in the osmotic properties of the cell-sap, to fluctuations 

ternal’ pressure, or to fluctuations in water-supply, giving rise to corresponding 

"dons in the degree of turgescence of the various parts of the motor organs; but 
effected must necessarily be influenced by 

of the cells entering into the constitution of the 

the rate | d | which these alterations can be 
the structural features of the walls 
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tissues as favouring or obstructing the access or escape of fluid. Taking ‘any highly 

turgid cell, in which a great fall in the osmotic. capacity of the cell-sap sets in, a 

proportionate loss in turgescence must ultimately ensue owing to the filtrative discharge 

caused by the elastic recoil of the cell-walls; but the rate at which the discharge is 

conducted must be regulated by the facilities which the latter provides for. filtration, 
and by the degree to which ready accommodation for the escaping fluid is present. 

This being so, the rate at which movements occur ought to bear a recognisable relation 
to the degree of pitting of the cell-walls and to the openness of the pulvinar parenchyma ; 
and direct evidence that this is actually the case is not wanting. The movements which 

are executed by the pinne of Cassia alata are certainly, in so far as magnitude is 

concerned, fairly comparable with those occurring in any part of the leaves of Mimosa 

pudica; but the rate at which they are conducted in the two cases is very different, 

the movements in the former being very slowly carried out as compared with those 

in the latter. Coinciding with this difference in rate of movement, we find very 

conspieuous differences in the structural details of the pulvini; the pulvinar tissue in 

Cassia alata being throughout dense and composed of cells which are provided with 

only a limited number of small pits, whilst in Mimosa pudica the deeper strata of the 

tissue are not only very open in texture, but are composed of elements characterised 

by an abundance of huge pits. (Plate VI, Figs. 3, 4, 17.) 

The facilities for filtration must evidently bear a direct relation to the extent to which 

* the cell-walls are pitted; and where extensive pitting is combined with very considerable 

thickness and strength of the cell-walls elsewhere, as it is in the primary pulvini of 

Mimosa pudica, filtratiee facilities naturally attain a maximum (Plate VI, Figs. 3, 4, 

12; Plate VII, Fig. 5). In the case of the movements occurring iu the leaves of 

Leucena glauca amd Cassia sumatrana, we also find very clear evidences of a corre- 

spondence between rate of movement and textural facilities for filtration. The move- 

ments in Zeucæna glauca are relatively rapid, those in Cassia sumatrana comparatively 

slow, and coinciding with this we find the pulvinar parenchyma much more conspi- 

cuously pitted in the former than in the latter case (Plate VII, Figs. 2, 4). 

= TIt is clear that turgescence must be maintained with greater difficulty where 

filtrative facilities are great than where they are small, and consequently that the 

stability of any position maintained ‚as the result of the active turgescence of a mass 

of tissue must vary inversely with the filtrative facilities which the latter provides. This 

being so, we have reasons to conclude that, where filtrative facilities are great, we ought 

to find conspicuous movements occurring under the influence of conditions which are 

incapable of inducing such results where filtrative facilities are relatively small. It 

need not, therefore, surprise us to find conspicuous movements occurring in the leaves 

of Leucena glauca, and even more in those of Mimosa pudica under conditions in which 

no appreciable movements occur in those of Cassia alala and other similar leaves. A 

single rough breath of wind will, under favourable circumstances, cause a certain amount 

of alteration in the relative position of the various parts in the leaves of Leucena 

glauca and very extensive alterations in those of Mimosa pudica; but the agitation 

necessary to secure perceptible displacement in the leaves of Cassia alata or. Cassia 

sumatrana must be frequently repeated. The disturbance to which the leaves are 

primarily subject by the wind may be the same, and may in all cases give rise to like 

increase in the external pressure to which the turgid pulvinar tissues are exposed; but 

the amount of fluid actually discharged from the cell cavities under its influence must ` 

Aun. Roy. Bor. Gau». CancurTA Vou. VI. 
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vary with the structural facilities provided for filtration. The pulvinar tissues in Leucæna 

- glauca, and especially in Mimosa pudica, provide great facilities for filtration ; their pulvinar 

turgescence is consequently very unstable, and movements are very readily induced in 

them; whilst in Cassia alata the tissues provide minor facilities, and must be subjected 

to frequently recurring increments of external pressure before a sufficient filtrative 

displacement has occurred to cause alterations in turgescence of sufficient magnitude to 

lead to appreciable alterations in the relative positions of the various parts of the 

leaves.* 

Parallel phenomena present themselves in cases where the tissues, in place of being 

exposed to conditions tending to give rise to increased filtration, have their normal water- 

supply interfered with. If a shoot of Zeucena glauca or Mimosu pudica be gently 

detached from the axis with a careful avoidance of all agitation likely to induce 

increased pulvinar pressure and consequent augmented filtrative loss, the precaution does 

not under normal circumstances prevent the leaves from manifesting movements, very 

rapidly in the former and almost immediately in the latter case; whereas in Cassia alata 

movements make their appearance only very gradually, and after the lapse of a consider- 

able interval In all cases the deprivation of .water-supply under such circumstances is 

alike, but the rate of movement subsequent to its incidence varies according to the activity 

with which filtrative processes are normally carried on by the pulvinar tissues. The 

filtration which is constantly going on in the pulvinar tissues of Leucena glauca and 

Mimosa pudica under normal circumstances is more rapid than in those of Cassia alata; ' 

and consequently when the water-supply is cut off the turgescence of the tissues in 

the former cases falls more rapidly than it does in the latter one. 

The degree of turgescence in any mass of tissue at a given time must necessarily 
depend on its osmotie capacity and on the supply and filtrative loss of fluid to which 
it is subjected. The condition is one of unstable equilibrium, and the degree of insta- 
bility must necessarily be related to the degree to which inherent filtrative facilities are - 
present. Where these are present in high degree, any diminution in osmotic power, 
any increase in conditions of external pressure, or any arrest in the supply of fluid 

available for absorption, will give rise to proportionately rapid loss in turgescence. 
Where, on the other hand, they are low, the loss must necessarily be correspondingly 
delayed. "lurgescence implies a balance between certain conditions of osmotic gain und 
filtrative loss of fluid, and any decrease in the former or increase in the latter must 
necessarily tend to give rise to diminished turgescence. Decreased absorption may arise 
either as the result of decreased osmotic property or of decrease in the amount of fluid 
available for absorption, and increased filtration must tend to arise under the influence of 
any augmentation of external pressure. The structural facilities for filtration, however, 
remain constant, and consequently the alterations in turgescence which actually take place 
under the influence of any alterations in the conditions to which a mass of tissue is - 
exposed must necessarily differ in different instances, their magnitude and the rate at 
which they are capable of inducing appreciable movements varying with the structural 
peculiarities of the affected tissue. | 

Accor ding to Sachs (Vorles ungen XV, s. 302) more agitation not i | i : pum . mprobably raises transpiratory 1 | ; 
bnt such increased loss cannot be the essential determinant of the alter T. Ee 

ations in tnrgescence of the motor organs alluded to 
above, as we find the assumption of the nocturnal position occurrin ba wind i : : g equally readily where the 
rainfall, or as the result of agitation by the latter alone. : E ANE Peor 
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CHAPTER VIII 

The noctitropie movements of particular leaves in relation to the 

structure and arrangement of the tissues in their Motor organs, 
The movements of the Leaves of Cassia alata and 

Cassia Sumatrana. 

In the course of the preceding chapter, an attempt has been made to show that the 
occurrence of nyctitropic movements generally is dependent on the presence of opposing 
masses of tissue situated in the motor organs and differing from one another in 
functional and structural strength. If this be actually the case, it ought to be possible 
to show that some definite relation exists between the special movements exhibited by 
the leaves of particular plants and certain peculiarities of structural detail and arrange- 
ment in the tissues of their motor organs. In attempting to do this, the best course 
appears to be to take a certain number of individual leaves and consider the peculiarities 
of their movements and the structure of their motor organs in detail. 

The leaves of Cassia alata afford specially favourable opportunities for study, because 
of their large size and the highly developed and complicated movements which they 
exhibit. Fully developed leaves in this species have from nine to twelve pairs of 
practically sessile pinn®, the lowest pair being of relatively small size and inserted close to 
the base of the leaf and ata considerable distance from the next pair. During the period 
in the life of a leaf in which movements are at a maximum, that is, in fully developed 

but still comparatively young leaves, the diurnal and nocturnal positions of the pinnæ 

are as follows:—Diurnally their superior and inferior surfaces look directly upwards and 

downwards and lie approximately in the same plane with the upper face of the rachis, 

their midribs at the same time diverging almost at right angles to it. (Plate II, Fig. 1.) 

In the early part of the night, on the other hand, the upper and under surfaces of the 

laminz look directly inwards and outwards in a plane at right angles to the upper face 

of the rachis, and the midribs are closely convergent and directed downwards at an 

acute angle to it. (Plate II, Fig. 2.) It is clear that the movements which lead to the 

alteration of these positions must consist of alternating convergence and divergence of the 

midribs of the pinn®, combined with excessive rotation in opposite directions and a 

certain amount of elevation and depression. 
If we watch the actual progress of the transition from the diurnal to the nocturnal 

position, we find that the first indication of displacement lies in a certain degree 

of elevation of the lamina, so that its upper surface slopes upwards from the plane of the 

rachis. At the same time the divergence of the midribs gradually decreases. The general 

elevation of the lamina is succeeded by steadily increasing elevation of its posterior or 

outer half over the level of the anterior or axillary one, which necessarily implies 

corresponding rotation of the midrib.. Rotation and convergence now advance simultane- 

ously until the upper surface of the lamina has moved through a quadrant and the 

‘midrib has converged so greatly that the upper surface of the opposing members in each 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garo. Carcurra Vou. VI. 
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pair of pinnz are in close contact with one another and with the lateral surfaces of 

the rachis. Up to this time the midrib remains somewhat elevated at an acute angle to 
the plane of the rachis, but subsequently depression gradually sets in, so that. the 
posterior and anterior edges of the lamina come in the first place to lie respectively 
horizontally superior and inferior, and ultimately to be directed downwards and forwards 
at angles of varying degree of obliquity from the line of the rachis. (Plate II, Fig. 2.) 

The motor organs which determine this complicated series of movements are highly 
developed and present certain peculiarities which greatly facilitate a comprehension of 
their action. Both superficially and in section it is at once evident that they are 
composed of two distinct masses of tissue, one of which is of a warm ochreous and the 
other of a vivid green colour, and that these hold certain definite positions in relation to 
the deeply keeled vascular bundle of the pulvinus, and to the under and upper surfaces 
of the base of the outer half of the lamina. ‘Ihe ochreous tissue lies beneath and to 
the outer side of the vascular bundle and spreads out thence over the under surface of 
the base of the outer half of the lamina so as to involve and conceal the origins of 
the lowest four or five ribs. The green tissue, on the other hand, lies internally and 
superior to the vascular bundle and forms an expansion over the base of the upper 
surface of the outer half of the lamina. The disposition of the two masses of tissue 
is clearly shown in Figure 19 of Plate I and Figure 3 of Plate II, and the laminar 
expansion of the ochreous tissue in Figures 4 and 5 of Plate IL. We have thus to deal 
with two distinct masses of pulvinar tissue: one intero-superior, the other extero-inferior, 
in relation to the pulvinar vascular bundle and the base of the outer half of the lamina, 
and differing greatly in the amount of their chlorophyll content, Now, it is clear that 
any alterations in the relative strengths of masses of tissue so disposed around a central, 
flexible axis must tend to give rise to movements of divergence or convergence, combined 
With varying degrees of depression or elevation and of rotation in one or other direction, according as the alteration implies increased strength in one or the other mass (Plate VII, Fig. 6). Were they merely related to the axial bundle they would give rise only to divergence or convergence, depression or elevation, and we should have movements similar to those which we fiad manifesting themselves in the seconda 
m 

ry petioles of many bipinnate leaves; but the movements are in this case farther complicated by rotation, 
s in the case of bipinnate leaves are distributed between the secondary petioles and the pinnules. The rotation of the axial 

to the inferior and superior surfaces of the rigidly expanded lamina. The ochreous 
: rior surface of the outer half 

| f ase in strength in the former mass must tend to elevate, and any increase in strength in the latter mass must tend to depress, the outer half of the lamina, and therefore to cause corresponding inward or outward rotation or torsion of the flexible vascular bundle. Were the lamina not rigidly 

reviously gave rise t 1 1 di 

| p Y gave rise to movements of folding and unfolding do not cease to exist, but 
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their action is now expended in producing general rotation of the lamina and 
corresponding torsion of the flexible vascular axis of the pulvinus. Had the pulvinar 
pads been disposed inferiorly and superiorly, we should have had -simple elevation and 
depression, had they been external and internal simple convergence and divergence; but 
because they actually are extero-inferior and intero-superior and related respectively to 
the under and upper surfaces of one-half of the lamina only, we have rotation taking 
place and modifying the character of the movements and the position which they 
ultimately give rise to. 

From the nature of the diurnal and nocturnal positions of the pinne, it is clear 
that during the day the intero-superior and during the night the extero-inferior pulvinus 
must possess a relative excess of strength; and the conspicuous differences in colour which 
they exhibit renders it easy to comprehend why this should be the case. Even 
the most cursory examination in this case shows that the intero-superior pad is much 
richer in chlorophyll than its opponent. This implies a proportionate excess in func- 
tional activity, and therefore of turgescence, under the influence of solar stimulation. 
But increased turgescence implies increased strength and resistance in the tissue in 
which it occurs, and consequently the intero-superior pad must necessarily acquire a 
relative increase in power during the day which enables it temporarily to overcome 
the action of its opponent. 

Movements of rotation which are so frequently present in high degree in the case 

of the pinnz and pinnules of nyctitropic leaves are absent or inconspicuous in the case 
of their primary and secondary petioles, because in them the motor apparatus has no 
horizontal surfaces like those of the laminse to act upon. Where such surfaces are 
present, and the opposed masses of tissue are specially related to them, the action of the 
factors which in the case of the petioles give rise to simple convergence and diver- 
gence, elevation and depression is partially expended in determining various degrees 
of rotation. In the present instance rotation advances so far that the outer half of 

the lamina, and the outer side of the keel of the midrib come to lie directly 
upwards, which of course implies that the basal laminar expansion of the extero- 
inferior pulvinar pad lies to the upper side of the base of the midrib. It is now 
ineapable of giving rise to any further rotation, and its remaining power is expend- 
ed in producing lateral pressure on the outer, and, for the time being, upper side of 

the keel of the midrib and proportionate depressive flexion in it. 

The alternation of the diurnal and nocturnal positions is not caused by alter- 
nating diurnal decrease and nocturnal increase in the absolute strength of the extero- 

inferior mass of pulvinar tissue, but by alternating diurnal increase and nocturnal 

decrease in that of the intero-superior one. There is nothing to show that any rise 

in turgescence of the mass of tissue making for the nocturnal position attends removal 

of solar stimulation. On the contrary, we find the same position appearing under the 

influence of exposure to excessive transpiratory loss, and in leaves which are detached 

from the axis, and therefore subjected to entire arrest of water-supply. The position 

is thus clearly one attending general loss and not any localised rise in turgescence. 

On the removal of solar stimulation, a general loss of turgescence, and consequently 

of strength, takes place throughout the whole pulvinus, but the loss is greatest in those 

portions which make for the diurnal position, because they are physiologically stronger 
and structurally weaker than their opponents. The result of this is that, although the 
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latter become absolutely weaker in the absence of insolation, they at the same time 

become relatively stronger than they were before, and the previously existing equilibrium 

being proportionately disturbed, movements necessarily occur until a new position of 

equilibrium has been established. 

As we have just seen, the nyctitropic movements of the pinnz of Cassia alata are 

very extensive and highly complicated at a certain period in the life of the leaves. 

They are, however, entirely absent in very young leaves, and gradually diminish and 

disappear in mature ones long before these begin to show any other signs of loss of 

vigour. On their onset they make their appearance first in the basal pinne and gra- 

dually extend thence outwards along the course of the petiole. In leaves at the period 

when movements are just beginning to appear, all the pinnz save the basal ones have 

the two halves of their laminz permanently folded up, with their upper surfaces in close 

contact with one another, and the midribs directed upwards and forwards from the plane 

of the petiole, The distal pairs of pinnz are in close contact with one another and with 

the sides of the petiole, whilst the proximal ones are more or less divergent, the diver- 

gence increasing in passing downwards towards the base of the rachis, In the youngest 

pinnz there is as yet no sign of any accumulation of pulvinar tissue. The midrib lies 

in a groove on the upper surface of the lamina, and the basal ribs of the outer side of 

the latter emerge clean and clear from it. In the basal pairs of pinnz the lamine are 
partially unfolded during the day, the surfaces of the outer half being still almost verti- 
cal, but those of the inner one lying nearly horizontal. "Their midribs are still directed 

forwards and upwards from the plane of the petiole, but much less so than those of the 
distal pinnz. There is already a conspicuous mass of ochreous pulvinar tissue on the 
outer side of the keel of the midrib, and extending thence over the bases of the lower 
ribs on the under surface of the outer half of the lamina. As yet there is very little 
aecumulation of green pulvinar tissue on the inner side of the keel, but a mass of it has 
begun to appear over the base of the upper surface of the laminz and to extend outwards 
along the groove of the midrib, The diurnal position at this period is due to the follow- 
ing agencies:— The divergence is caused by the presence of a certain amount of green 
axillary pulvinar tissue, the partial unfolding to the commencing accumulation of pulvinar 
tissue over the base of the upper surface of the lamina and along the groove of the mid- 
rib, and the persistent elevation of the outer half of the lamina to the excessive develop- 
ment of pulvinar tissue over the bases of the lower ribs on its under surface. As time 

advances, diurnal divergence goes on steadily increasing with the increased develop- 
ment of axillary pulvinar tissue; expansion of the.lamina becomes complete as the 
mass of tissue on the upper surface of the base of the outer half of the lamina 
increases ın proportion to the earlier developed mass on the under surface, and 

permanent as the tissue over the upper surface of the midrib increases in amount 
and structural strength. For a long time, however, such structural and functional 
differences are present between the earlier and later developed masses of pulvinar 
besteet making respectively for the nocturnal and diurnal positions as to give rise to 

: nocturnal and diurnal fluctuations in their relative strengths 
induce extensive movements. After a time the functional strength of the axillary 
Superior pulvinar tissue gradually decreases, whilst its structural strength simultaneously 
P we that the differences originally existing between it and its opponent progress- 

ively diminish and ultimately disappear, and after this, although general turgescence 

of sufficient magnitude to 
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continues to undergo diurnal and nocturnal fluctuations so long as the leaf retains its 
vitality unimpaired, these are no longer accompanied by displacements of the pinnz, 

because they now affect the entire pulvinus alike in place of occurring in excess in 
partieular portions of it. i 

The movements of the pinnæ in Cassia alata, although so extensive and complicated 
when at their maximum, are always carried out comparatively slowly. Owing to this we 

find that the leaves have hardly begun to show appreciable displacement of their pinnæ 
at a time in the evening when those of Mimosa pudica, Leucæna glauca and Pithecolobium 
saman have already completely assumed the nocturnal position. Correspondingly they 
hardly show any appreciable movement under disturbances by wind or rain which suffice 
to cause compléte movements in the leaves of these plants; and, on being detached 
from the axis, in place of immediately showing the effects of arrested water-supply as 
the leaves of Mimosa pudica and Leucena glauca do, they only slowly and gradually 
assume the nocturnal position. This retardation of movement is the consequence of the 
structural features of the pulvinar tissues. The masses of pulvinar parenchyma are 
dense, the intercellular spaces are very small, and the cell-walls are provided only with 
few and small pits, and consequently any filtrative escape of fluid from the turgid cells, 
whether it be of a normal character or the result of loss of osmotic capacity in the 

cell sap, or of rise in external pressure, can take place only gradually and slowly. In 
order, therefore, to give rise to any appreciable movements, the causes of increased 
filtration or of obstructed water-supply must continue to act for a much longer time 
than it is necessary that they ti act in cases where filtrative facilities are present 
in high degree. 

The pinnz of Cassia sumatrana also exhibit nyctitropic movements which, although 
neither so complicated nor so persistent as those of Cassia alata, are very conspicuous 
during a certain period in the life of the leaves. Fully developed leaves have from 
nine to twelve pairs of pinnz, which differ from those of Cassia alata in certain 

important respects. In place of being practically sessile, they are provided with distinct 
secondary  petioles measuring 0:12"x 004", and they never possess conspicuous laminar 

expansions of pulvinar tissue (Plate III, Fig. 4). Nyctitropie movements are very 
extensive in young leaves after they have attained a certain degree of development; 
but they very soon diminish in amount, altering in character as they do so, and are 
practically absent during the greater part of the life of the leaves. Owing to the very 
transitory character of the movements, the nocturnal positions of the successive pairs of 
pinne in one and the same active leaf are by no means so uniform as they are 

in the case of Cassia alata, the distal, latest-developed .pinne often exhibiting the 

maximum of movement at a time when the movement in the basal ones has already 
undergone great diminution. As usual, nyctitropie movements are entirely absent up to 
a certain period; after this they begin to manifest themselves with rapidly increasing 
intensity, very soon attain a maximum, and then rapidly decrease and disappear. 

In pinne in the earlier stages of development the halves of the laminz are 
permanently folded up and in close contact with one another, and the midribs are 

slightly divergent and somewhat elevated from the plane of the common petiole, their 
keels at the same time facing directly outwards, so that the edges of the folded lamine 

of opposite pinnz are in close relation to one another (Plate III, Figure 1). At this period 

there is no evidence of any accumulation of pulvinar tissue in the secondary petioles, 
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Somewhat later, and just before nyctitropic movements begin to appear, the folded pinnæ 

still remain only very slightly divergent, but in place of being elevated they are now 

permanently depressed, the midribs sloping downwards and forwards from the line of 

the primary petiole and having their keels directed downwards in place of outwards 

(Plate III, Fig. 1). The secondary petioles now show distinet evidence of an accumulation 

of pulvinar parenchyma over the anterior surface basally and along the entire length of 

the outer surface. Movements soon begin to appear and to lead to gradually increasing 

diurnal elevation, divergence and expansion of the pinne, alternating with nocturnal de- 

pression, convergence, and folding up of the lamine. Somewhat later the laminz become 

permanently expanded, and at the same time alternating movements of divergence and 

elevation and of convergence and depression go on increasing in amount. At this period 

the pinnz during the day are widely divergent, and have their upper surfaces approx- 

imately in the same plane as the upper surface of the rachis (Plate III, Fig. 4), and at 

night are very closely convergent and depressed so greatly that their upper surfaces are 

vertical to the line of the rachis and look directly forwards towards its apex. The noctur- 

nal position at this stage may be regarded simply as the result of extreme convergence 

and depression without any appreciable rotation. . Rotation of the lamina, however, soon 

sets in and, for a time, goes on gradually increasing until, for a period, the upper surfaces 
of the pinne come to look directly inwards facing one another. ‘This is the period at 
which the movements attain their maximum development, and it is succeeded by one in 
which they undergo gradual diminution. The diminution in rotation causes the upper 
surfaces of the lamine nocturnally once more to be directed more and more forwards, 

reverting as they do so to a position more or less like that proper to an earlier stage 
of development. ‘The reversion, however, is not complete, as it is interfered with by 
the coincident diminution in convergence and depression. Finally, a period arrives at 
which the progressive diminution leads to a complete abolition of all appreciable move- 
ment, and the pinnz remain permanently fixed in what was previously the diurnal 
position, with the upper surfaces of their laminz looking directly upwards in the plane 
of the rachis or slightly ascending from it, and their widribs at right angles to it, or 
even somewhat inclined backwards towards the base of the leaf. 

On examining the secondary petiole of a pinna at the period at which movements 
are at their maximum, two distinct masses of pulvinar tissue may be recognised in it. 
They differ from one another in tint, the one having an ochreous tinge, whilst the other 
is pure green, and they are arranged in a peculiar spiral fashion (Plate III, Fig. 2, 3). 
‘The ochreous tissue at the base of the pulvinus lies antero-external, and farther out 
it becomes purely external; whilst the green tissue basally is purel y axillary, but towards 
the laminar extremity invades the anterior surface of the pulvinus so as to become 
continuous with the mass of green parenchyma which forms a ridge over the course of the 
midrib. The pulvinus extends for some distance into th 
under-surface, and the green tissue on the inner side of 
in amount than the ochreous tissue on the other side. 
3 ~ z this sin disposition of the opposed masses of pulvinar parenehyma that — the peeuliar character of the movements of the pinne. When the develop- — of the pulvinus first begins, the fact that the tissue, which is subsequently distin- 
BES by "x parents u makes its appearance first accounts for the permanent depression convergence of the pinna which prevails immediately antecedent to the period at which 

e base of the lamina on the 
the midrib is more conspicuous 
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movements first begin to appear. The depression is determined by the accumulation 
of parenchyma over the anterior aspect of the base of the secondary petiole, and conver- 
gence by the extension of it along the course of the outer side. When pulvinar paren- 
chyma begins to accumulate beneath the base and along the axillary surface of the second- 
ary petiole, and to extend thence over the anterior surface of the base of the 
lamina and outwards along the groove which originally corresponds with the course 
of the midrib, it tends more and more to cause elevation and divergence of the second- 
ary petiole and expansion of the lamina; and when the tissue has attained sufficient 
Structural power to resist the older masses cf tissue making for depression and conver- 
gence of the secondary petiole and folding upwards of the halves of the lamina, a condi- 
tion of permanent equilibrium is once more established. Until this has occurred, how- 
ever, movements necessarily continue to take place, because the fluctuations in turgescence 
which accompany the presence or absence of solar stimulation in the younger and more 
recently developed masses of tissue are greater than those taking place in the older ones. 
So long as this is the case, the younger tissue is relatively stronger during the day than it. 
is at ment, and. consequently it is able to effect displacements diurnally which it is incapable 
of. maintaining nocturnally, The magnitude of the movements goes on steadily increas- 
ing so long as the differences. between the functional and structural strengths of opposed 
masses continue to increase; but, when the development of the older mass has once 
been completed, the movements diminish with. the continued development of the 
younger mass, and they ultimately disappear when the tissue in it has overtaken that of 
its opponent in respect to structural strength and functional weakness, At the outset the 
tissue which makes for the diurnal position is present in very small amount as com- 
pared with that which makes for the nocturnal one, and consequently the amount of 
displacement which it is able to effect is very limited, Subsequently it increases rapidly 
in bulk, but at the same time the permanent structural power of its opponent has also 
NR increase. The mass of functionally stronger tissue increases, but the 
strength of the structurally stronger one does so also up to a certain point, The 
increased bulk of the functionally stronger tissue enables it to give rise to increased 
displacement under the influence of slar stimulation; but so long as the differences in 
permanent structural strength of the two masses go on increasing, the amount of resist- 
ance which the structurally stronger one is capable of overcoming in the absence of 
solar stimulation will undergo increase also. In consequence of this, we find that 
nocturnal displacement does not attain its maximum in pinne which have just begun 
to moye, but goes on steadily increasing for a considerable time, The precise amount 
of movement exhibited by any particular pinna at a given period in the course of 
its development depends not merely on the relative bulks of the opposing masses of 
pulvinar tissue, but on the differences which they present in regard to functional and 
structural strength. The amount of diurnal displacement is at first small owing to 
the small bulk of the tissue giving rise to it, and the nocturnal disp'acement does 
not attain its maximum at first, because the mass of tissue which determines it goes on 

for some time increasing in structural strength in relation to its opponent. Just before 
the primary initiation of movement in a pinna the supero-external mass of pulvinar 
parenchyma is already conspicuous, whilst.its opponent is practically absent: in a mature 
or motionless pinna th» condition is more or less reversed, the mass of the axillary tissue 

being somewhat in excess of that of the external one. Owing to the fact that all the 
pinnz in a leaf are not matured simultaneously, but progressively from the base to the 
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apex of the rachis, the diurnal ‘and nocturnal positions of all the individual pinnæ 

in one and the same leaf are not uniforni during the greater part of the period 

during which appreciable movements are present. This is clearly illustrated by the 

following notes regarding the nocturnal positions of the pinnæ in a single leaf. All of the 

pinnz were closely convergent to the line of the petiole and depressed beneath it. In the 

two terminal pairs depression was not so great as in the succeeding ones, and the halves 

of the lamina were somewhat folded upwards, In the next four pairs depression and 

convergence were extreme, and the lamins were fully expanded, and had. their upper 

surfaces facing directly forwards to the tip of the leaf. In the next pair the upper 

surfaces of the lamine were slightly inclined inwards, and in the succeeding three 

pairs they faced almost directly inwards. In the two basal pairs depression and 

rotation were already somewhat diminished, and the upper surfaces of the laminz were 

consequently: directed forwards, upwards, and inwards. In this leaf the distal pairs of 

pinnee had not yet attained to the maximum of movement, whilst the basal ones had 

already begun to decline from it. | 

The phenomena of movement in the leaves of Cassia Sumatrana indicate just as 

clearly as those of Cassia alata that they correspond with the interposition of a period 

of instability between two periods of stable equilibrium in the tissues of the motor 

organs, and that, so long as movements continue to occur, the assumption of the nocturnal 
position is always owing to the action of a tendency to the resumption of what was 
either the primary permanent position or the diurnal position at an earlier stage in 
the evolution of the pinne. In the initial periods of movement, the nocturnal : 
convergence, depression and elevation of the halves of the lamina give rise to complete 
reversion to the antecedent permanent position. Somewhat later rotation comes in to 
interfere with the completeness of the reversion and to replace folding of the lamina. 
So long as folding is possible, the action of the portion of the mass of pulvinar 
parenchyma making for the noctural position, which is prolonged into the under 
surfacé of the lamina, assists in elevating the outer half of the lamina from 
the plane of the midrib; but when permanent expansion has been established, folding 
is no longer possible, and the same action tends to cause torsion of the midrib. 
Rotation is, however, a comparatively transitory phenomenon here as compared with 
the rotation of the pinnz of Cassia alata, because there is no excessive accumulation 
of pulvinar parenchyma on the under surface of the outer half of the lamina, so 
that the growth of the opposing tissue on the other side of the pulvinus com- 
paratively rapidly provides sufficient resistance to prevent the occurrence of torsion 
of the midrib and vascular axis of the pulvinus, Rotation is thus present only during 
the period at which the mass of pulvinar tissue making for the noctural position 
possesses its maximal relative strength. 

very considerable magnitude when at their maximum, are invariably slow and gradual. 
of the motor organs do not provide any special filtrati T d a - 

: D 
y 

— 
facilities, either in the form of abundant pitting of the cell-walls or of an extensive 

any factors which tend 

general loss or decrease ‘in general Supply of fluid, are incapable of producing | “uately appeciable effects on turgescence. i | | | 
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CHAPTER IX. 

The movements of the leaves of Pithecolobium Saman and 
Heucaena glauca, 

The movements of the leaves of Pithecolobium saman are distinguished from those 
occurring in the leaves of either of the species of Cassia which have been treated of in 
the previous pages by much greater persistence and by the relative rapidity with which 
they are executed. The movements of the primary petioles, although originally very 
conspicuous, do undergo rapid diminution at a comparatively early period in the life 
of the leaves, and are practically absent latterly; but those of the secondary petioles 
and pinnules are very much more persistent, and it is only in very old leaves that 
they become inconspicuous. When the movements are at a maximum, the diurnal and 
nocturnal positions are of the following nature :—diurnally, the primary petiole and 
rachis are very widely divergent from the axis, lying almost at right angles to it; the 
secondary petioles and rachises are also very widely divergent from, and lie almost in the 
same horizontal plane as the primary ones, and the pinnules are in the same plane and 
have their midribs diverging from the line of the secondary rachises at angles of 
rather more than 45 degrees. Nocturnally, the primary petiole is so highly convergent 
that it not unfrequently actually crosses the line of the axis; the secondary petioles 

are converged and so deeply depressed that they come to point more or less backward 
towards the base of the leaf (Plate VII, Fig. 7); the pinnules are folded almost directly 
upwards, so that the upper surfaces of those of the opposite sides of the secondary 
rachises are in close contact, their midribs being directed upwards and forwards at 
vertical angles with the line of the secondary rachises of almost the same degree of 

- inclination as that of the diurnal horizontal one; in other words, they have under- 

gone almost pure elevation apart from any appreciable rotation. 

When dealing with the subject of nyctitropic movements generally, it has already 

been pointed out that the nocturnal position in this case is specially clearly one of 

reversion to what was the permanent one at a period immediately preceding the 

time at which periodie movements first begin to make their appearance, and that the 
diurnal divergence of the primary petiole is essentially connected with the gradual 

development of a great mass of axillary pulvinar parenchyma, The action of the 

diurnal rise in turgescence in the primary pulvinus must, however, in this case be 
greatly aided in effecting divergence by the coincident increase in turgescence and alter- 
ation in the position of the distal portions of the leaf, which imply corresponding increase 
in distal leverage. The leverage here aids in establishing the diurnal position, and renders 
it more stable than it would otherwise be, or than it is in leaves like those of Mimosa 
pudica, iu. which distal leverage opposes, in place.of aiding, the tissue in the piimary 
pulvinus which makes for the diurnal position; and to it, no doubt, to a great extent 

is due the phenomenon of rapid diminution and early disappearance of movement in 
the primary. petiole. Large leaves are provided with from six to eight secondary 

rachises which bear from three to eight or nine pairs of pinnules, the number of 

the latter being smallest in the basal rachises and increasing progressively towards 
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the distal portions of the leaf. In the case of five large leaves in which the actual 

number of secondary rachises and pinnules was counted, that of the former varied from 

twelve to sixteen, and that of the latter from seventy-eight to one hundred and four 

which very. conclusively indicates that. the amount of leverage telling on the primary 

pulvinus in favour of divergence must be very considerable; and so considerable is it 

that, in co-operation with the great progressive development of the mass of axillary 

parenchyma (Plate I, Fig. 14), it not unfrequently leads to the leaf ultimately becoming 

permanently directed more or less backwards towards the base of the axis. In the 

case of the primary petiole and rachis there is a nocturnal reversion to a previously 

permanent position, only slightly modified by a certain amount of increase in con- 

vergence; but in that of the secondary ones considerable modifieation is present owing to the 

fact that for some time the amount of nocturnal depression goes on steadily and 

progressively increasing. The nocturnal position of the pinnules, on the other hand, is 

one of pure reversion, and. the alternate movements of diurnal depression and 

nocturnal elevation which they undergo are the exact parallels to the alternate unfolding 

and folding of the lamine of young pinne of the species of Cassia. There is. no 
appreciable rotation similar to that occurring in the case of these pinnæ, because 
the opposing masses of pulvinar tissue making respectively for the diurnal and 
nocturnal positions lie directly superior and inferior, and are related to the upper and 
under surfaces of both halves of the lamina alike. The inferiorly situated mass of 
parenchyma is aided in giving rise to nocturnal elevation of the pinnule by the 
action of the vascular axis of the pulvinus, which constantly tends to resume its original 
direction to the secondary petiole. It is thus only after it has attained considerable 
magnitude that the superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma is able to overcome the 
resistance of the inferior one and of the vascular bundle; and, even when it has 
attained its maximum development, it is, as a rule, incapable of securing complete de- 
pression of the pinnule to the plane of the secondary petiole, The great relative 
increase in bulk of the superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma as compared with the 
inferior one, which takes place during maturation of the leaf, is illustrated in F igs. 
16 and 17 of Plate I. a. 

The opposed masses of parenchyma in the secondary pulvini are essentially dis- 
posed altogether superiorly and inferiorly; but yet the movements which actually occur 
are not movements of simple depression and elevation, but of depression: and con- 
vergence, and of elevation and divergence. This is owing to the peculiar relation 
which the pulvini bear to` the bevelled petiolar surfaces with which the y are 
connected (Plate IV,.Fig. 5). The superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma, as the figure 
shows, is so situated as to lie so much above the level of the bevelled surface of the 
primary rachis that any alterations in its relative strength and pressure can only 
act appreciably in giving rise to movements of elevation and depression; but in the 
inferior pad, which is internally in close. contact with the bevelled surface, any 
a im its turgescence must tend not merely to give rise to elevation, but also to 
divergence of the secondary petiole. In the normal passive position, as- determined 
by dese Structural features, the axial vascular bundle of the. secondary ` pulvinus lies 
nie ! nie A the line of Ei primary petiole; and.any rise in turgescence in 

no ey portion of the inferior mass of pulvinar parenchyma must tend to cause diver- 
gence, owing to the relation which the tissues of, the rachis and pulvinus bear to one another. The movements are not in this case complicated by the ‘presence of any 
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rotation like that which occurs in those of the secondary pulvini ‘of the Cassia, 
because they are not related to the presence of any structural arrangements corre- 
sponding to the laminar expansions of pulvinar tissue, which are present in the latter. 

It is the very peculiar form of the vascular axis in the secondary pulvini that is 
the principal determinant of the extreme convergence and depression of the secondary 
petioles during the night (Plate IV, Figs. 4-5). The vascular tissue, in place of forming a 
more or less rounded cord, as it does in the case of the secondary pulvini of Mimosa pudica, 
or a tube filled with medulla as it does in those of Leucwna glauca, takes the form of a 
broad, flattened, slightly-curved band. This naturally implies corresponding modification in 
the resistance which it will present to horizontal and vertical displacement from its-normal. 
passive position. It is morphologically adapted to afford very considerable resistance to 
the divergence which is determined by the axillary portion of the inferior mass of pulvinar 
parenchyma; and consequently, when the latter loses turgescence with the removal 
of solar stimulation, it acts powerfully in producing convergence. But its resistance to 
depression is very feeble, and the distal leverage to which it is exposed is very great— 
the pulvinus only weighs from 4 to 7 per cent. of the entire secondary petiole and pinnules 
—and consequently when it loses the support afforded to it by the diurnal excess of 
turgescence in the inferior mass of pulvinar parenchyma, it yields to the leverage aided 
by the action of the relatively feeble superior pulvinar parenchyma, The central 
portion of the inferior pulvinar pad is not only thicker, but also much richer in 
chlorophyll, than that of the superior one is; and consequently, when in a condition of 
diurnal turgescence, it is able not only to overcome it, but to overcome the action 
of distal leverage on the vertically flexible vascular axis of the pulvinus. The lateral 
portions are not conspicuously thicker than those of the superior pad; but the inner 
of them, when im a condition of diurnal turgescence is, from its axillary position, 
enabled to effect divergent displacement of the vascular bundle in spite of the rela- 
tively great resistance which it opposes to horizontal flexion, (Plate IV, Fig. 5.) 

In the secondary and specially.in the tertiary pulvini, during the period in the 
life of the leaf in which extensive movements are regularly carried out, the masses of tissue 
which make for the diurnal position are conspicuously distinguished by their colour 

from those which make ‚for the nocturnal one. In both cases they are of a deep 
green, whilst their opponents have a much paler ochreous green tinge (Plate IV, Figs. 3, 
5—9). Consequently, in the case of the secondary pulvini, it is the inferior mass of 
parenchyma which is green and the superior which is ochreous; whilst in the tertiary 
ones precisely the reverse holds good. f 

. The opposed masses of parenchyma. in the primary pulvini do not show such con- 
spicuous and readily appreciable differences in colour as the corresponding tissues in the 
secondary and tertiary pulvini do, but the steady and progressive increase in relative bulk 
which takes place in the superior one coincidently with diminution in and final 

abolition of the assumption of the nocturnal position by the primary petiole is very 
striking. (Vide Plate 1, Figs. 14, 15; Plate IV, Figs. 1, 2.) In leaves in. which petiolar 
movements are at a maximum, the superior mass is distinguished merely by the 
fact that it is vivid green almost throughout its entire thickness, Whilst, in the 
inferior mass, , the tissue nearest the wood is: almost colourless, and the superficial 
band of green has a somewhat olive tinge. Microscopic examination, however, shows 
that the tissue of the superior mass is composed of cells which are of considerably. 
smaller size and much more richly provided with green chromatophores than those, 

Lë 
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of the inferior ‘one are. There is thus ample provision for a relative excess of 
tesa turgescence’ in it, and this, in co-operation with the diurnal rise in leverage 

in the distal parts of the leaf accompanying solar stimulation, is quite sufficient to account 
for the occurrence of diurnal divergence, The inferior mass shows no distinct evidence 

of any considerable excess in relative structural strength; but it is aided in its tendency 

to give rise to convergence by the strength of the axial mass of wood and medullary 

tissue, and consequently nocturnal convergence is for a time extreme. The wood ap- 

parently plays a much more important part here in determining the assumption 

of the nocturnal position than it does in the case of the secondary and tertiary 

pulvini. The struggle in the primary pulvini is, to a great extent, not so much between ` 

the opposed masses of pulvinar parenchyma, as between the superior mass which tends to 

cause divergence and the wood which makes for convergence in the effort to regain its 

original direction in relation to the axis. For a time the nocturnal loss in turgescence 

in the superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma, and the coincident diminution in leverage 

of the distal portions of the leaf, allow the strong woody tissue to resume its original direction 

to the axis, and even to pass beyond it owing to. the adjuvant action of the inferior 

parenchyma; but the movement rapidly diminishes and ultimately disappears with the 

continued increase in bulk and structural strength of the superior parenchyma, leaving 

the primary petiole in a permanent position of extreme divergence or even more or 
less inclined backwards from the line of the axis. So long as the movements continue 
to occur, they lead very conspicuously to that assumption of the maximal nocturnal 
position during the earlier part of the night, followed by gradual departure from it 
in spite of continued absence of solar stimulation, which, as has already been pointed 
out, is so characteristic of nyctitropic movements generally, 

The pulvinar tissues in Pithecolobium are relatively. dense (the system of intercellular 
spaces being comparatively limited), but pitting of the cell-walls is very much more conspi- 
cuous and abundant than it is in the pulvini of either of the species of Cassia (Plate VII, 
Figs. 3, 8), and with this we find a capacity for much more rapid movements in the 
leaves. At a period in the evening at which leaves of the species of Cassia are only 
beginning to show indications of departure from the diurnal position, those of Pithe- 
colobium saman are already in the fully developed nocturnal one, This may be partially 
due to the greater facilities for active transpiration which they present in connection with 
their great excess in stomata; but the fact that similar phenomena present themselves in 

connection with continued agitation by showers of violent rain indicates that it is mainly 
determined by textural facilities for redistribution of liquid. An amount of agitation by 
wind or tropical showers which hardly produces any appreciable effects on Cassia alata, 
suffices to produce maximal movement in the secondary petioles and pinnules of Pithe- 
eolobium. The total amount of displacement involved in the transition from the diurnal 
to the nocturnal position in both cases alike is very great; but the rate at which it can 
be effected is very different owing to the presence of structural peculiarities, which in 
the case of Pithecolobium are of a nature to. permit of redistribution of fluid by 
filtrative discharge from the cell-cavities of the pulvinar parenchyma taking place much 
more rapidly than is possible in the case of either of the species of Cassia. 
3 In so far as strictly nyetitropic movements—movements dependent on fluctuations 

| = u gescence,. determined by variations in degree of solar stimulation,—are concerned, 

another factor, however, comes into play besides the: mere structural facilities for the 
escape of fluid from the cell cavities of the motor. organs, and for. transpiratory loss 
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from the tissues generally. There can be no question that the pulvinar tissues in 
Mimosa pudica provide much greater facilities for filtrative redistribution of fluid than 
those of Pithecolobium saman do, and that the lamins contain an excess of stomata; and 
with this we find a corresponding increase in capacity for rapid movement in connection 
with the incidence of mechanical agencies favouring increased local filtration owing 
to increased pressure. But yet the assumption of the nocturnal position occurs later 
under normal conditions in Mimosa than in Pithecolobium, The only explanation for 
this apparent anomaly must lie either in differences in the stability of the osmotic pro- 
ducts which are formed under the influence of solar stimulation of the tissues, or in 
differences in the degree of protoplasmic stimulation and activity attending particular 
degrees of illumination in the two cases; and as we find that the leaves of Mimosa not 
only assume the nocturnal position later, but resume the diurnal one earlier, than 
those of Pithecolobium do, and that when once they have begun to show movements 
in either direction the latter are executed with relatively great rapidity, there can be 
little doubt that the second explanation is the correct one. The activity of the pro- 
toplasts in Mimosa must apparently be fully called into play and maintained by 
degrees of illumination which are incapable of producing an equally stimulant action 
on those of Pithecolobium. | 

In Leucena glauca the movements in the secondary rachises and pinnules present 
a general resemblance to those occurring in the corresponding parts of the leaves of 
Pithecolobium saman; but from the outset the primary petioles, although provided with a 
most conspicuous pulvinus, fail to exhibit any appreciable periodic movements, and 
in place of these show steadily progressive divergence and rotation, The absence of 
periodic movements is no doubt partially, at all events, connected with the fact that 
the primary petiole is considerably weaker in relation to the other parts of the leaf 
than it is in the case of Pithecolobium, In the latter the primary petiole contributes 

about 20 per cent. to the total weight of the leaf, whilst in Zeucena it contributes 
only half as much; and, as tkis difference coincides with corresponding differences in 

the strength of the vascular axis of the primary pulvinus, it is evident that in Leucena 
the action of the latter as a factor making for convergence in consequence of its 
tendency to resume its original convergent position in relation to the axis will be 
proportionately feeble. The leaves are ordinarily provided with from four to seven 
secondary rachises, each of which bears from nine to fifteen pairs of narrow pinnules 
which are set on at comparatively wide intervals; so that, when the leaf is in a con- 
dition of full expansion, each of them is completely isolated from its neighbours, and 
there is an absence of any overlapping of successive pairslike that which is ordinerily 
present in the leaves of Mimosa pudica under similar circumstances. 

Owing to the very lax habit of the plant, the growing portions of the shoots 
are almost invariably more or less horizontally disposed, and it is in connection with 
this that a necessity for excessive rotation of the primary petioles has arisen. 
Rotation does present itself in the case of certain leaves of Pithecolobium saman, but 
the phenomenon is not of constant occurrence as it is in Leuceena glauca, and its 
predominance in the latter is owing to the horizontal disposition of the axis on 
which the growing leaves are situated. The mature leaflets are practically arranged in 
two rows, one lying on either side of the axis, and with their surfaces facing directly 
upwards in the same direction as the upper surface of the axis. This position, however, 
necessarily implies the antecedent occurrence of a varying, and in most cases excessive 
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amount of rotation, seeing that at an early stage of development the upper surface 

of the primary rachis faces directly inwards to the axis, just as it does in the case 

of Pithecolobium saman. Where the growing shoots are either erect or more or less ascending, 

as they are in Pitheculobium saman, simple divergence, or divergence accompanied by a limited 

amount of rotation of the primary petiole, will suffice to cause the upper surfaces of 

the primary rachises to face directly upwards; but where the axis is more or less 

horizontal, it is clear that simple divergence could only produce such an effect in 

the case of petioles which originally faced directly downwards, and then only when 

carried out in very excessive degree, and that in all other cases rotation (and 

frequently excessive rotation) must necessarily come into play. The ultimate 

position of the leaves is not, however, entirely due to rotation of the petioles, 

but also to the occurrence of a certain amount of spiral movement in “the 

growing axis, which in the course of development undergoes a sort of uncoiling, 

so that each successive leaf at a certain period comes to be more or less ` laterally 

situated. A mass of pulvinar parenchyma is gradually developed over the outer face of 

the tase of the petiole. ~The accumulation of tissue is not, however, uniformly distri- 

buted, but predominates on. that side which is for the time. being the inferior one; 

and, with this, rotation of the petiole gradually sets in and advances through a 

quadrant, so that the originally inferior aspect comes to be axillary, and its structurally 

axillary one comes to look directly upwards. But, owing to this rotation, the predomi- 

nant mass of pulvinar parenchyma which was originally inferior necessarily assumes an 

axillary position, and consequently makes for divergence in place of lateral elevation 

of the petiole. In the mature leaves a great mass of axillary pulvinar parenchyma 

is very conspicuous; this, however, does not belong to the structurally axillary face of 

the petiole, but to that lateral aspect of it which originally was directed downwards. 

The extreme inequality in the development of pulvinar tissue in respect to the two 

sides of the vascular axis of the pulvinus, together with the weakness of the latter, 

is illustrated in Plate III, Figs. 5,6. - | 

Whilst periodic. movements are relatively inconspicuous in the primary petioles, they 

are highly developed-and very persistent in the case of the secondary rachises and 
pinnules. As in other instances, they are primarily absent; but from the time at 
which. they. appear, they. normally continue to be carried out with unimpaired vigour 

during the entire period in which the leaves retain a healthy character,- In this 
respect the leaves resemble those of Mimosa pudica. much more closely than do any: of 
the leaves which. have hitherto been considered. Before the period at which periodic 
moyements set in, the secondary petioles are primarily directed upwards and forwards 
from the me of the primary one, and are so closely convergent as to have their inner 

aM OM pont with wed another (Plate III, Fig. 7). Somewhat later they become 

Deg ie divergent whilst still retaining their ascending direction (Plate III, Fig, 7). Both 

erred an Ee iti; nd, inniti gir jo de 
A LN I x ir S patie ary. petioles are ‘once more closely convergent 
ev BEE, goë and He. in the same plane. with it or slope slightly 

ownwards from it. | When periodic movements.do make their redi: d E 
rise to alternating nocturnal convergence and depression . and De di $ rg d 
ee : ; nal' divergence an 

elevation on to the plane of the petiole. . The, pinnules, like those of /ithecolobiim 
—— Mimosa padisa, are from the outset fully etpendod: and, until.the onset 
of - periodic- movements, are directed forwards in a line parallel with that of the 
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secondary petiole, with the upper surfaces of those of the opposite rows in close 

contact with one another, and their surfaces facing directly outwards, the outer or 

posterior half of the lamin lying vertically over the axillary half, and the midrib 

pointing directly forwards. When movements set in they lead to progressively 

increasing diurnal divergence, rotation and depression of the lamine which ultimately 

come to lie in the same plane with the upper surface of the secondary petiole, and 

more or less at right angles to it, with their upper surfaces facing directly upwards, 

alternating with a nocturnal resumption of the originally permanent position, or 

rather: of that position slightly modified by the fact that the midribs now, as a rule, no 

longer point directly forwards, but sightly downwards from the line of the secondary 

petiole. The movements of the pinnules thus differ from those in the  pinnules of 

Pithecolobium saman, and are of the same nature as those in the pinne of Cassia alata 

in consisting not merely of alternating elevation and depression, but of alternating 

elevation and depression combined with a considerable amount of rotation. 

The stiuctural features which determine the character of the movements of the second- 

ary petioles are of the following nature. When an accumulation of pulvinar parenchyma 

begins to be developed, it appears first over the upper half of the base of the secondary 

petiole; and, together with the increasing leverage of the distal parts, tends to give rise 

to gradual depression. At a somewhat later period accumulation begins over the lower 

half, and this of course makes directly for elevation. In mature but still freely motile 

pulvini, there is little difference in the thickness of the coll-walls in the various portions 

of the parenchyma; but the mass which lies to the axillary side of the axis is distin- 

guished from the outer one by greater thickness (Plate III, Fig. 9), and by containing a 

greater number of green chromatophores. It is this, together with the fact that the 

axillary masses on undergoing any increase in turgescence press upon the resistent rachis 

in the case of all the pinne but the terminal ones, and against one another in the 

latter, that determines the great diurnal divergence of the secondary petioles. The 

external mass of pulvinar parenchyma is less bulky and poorer in chlorophyll, and 

consequently undergoes less increase in turgescence diurnally than its opponent; and, 

moreover, it is related basally to a mass of spongy tissue very poor in chlorophyll- 

content (Plate III, Fig. 9), so that any rise in turgescence which it does undergo is in 

great measure expended in compressing this feeble tissue. With the absence of any 

conspicuous structural differences between the superior and inferior parenchyma, and the 

presence of a relatively strong vascular axis (Plate UI, Figs. 8, 9), which presents very 

considerable resistance to both vertical and horizontal flexion, we find the amount of ver- 

tical movements becoming very inconsiderable. In Pithecolobium the secondary rachises in 

leaves at the stage in which movements are at a maximum are nocturnally directed back- 

wards at acute angles to the line of the primary one; but in Lewena they never 

attain to a right angle to it, but are invariably directed forwards at very acute angles 

towards its apex. The really important struggle is that which is carried on. between 

the strong vascular axis. of the pulvinus and the mass of parenchyma lying to its 

axillary side; and which is diumally able to divert it from its normal passive direction. 

'l'he axillary parenchyma, from its position, its greater bulk, and its greater richness in 

chlorophyll, is able not only to do away with any effects of diurnal rise in turgescence 

in the external pad, but also to cause extreme divergence of the resistent vascular axis. S 

In the case of highly developed pulvini the vascular axis is reduced to the form of a 

solid cord containing no medullary tissue. Where this has a cylindrical form, as in the 

Axx. Roy. Bor. Garp. Carcurra Vor VI. 
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secondary pulvini of Mimosa pudica, the masses of pulvinar parenchyma surrounding it 

either equal or exceed it in thickness; whereas in the secondary pulvini of Pithecolobium 

saman it takes the form of a flattened band, the superior and inferior masses exceed 

it in vertical diameter, and the lateral ones falling short of it in horizontal diameter; but 

in the secondary pulvini of Leucena glauca the thickness of the axial mass of vascular 

and medullary tissue considerably exceeds that of the surrounding masses of pulvinar 

parenchyma in every direction. (Plate III, Figs. 8, 9.) 

In the case of the tertiary pulvini the opposing masses of pulvinar parenehyma are 

disposed above and beneath the vascular axis, but the movements which they determine 

are not simple movements of depression and elevation, like those present in the pin- 

nules of Pithecolobium saman. This is owing tothe following facts. In the first place, 

the pulvini are obliquely set on upon a bevelled surface, so that the opposed masses are 

directed respectively upwards and forwards and downwards and backwards, just as 

they are in the tertiary pulvini of Mimosa pudica (Plate V, Fig. 5); and in the 

second place, they hold a relation to the lamina of the pinnule very similar to 

that which is present in the case of the pinne of Cassia alata. The oblique disposi- 

tion of the opposing pulvinar masses necessarily implies that the upper one must make 

not merely for depression, but also for backward displacement of the lamina, and the 

under one not mérely for elevation, but for elevation and advance. So far, of course, 

we are dealing with movements of depression and elevation on an oblique surface, but 

the character of the movement is further modified by the unlike relation which the mass- 

es of pulvinar parenchyma bear to the two halves of the lamina. There are conspicuous 

expansions of pulvinar tissue involving the base of the posterior or outer half of the 

lamina both on its superior and inferior aspects (Plate III, Fig. 10), and these, of 

course, must tend respectively to determine rotation outwards and inwards of the 

upper surface of the midrib according to the variations in their relative strength 

and resistance. The inferior pulvinar pad consequently not only makes for general 

advance and elevation of the lamina, but for excessive elevation of its outer half, 

and when once the displacement has advanced so far that the posterior side of the 

keel of the midrib comes to lie superior to the anterior side, to a deflection of the pin- 

mule. The ultimate outcome of the conditions is that when the leaf is in the fully devel- 

oped nocturnal position, the pinnules not only have their upper surfaces facing directly in- 
wards, but slope downwards and forwards from the plane of the petiole. An increase in the 

relative strength of the upper mass of pulvinar parenchyma conversely not only gives 
rise to depressive divergence and retrocession, but also to special depression of the outer 

half of the lamina, and consequently to rotation of the vascular axis, so that the upper 

candi ge midrib, in place of facing inwards, faces directly upwards, and the upper 

Re t en ER in the same plane with. and more or less at right angles to 

So in T. en a T not any very conspicuous difference in the strength and 

oes e opposing masses of tissue, but the superior one is con- 
siderably richer in chlorophyll corpuscles than the inferior one is. 

2. Ce "eegne glauca ep even more extensively and conspicuously 

ris zg ge e zem Cer but they resemble. the latter, and differ 

ett m Gute SH n tk Oe 
u (Plate VIL, Figs. 3, 4, 9. 
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open texture, whilst in Pithecolobium and Leuceena they contained merely minute 
angular intercellular spaces like those of the superficial ones. Corresponding with 
these differences in the degree to which facilities for redistribution of fluid are present, 
we find differences in regard to the rate at which movements are executed. The 
leaves of Leucena move more rapidly than those of Pithecolobium, but not nearly so 
rapidly as those of Mimosa, When the temperature is high and atmospheric humidity low, 
a certain amount of depression of the secondary rachises and convergent elevation of 
the pinnules makes its appearance almost immediately after a leaf or shoot has been 
detached from the axis, and much sooner than any corresponding displacements are visible 
in leaves of Pithecolobium exposed to similar conditions. This is in one respect remarkable, 
as the numbers of stomata in Lucena are very much smaller than in Pithecolobium. 
In spite of this, however, transpiratory Joss takes place with very great rapidity, pro- 
bably in connection with the general delicacy of the tissues, as is indicated unequi- 
vocably by the very early onset of phenomena of general wilting. As the atmospheric 
humidity rises, the rate of movement falls, and when a condition approaching satura- 
tion is present, movements are very greatly retarded so long as mechanical disturb- 
ances of the leaves calculated to give rise to increased filtrative discharge of fluid 
from the pulvinar tissues are absent. In Zeucæna movements tending towards 
the establishment of the nocturnal position may, even more distinctly than in the 
case of any of the leaves which have been previously described, be recognised as 
arising under the influence of many different conditions which only agree with one 
another in the fact that they all tend to induce diminished turgescence in the 
pulvinar tissues. In cases of separation of leaves or shoots from the axis, diminished 
turgescence arises in consequence of arrested supply and continued transpiratory loss 
of fluid; where movements occur in connection with continued exposure to hot 
air without separation from the axis, excess in transpiratory loss acts alone; where they 
follow much mechanical agitation, increased local filtration in the pulvinar tissues comes 
into play; and, finally, where they attend removal of solar stimulation, a fa!l in 
osmotic capacity of the cell-sap is the determinant. In all cases alike, the loss of 
strength, or, in other words, the diminution in turgescence falls most heavily upon 
the younger and functionally most active masses of tissue, and consequently, in all 
alike, the movement which attends it is in the direction of the position which is 
made for by the older masses of pulvinar tissues, because they are the structurally 
stronger and functionally weaker ones. In certain cases the struggle is mainly be- 
tween opposing masses of pulvinar parenchyma, whilst the vascular tissues are practically 
passive; in others the vascular tissues co-operate with the older masses of pulvinar 
parenchyma; and in still others they become the main determinants of the assumption 
of the nocturnal position. In any case, however, the struggle is between functionally 
powerful and structurally powerful tissues, the former constantly making for the 
diurnal and the latter for the nocturnal position. The tissues which are distinguished 
by structural strength neither undergo so much diurnal increase in turgescence, nor 
provide such facilities for filtrative loss of fluid, as those which are characterised by 
excess in functional strength; and consequently they are not subject to so much loss 
of turgescence on removal of solar stimulation or on the incidence of conditions 
calculated to give rise to increased filtration as the latter are; so that any deprivation 
of light or increase in pressure on the pulvinar tissues must tend to give rise to an ` ^ 
assumption of the nocturnal position. When we compare the rates at which movements 

Ann. Roy. Dor. Garp Catcttra Vor. VI. 
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are executed by the leaves of various species of plants, we find that a distinct and 

direct relation is traceable between rapidity of movement and textural facilities for 

In the case of Cassia a'aía and C. sumatrana, the movements, when at their 
gradually carried out, and 
in Pithecolobium saman, and 

filtration. 
maximum, are very extensive, but are invariably slowly and 

the pulvinar parenchyma is very dense and scantily pitted ; 

even more in Leucena glauca, the rate of movement is considerably increased, and the 

pulvinar parenchyma, although unprovided with a fully-developed system of intercellular 

spaces, is composed of cells the -walls of which are very abundantly pitted; and in 

the primary pulvini of Mimosa pudica - movements attain à maximum rapidity, and the 

tissues are not only most elaborately and extensively pitted, but are provided with a 

very highly-developed system of intercellular spaces, affording abundant accommodation 

to any fluid which may epe: from the cell cavities in consequence of any increased 

- filtration. 

| CHAPTER X. 
The movements of the Leaves of Mimosa pudica. 

The general appearance of the leaves of Mimosa pudica is, . of course, familar 
to every one, but it is necessary to allude to certain of their characters in somewhat 

detailed fashion, seeing that these have an important bearing on the rapidity with which 
they are capable of executing movements under certain conditions. 

The following data were obtained from a single, large, active leaf :— 
1. Weight of the entire leaf ` .. e. 0:56 grammes. 
2. Weight of the petiole lode the PER: subi 0-06 5 
3. Weight of the secondary pulvini, ET dum cg and ER 0:50 " 
4. Length of primary pulvinus Up war” y 
5. Thickness of primary pulvinus e. 0000 ,, 
6. Length of primary petiole from the distal ARE of the pri- 

mary pulvinus to the points of origin of the proximal paits wg 
secondary ones DE . 

7. Length of the remaining bern of x ply petiole bitróm 
the sites of origin of the proximal and distal pairs of second- 
ary pulvini VES. a 

8. Length of the secondary petioles Se the secondary Piai 
(a) Proximal pair is ie d ME. y 

. (b) Distal pair xd eee ee e. 0 402* 
9. Length of secondary pulvini Ges was A P % 

10. Thickness of secondary pulvini a ss OOD" i 
11. Number of pinnules on secondary pila a ` 

(a) Proximal pair vet Ge ER oo | t 

(P) Distal pair e * { M 
. A2. Area of laminar surface (determined hc gumming ES the 

. detached pinnules on a sheet of paper, so as to form a con- 
. tinuous stratum) Ps 
T. Number of stomata— 

. (a) Superior epidermis — ... ee | 
| (^) Inferior epidermis — ... x: coe Sei = S M, Number of stomata on entire laminar placé h: : ; i 3,929,000 

ete eee d Square inches. 

28 
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In the case of another leaf, of which. carefal weightments were made, the results 
were as follow :— 

1. Weight of entire leaf ls E on 2. 0'47 grammes. 
2. Weight of primary petiole, including primary pulvinus p E n 
3. Weight of primary pulvinus ... € ive in; OUR p 
4. Weight of secondary pulvini, secondary petioles and phami .. ` ` eene" 
9. Weight of primary petiole without the primary pulvinus ue Nu 

The most important points to be noted are, frst, the great leverage to which the pri- 
mary pulvinus is exposed (vide Appendix A), and, second, the excessive transpiratory 
facilities which are provided by the laminar surfaces. aking the data derived from the 
second leaf in which the weight of the primary pulvinus was determined, it appears 
that the pulvinus had to support a weight forty-six times as great as its own, and of 
which 85 per cent. was situated at the distal extremity of an elongated rigid lever, 
represented by the primary petiole. The power in this lever system is applied at the 
immediate neighbourhood of the fulerum, and the weight is situated at the end of a 
long lever—conditions implying extreme instability of equilibrium in event of any 
fluctuations in the power. The excess of transpiratory facilities furnished by the 
laminar surfaces is mainly due to the fact that both the inferior and superior epidermis 
are provided with stomata (Plate V, Figs. 9, 10) The numbers of stomata on the 
inferior epidermis are not jn excess, but rather fall short, of those present on the 
inferior surface of the pinnules of Pithecolobium saman; but in the latter, as well 
as in the other nyctitropic leaves which have been specially considered here, the 
superior- epidermis is entirely wanting in them. Additional facilities for the occurrence 
of active transpiratory loss are, moreover, provided by the extremely open character of the 
parenchyma intervening ‘between the pallisade cells and the inferior epidermis (Plate V, 
Fig. 11). There are thus struetural grounds for assuming that very active trans- 
piratory loss of fluid must occur under favourable circumstances, and that such loss 
actually takes place is demonstrated by the following experimental data:— 

Experiment I—A pot-plant of Mimosa pudica bearing seven leaves was taken. The 
hole in the bottom of the pot was firmly corked, and the entire outer surface and lip 
were thickly coated with melted wax. A glass plate, large enough to cover the mouth, 
was then divided into two halves, and a small piece was filed out in the centre line of 
division, so that when tho halves were adjustel to one another they formed a plate with 
a small central perforation. ‘These were next luted down with melted wax over the 
mouth of the pot, so that the lower part of the axis of the plant passed through the 
central opening and, finally, the line of division and the opening were also carefully 
luted. The pot was next placed in an hermetically-closed chamber containing a vessel 
the weight of which had been determined, and which contained 50 grammes of pure | 

sulphurie acid, and the whole apparatus was set in the open air in diffused sunlight. 
The leaves remained in a state of extreme expansion and elevation.: At the close of four 
hours the sulphuric acid was removed and weighed, and the weight amounted to 51:6 
grammes, indicating an absorption of l:6 grammes of water of transpiration. The acid 
was now returned to the chamber, and the latter anew hermetically sealed, and on the 
following day it weighed 541 grammes, corresponding to an absorption of 4'le.c. of 
water during the period of twenty-four hours. The cover of the pot was now removed 
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and the earth gently washed away under & stream of running water, so as to free the 

roots without injury. The entire plant was next weighed, and the weight was ascertained 

to be only 2:03 grammes. A certain amount of the increment in weight which was 

sustained by the acid during the course of the experiment must, of course, be credited 

to the atmospherie humidity of the air of the chamber; but as the latter was a very 

small one, the mass of water furnished by transpiratory loss during twenty-four hours 

must have weighed nearly twice ns much as the entire plant furnishing it. 

Experiment II.—A plant with five leaves and weighing 2°32 grammes was treated 

in exactly the same fashion as that in the. previous experiment. At the close of four 

hours’ exposure the sulphuric acid indicated a gain of l'óc.ce. of water, equivalent to a 

mass of more than half the weight of the entire plant. (Vide Appendix B.) 

The extreme activity of transpiratory loss is further very clearly indicated by the 

phenomena which attend exposure to direct sunlight. When the soil and air are dry 

continued exposure to the rays of the sun is followed by a complete assumption of the 

noeturnal position by the various parts of the leaves, and, even when soil and air are 

both comparatively humid, a very brief exposure to direct insolation is sufficient to give 

rise to various degrees of elevation of the pinnules The phenomenon is particularly 

striking when it occurs in a large bed of the plant, a portion of which is artificially 

shaded, owing to the contrast presented by the fully expanded leaves within the 

limits of the shaded area and those in the insolated one. Taking the experimenta 

and natural data together, they appear very clearly to indicate that the diurnal 

position of the leaves is one of very unstable equilibrium dependent on a definite relation 

between supply and loss of weter, and liable to be disturbed by any conditions implying 

either diminution in supply or increase in loss. The phenomenon of partial assumption 

of the nocturnal position by the pinnules under the influence of direct insolation, even 

where the humidity of the soil is very high, may be taken as indicating the existence 
of a definite limit to the activity of root absorption; but from experimental data, which 

will be furnished presently, it appears not unlikely that another factor comes into play 
to produce the result. The elevation of temperature which attends direct insolation not 
only gives rise to increased transpiratory loss, but must also cause an expansion of the 
gaseous contents of the water-conducting system which may well act as an obstruction 
to the passage of liquid along it; so that the departure from the diurnal position may be 
owing, not merely to increased transpiratory loss, but to diminished supply of water. 
That this is actually the case is certainly. suggested by the fact that direct insolation, 

even within a closed moist chamber, is attended by a certain amount of elevation of the 
pinnules. Here, of course, the atmosphere is excessively humid, and transpiratory loss is 

correspondingly reduced ; but assimilatory decomposition of water continues, and if this 

coincides with obstruction to the passage of liquid along the water-vascular system, & 

— manns of decrease in turgescence must necessarily ensue. The decrease, how- 
ai is inconsiderable, and under normal circumstances, neither alone nor in co-operation 

wiih decrease due to coincidently increased transpiratory loss, does it suffice to determine 

p. ka an dée = eet AA It is only under the coincident influences 

attained during the iis : in = sn gu x the full nocturnal position is spontaneously 
imply er veer r words, it is only attained under circumstances which 

I e supply, gaseous obstruction of the water-vascular system, and 
oxcessive transpiratory loss. 
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The position of the various parts of very young leaves, in which periodie movements 
have not yet begun to manifest themselves, is as follows:— The primary petiole is 
extremely divergent from the line of the axis; so that, where the latter is vertical, 
it is either slightly ascending, horizontal, or slightly depressed (Plate I, Figs. 11, 
12, 18; Plate V, Fig. 14). The pinne are closely convergent and bent backwards 
at an acute angle over the upper surface of the primary petiole, the rachises of the 
basal pair usually having their upper surfaces directed more or less inwards, so 
that the edges of the closely-folded pinnules are directed obliquely outwards and 
inwards in place of directly upwards and downwards, and the distal pinnm are 
overlapped and partially concealed. The pinnules, which from the outset are fully 
expanded, are closely. convergent, and have their midribs directed upwards and 
forwards at an acute angle to the line of the secondary rachises. As time goes on, the 
primary petiole lengthens, but retains its previous position to the axis, and the pinnæ 
gradually become first erected and then bent backwards, so as to lie in the same plane as 

the primary petiole or slightly ascending from it, and at the same time become slightly 
divergent (Plate I, Figs. 11, 12, 18). When periodie movements first appear they are for 
a time confined solely to the primary petiole, which during the day undergoes elevation or 

convergence towards the axis, and nocturnally returns to its original position of extreme 
divergence or slight deflection. "The amount of diurnal displacement is at first very small, 
but undergoes rapid increase; and, with this, movements determining diurnal divergence 

and nocturnal convergence of the pinnz begin to manifest themselves. Finally, movements 
appear in the pinnules also, leading to steadily increasing diurnal divergence and 

depression and to a certain amount of rotation downwards of the postericr or outer half of 

the lamina alternating with nocturnal convergence, elevation, and reverse rotation. When 

movements are at a maximum, the diurnal and nocturnal positions of the various parts 

of the leaves are normally as follow:—Diurnally the primary petiole usually lies at an 

acute angle to the axis, but the degree of convergence varies greatly in different instances 
and under differing conditions, owing to the influence of variations in the amount of 
the leverage exerted by the distal parts of the leaf. The pinne lie almost in the same 

plane as the primary petiole or slightly ascending from it, and are widely divergent; the 

divergence of the basal ones being frequently so great as to exceed a right angle, so that 

they are directed slightly backwards (Plate V, Fig. 12). The pinnules lie with their upper 

‘surfaces facing directly upwards and their midribs widely divergent (Plate V, Figs. 2, 4). 

The divergence varies in different parts of the pinna, the lower pinnules being frequently 

directed somewhat backwards, tke central ones at right angles to the secondary rachis, and 

the distal ones inclining forwards. As the pinnules are set on very closely, the interval " 

between them falling very considerably short of the breadth of individual laminz, it is 

very seldom that the entire surface of any pinnule is entirely exposed, and, as a rule, a 

certain amount of the anterior half of each successive lamina is concealed by the posterior 

half of the succeeding one (Plate V, Fig. 3). In the maximal normal nocturnal 

position determined solely by absence of photic stimulation, the primary petioles 

lie nearly at right angles to the axis; that is, in cases where the latter is vertical, 

some are horizontal, others slightly ascending and still others slightly descending. The 

secondary rachises are closely convergent and slightly elevated, and the lower pair are 

rotated, so that their upper surfaces are directed more or less inwards. ‘lhe pinnules are 

closely convergent, so that the two rows are in contact with one another, the upper sur- 

faces of the lamine facing directly inwards and the lower ones directly outwards (Plate V, 
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Fig. 1) The ‘midrib is directed upwards and forwards at an acute angle to the 

line of the secondary rachis, so that the true posterior or outer surface of the keel 

faces upwards and backwards, and the anterior, or axillary surface, downwards and for- 

wards. ‘lhe movement accompanying the transition from the diurnal to the nocturnal 

position is thus evidently not of the simple nature of that in the pinnules of Pithecolo- 

bium, but one in which convergent elevation is combined with rotation as it is in the 

pinne of Cassia alaía or the pinnules of Leucena glauca. The ultimate depression of the 

midrib which is so conspicuous in them is, however, absent, apparently in relation 

to the absence of such a considerable accumulation of pulvinar parenchyma over the base 

of the under surface of the outer half of the lamina, and therefore to the upper side of 

the keel of the midrib in its rotated position, as is present there. 

The phenomena of periodic movements in Mimosa pudica once more afford a 

striking example of the fact that the assumption of the diurnal position implies a 

departure from a previously permanent one, and assumption of the nocturnal one a return 

toit. This holds good for every part of the leaves, for, although according to ordinarily 

accepted belief, the normal nocturnal position of the primary petioles is one of. deep 

depression, this is most certainly not the case in healthy plants exposed to natural condi- 

tions and which have not been exposed to any disturbance. 

Under such circumstanc2s the nocturnal position of the primary petioles is one of pure 

reversion to the originally permanent one of slight elevation (Plate V, Fig. 14), hori- 

zontality, or slight depression; but it differs from it in being a very unstable one which 

is very readily replaced by one of extreme depression. Very slight mechanical disturbance 

is enough to secure displacement from it, and it is, therefore, only on still evenings that 

the leaves retain their normal position as determined solely by absence of solar stimulation. 

Deep depression of the primary petioles is not a normal nyctitropic phenomenon in healthy 

plants exposed to natural conditions, and when it is present it is owing to precisely the 

same causes which give rise to its appearance during the day. The causes act with 

great readiness because the normal nocturnal posi‘ion is one of extreme instability, 

connected with depression of osmotic property in the pulvinar parenchyma which 

makes for elevation (ide Appendix C), but they do not differ in nature from those 

acting diurnally in any respect. Under these circumstances it is a matter of surprise to 
find such a skilled observer as Sachs asserting that there is a difference in the condition 
of the pulvinar tissues according as the position of deep depression is a nocturnal or a 
diurnal one. According to him diurnal depression following the incidence of mechanical 

impulses or other so-called stimulant. agencies is associated with diminished turgescence of 

the pulvinar tissues, so that the leaf swings freely in p-ndulum fashion; whilst in 
nocturnal depression no such diminution occurs, and the position is a rigid one.* As 

the position. in any case has precisely the same causation, it would be strange indeed 
were any such difference present, but as a matter of fact it is not. This is only an 
example of various authoritative state nents regarding the phenomena presented by the 
leaves of Mimosa pudica, which are most certainly absolutely incorrect as regards plants 
sown under normal circumstances (Vide Appendix D) ‘The phenomena may present 
themselves in the case of pot-plants with limited root supply and exposed to the abnormal 

atmogpherio conditions ordinarily present in conservatories, but they certainly are not 
Geen natural conditions, and therefore cannot be regarded as normal to the 

* Sachs, Vorlesung, XXXVII, s. 78y, 
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The periodic movements of the leaves of Mimosa pudica are not only typically nycti- 
tropic in respect of the nocturnal position being one of reversion to a previously permanent 
one, but also in respect of the phenomenon of the attainment of the maximal nocturnal 
position during the first part of the night and gradual departure from it subsequently 
quite apart from any photic influence. The amount of reversion towards the diurnal 
position exhibited by the pinnz and pinnules is comparatively slight, but elevation of 
the primary petiole during the later hours of the night advances so far that in plants 
exposed to normal conditions the maximal elevation for the twenty-four hours is attained 
immediately before sunrise. This at first sight appears to be an anomalous phenomenon, 
but in reality it may be readily accounted for. The maximal elevation which occurs before 
sunrise is not to be regarded as indicating that the inferior parenchymal tissue of the pri- 
mary pulvinus then attains it maximal turgescence, and, consequently, its maximal strength. 
It merely indicates the presence of relative maximal strength in relation to distal 
leverage. The inferior mass of pulvinar parenchyma has constantly not merely to con- 
tend with the depressant action of the superior one, but also against the leverage of the 
distal portions of the leaf. Both of these are subject to variations, and the action of the 
leverage is so important as an agent in determining the exact position at any given time 
that any considerable reduction of distal weight may not merely equilibrate a temporary 
increase in relative strength of the superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma, but may well 
go farther and secure that the entire resistance which the inferior mass has to overcome 
shall actually attain a minimum under the circumstances. 

The importance ,of distal leverage as a factor in affecting the position of the 
primary petiole quite apart from any alterations in the re'ative strength of the opposing 
masses of pulvinar parenchyma, is indicated very clearly by the phenomena which follow 
amputation of the pinnz of fully expanded leaves (vide Appendix A). The first effect of 

this normally is to give rise to rapid and excessive depression of the petiole; but 
elevation soon sets in and advances so far that the petiole not merely rapidly regains its 

original position, but becomes much more elevated or convergent to the line of the axis, 

than it was whilst the leaf was intact. The effects of alterations in distal leverage on 

the position of the primary petiole are also very conspicuous in cases in which the pinne, 
in place of being removed, are merely exposed to conditions determining considerable 

diminution in their weight. When a plant, the leaves of which are fully expanded, is 

suddenly transferred to an atmosphere very much drier and considerably warmer than 

that to which it had. previously been exposed, elevation of the pinnules begins almost 

immediately and advances rapidly until they have completely assumed the nocturnal 

position. This phenomenon is clearly owing to loss in active turgescence connected with 

sudden and excessive transpiratory loss accompanied by obstructive expansion of the 

gaseous contents of the water-vascular system. But the primary petioles show no tendency 

to assume the position proper to the early part of the night. They show no tendency 

towards depression, but, on the contrary, gradually become very highly elevated. It 

cannot be imagined that this is the result of any increase in the absolute strength of the 

mass of inferior pulvinar parenchyma which makes for elevation. The tissues in the 

pulvini, whether petiolar or. pinnular, must alike be subject to diminution in turgescence 

and consequent loss of absolute strength under the circumstances to which the 

plant is exposed; but the loss in strength in those pulvinar tissues in the primary 

pulvinus which make for elevation is more than counterbalanced by the excessive 

Any. Roy. Bor. Garn. Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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transpiratory loss in weight and leverage of the pinne, and this is of course equivalent 

to increased relative strength in the portions of the primary pulvinus which make for 

elevation. 

The excessive elevation of the primary petioles during the later hours of the night 

is owing to a similar disturbance in the relations existing between pulvinar strength and 

distal leverage. The diminution in distal leverage in this case is not, however, owing 

to excessive transpiratory loss in the distal parts of the leaves, but to continued absence 

of assimilation and coincident continued respiratory loss. The position of the primary 

petioles at sunset is no doubt partially determined by the fact that the inferior mass of 
parenchyma contains an excess of tissue liable to rapid filtrative loss of fluid on the 
cessation of the active assimilatory formation of unstable osmotic products consequent on 
removal of solar stimulation, whilst transpiratory loss continues to proceed, and a certain 
amount of departure from the maximal nocturnal position might naturally be expected to 
oceur under the influence of cessation of transpiratory loss and continued root-supply. The 
departure would not, however, proceed so far as it does and lead to maximal elevation just 

before sunrise, were it not for the steady decrease in weight of the distal portions of the 
leaf dependent on continued respiratory loss; for the hours of darkness correspond to a 
period of fasting during which continuous expenditure takes place without corresponding 
addition of new materials derived from extraneous sources, and consequently loss in weight 
must occur. On renewed solar stimulation the pulvinar tissue increases in turgescence and. 
absolute strength, and the inferior mass of parenchyma undergoes relative increase in 
strength in respect to the superior one, but not in proportion to the increased weight of 
the distal parts of the leaf which takes place in consequence not merely of their increased 
turgescence, but to the gradual accumulation of fixed products of assimilation which takes 
place within them under the influence of sunlight. Maximal elevation can thus no 
longer be maintained, but progressive descent sets in and attains a maximum when the 
removal of solar stimulation occasions general loss in turgescence at a period when the 
accumulation of the fixed products of active assimilation has attained its maximum. The 
accumulation of assimilatory products in the pulvinar tissues does not render them more 
powerful to resist leverage save in so far as it affects the osmotic properties of the 
cell-sap; but the accumulation within the distal parts of the leaf renders them heavier, 
and therefore more resistant to the elevating action of the inferior mass of pulvinar 
parenchyma, 

No such anomalously excessive departure from the primary nocturnal position occurs 
in the secondary rachises and pinnules. The reversion towards the nocturnal position 
exhibited by them during the later parts of the night is limited in extent and is of 
precisely the same nature and origin as that occurring in nyctitropic structures generally. 
It is owing simply to the fact that, on the removal of solar stimulation, greater filtrative 
loss of fluid takes place from those tissues which make for the diurnal position than ` 

: from their structurally stronger opponents during the period in which active transpiration 
i; EDLER, and that during the suceeeding period of continued absence of transpiration 
and uninterrupted root-supply all the tissues alike have the opportunity of fully satisfying 
the’ osmotic capacity which they possess apart from solar stimulation, which implies a 
certam amount of increase in relative strength in the tissues which make for the diurnal 
position and which had previously suffered most from filtrative loss. But, in the case. 
of the primary pulvini, this oceurs during a period in which the tissue which gains in 
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relative strength is opposed by progressively diminishing distal leverage which is equiv- 
alent to its undergoing progressive and additional increments in relative strength. 

The structural features in the motor organs of Mimosa pudica which determine the 
occurrence of the various periodic movements are parallel to those which we have already 
found to be characteristic of those of other nyctitropic leaves. As in the case of the 
latter, the opposing masses of pulvinar parenchyma appearat a relatively late period 
in the development of the leaf and are not developed simultaneously, the development of 
the masses which make for the diurnal position lagging behind that of their opponents. 
In the case of the primary pulvinus the antecedent development of the mass of tissue- 
which makes for the nocturnal position is clearly indicated by the fact that, for a 
considerable time ere periodic movements set in, a process of continuously increasing 
divergence of the primary petiole from the line of the axis manifests itself, which 

ultimately leads to its assuming a permanent position corresponding to the primary 

nocturnal position of a later stage of development. At first sight it might appear as 
though the permanence of the position were anomalous, and as though movements of 

nocturnal convergence similar to those occurring in young leaves of Pithecolobium ought 

to attend the nocturnal loss in turgescence of the growing mass of parenchyma overlying 

the vascular axis of the pulvinus. "There is, however, no appreciable evidence of their 
occurrence, and as a matter of fact there is no reason why they should occur. 

The conditions are not parallel in the two cases. In Pithecolobium saman the mass 

of pulvinar tissue which leads to divergence has not only to overcome the resistance 

of a relatively strong vascular axis, but also that of an antecedently developed mass of 

pulvinar parenchyma making for elevation; whereas in Mimosa pudica, during the period 

at which progressive divergence of the primary petiole advances continuously, the 

accumulation of pulvinar tissue making for convergence has not yet begun to make 

its appearance; and the axial cord of vascular tissue is very weak, and from its 

flattened form, specially flexible in a vertical direction, so that, so long as it is 

unaided, it is incapable of producing any appreciable effect in resisting the pressure 

of the axillary parenchyma aided by the rapidly increasing leverage of the distal 

portions of the leaf bearing on the continuously elongating petiolar lever. 

In the mature primary pulvini the axis consists of a solid cord of soft flexible 

wood, surrounded by a sheath of bast and containing no medullary tissue. It is 

compressed vertically, so as to present an oval figure with the long diameter horizontal, 

and is surrounded by a thick mass of parenchyma (Plate VI, Figs. 2, 55). As the outline 

of the pulvinus as a whole is more circular, it necessarily follows that the masses of 

parenchyma lying to either side of the fibro-vascular axis are thinner than those 

which lie above and below it. The latter, moreover, are not of equal thickness, for 

the superior one is only slightly thicker than the fibro-vascular bundle, while the 

inferior one is considerably so (Plate VI, Figs. 1, 2, 5b). The vertical measurements of 

the masses above and below the fibro-vascular bundle of the latter, and of the pulvinus 

as a whole, in the specimen illustrated in the figure were as follow :— 

"Vertical thiekness of entire pulvinus se wow 2°74 a. 

„ upper parenchyma rus eeh Aaf 

a We fibro-vascular bundle . ... m Osl 

Y » lower parenchyma : wës Ae 

Ann. Roy. Bor, Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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The measurements in a section derived from another pulvinus were the following :— 

Vertical diameter of the entire pulvinus ous t 100 m.m. 

» [^ » upper parenchyma S wi 054 3 

» » = fibro-vascular axis re 0 

a » lower parenchyma Gë ha TOO, 

Thickness of cell-walls in superior parenchyma = ... 0:0036 to 00054 „ 

- e e inferior parenchyma = ... ;..0°0018  ,, 

Transverse diameter of the entire pulvinus A SU FIM. a 

» Se » lateral parenchyma... CUNT... 

o a ,, fibro-vaseular axis d i: MES ^, 

j o » lateral parenchyma se OOE A 

These figures very clearly show the vertical compression of the pulvinus as 
a whole, and also the excess in vertical compression of the fibro-vascular bundle, the 
horizontal diameter exceeding the vertical one by only 10:8 per cent. in the former and 
by 22°6 per cent. in the latter case. 

This, however, is not the only difference between the opposed masses of 
parenchyma which make respectively for elevation and depression. Both are alike in 
being composed of two distinct strata of tissue. The outer of these is relatively dense in 
texture, the individual cells being separated from one another only by minute angular 

intercellular spaces like those present in the pulvinar parenchyma of Pithecolobium saman 
and Zeucera glauca, while the inner one is of very open character, being permeated 
throughout by a very extensive and highly developed system of huge intercellular spaces 
(Plate VI, Figs. 3, 4, 12). The characters of the cell-walls also differ in the two strata. 
In the outer one they are provided with numerous small pits like those in the walls 
of the pulvinar cells of the other nyctitropic leaves which have been previously 
described; but in the inner one, in addition to such pits, they are provided with others 
of a much more elaborate character and of much greater size. The latter pits have a 
more or less circular or oval outline and a thickened rim, and are closed by a delicate 
membrane which in its turn shows secondary pits or actual orifices of small size and 
varied outline (Plate VI, Figs. 3, 4, 12). The majority of these large pits appear to be 
situated so as to abut on portions of neighbouring cells, but some of them appear to be 
in direct relation to the great intercellular spaces of the tissue. The walls of the 

cells entering into the constitution of the outer stratum of tissue of the parenchyma lying 
above the fibro-vascular bundle are about twice as thick as those of the corresponding 
stratum lying beneath it. The walls of the cells in the deeper strata ‘both 
above and below the fibro-vascular axis do not differ from one another to any 
appreciable extent, and are alike of very considerable thickness save within the areas 
of the pits. The cells throughout the entire thickness of the parenchyma both above and 
below the bundle contain chlorophyll, but the numbers of chromatophores in the cells of 
the deeper stratum of tissue are much greater than those in the superficial one, and this 
implies a corresponding excess of chlorophyll in the inferior as compared with the superior 
mass, seeing that the excess in thickness which the former presents is entirely owing to 
an excess in the thickness in the deeper stratum of its tissue, the thickness of the vipat 
cial stratum being alike both above and below the fibro-vascular axis. The line of demar- 
cation between the two strata of tissue is rendered very conspicuous, even under very low 
magnifying powers, in sections which have been momentarily immersed in a 2 per cent. 
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aqueous solution of osmie acid and mounted in saturated solution of acetate of potash. 
The superficial stratum then acquires a strong brown-madder tint, whilst the deeper one 
remains almost unaltered in colour; and sections which have been treated in this fashion 
consequently afford a very clear demonstration of the distribution of the two. strata 
throughout the pulvinus, and of the fact that the excess in thickness of the inferior mass 
of parenchyma is owing to the deeper stratum of tissue on its attaining a greater thick- 
ness than it does in the superior one (Plate VI, Figs. 1,2). The distinction between the 
two strata of the parenchyma comes out less clearly, but is still quite recognisable, in 
preparations which have been subsequently stained with pierocarmine, (Plate VI, Fig 6.) 

The structural features presented by the primary pulvinus of Mimosa pudica are 
thus of a nature readily to account for the occurrence of periodic movements in the pri- 
mary petiole. The persistently soft, flexible consistence of the fibro-vascular bundle, its 
vertical compression, and its relatively small bulk in relation to the masses of pulvinar 
parenchyma, unite to render it peculiarly liable to vertical flexion in connection with 
alterations in the relative strength of the over- and under-lying masses of tissue, and the 
structural peculiarities which the latter present secure that such fluctuations shall occur. The 
characters of the cell-walls in the superficial strata in the superior and inferior parenchyma 
imply an excess of structural strength in the former, and the greater thickness of the deeper 
stratum in the inferior parenchyma secures an excess of functional strength and additional 
structural weakness in it. Owing to its textural peculiarities, the inferior mass of paren- 
chyma must necessarily be liable not only to much greater but to much more rapid 
fluctuations in turgescence than the superior one, the greater mass of tissue rich in cho- 
lorophyll accounting for its lability to excess in fluctuations of turgescence, and the excess 
of tissue providing special facilities for filtration allowing for such fluctuations taking 
place in large amount with great rapidity. The greater thickness in the cell-walls of the 
outer stratum of the parenchyma lying above the fibro-vascular axis confers greater struc- 
tural strength on it than that which is provided by the textural features of the corre- 
sponding stratum on the underside of the pulvinus, and the excess in thickness of the 
deeper stratum in the mass lying beneath the axis secures greater functional strength and 
also greater facilities for rapid filtrative loss of turgescence there, owing to the excess which 
it implies of open and elaborately pitted tissue abundantly provided with chlorophyll. 
There is nothing to lead to the belief that the individual elements in the deeper stratum 
of parenchyma are likely to undergo greater turgescence under solar stimulation in that 

portion of it underlying the fibro-vascular axis than in that which lies above the latter ; 

but the number of elements present in the former site considerably exceeds that in the 

latter, so that under solar stimulation a greater general rise in turgescence must occur in 

the inferior than in the superior parenchyma as a whole. Conversely the loss in turges- 

cence attending removal of solar stimulation must give rise to greater total loss of turges- 

cence in the lower than in the upper or axillary mass of parenchyma, and therefore, — 

apart from any interfering factors, solar stimulation would necessarily give rise to 

convergence or elevation of the petiole, and absence of such stimulation to divergence or 

depression. But, as has been already pointed out, a very powerful interfering factor is 

provided by the variations in weight of the distal parts of the leaf. The leverage exerted 

by the distal- parts of the leaf co-operates constantly with the axillary mass of parenchyma 

in making for depression; it is not, however, a constant quantity, but one which is subject 

to undergo very considerable variations. It is a factor the power of which normaily rises 
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under the same circumstances as the strength of the mass of pulvinar parenchyma making for 

elevation increases, and hence, under normal cireumstances, maximal elevation of the prim- 

ary petiole does uot coincide with maximal strength of the parenchyma making for ele- 

vation. The strength of the latter, in so far as it has to contend with the opposing mass 

of pulvinar parenchyma, rises under the influence of solar stimulation; but this increase is 

apparently more than discounted by the coincident rise in distal leverage, so that, 

although its strength attains an absolute maximum under such circumstances, the tissue is 

relatively weaker in respect to the total resistance which it has to overcome than it is 

under the influence of continued absence of photic stimulation. | 

The structural peculiarities of the leaves of Mimusa pudica do not, however, merely 

provide facilities for the occurrence of extensive movements of the primary petiole in 

connection with variations in the degree of solar stimulation of assimilatory function in the 

tissues, but also for the ready occurrence of such movements under the influence of various 

other conditions. The primary petiole is constantly in a position of extremely unstable 

equilibrium which is determined by the action of the superior pulvinar parenchyma and the 

leverage of the distal parts of the leaf ou one hand, and of that of the inferior pulvinar 

parenchyma on the other. Any alterations in distal leverage or in the relative strengths 

of the opposing masses of parenchyma must inevitably lead to movements of the petiole 

in one direction or another. Any increase in distal leverage must tend to induce 

depression or divergence of the petiole, not merely in connection with coincident com- 

pression of the tissue of the inferior pulvinar parenchyma, but because of the increased 

filtrative loss of turgescence which this implies; and any decreased leverage to corre- 

sponding elevation up to the point at which the cells of the inferior parenchyma have 

attained the greatest degree of turgescent increase in capacity of which they are capable. 

But variations in distal leverage do not take place solely in connection with variations 

in the conditions of assimilatory activity of the tissues.» Any addition of weight to the 

distal portions of the leaf whether of intrinsie or extrinsic origin| or any additional 

pressure on the upper surface of the petiole, imply corresponding increments of leverage, 
and hence we find that, especially when these are developed suddenly, they are liable to 
be followed by depression of the leaf. On the other hand, we have already seen how 
rapid loss of weight in the distal parts of the leaves, as the result of excessive 
evaporation there, may lead to extensive movements of elevation. 

The tis-ues of the primary pulvinus not only provide facilities for the occurrence 
of extensive movements in the primary petioles, but they are further especially adapted to 
permit of these movements being executed with great rapidity under certain circumstances. 

The fibro-vascular bundle is permanently weak, soft and flexible, and the mass of pulvinar 
parenchyma which underlies it presents excessive structural facilities for rapid filtrative 

redistribution of large masses of fluid within its deeper stratum, with its thick-walled 
and elaborately pitted cells and great system of intercellular spaces. We have already 
seen that rate of movement is directly related to the degree in which the pulvinar tissues 
present i structural peculiarities favouring rapid alterations in turgescence, and that the 
tissues in the primary pulvini (and specially in those portions of parenchyma underlying 
the fibro-vascular axis of the primary pulvini of Mimosa pudicu) are endowed with such 

peculiarities in exceptionally high degree. The superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma, 
aided by the leverage of the distal parts of the leaf, is constantly making strongly for 
depression of the primary petiole. Elevation is only maintained by means of active 
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turgescence of the inferior parenchyma sustained in spite of excessive local facilities for 
rapid filtrative escape of fluid and the combined compressant action of the superior paren- 
chyma and distal leverage, so that anything giving rise to sudden loss of osmotic pro- 
perty in the cell-sap, to sudden diminution in the supply of fluid to satisfy the osmotic 
capacity of the latter, or to sudden increase in the conditions of local pressure affecting 
filtration must inevitably lead to sudden movements. Active turgescence of the excessive- 
ly porous tissue of the deeper stratum of pulvinar parenchyma can only be maintained 
as the result of the continuous addition of highly osmotie and unstable assimilatory pro- 
ducts to the cell-sap with coincident abundant supply of fluid to make good the eonstant 
filtrative loss which is going on in the tissue; and it is only under conditions of high 
turgescence that the inferior mass of pulvinar parenchyma is able to overcome the con- 
joint action of the superior mass and of distal leverage so long as the lutter is main- 
tained at a high level. The superior mass of parenchyma is not devoid of tissue pre- 
senting special facilities for rapid redistribution of fluid, but it contains much less of such 
tissue than the superior one does, and hence any conditions determining general, loss in 
turgescence must produce greater and more rapid weakening of the inferior than of the 

superior mass. Under ordinary circumstances the loss of strength in the superior mass 
is thus concealed by the greater loss taking place in the inferior one, and it is only 

where the action of any agent inducing a fall in turgescence is carefully limited to the 
superior mass that we have any indices to its action upon it (vide Appendix B). 

The structural peculiarities permitting of the occurrence of rapid loss in turgescence in 

the inferior mass of pulvinar tissue also permit of rapid gain, processes of rapid endos- 

mose being provided for by the excessively porous character of the cell-walls and the 

abundant chlorophyll contents of the deeper stratum of tissue. The process of elevation is, 

of course, never so rapid as that of depression, because it is resisted by distal leverage, 

and is mainly carried out by osmosis in place of filtration; but in spite of this it is 

very much more rapidly conducted than it is in cases where the pulvinar tissues do not 

provide the same facilities for rapid absorption of fluid, and under favourable circum- 

stances of illumination and water-supply, its progress is readily visible to the unaided 

eye (vide Appendix B). 

The structural peculiarities of the inferior masses of pulvinar parenchyma in the 

primary pulvini of Mimosa pudica unequivocally provide facilities for the occurrence of sudden 

loss of turgescence in the tissue, but the movements in the primary petioles are not 

invariably suddenly executed. The capacity for the occurrence ; of sudden movements is 

dependent on the presence of certain structural peculiarities facilitating rapid movements 

of fluid in the tissues; but the actual occurrence of sudden movements, even in cases 

` where such peculiarities are present in very high degree, depends | on the sudden in: 

cidence of conditions making for the redistribution of fluid. Hence in Mimosa pudica 

any gradual diminution in water-supply only causes gradual movements in the primary petiole 

in spite of the excessive textural facilities for escape of fluid from the tissues of their 

motor organs; and, further than this, the effects of gradual local alterations. in tur- 

gescence in the latter may be more than discounted by coincident alterations in distal 

leverage, so that elevation in place of depression may occur. It is only under such cir- 

cumstances, however, that movements of this reversed ERN eh conse 

with loss of strength in the inferior as compared with the superior pulvinar paren- 
chyma, They never occur in conncetion with conditions implying local increase in 
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filtrative escape of fluid from the inferior pulvinar tissues dependent on local increments 

of external pressure there. Such increments do not, of course, affect the leverage of the 

distal portions of the leaf, but merely give rise to modifications in the relative strengths 

of the opposed masses of pulvinar parenchyma of such a nature as to confer increased 

relative strength upon the superior one ; and hence the movement of the petiole follows 

a normal course and depression results. 

The secondary pulvini differ structurally in many respects from the primary ones, 

and much more closely resemble the pulvini of common nyctitropic leaves than the 

latter do. The fibro-vascular axis, like that of the primary pulvinus, has the form of 

a solid cord devoid of any medullary content, but it is only slightly flattened vertically, 

and therefore presents no special facilities for flexion in one direction rather than another 

(Plate VI, Fig. 5a). The following figures show the measurements of the various portions 

of two sections derived from distinct pulvini; the line of section in the first case having 

fallen parallel with the length of the fibro-vascular bundle (Plate VI, Figs. 7, 8), and 

in the second at right angles to it (Plate VI, Fig. 5a)— 

Section 1.— Total breadth of pulvinus is wx 1005. m.m, 

Breadth of external mass of parenchyma D uw 006 > 

"a fibro-vascular bundle hy i4 V9 is 

» axillary mass of parenchyma ie ae WD 5, 

Section 2.—Transverse diameter of entire pulvinus ... ur TUS G 

» » Of outer parenchyma ijt. Oe » 

i „ . 9f fibro-vascular bundle is DESEN “i 

of axillary parenchyma Ge 00 ) 29 25 

Thickness of cell-walls on the outer mass of parenchyma 0:0018 to 0:0036 i 
» of cell-walls in axillary mass of parenchyma 0:0018 to 0:0027 Së 

Vertical diameter of entire pulvinus i xr MIL » 
» > superior parenchyma TT ev. 089 5 
Se » fibro-vaseular bundle ie Ve 2o eee js 
ji ne inferior parenchyma ve s; 0998 e 

These figures show that the fibro-vascular bundle is much more rounded than in the 
primary pulvinus, and relatively strong in relation to the surrounding parenchyma in 
every direction; and also that the pulvinus as a whole, in place of being flattened 
vertically, is somewhat compressed laterally, "The horizontal diameter of the fibro-vascular 
bundle sometimes, as in the second section, slightly exceeds that of either of the lateral 
masses of parenchyma and, in other cases, falls slightly short of that of the inner one, 
as in the first section. The walls of the cells in the outer mass of parenchyma are some- 
what thicker than they are in the axillary one, but no such conspicuous difference in 
this respect is present here as in the case of the cell-walls in the superior and inferior ` 

_ parenchyma of the primary pulvinus, The tissue of the internal or axillary mass is 
slightly richer in chlorophyll than that of the outer one, There js no evidence of the 
presence of two structurally distinct layers in the thickness of the parenchyma. It 

z darkens uniformly down to the bundle-sheath under treatment with some acid and there is an entire absence of any great system of intercellular spaces like that in F ie 

stratum in the parenchyma of the primary pulvinus, A certain number of cells provided 
with large and elaborate pits is, however, present in the immediato noiphbourlood. of the 
bundle-sheath ; but these cells do not form a continuous layer, and th i Gi 
distributed. The only features, then, which distinguish the axi xo d ? ? guısh the axillary from the outer mass of 
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parenchyma, are slight excess in bulk (Plate VI, Fig. 7), slight excess in the thickness of 
the walls of the constituent cells, and slight excess in chlorophyll content. There are no 
intrinsic structural features in the secondary pulvini implying such instability in equilibrum 
of position as there are in the primary ones; and, in addition, so long as the primary 
petiole is not deeply depressed, distal leverage does not come into play as an extrinsic 
factor of disturbance, and with this we find much less liability to the occurrence of 
extensive and especially of rapid extensive movements in the secondary rachises than in 
the primary petiole. Very considerable periodic movements of divergence and convergence 
are regularly carried out as in other nyctitropic leaves in connection with the incidence 
or removal of solar stimulation; but there is very much less tendency to the occurrence 
of extensive and rapid movements under the influence of other factors than there is in 
the case of the primary petioles and pinnules—conditions which determine the fullest 
depression of the primary petioles and maximal movements of the pinnules often leaving the 
secondary rachises almost entirely unaffected (Plate V, Figs. 12, 13); and, if the intrinsic 
structural peculiarities of the tissues of the secondary pulvini alone be taken into account, 
this is not so much a matter for surprise as that extensive movements should occur at all. 
The opposing masses of pulvinar parenchyma acting on the relatively strong fibro-vascular 

cord differ so slightly in character from one another that, if attention be limited to them, 
it would be hard to explain the occurrence even of regular nyctitropie movements of an 

extensive character. There are no intrinsic structural peculiarities present in the pulvini 
to justify us in supposing that any very considerable fluctuations in the relative strengths 

of the axillary and external masses of pulvinar parenchyma take place; and, in spite of 

this, very extensive movemenís of convergence and divergence regularly succeed one 

another every evening and morning. When, however, the relations of the opposing masses 

of parenchyma to neighbouring parts are taken into account, this apparent anomaly dis- 
appears (Plate VI, Figs. 9, 10, 11) The base of the outer mass of parenchyma is in 
immediate contact with a mass of tissue projecting in bracket-fashion from the axis, and 

composed of very delicate cells poor in protoplasm and specially poor in chromatophores. 

The lower portions of the axillary masses, on the other hand, are either in close contact 

with the side of the rachis, which presents little compressable tissue, or in the case of 

terminal pulvini, with the corresponding mass of the neighbouring pulvinus. The bracket 

or cushion on which the base of the outer mass rests is composed of tissue which is weak 

alike structurally and functionally, and consequently. presents little resistance to com- 

pression, so that, when turgescence rises in the axillary parenchyma, displacement is 

effected not so much by compression of the tissue of the outer parenchyma as by com- 

pression of the bracket upon which it rests. There is probably : only an inconsiderable 

excess in rise in turgescence in the axillary mass as compared with the outer one under 

the influence of solar stimulation; but the rise that does occur acts at an advantage in 
effecting displacement because it has a resistent basis to work upon. The turgescent 
tissue of the axillary parenchyma is supported by the resistance of the lateral surface of 

the rachis or by the equally turgescent tissue of the neighbouring pulvinus, whereas 
the external parenchyma rests on an insecure foundation, and readily sustains displace- 

ment. From its relations to neighbouring parts, the axillary tissue, when its turgescence 

rises under solar stimulation, is able to overcome the resistance of the relatively strong, 

passively convergent fibro-vascular bundle, which receives litle support from the external 

parenchyma owing to the insecure foundation on which the latter rests. The struggle 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Gano. CALCUTTA Vor. YL 
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in this ease also i$ one which is principally maintained between the fibro-vascular tissue 

and the axillary parenehyma, the external parenchyma from its unstable foundation being 

incapable of making actively for convergence to any considerable extent, There is 

therefore no difficulty in seeing why rise in turgescence in the pulvinar parenchyma, 

although it be fairly uniformly distributed, should be followed by movements of diver- . 

gence of very considerable magnitude; and there are structural reasons to account for 

the fact that, as a rule, movements of any kind should be conducted only gradually. 

Both in their structural features, and in the characters of the movements which they give 

rise to, the secondary pulvini of Mimosa pudica much more elosely resemble the pulvini 

of common nyctitropic leaves than either the primary or tertiary pulvini do. The 

amount of tissue favouring exceptionally rapid redistribution of fluid which they contain 

is trifling in comparison to that present in the primary pulvini aud it is not normally 

exposed to nearly so much resistance as it is in these. In the primary pulvini there is an 

abundance of tissue liable to exceptionally rapid filtrative loss in turgescence, and strug- 

gling with excessive resistance dependent on intrinsic pulvinar conditions and distal lever- 

age. In the secondary pulvini both the amount of such tissue and the resistance to 

which it is exposed are very much less, so that it would be strange indeed were the 

capacity for rapid movement alike in the two cases. So long as the primary petiole is 

not deeply depressed, leverage does not come into play in making for convergence of the 

secondary rachises, and with this we frequently find sudden movements of them almost 

entirely absent, and, as a rule, at the utmost very limited; but when deep depression of 

the primary petiole does occur, distal leverage begins to act, and a correspondingly 

increased tendency to the occurrence of rapid and considerable convergence of the 

secondary rachises manifests itself under circumstances leading to decreased turgescence 

in the secondary pulvini. 

The tertiary pulvinus differs as strikingly in structural features from the secondary 

one as the latter do from the primary. The entire organ is greatly compressed 

vertically so as to present an elongated elliptical figure, and its fibro-vascular bundle 

has the form of a broad flattened strip traversing the centre of the parenchyma 

(Plate VI, Fig. 18). The following are the measurements of the various parts of 
the section from which the figure was obtained :— 

Transverse diameter of entire pulvinus TRO e. 0735 m.m 
Thickness of parenchyma to the left of the fibro-vascular bundle ... 0°12 Se 
Breadth of fibro-vascular bundle s «x 048 - 
Thickness of parenchyma to the right of the fibro-vascular bundle... 0:135  ,, 
Vertical diameter of entire pulvinus E e. 0°39 is 

ms » of superior parenchyma e ^» 018 » 
= » of fibro-vascular bundle e Ke EEN o 
a . of inferior parenchyma civ co er ORD 

Thickness of cell-walls of inferior parenchyma hi .. 0°0054 : 
35 an 5 of superior an ... ... 0°0009 » 

It is evident that the extreme vertical compression of both the entire pulvinus 
and. of the fibro-vascular bundle. provide even greater facilities for vertical flexion 

than are present in the primary pulvinus. The organ has not, however, to struggle 
with any excessive distal leverage as the primary pulvinus has, and practically we 

may regard its position as determined simply by the conflicting forces of the inferior 
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and superior masses of parenchyma and the normal passive direction of the fibro- 
vascular bundle to the fibro-vascular tissue of the secondary rachis. 

The fibro-vascular bundles issue obliquely from the bevelled surfaces on either 
side of the upper half of the secondary rachis, and are originally directed forwards 
and slightly upwards from their sites of origin, and horizontally parallel to the line of 
the rachis (Plate V, Fig. 5). Owing to the obliquity of origin of each bundle its upper 
surface looks upwards and forwards, and its lower one downwards and backwards so long 
as the original position is maintained or resumed. The masses of parenchyma lying 
above and below the fibro-vascular band differ strikingly from one another in structure, 
and are sharply defined from one another even where they are not separated by the 
bundle (Plate VI, Fig. 13). The superior mass is slightly thicker than its opponent. 
Its component cells have very thin walls and relatively abundant protoplasmic contents, 
and the tissue is comparatively an open one containing numerous, large, intercellular 
spaces in addition to minute angular ones. The cells of the inferior parenchyma 
have walls five or six times as thick as those of the superior one (Plate VI, 
Figs. 14—17), the tissue which they compose is a very dense one, and the amount 

of protoplasm which they contain is relatively trifling in amount. The thickness 

of the cell-walls in the superior parenchyma is aobut ‘0009 m.m., that of the in- 
ferior one about :0054 m.m. There is not any considerable difference in the amount 
of chlorophyll content of the two masses, but the upper one when in a condition of 
compression, as it ordinarily is in the case of detached pulvini, appears greener than 
its opponent. 

The appearances described above can be clearly made out in fresh sections in 

water or acetate of potash, but are much less distinct in permanently mounted sections, 

unless these have been fixed by treatment with osmie acid ere exposing them to the 

action of other reagents. In order to obtain permanent preparations representing the 

tissue . as far as possible in a natural condition of full turgidity, the freshly 

cut sections onght to be allowed to be in water exposed to light for some time, so 

as to allow conditions of turgidity under solar stimulation to be re-established, and 

then immersed for a few seconds in a 2 per cent. solution of osmie acid. This 

treatment secures two things—first, fixation of the cell-walls to some extent, and, second, 

fixation of the protoplasmic contents of the cell-cavities. Unless it be adopted, the 

tissue of the superior pad will certainly be more or less shrivelled and Ee and 

the cell-walls of the inferior one will lose the greater part of: their thickness. The most 

satisfactory permanent preparations are those which, after being stained with purocarmine, 

are mounted in Farrant's solution; but even those mounted in balsam are much more 

representative of the natural condition of the tissues than any mounted without fixing. 

The greater part of the thickness of the cell-walls in the inferior parenchyma is 

, manifestly composed of materials resembling those iu the thickened areas in the walls 

of common collenchymatous tissues, and therefore normally subject to great reduction 

in bulk on exposure to conditions leading to extraction of water. In unfixed sections 

which are subsequently exposed to immersion in absolute alcohol, Zo, prior to mounting 

in balsam, a complete extraction of water, of course, occurs, and n this an excessive 

reduction in the thickness of the cell-walls, and the — effect in somewhat minor 

de occurs in unfixed sections mounted in Farrant's solution; but treatment with 

aen acid allows of extraction of water without diminution in volume. If unfixed 

Ans. Roy. Bor. Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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preparations alone are studied, there would appear to be little structural ground for 

unstability of position in the tertiary pulvini: in fixed ones the structural differences 

between the opposing masses of tissue are strikingly conspicuous. 

The structural peculiarities of the tertiary pulvini thus present maximal facilities 

for the occurrence of vertical displacement. There is an extremely flattened fibro- 

vascular bundle, and it is related above and below to large masses of tissue differing 

from one another in the highest degree in regard to their functional and structural 
strength. The tissue of the inferior parenchyma presents characters which imply the 
presence of very considerable and continuous structural strength and of relatively little 
liability to functional alterations in turgidity. So long as water is supplied to it, 
the collenchymatous materials in the cell-walls will secure absorption, and consequent 
maintenance of continuous structural resistance in high degree, whilst the scanty 
protoplasmic content of the cell-cavities is little calculated to give rise to extensive 
fluctuations in active functional turgescence. On the occurrence of any sudden 
diminution or interruption of water-supply, no sudden diminution in the strength of 
the tissue is likely to occur, because the fluid which is stored up within the substance of 
the collenchymatous cell-walls cannot be rapidly removed, and, so long as it is present, 
it opposes an obstruction to the filtrative escape of any fluid from the interior of the 
cell-cavities, both as the result of the great thickness which it confers upon the cell- 
walls and the rigidity of texture which its presence implies. In the inferior paren- 
chyma of the tertiary pulvini, we have to deal with a tissue providing not merely 
for active turgescence of the protoplasts of the cell-cavities, but for very considerable 
turgescence of the cell-walls. . The former is a condition which is at once liable to 
be affected by fluctuations in assimilatory activity; but the latter bears no direct 
relation to it, and will remain unaltered so long as sufficient water-supply is present. 
It is not, therefore, affected by the absence or presence of assimilatory activity, and 
remains as a constant feature of structural strength both diurnally and nocturnally. On 
the other hand, the tissue of the superior parenchyma, with its relatively open texture, 
its very delicate cell-walls, and its abundant protoplasm, provides the conditions for 
great fluctuations in assimilatory turgescence, and also for the occurrence of processes of rapid filtrative loss. It is constantly opposed by a mass of parenchyma of very 
much greater structural strength, and by the inherent tendency of the fibro-vascular 
bundle to resume its original position in relation to the rachis, and it is 
circumstances which call its excess in functional strength into play and provide the 

in the general supply of liquid or favouring filtrative loss because of the structural facilities which it provides for redistribution of liquid in and the delicacy of the walls of its component cells, 
the tertiary pulvini as motor apparatus are thus such as regular periodic movements of a strictly nyetitropie charac 

its. relatively open texture 
The structural peculiarities of 
to secure the occurrence of 
ter, and also to provide for 
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the occurrence of both gradual and rapid movements under the influence of any factors 
affecting supply and loss of water generally, or calculated to give rise to alterations in 
local filtrative processes. 

There can be no question that the motor organs of Mimosa pudica present struc- 
tural peculiarities which are of a nature specially to favour the occurrence of movements 
under the influence of conditions of alterations in turgescence, whether dependent on 
fluetuations in assimilatory activity, or on variations in conditions affecting general or 
local supply and loss of fluid, and that the capacity for rapid movement which they 
severally exhibit bears a direct relation to the textural facilities which they individually 
offer for rapid filtrative redistribution. In the case of the primary pulvinus, very 
exceptional provision for the occurrence of rapid redistribution of fluid is presented by 
the deeper stratum of parenchyma, composed as it is of extremely open tissue, built up 
of elaborately and extensively pitted cells, and in greater part struggling against great 
resistance, both local and connected with distal leverage. In the tertiary pulvini, too, 
similar facilities are present owing to the excessive delicacy and loose texture of the 
superior parenchyma which has to contend with the overpowering structural strength of 
the inferior one and the passive direction of the fibro-vascular bundle; and in both 
primary and tertiary pulvini the capacity for rapid movement reaches a maximal 
development, In the secondary pulvini, on the other hand, the nature and relatively uni- 
form character of the tissue implies an absence of any structural peculiarities favouring 
rapid redistribution of liquid in such excessively high degree, and with this we find 
capacity for rapid movements very much less pronounced. A study of the motor organs 
in Mimosa pudica alone thus leads to the same conclusion as that arrived at from the 
comparative study of the motor organs of nyctitropic leaves generally, that rate of 

movement is entirely regulated by structural facilities affecting filtrative escape from the 
interior of the cell cavities of the tissues, whilst amount of movement is dependent on the 
extent of possible fluctuations in turgescence in opposing masses of tissue. It alone is 

enough to show how erroneous the idea is that, in the opposing masses of tissue in 

pulvini, we have to deal with differences depending solely on invisible molecular structure, 
and not on the presence of any visible differences in organisation.* 

CHAPTER XI. 

Theories regarding the movements of the leabes of Mimosa pudica, 

In the preceding chapter an attempt has been made to demonstrate that the move- 

ments which are conducted by the leaves of Mimosa pudica are essentially the same in 

nature and origin as those which are conducted by nyctitropic leaves generally, and 

that any peculiarities which they present are to be ascribed to structural features in the 

motor organs permitting of exceptionally rapid redistributions of fluid. throughout the 

tissues. This view is, however, entirely opposed to ordinarily accepted ‚belief ; for, 

although the regular periodie movements are commonly allowed to owe their origin to 

the same causes as those which determine the occurrence of similar movements in other 

nyetitropie leaves, the sudden movements arising under other circumstances than those 

e « Es handelt sich also auch hier wieder nicht um sichtbare Organisations verbältnisse, aus denen sich die Reizbarkeit 

erklürt, sondern um die vnsichtbare Molekulstruktur.” Sachs, Vorlesung XXXVI, s. 770. 
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affecting the presence or absence of solar stimulation have constantly been regarded as 

of an entirely peculiar and specific nature. The ordinary periodic movements are re- 

cognised as being connected with alterations in turgescence dependent on the presence 

or absence of solar stimulation; but it has apparently never been questioned that the 

other class of movements are owing to a certain inherent and peculiar irritability and 

contractility in the protoplasts of, certain areas in the motor organs, which enable them 

to effect alterations in turgescence, when they are called into activity by various 

stimulant agencies which are quite incapable of producing any similar effect on the 

protoplasts of the motor organs of common nyctitropie leaves. 

The motor organs of Mimosa pudica are, in fact, commonly regarded as being pro- 

vided with a sort of undifferentiated muscular apparatus, and the faith in the existence 

of this has been so implicit that within recent years an attempt was even made to 

ascribe the phenomenon of propagation of movement from one part of the plant to 

another, to the presence of an undifferentiated nervous system provided by the continuity 

of the protoplasts of the various tissue-elements.* This latter theory hardly merits 

discussion, as it was very soon demonstrated that protoplasmie continuity is a pheno- 

menon of almost universal occurrence in vegetable tissues, and that the phenomena of 

propagation of movement in Mimosa pudica are in many instances quite inexplicable as 

the result of any changes occurring along the course of any continuous tracts of living 

protoplasm. The theory affords, however, an evidence of the fixed belief in the presence 

of certain specific functional peculiarities in the motor organs of the plant, and its 

abandonment only led to a renewed search for other possible agencies which might 

be regarded as capable of calling these into play.T 

The belief in the presence of certain specific irritable and contractile apparatus 
within the motor organs of Mimosa pudica appears to have arisen mainly in consequence 
of the exceptional ease with which movements may, under certain circumstances, be 
induced, the exceptional rapidity with which they may be carried out, and the extent 
to which they may be propagated from one part of the plant to another; for, as has 
already been pointed out, their mere magnitude is by no means exceptional, and they 
agree with those which are conducted by ordinary nyctitropic leaves in leading, as a rule, 

to the resumption of a position which, at an earlier period in the history of the 

leaves, was the permanent one. In addition to this, it has to be borne in mind that 
the investigations in regard to the nature and origin of the movements have in greater 
part been carried out in plants exposed to unnatural conditions, and consequently iiable to 
exhibit phenomena of more or less abnormal character and limitation, and that they are 
consequently very imperfectly representative of those proper to the plant when exposed to 
its normal environment. The phenomena which are ordinarily described as characterising 

plants qultivated in pots in European conservatories and laboratories, as has been already 
pointed out in connection with the question of the initial nocturnal position of the primary 
petioles, certainly do not correspond in detail to those occurring in plants grown under 
natural conditions. The artificially-grown plants are subject to the influence of 

. limited root-supply and to abnormal conditions of atmosphere, and it is, therefore, no 
wonder that the phenomena which they exbibit fail to afford an exact "Pubs to those 

nel Pon. : See Geng Physiology of Plants. By Sydney Howard Vines, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. Cambridge, at the Uni- 

T Das Reizleitende Gewebesystem der Sinnpflanze. Von Dr. G. Haberlandt. Leipzig, 1890, 
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occurring in plants growing under circumstances permitting of indefinite root-extension 
and implying exposure to all possible variations in degree of atmospheric humidity. 
Moreover, it is as a rule only in the tropics that phenomena of foliar movement occur 
with sufficient frequency, and on a sufficiently large scale, to afford satisfactory 
opportunities for the comparative study of the peculiarities of movement in many 
different species; and it is only by means of such comparison that it is possible to 
determine how far any phenomena occurring in individual cases are really of peculiar 
and specific nature. 

The movements which are executed by the leaves of Mimosa pudica are exceptional 
and peculiar as compared with any occurring among nyctitropic leaves in temperate 
regions; but in any region in which Neptunia oleracea occurs, or in which 
nyctitropic leaves generally abound, it very soon becomes evident that the peculiarity is 
one of degree and not of kind. The movements under certain circumstances are 
performed with exceptional rapidity, and in connection with the incidence of many slight 
disturbing influences; but in the leaves of Neptunia they may also occur with considerable 
readiness and rapidity, and in many other common nyctitropic leaves we find examples 
of movements arising under circumstances similar to those under which the movements 
of Mimosa and Neptunia manifest themselves. The movements certainly are neither so 
readily evoked nor so rapidly executed as those of Mimosa and Neptunia, but the differences 
in this respect which are present among individual species of common nyctitropic leaves 
are almost as great as those existing between the movements of certain of them and those 
of Neptunia, and certainly quite as great as those existing between the movements of 

Neptunia and those of Mimosa. Under favourable circumstances, a single light concussion 
of a distal pinna may be sufficient to induce complete and very rapid action in a 

leaf of Mimosa’ pudica; under similar circumstances, slow and limited action of a certain 

number of pinnules, and possibly a certain amount of convergent movement in the pinna 

subject to concussion, may occur in the leaves of Neptunia oleracea; in Pithecolobium 

saman a single concussion fails to produce any appreciable effect, but movements arise 

under the influence of a certain number of repeated concussions, the  pinnules 

gradually rise, the secondary ` rachises gradually converge and become depressed, and 

the primary petiole converges where the primary pulvinus retains its activity; finally, in 

Cassia alata very repeated agitation is necessary in order to secure the occurrence of any 

appreciable movement in the pinnz. 

Phenomena demonstrating that particular agencies which induce movements in the 

leaves of Mimosa pudica produce a like effect at a different rate in the leaves of other 

nyctitropic leaves are constantly occurring. Separation from the axis under certain circum- 

stances induces rapid and maximal movement in the leaves of Mimosa pudica and slow 

and gradual movements in the case of other nyctitropic leaves, the displacement, whether 

rapid or retarded, tending invariably to the establishment of the nocturnal position. The 

impact of a single heavy drop of rain is in many cases sufficient to induce maximal 

movements in the leaves of Mimosa pudica; a brief exposure to a heavy shower sends the 

leaves of Pithecolobium saman into the nocturnal position; and. prolonged exposure to violent 

rainfall causes appreciable movements in the pinnze of Cassia alata, A single light breath 

of air may be sufficient to cause maximal movement in Mimosa pudica ; repeated agitation 

by a breeze causes the leaves of Pithecolobium saman to move towards the nocturnal position; 

and strong wind produces a like effect in the leaves of Cassia alata, Under exposure to 
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the influence of hot dry air and a dry soil, the leaves of Mimosa pudica, Pithecolobium saman 
and Cassia alata alike assume the nocturnal position, and free supply of water causes 
them alike to revert towards the diurnal one. All the leaves which have been specially 
considered in the preceding chapters alike exhibit movements under the influence of 
certain common conditions, such as exposure to or deprivation of light, excessive transpira- 
tion, defective root-supply of water, and. mechanical agitation; but they differ greatly 
Írom one another in regard to the rate at which they indicate the effect which these 
conditions produce. But mere differences in onset and rate of movements arising under 
the influence of like common conditions cannot be taken as any satisfactory evidence that 
they are owing to different causes, or that the functional properties of the tissues of the 
motor organs differ from one another in kind. The phenomena afford no sufficient proof 
of the existence of any essential difference in the functional properties of the tissues, aud 
the struetural features of the motor organs are such as satisfactorily to account for the 
differences which are present in different instances. There is, therefore, every ground for 
regarding the cause of movement as alike in all cases, and the differences as resulting 
merely from the rate at which it is possible for it to produce an appreciable effect, 
Water will escape more rapidly from a vessel with a large orifice than from one with a 
small one, but this does not show that the cause of escape is different in the two cases. 

The structural features of the motor organs of the leaves of Mimosa pudica afford no 
satisfactory grounds for supposing that they are endowed with any peculiar functional 
properties, and are such as to explain why redistributions of fluid may occur with excep- tional rapidity within them; so that there is no reason for the conclusion that the 
movements which they conduct differ in their nature and origin from those which are 
conducted by the motor organs of other nyctitropic leaves. They certainly give no ‘sufficient grounds for assuming that the movements are in them, any more than in other 
nyctitropic leaves, determined by alterations in turgescence depending on active contrac- 
tion of the protoplasts of the tissues, in place of alterations in the osmotic properties of the cell-sap, alterations in the relations existing between general supply and loss of 
water, or alterations in conditions affecting local filtration; but they do afford a 
satisfactory explanation of the fact that the movements should be more rapidly conducted 
than they are in ordinary nyctitropie leaves, As, however, the belief in the essential 
dependence of the movements on the exercise of actiye contraction by certain of the 
protoplasts in the motor organs is so firmly and widely established, it is desirable that 
an attempt should be made to determine how far the phenomena of movement themselves 
really afford any support to it, and how far they are in any Way inexplicable as the result of action of the factors which serve to determine the occurrence of movements in other leaves. 

In approaching this question it must in the first place be borne in mind that, under normal circumstances, the tissues of Mimosa pudica contain an exceptionally large bulk of liquid under very high tension, and that this tension is maintained in spite of exceptional facilities for general transpiratory loss and for local redistributions of masses of water within certain particular areas. It is evident, thus, that all the conditions of unstable equilibrium are present in very high degree, and that the general liquid tension must be liable to undergo constant fluctuations in degree corresponding to any fluctuations in the relations existing between root-supply and transpiratory loss of water. Haberlandt affirms that the liquid, which under most cireums tances escapes in such large bulk from the 
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tissues on section, is entirely derived from the system of seive-tubes which he regards as 
constituting a specific, mechanical nervous system for the propagation of stimulant 
impulses inducing active contraction of the protoplasts of the motor organs; but, even if it 
be so, this does not affect the question of the instability of equilibrium between general 
supply and loss of water. The maintenance of high liquid tension within the seive- 
tubes demands a constant supply of water to satisfy the excessive osmotic capacities 
of the cell-sap which they contain. Their excessive turgescence only implies 
an additional drain upon the general stock of water which is also subject to 
excessive transpiratory loss. The presence of any extensive system of tissue elements 
of exceptionally high osmotie capacities, such as the seive tubes in the bast of Mimosa 
pudica, or the laticiferous tubes of Euphorbia antiquorum (Plate VII, Fig. 9), can only 
serve to render harder the struggle which other less highly endowed elements have 
to maintain with transpiratory loss in the effort to retain their turgescence. The 
stream of water along the course of the water-conducting tissues of Mimosa pudica 
must in any case be an extremely active one if turgescence is to be fully maintained 
under conditions favouring active transpiratory loss, no matter whether the drain upon 
it be carried on by all the active tissues in like amount or by a certain class of them 
in excessive amount. In either case the facilities for transpiratory loss remain excessive, 
and the demand for water to satisfy the osmotic capacities of the tissues is very high, 
so that turgescence can only be fully maintained under external conditions favouring the 
occurrence of transpiration by means of a very active current along the course of 
the water-conducting system. Whenever atmospheric conditions are such as to favour 
transpiration, turgescence can, therefore, be fully maintained at a high level only 

by means of proportionately active root-supply of water; and any sudden increase 
in transpiratory loss or diminution in root-supply must necessarily disturb the 

pre-existing equilibrium and give rise to a loss in turgescence which will, of 

eourse, manifest itself most rapidly and readily in those tissues which present the 

greatest textural facilities for the escape of water. Loss in turgescence originating 

in any disturbance between the relations of general supply and loss of water will 

not occur with equal rapidity everywhere; for the rate of loss must be affected on the 

one hand by the osmotic capacities of the various tissue elements, and on the other 

by the structural facilities which they provide for the escape of liquid; and where no 

great difference in osmotie properties is present, those tissues which present the greater ` 

structural facilities for the escape of liquid from the interior of their turgescent elements 

will lose turgescence most rapidly, and with this will become relatively weaker than 

they previously were. But in the motor organs of Mimosa pudica, and especially in 

those: of them which are most subject to rapid movements, we have to deal with 

opposing masses of tissue whielf differ very greatly from one another in the textural 

facilities which they provide for rapid filtrative escape of liquid. Any sudden increase 

in transpiratory loss or decrease in the activity of root-supply must necessarily give 

rise to decreased liquid pressure throughout the water-conducting system generally, 

and this in its turn to an increased tendency to filtration from the interior of turgid 

elements. But the rate of filtration in particular elements must be affected by the 

structural features which they present, and with this corresponding alterations in their 

relative strength must be established. Where filtrative facilities are preseut in very 

different degrees in opposing masses of tissue, as 1S the case in the primary and tertiary 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Ginn QarcurrA Vor. VI. 
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pulvini of Mimosa pudica, very considerable alterations in relative strength must thus 

be rapidly established and, the equilibrium of position being correspondingly disturbed, 

movements must occur with proportionate rapidity. 

But if all the movements of the leaves of Mimosa pudica, apart from those which 

attend the presence or absence of solar stimulation or other agencies affecting assimi- 

latory activity, owe their origin to such purely physical causes, the readiness and the 

degree in which they manifest themselves ought certainly to bear some evident relation 

to the presence or absence of conditions favouring the occurrence of rapid alterations 

in the relations existing between general loss and supply of fluid, or affecting the 

activity of processes of local filtration; and there is abundant evidence that such a 

relation really exists. Its existence is demonstrated by the fact that the occurrence, rate, 

and extent of movement following the incidence of various disturbing agencies are alike 

manifestly affected by conditions of telluric and atmospheric humidity. According to 

Haberlandt’s theory, the extent of propagation of movement ought to bear a direct 

relation to conditions securing excessive root-supply and depressed transpiratory loss;* but 

in fact the relation, in place of being a direct, is an inverse one. When the soil is 

saturated and atmospheric humidity excessive, the capacity for movements and the rate 

and extension with which they occur are alike at a minimum, and it is when the’ soil is 

relatively dry and atmospheric humidity low that they attain their maximal development. 

It would be strange indeed were this not so, seeing that conditions of atmospheric and 

telluric saturation are calculated to increase the stability of turgescence, whilst aridity 

of soil and air must inevitably tend to render it unstable. So long as air and soil are 
- alike saturated, there can be nothing to interfere with the tissues fully satisfying any 
osmotic capacities which they may possess; and consequently, apart from variations in 
the degree with which they exercise their assimilatory functions, there is nothing to 

interfere with the continuous maintenance of turgescence at a given standard. All the 

tissues may not possess osmotic capacity in like degree, but the conditions are such as to 

allow them all fully to satisfy what capacity they have. There is an entire absence of 

any struggle between osmotic capacity and any agencies tending to give rise to general 

loss of water. The only loss of water which is going on is that connected with assimi- 
latory decomposition, and this is amply covered by the excessive root-supply. But when 
the soil and air are not saturated, the equilibrium of turgescence can only be maintained 
so long as general supply and loss of water continue to bear a uniform relation to one 
another. Any rise in loss without corresponding increase in supply must make for de- 
creased turgescence, and any fall in loss without corresponding depression of supply for 
increased turgescence. A high degree of turgescence may in certain cases coincide with 
a great capacity for movement, but only when it is maintained in spite of rapid 
general loss of water; only when it exists as the result of an accurate balance between 
supply and loss; and therefore we do not find the capacity for movement high in cases 
where conditions are such as to give rise to diminished transpiration without affecting 

assimilatory activity and therefore osmotic property. 

It would be easy to multiply examples of experimental results showing the truth of 

the statements contained in the previous paragraph; but in order to avoid breaking the 
continuity of the text to an inconvenient extent, one or two selected examples alone are 
introduced here, and the mass of experimental evidence is transferred to the tables which 

i * Op. cit, IDEO 
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are contained in Appendix E. The effects of exposure to the influence of saturated soil 
and atmosphere in diminishing capacity for movement are constantly presenting them- 
selves in the most conspicuous fashion in various ways. Whilst working at the subject 
I have had constant occasion to take specimens of Mimosa pudica from the garden 
in which they are grown to my laboratory which is situated at a distance of about a 
mile from it. When the transfer is effected during periods when atmospheric humidity is 
relatively low, even slight displacement of pot plants is followed by extensive movement 
of the leaves, and the agitation to: which they are exposed during the drive over the 
rough road which intervenes between the two localities certainly leads to maximal 
movements in the pinnules and primary petioles, and to considerable convergence of 
the secondary rachises. But with increased humidity the tendency to the occurrence 
of movement decreases; and when humidity of soil and atmosphere are at a maximum, 
the plants undergo all the agitation to which the transfer exposes them either with- 
out exhibiting any movements at all, or movements of only the most limited and 
partial kind. Parallel phenomena make their appearance under the influence of artificial 
elevation or depression of atmospheric humidity. If two plants luted into carefully 
stoppered and waxed pots be exposed side by side in two hermetically sealed chambers 
one containing a vessel of water and the other a vessel of pure sulphuric acid, their 
leaves are of course coincidently exposed respectively to a saturated and to a very dry 
atmosphere. As the result, transpiratory loss is arrested in the one but rises to a high 
level in the other, and corresponding differences in their so-called irritability also make 
their appearance. The leaves in the saturated atmosphere become highly elevated and 
extremely expanded, and after an hour or two of exposure they fail to respond even to 
the violent agitation produced by shaking the chamber within which they are enclosed. 
The leaves in the sulphurie acid-chamber, on the other hand, also show extreme 
expansion and elevation, but are very susceptible to agitation, even slight shaking of 
the chamber being followed by depression of the primary petioles and complete 
assumption of the nocturnal position by the pinnules. So, again, when a leaf or a 
portion of a shoot bearing several leaves is separated from a plant at a time 
when air and soil are alike relatively dry, the separation is followed by im- 
mediate, rapid and complete movements in the pinnules and primary petioles, and by 
considerable convergence of the secondary rachises; whilst when atmospheric and tellurie 
moisture is excessive, no movements whatever manifest themseives for some time, and 
the movements which ultimately do occur are very slowly, imperfectly, and gradually con- 
ducted. Under conditions of maximal moisture, the primary absence of any movement 

whatever, and the delayed and imperfect character of those which ultimately occur, 

become wonderfully conspicuous. Under such circumstances, shoots will frequently stand 

exposure to all the disturbing influences of separation from the axis, and of considerable 

and relatively prolonged agitation without showing any appreciable movements. I have 

aecordingly been able to separate shoots and transfer them from the site in which they 

were grown to my laboratory without their showing any more evidences of movement 

than rooted plants do under conditions of high soil and atmospheric moisture. 

Under similar circumstances exposure to conditions which determine the artificial 

escape of liquid from the tissues produce niinimal effects as regards movement. When 

the air and soil are both moderately dry, amputation of the tip of a distal pinnule is 

normally followed by immediate and rapid action in the injured pinnule and simultane- 

ous, or practically simultaneous, action in the opposite one, rapid spreading centripetal S 

Ann. Rox. Bor. Garp. Carcurra Vou. VI. 
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action along the pinnules of the same secondary rachis, convergence of the one or 

it may be of all the other secondary petioles, rapidly spreading centrifugal action along 

the course of one, two or all the other secondary rachises, and maximal action in the 

primary. pulvinus leading. to the fullest depression of the primary petiole. But when 

soil and air are alike damper, the extension and rapidity of movements steadily diminish; 

and when saturation is approached, a minimum of movement is attained except under the 

action of other factors than mere escape of liquid from the tissues. During periods of 

excessive moisture the injury to the pinnule produces no immediate movement even 

locally, gradual exudation appears conspicuously at the site of section, and this is 

presently followed by slow gradual elevation of the injured pinnule. In some cases no 

other effect whatever follows ; in others, movements are confined to the opposite pinnule, 
and in still others, very slow and imperfect elevation of a certain number of 
other pinnules in the distal half or third of the same pinna occurs. Both rate, 
amount and extension of movement most unequivocally bear an inverse relation to 
conditions of soil and atmospheric moisture ; where soil—and atmospheric moisture are 
present in maximal degree, the movements following section attain their minimum in 
regard to rate, amount and extension ; where soil and atmospheric moisture reach the 

lowest level at which they do not lead to permanent assumption of the nocturnal 
position by the pinnules, the movements following section attain their maximal de- 
velopment. 

The same holds good in regard to movements originating in connection with 
other influences. The movements which follow the application of heat to the tissues 
are normally more extensive than those following section, but their extent and rapidity 
are equally affected by the existing conditions of atmospheric and tellurie moisture. 
The application of an open flame to the tip of a distal pinnule of a distal pinna 
is in hot dry weather followed by immediate action, spreading rapidly over the 
entire leaf, and in many cases succeeded by action in many more leaves on the same 
axis both in the centripetal and centrifugal direction. But, where conditions ap- 
proaching saturation prevail, similar treatment is followed by action which is both of 
a more gradual character, and which does not extend beyond the pinnules of the 
directly injured pinna (Appendix D). 

The above facts clearly show that the capacity for movements, the rate at which 
they are conducted, and the extent to which they are propagated, bear a direct rela- 
tion to the extent to which rapid general loss of liquid can occur; and the question 
arises is whether this is' to be regarded as indicating increased irritability and 
contractibility in the protoplasts of the motor organs under the influence of conditions 
favouring general loss of liquid from the tissues, or as evidence that the movements 
are dependent on losses in turgescence directly connected with the loss of liquid itself.. 
Now, there is no independent evidence that conditions of atmospheric humidity are capable. 
of acting directly upon the irritable and contractible functions of the protoplasts of the 
motor organs—no evidence to show that the irritable and contractible functions are 
stimulated by a dry atmosphere and depressed by a moist one, But there is abun- 
dant independent evidence to show that conditions of atmospheric humidity directly affect 
turgescence owing to the effects which they produce on transpiratory loss, and there 
is satisfactory structural evidence that the opposed masses d e of tissue within the motor 
organs are liable to undergo losses in turgescence in unlike degree, and at unlike 
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rates, under the influence of increased transpiratory loss. The only logical conclusion 
therefore which can be arrived at from the data is, that the differences in the phenomena 
of movement presenting themselves under the influence of different conditions of atmos- 
pheric humidity are owing to corresponding differences in the degree to which 
these conditions favour the occurrence of purely physical loss of water from the tissues. The phenomena are readily explicable on the theory that the movements have a purely 
physical origin; they remain entirely mysterious on that which regards them as the 
result of active protoplasmic - contraction. 

But another phenomenon frequently manifests itself in connection with the 
presence of excessive atmospheric humidity which is even more inexplicable on the 
theory of active protoplasmic contraction. In cases in which not only both air and 
soil are saturated with moisture, but recent rainfall has occurred and loaded many of 
the leaves with adherent drops of water, phenomena which according to the contrac- 
tion theory must be regarded as indicative of special irritability of the primary 
pulvini, frequently manifest themselves. In such cases, after amputation of the tip of one 
of the distal pinnules, either no movement at all occurs in the pinnules, or slow imperfect 
movements occur in the injured pinnule alone, or in it and in one or two neigh- 
bouring ones, and yet rapid and profound depression of the primary petiole takes place 
shortly after the injury and often before any pinnular displacement has begun to appear 
(vide Appendix A) On the theory that movements are due to active protoplasmic 
contraction, this must be taken to indicate that excessive atmospherie humidity decreases 
the irritability and contractility of the tertiary pulvini, and increases those of the 
primary one ; that is, that the same cause gives rise to different effects in two parallel 
sets of organs. But this is a conclusion for which:no evidence exists save the very 
phenomenon for which it has to serve as an explanation. But on the physical theory 

there is nothing remarkable about tle coincidence. We know, that under any cir- 

cumstances, the mass of tissue in the primary pulvinus which makes for elevation of 
the primary petiole has to struggle, not only with its local opponent, but also with 

the depressant action of distal leverage; and it is clear that any accumulation of rain- 
drops on the pinne must increase the latter. But adherent rain-drops cannot serve 
to increase the resistance which has to be overcome by the tissues in the tertiary 
pulvini which. make for depression of the pinnules, and as a rule they must tell 

directly against their elevation. In the primary pulvini the masses of tissue which 
make for depression, and which are structurally stronger than their opponents, are co-opera- 
ted with by the adherent rain-drops in the attempt to depress the primary petiole; 
in the tertiary pulvini the structurally feebler tissues, instead of encountering any 

additional opposition under the circumstances, are aided in securing depression of tlie 

pinnules, That is, under the circumstances, the tissues which make for the diurnal 
position are relatively weakened in the primary pulvini and relatively strengthened in 

the tertiary ones; or, in other words, under the circumstances, the stability of the 
equilibrium of position is decreased in the primary pulvini and increased in the 

tertiary ones. But, if this be so, a fall n. general fluid p" incident on. the 
escape of liquid from the tissues of an injured prit d mm a = 

producing any bui very limited effects in the site of increased stability, may readily 
induce considerable effects in that of ; decreased stabi ity. : 9 s BCEE oe 
is concerned, both primary and te.tiary pulvini are, under the circumstances, in a, 
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condition of relatively stable equilibrium; but in the case of the primary pulvinus 

this is discounted by the coincident increase in distal leverage, whereas in the 

tertiary pulvini it is either not interfered with or positively strengthened. It can be 

no wonder, then, that a disturbing factor should be capable of giving rise to effects 

differing in degree within the two areas. 

Phenomena of a like nature often manifest themselves in plants which are suddenly 

transferred from a saturated atmosphere to one of the same temperature, but considerably 

drier. Under exposure to the influence of an artificially saturated atmosphere in a 

moist chamber, if sufficient illumination be provided, the pinnules and . secondary 

rachises of the leaves assume their maximal diurnal position of extreme expansion. 

But the primary petioles, in place of tending to sink as they do under natural 

diurnal conditions, become highly elevated. All parts of the leaf at the same time pass 

into a condition of abnormally stable equilibrium, so that, as a rule, no movements 

follow comparatively violent agitation. But, if the cover of the chamber be suddenly. 

and gently withdrawn so that the tissues are exposed to a relatively dry atmosphere, 

movements occur after a brief interval. These, however, are frequently confined to the 

primary petioles, which undergo rapid and deep depression, and it is only occasionally 

that any conspicuous rapid elevation of the pinnules manifests itself. On the theory 

that movements are essentially due to active contraction of the protoplasts of the motor 
organs, these phenomena must be taken to indicate that transfer from a saturated to a 
relatively dry atmosphere causes protoplasmic stimulation more réadily in the protoplasts 
cf the primary pulvini than in those of the tertiary ones. But on the physical theory. 
no such arbitrary assumption is called for. When the distal portions of the leaves are 
saturated with moisture and have been continuously exposed to conditions favouring active 
assimilation, their weight must attain its maximal development, and with this the strain 
upon the primary pulvinus must be proportionately increased. Even in the absence of 
saturation, prolonged exposure to conditions favouring assimilation causes sufficient 

increase in leverage to aid materially in inducing a depression of the leaves from their 
late nocturnal position of extreme elevation; but when transpiratory loss is absent, it is 
unable to cause depression in spite of the aid which mere excess of distal fluid must 

yield to it. The strain, however, upon the primary pulvinus in maintaining erection 
must be very great, and when the plant is suddenly exposed to conditions implying. 
an abrupt onset of transpiratory loss disturbing the pre-existent condition of liquid equili- 
brium, the effect naturally manifests itself most readily in it as the weakest part in the 
motor apparatus. Where the atmospheric conditions are such as to give rise to trans- 
piratory loss in limited degree only, the disturbance tells only on the weakest part of the 
apparatus, and depression of the primary petioles occurs; where the loss is uidi: 

movements occur in the pinnules, but the loss must be very excessive to induce any 
appreciable eieiei of convergence in the pinnz, because in the secondary pulvini 
conditions favouring a rapid loss in turgescence are present in much lower degree than 
they are in the other motor organs. : 

The extent, rapidity and propagation of movements are then unequivocally related 
direetly to the presence of conditions in the environment regulating general supply and 
loss of water. But if disturbances of the equilibrium between supply and loss be the 
essential factor which determines all movements not dependent on alterations in turges- 
cence connected with fluctuations in solar stimulation and assimilatory activity, movements 
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ought to occur in connection with exposure to any conditions implying considerable 
disturbance of pre-existing relations between supply and loss, and these ought to be 
rapidly carried out where the conditions are such as to imply rapid disturbance. It is 
easy to acquire evidence that this theoretical requirement is amply met by actual 
facts. The phenomena which have just been described as arising in connection with 
the transfer of plants from saturated to relatively dry air are, of course, an example of 
movements originating under such conditions, and one has not to look far for others of 
a similar nature. It has already been pointed out that when plants which have been 
for some time in the shade, and whose pinnules have attained a maximal degree of 
expansion are exposed to strong, direct sunshine, either as the result of the natural 

diurnal alterations in distribution of the latter, or of transfer from one locality to 
another, gradual movements of e'evation and convergence set in in the pinnules, so that 
the leaves presently become much less fully expanded than they previously were. If 
atmospheric humidity be very low and the soil very dry, the movements are continued 
until the pinnules have assumed their maximal nocturnal position. If, on the other hand, 
atmospheric and telluric aridity be not very great, the displacement is only a partial 
one, but it is always sufficient to cause the appearance of insolated plants to differ 
strikingly from shaded ones in their immediate vicinity. Where atmospheric and telluric 
humidity are alike moderate, the activity of root-supply is incapable of maintaining 
active turgescence in the tertiary pulvini at the same level as when transpiratory 
loss was considerably less, but it is capable of maintaining enough turgescence to 
prevent the pinnules from passing on into the fully developed nocturnal position. 
But when atmospheric humidity falls very low, and when the supply of water in 
the soil is very small, the disproportion between root-supply and transpiratory loss 
becomes excessive, and the movements are carried out in maximal degree. The 

phenomena are piecisely parallel to those occurring in the case of other nyctitropic 
leaves under similar circumstances, but the movements are more readily induced and 

more rapidly conducted than they are in these because of the exceptional facilities for 

transpiratory loss and for rapid redistribution of liquid which the tissues of the 

leaves present. Parallel phenomena of exceptionally rapid manifestation of the effects of 

increased transpiratory loss manifest themselves in connection with ceitain non-nyctitropic 

leaves. An exposure to strong, direct sunshine, as brief or almost as brief as that 

sufficing to give rise to sensible elevation of the pinnules of Mimosa pudica will induce 

perceptible general wilting in the leaves of certain aroids, such as “ Pothos violacea" of 

gardeners, unless both soil and air are loaded with moisture. In the case of E Pothos 

violacea? we have evidence of general and evenly diffused loss in turgescence; in that 

of Mimosa pudica of specially localised loss in turgescence as the result of exposure to 

increased transpiratory loss; and in both cases cases alike the loss in turgescence vi excep- 

tionally rapid. No one would dream of ascribing the wilting of the leaves of “ Pothos 

violacea" to active contraction of the protoplasts of the tissues; but the firmly fixed 

| belief in the existence of special functional endowments in the protoplasts of the motor 

organs of Mimosa pudica might lead to a belief that the parallel phenomena of m: 

movement of the pinnules was owing to some directly stimulant action "d the mace 

rays, were it not that precisely similar ones manifest | E e : 

transpiratory loss arises quite independently of any cire egi em SC T ue 

nation, and that the results following exposure to direct sunshine vary in degree wit 

the extent to which facilities for transpiratory loss are present. | 
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If two plants of Mimosa pudica be exposed side by side to strong direct sunshine, 

the one being included in a moist chamber and the other in a sulphuric acid chamber* 

the pinnules of the former will remain nearly fully expanded, but those of the latter 

will pass into the maximal nocturnal position. When exposed to diffuse light, on the 

contrary, the pinnules in both cases alike (granting of course that sufficient soil moisture 

is supplied to the plant whose leaves are exposed to a dessicated atmosphere), attain a 

maximal degree of expansion. The displacement which occurs in the leaves in the 

moist chamber under exposure to direct sunshine may be fairly credited to the onset 

of a certain amount of transpiratory loss, for, as the exposure implies continous elevation 

of temperature within the chamber, absolute atmospheric saturation cannot be present 

within it. In so far as illumination and temperature go, the two plants are exposed to 

precisely like conditions, and yet the pinnules undergo only slight displacement in the 

one case and complete displacement in the other, thus leaving the differences in 

transpiratory loss as the only factor accounting for the differences in the result of 

exposure in the two cases. 

In cases like the above, movements occur under the influence of the increased 

transpiratory loss incident on exposure to the sun’s rays, but equally considerable 

movements attend excessive transpiration caused by other means. If a pot-plant of 

Mimosa pudica in which the leaves are in the normal diurnal condition be transferred 

from a relatively cool and moist atmosphere to one which is considerably warmer 

and very dry, the pinnules gradually assume the fully developed nocturnal position, 

although the conditions of illumination to which they are exposed remain precisely 

as they were before, Very little, if any, perceptible displacement occurs in the 

secondary rachises, but the primary petiole becomes extremely elevated. Here certainly ` 

ho stimulant action of the sun’s rays can come into play as the determinant 

of the movements, and as we find the latter manifesting themselves at temperatures 

under which the diurnal position is fully maintained so long as the ar is 

humid, the only thing which is left to account for them is the excessive transpiratory 

loss to which the tissues are exposed. It is, of course, possible to assume that 

excessive transpiratory loss gives rise to active protoplasmic contraction; but there is no 

evidence whatever that it actually is so, and there is no question that it does give rise to 

loss in turgescence from purely physical causes. The rate of movement of the pinnules 
varies with the temperature of the air and, where this very considerably exceeds that of 
the atmosphere to which the plant was previously exposed, sudden rapid movements 

may occur in-a certain number of them, accompanied occasionally by sudden depression 

of the primary petiole. But a still more remarkable phenomenon normally follows 
the removal of the plant from the artificially warm and dry atmosphere to that 

. to which it has been exposed (vide Appendix E). If a plant be retransferred to 

its orginal environment at a time when its pinnules have only partiallv assumed the 

nocturnal position and every care being taken to avoid any mechanical agitation, no. 
farther movements of elevation take place in the pinnules, but, after a brief pause, all 
or a majority of the primary petioles become suddenly and rapidly depressed. Now, this 

is a sequence of events which is utterly unexplicable on the theory that the movements 

* In all cases in which exposure in a sulphuric acid chamber is mentioned, it is assumed that effectual means. 

similar to those described on page 77, were taken to secure that the only additions to atmospheric humidity were'derired ` 

from transpiration. 
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are essentially dependent on active stimulation and contraction of the protoplasts of the 
motor organs, unless indeed on the groundless assumption that exposure to hot and dry air 
acts as a specifie stimulant of the protoplasts of the motor organs of the tertiary pulvini, 
and exposure to cool, moist air as a specific stimulant to those of the primary ones, But 
if we accept the theory that the movements are dependent on conditions affecting supply 
and loss of fluid, the sequence admits of ready explanation. Sudden transfer to a 
relatively warm and dry atmosphere must give rise to increased transpiratory loss and 
must establish a drain upon all the turgescent elements of the tissues to which they 
were not previouly exposed, so that, unless root-supply sustains an equivalent increase, a 
general loss of turgescence must tend to be established. The actual loss in turgescence 
which will occur in individual masses of tissue will be rapid and extensive in direct 
relation to the facilities which they provide for the escape of liquid from the interior 
of the cell-elements of which they are composed. But the tissue-elements in those 
masses of tissue which make for the diurnal position in the primary and tertiary 
pulvini afford much greater facilities for the escape of liquid, than those which make 
for the nocturnal position, Hence a relative weakening of the former must occur, and 
with this, if no interfering factor come in to modify the result, movements towards the 
nocturnal position must necessarily ensue. In the case of the tertiary pulvini, nothing 
comes in to interfere with the execution of such movements, and they are accordingly 
carried out at rates varying with the rapidity at which the weakening loss in turgescence 
occurs within the pulvinar tissues making for the diurnal position, But, in the primary 
pulvini, the local weakening is accompanied by coincident rapid decrease in distal 
leverage which discounts and more than discounts it. The mass of tissue in the primary 
pulvinus which makes for elevation of the petiole is weakened in so far as respects its 
local pulvinar opponent, but is strengthened in respect to the total resistance which it 
has to overcome,’ and hence elevation and not depression occurs. But when the plant 
is once more suddenly transferred to its originally cool and moist environment, a sudden 
check is put on the activity of transpiratory loss, and with this no farther elevation of 
the pinnules occurs, and distal leverage, in place of undergoing any farther decrease, 
begins to increase. Simultaneously another important factor affecting the general dis- 

tribution of fluids throughout the tissues comes into play. The rapid cooling following 
transfer to the cool air necessarily implies rapid contraction in all the gaseous contents 
of the water-conducting tissues, and this must tend to give rise to a back draught on 
the liquid contained within the actively turgescent ones and, therefore, to enhance 

filtrative loss from them. Ordinarily the effect of this on the pinnules is done away 

with by the coincident cessation of active transpiration, and, consequently as a rule, ‘Ro 
appreciable movement occurs in them, but in the case of the primary pulvinus nothing 
comes in to interfere with its action. The cessation of transpiratory loss does not here 

tell against the occurrence of movement, but directly in its favour in consequence of the 

increase in distal leverage which it necessarily involves, and, consequently, depression of 

the primary petioles naturally tends to occur. As will be presently demonstrated, a 

sudden expansion of the gaseous contents of the water-conducting tissues may also 
serve to occasion sudden movements, apparently as the result of the obstruction to 

onward flow of water which it induces if pushed beyond certain limits; but any 
obstruction which arises in cases like the above on the introduction of the plant into 

the heated atmosphere is, unless it be present in very high degree, unable to determine 
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the depression of the primary petiole in consequence of the coineident rapid diminution 
in distal leverage which is present. 

It has already been pointed out that very brief exposure to the direct rays of the 
sun is sufficient to give rise to slow, progressive movements of elevation of the pinnules, 
which, under certain conditions of soil and atmosphere, may ultimately lead to a full 
assumption of the nocturnal position; but in certain cases the rate of movement may be 
so much accelerated that the progress of elevation and convergenee becomes visible to 
the unaided eye, or even as rapid as it is in cases where the leaves are exposed to 
the influence of any of the common so-called stimuli. When leaves are gently detached 
from the axis, elevation of the pinnules and a certain amount of convergence of the 
secondary rachises usually occurs. The extent and the rate of movement, however, vary 
greatly under different cireumstances, more or less complete suppression occurring in 
connection with the presence of excessive humidity, whilst, when soil and air are 
alike very dry, the movements of the pinnules are immediate and complete, and the 
convergence of the secondary rachises considerable. Supposing that the process of 
separation be effected in the early morning, ere the leaves have been exposed to direct 
sunshine, and at a time when atmospheric and telluric conditions of moisture are at a 
mean, the pinnules as a rule all assume the maximal nocturnal position within a brief 
period, but the secondary rachises exhibit little or no appreciable movement. If now 
the leaf, having been gently laid down on a glass plate and covered with a bell glass to 
protect it from mechanical disturbance, be exposed to diffused sunlight, the pinnules 
will gradually resume the diurnal position more or less completely, and will retain it for 
a very considerable period ere slow insensible elevation sets in, Should the apparatus, 
however, be exposed to direct sunlight after expansion has occurred, and the bell glass 
be gently removed, movements very soon make their appearance. Where atmospheric and 
tellurie moisture are both excessive, or the sunshine is veiled and comparatively feeble, 
the movements are often merely of the slow, insensibly progressive character of those 
occurring in leaves attached to the axis when exposed to direct sunshine ; but when con- 
ditions of humidity are not so high, or the sunshine is stronger, they occur in increasing 
degrees of rapidity until, in many cases, rapid and complete elevation of the pinnules 
and convergence of the secondary rachises take place in precisely the same fashion as 
they do after sudden concussion, incision of the tissues, or application of strong heat. 
Where movements of this sudden, rapid type have occurred, the assumption of the 
nocturnal position is not however permanent; but, unless the air be very dry, is 
succeeded by a partial recovery of the diurnal one preceding the occurrence of final 
slow progressive movements of elevation. Where, on the other hand, the movements 
have been throughout of a slow, insensible character, 
interruption in their progress. 

Now, these phenomena ean hardly be accounted for satisfactoril 
the movements, and, especially the rapidly executed movements, 
dent on the occurrence of stimulation and active contraction of 
movements in many cases present all the characters of those following the action of so- 
called stimuli, being as abrupt, as complete and as spreading as any. of these are, and, 
according to the theory, they must, therefore, be regarded as owing to the occurrence 
of stimulation attending exposure to direct sunshine, But if this be so, how does it 
happen that, so long as leaves retain their normal relation to the axis, exposure to 

continued exposure gives rise to no 

y on the theory that 
of the leaves are depen- 
the motor organs. The 
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direct sunshine normally occasions only slow insensibly progressive movements. Why should exposure to the sun's rays only give rise to movements which, judging from the parallel phenomena oceurring in non-motile leaves under similar circumstances, are unequivocally dependent purely on increased transpiratory loss, so long as the leaves retain their normal connection with the axis, and to movements dependent on active protoplasmic contraction when they no longer do so? This, moreover, is not the only problem which has to be accounted for; for, if exposure to the sun’s rays primarily occasions active contraction of the protoplasts of the motor organs, why should it cease to do so? why should continued exposure be accompanied by partial recovery of the 
diurnal position? These are questions which the theory apparently can answer only 
by means of a series of arbitrary assumptions. 

But if this theory be incapable of accounting for the phenomena, can that which. 
ascribes the occurrence of rapid movements to purely physical causes do so any more 
satisfactorily ? When a leaf is suddenly detached from the axis, an abrupt arrest 
is of course in any case put to any further root-supply of water. But in Mimosa pudica, 
owing to the high liquid tension throughout the tissues, this is accompanied by active 
exudative discharge of a relatively large mass of liquid from the extremity of that 
portion of the petiole which remains attached to the distal portion of the leaf, The 
liquid which escapes may be mainly derived from particular tissues or it may not; but in 
any case, the effect must be a general loss in liquid tension throughout the entire leaf, 
and consequently a tendency to increased drain upon the active tissues, In cases where 
the tissues are excessively saturated as the result of antecedent conditions of atmospheric 
aud telluric humidity, and where at the time of separation from the axis transpiratory loss 
is very low, the intrinsic water-conducting tissues contain an amount of fluid more or 

' less completely suflicient to make good the actual discharge of liquid attending separation, 
and, for the time being, the arrest in root-supply, and hence either no movements at 
all occur, or any which do occur are slight and partial. With any diminution in the 
amount of store-water, or any increase in the activity of transpiratory loss, the condi- 
tions providing for the occurrence of movement will be present in progressively 
increasing degree, and a point must eventually be reached at which separation from the 
axis implies immediate active drain upon the turgid elements of the motor organs. 
But this drain will naturally tell most heavily and rapidly on those masses of tissue 
presenting the greatest filtrative facilities and, therefore, on those which make for the 
diurnal position, and hence movements corresponding to a weakening of these wil] occur. 
The masses of tissue in the tertiary pulvini which make for the diurnal position of 
the pinnules afford great structural facilities for rapid filtration; both from their inherent 
delieacy and from the great excess of structural strength in their opponents, and hence 
the pinnules tend to pass on rapidly into the nocturnal position, In tlie secondary 
pulvini the opposing masses of tissue do not present nearly such considerable differences, 
and hence movements in the secondary rachises are often almost or entirely absent 
when the pinnules exhibit conspicuous movement, and under normal circumstances they 
never exhibit the same activity as those of the pinnules do. : If transpiratory loss be very 
active, any liquid which escapes from the turgid pulvinar tissues on the sudden disturb. 
ance of equilibrium of general fluid pressure on separation from the axis and any store 
of water within the water-conducting tissues will be rapidly removed and the nocturnal 
position of the pinnules will remain permanent, and hence no phenomena of recovery 
of the diurnal position manifest themselves in leaves which are detached from the axis 
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in very dry hot weather, even if they be subsequently kept in the shade, or in those 

detached in cooler and damper weather when exposed to strong direct sunshine after 

separation. But if transpiratory loss be slight, the tissues will retain a considerable 

amount of water, especially where atmospheric and tellurie humidity have antecedently 

been high for some time, and this, of course, is available to satisfy the osmotie capa- 

cities of the active tissue elements to a greater or less extent. Mere separation from 

the axis has in no way affected the functional properties of the active tissue elements 

remote from the site of section, it has only removed them from all connection with 

root-supply of water; and, so long as the inherent water-conducting system retains a 

sufficient quantity of water, this is of no importance. Whilst the water-conducting 

system contains a sufficient store of inherent water, it plays the same part to the 

active tissues that a moist soil does to a plant as a whole. The tissues in the tertiary 

pulvini which make for the diurnal position are functionally much stronger than their 

opponents, and hence under continued stimulation by light will undergo a greater increase 

in osmotic capacity than the latter, and as they also present greater structural facilities 

for absorption, will appropriate a correspondingly large share of the store of water 

remaining at disposal. With this they will increase in strength, and a reversion of the 

pinnules towards the diurnal position must follow. But if, when this reversion has 

been fairly established, the leaf be suddenly exposed to direct sunshine, a Sudden rise 

in transpiratory loss of water must at once ensue, and with this a renewed drain upon 

the tissues, leading as before to special weakening of those portions of the pulvini 

which make for the diurnal position. If the activity of transpiratory loss does not 
exceed a certain limit, and if the amount of reserve fluid in the water-conducting 

system be high, this will merely lead to slow, progressive alterations in position of the 
pinnules, like that which occurs in leaves stil attached to the axis when exposed 

to strong sunshine, But if transpiratory loss be very rapid, and the reserve of water ` 
within the water-conducting tissues have. becn more or less exhausted in supplying 
the osmotie demands of the actively turgescent tissues, a sufficiently rapid draught may 
be established to give rise to the occurrence of rapid resumption of the nocturnal 
position, Subsequently, under continued solar stimulation, a renewed struggle for any 
remaining reserve-water sets in, and a tendency to recovery manifests itself in greater 
or less degree, never, however, leading to anything beyond very partial resumption of 

the diurnal position because of the limited amount of water which is available. Finally, 

as transpiration continues, the conditions for active turgescence are gradually diminished, 

and ultimately abolished, and with this the various parts of the leaf permarently assume 

the positions which are determined by their passive structural peculiarities. 

During continuous periods of fine, settled weather the phenomena attending separation 

of leaves from the axis show regular and conspicuous differences, according to the time 
of day at which the experiment is conducted. The effects of primary separation from 

the axis and of subsequent exposure to diffuse and direct sunshine are not alike in the 
early morning and in the afternoon. | When leaves are separated in the morning, ere the 
dew has evaporated, and whilst the air is relatively humid, the extent and rate of 
primary assumption of the nocturnal position by the pinnules is less than it is in 
the afternoon, the amount of primary recovery is greater, the tendency to the occur- 
rence of rapid movement on exposure to direct sunshine is less; secondary partial recovery 
from the nocturnal position after rapid movements constantly occurs in greater or less 
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degree, and the secondary rachises throughout exhibit little or no movement. In the 
afternoon the pinnules assume the noctural position much more rapidly and completely, 
primary recovery is much more limited, rapid resumption of the nocturnal position on 
exposure to direct sunshine occurs more frequently and much more completely; secondary 
recovery does not follow continued exposure, and the secondary rachises exhibit more 
rapid and much more considerable movements of convergence. 

In order to explain these experimental results on the ordinarily accepted theory of the 
causation of the movements in Mimosa pudica, it must be assumed either that separation 
from the axis and exposure to the sun’s rays are stronger stimuli to protoplasmic 
contraction in the afternoon than in the morning, or that the protoplasts are more 
irritable in the afternoon than in the morning; that separation from the axis render 
the contractile protop'asts more irritable or more contraetile than they are whilst 
retaining their normal relation to it; that exposure to direct sunshine is, in the morn- 
ing, only a temporary stimulant to contraction but in the afternoon a permanent one; 
and, finally, that the protoplasts of the tertiary pulvini are much more irritable than 
those of the secondary ones. But any such assumptions have absolutely no foundation 
beyond the belief, that the movements must be dependent on active contraction of 
the protoplasts of the motor organs, and some of them are directly controverted by 
facts. Separation from the axis and exposure to the sun's rays produce /ess effect in 
the afternoon than in the morning if the air and soil, in place of having become dryer 
in the interval, have become more humid; and leaves or shoots separated from the axi 
when the soil and air are alike excessively humid are much /es “iritable” than 
leaves or shoots attached to the axis when soil and air are both very dry. 

The other theory can, at all events, point to the existence of differences in the 
state of the tissues and of the environment corresponding with the differences in the 
phenomena of movement at different periods. So far as the tissues are concerned, it is 
evident that in the morning they must normally contain a greater bulk of fluid than 
they do in the afternoon. They have not had time to lose much by transpiratory 
loss owing to the relatively high humidity actually prevailing at the time, and they 
have previously been exposed to a prolonged period of abolished transpiration. Under 
these circumstances they are likely to contain a considerable excess of water within 
the water-conducting system beyond the bulk which is absolutely necessary to maintain 
active turgescence under the existing conditions of immediate transpiratory loss. The 
amount of surplus will, of course, vary very considerably under different circumstances ; 
but where the humidity of the soil is relatively high, 1t may well um such a 
level as to suffice, in coincidence with slight transpiratory loss, to maintain turgescence 
in the active tissues for some time after a complete arrest is put on any further root- 
supply by separation from the axis, and even in spite of actual active discharge of 
water attending the latter. Under such circumstances there is no immediate local 
demand for root supply, as the local water-conducting a has become a €— 
voir for a greater bulk of water than is immediately required to make good transpira- 
tory expenditure. It is not then at all surprising to find that, where previous and exis- 
tent conditions of soil and air imply excessive supply and minimised loss of water, 
separation from the axis is attended either by an entire absence of movement, or by 
very feeble and limited movement only. Where the water-content is such that the 
active escape of liquid is sufficient to give rise to a considerable fall in the liquid 
tension present throughout the water-conducting system directly, or primarily throughout 
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the system of sieve-tubes in the bast, as Haberlandt maintains, this may well give 

rise to sudden increase in the amount of filtration occurring from the actively turges- 

cent tissues of the motor organs. When the pulvinar tissues which make for the diurnal 

position afford much greater facilities for filtration than those which make for the 

nocturnal one, they must, under the circumstances, rapidly become relatively weakened, 

and consequently rapid movements of elevation and convergence of the pinnules 

must be liable to occur. The liability to the occurrence of rapid movement must vary 

directly with the degree to which the opposing pulvinar masses differ from one another 

in respect to the filtrative facilities which they present, as it is on the presence of 

such differences that alterations in their relative strength are, under such circum- 

stances, determined, and hence movements are much less constant and conspicuous in 

the secondary rachises than they are in the pinnules. But, so long as transpiratory 

loss remains low, such filtrative escape does not imply absolute loss of liquid; it 

merely implies the displacement of a certain amount of liquid from the interior of 

the actively turgescent elements of the motor organs, A local supply of liquid will 

thus remain available for expenditure in the re-establishment of active turgescence, 

the precise amount varying, of course, with the amount of reserve liquid originally 

present and with the activity of transpiratory loss for the time being. Consequently, 

under the influence of continued exposure to photic stimulation and low  transpiratory 

loss, turgescence must tend to be more or less completely re-established, seeing that 

nothing has happened to interfere with the assimilatory activity of the tissues of the 

motor organs, and that a supply of water is present to meet the increased osmotic 
capacity of the cell-sap connected with continued assimilation. But as the masses 

of pulvinar tissue which afford the major facilities for filtrative loss are also those 

which under the influence of light undergo the greatest increase in turgescence, con- 

tinued exposure must lead to their gradually regaining their relative strength to a greater 
or less degree, and with this a resumption of the diurnal position must be correspondingly 
established according to the available supply of water. A new position of unstable 
equilibrium is thus attained, and may remain unaltered for a considerable period so long as 
external conditions remain the same. But if the leaves be now suddenly exposed to the 
direct rays of the sun, they are placed under conditions which imply increased transpira- 
tory loss. If the increase be a very limited but progressive one, as it is on very damp 
mornings or when the sunshine is feeble, the effects which it will produce will be 
delayed, and when established will be of a slowly progressive character: the position 
which had arisen under the previous conditions will no longer be maintained, but the 
departure from it will not begin for some time and, when fairly established, will be 
of an insensibly progressive character, because the transpiratory loss which eauses it 
is a very gradual one. In any case the drain will tell most heavily on those tissues 
which present the greatest structural facilities for escape of fluid, and, consequently, the 

. initial effect of exposure to direct sunshine is the establishment of movements towards 
the nocturnal position. But where exposure, implies the. establishment of sudden and 
great increase in transpiratory loss, the movements may no longer be of a slow and 

insensibly progressive character, but may be conducted as rapidly, or almost as rapidly, 
as those attending the original separation of the leaf from the axis, The sudden and 
great increase in transpiratory loss here plays the same part as the active discharge 
of fluid from the detached petioles in giving rise to a considerable fall in liquid 
tension, and, with this, sudden and excessive drain upon those masses of pulvinar tissues 
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which afford special facilities for filtrative escape of fluid. Under continued exposure, 
however, an assimilatory struggle for the remaining supply of water is once more established, 
and the tissues making for the diurnal position once more undergo a relative increase 
in strength. "This for some time enables them to give rise to a partial resumption of the 
diurnal position even under the new conditions of transpiratory loss; but, as the latter 
continues, they again become weakened, and the various parts of the leaf gradually and 
finally assume the positions corresponding to the passive structural strength of the various 
tissues entering into their composition. 

In the afternoon of the same day, supposing that it has been one of continuous 
sunshine, and that no special interfering factors have come into play, the conditions both 
of the tissues themselves and of their environment are very different from what they 
were in the early morning. The tissues have for so long been exposed to active trans- 
piratory loss as to ensure a great diminution, if not a total expenditure, of any surplus 
of water-content beyond the amount necessary to meet the immediate demands of the 
active elements, and atmospheric conditions are such as to imply much more active 
transpiratory loss than that which was present in the morning. Under the circumstances, 
it is only natural that any phenomena of movement dependent on alterations in the 
relations of supply and loss of water should show certain modifications in character, and 
that these modifications should be of the nature of those which are actually present. 
The supply of reserve-water within the water-conducting system being greatly decreased 
or practically exhausted, and transpiratory loss being greatly increased, the maintenance 
of the diurnal position is secured only by means of immediate expenditure of the water 
furnished by the stream traversing the water-conducting system from the roots; and 
hence separation from the axis implies an immediate and very considerable drain upon 
the active tissues. This secures proportionately rapid and complete action in the 
pinnules and considerable movement in the secondary rachises, Under such circumstances 
the recovery of the diurnal position is naturally less complete, exposure to direct sun- 
shine is followed by more rapid movements and mure frequently by abrupt, spreading 
movements, and the secondary assumption of the nocturnal position is not only much 
more complete than it was in the morning, but is also final and is never succeeded by 
any symptoms of secondary recovery. 

‘ In dealing with these phenomena of movements in leaves and shoots when separated 
from the axis and deprived of root-supply of water, it has been pointed out that exposure 
to direct sunshine does not normally give rise to abrupt, but only to insensibly progressive 
movements. The exposure necessarily implies just as much increased transpiratory loss 

as it does in the case of detached leaves, and yet the occurrence of sudden movements is 

quite exceptional in place of being a frequent or, under certain circumstances, a constant 

event, as it is in the latter. This is readily explicable on account of the fact that leaves 

whilst they are attached to the axis are not solely dependent on inherent water-supply, 

but are permanently practically in a condition parallel to detached leaves. containing a 

large amount of reserve-water. The continuous supply of water ascending. from the 

roots replaces the local reserve of water in detached leaves in which only slow insen- 

sibly progressive movements occur. In neither case is there any normal tendency to 

rapid, sudden movements, because the sudden increase in transpiratory loss is to a great 

extent equilibrated by the presence of an ample supply of water. The sudden increase 

renders the maintenance of the maximal diurnal position impossible, but the loss in 
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turgescence is a gradual one, and where root-supply is abundant and atmospheric humid- 

ity is not excessively depressed, a modified diurnal position 1s shortly arrived at, the 

precise nature of which varies with the relations between supply and loss of water, the 

differences in osmotic properties of the opposed masses of pulvinar tissues, and any altera- 

tions in the leverage of distal parts which may have been induced. The reserve-water, 

or the water continuously supplied from the roots, acts as a kind of buffer interposed 

between transpiratory loss and the water of turgescence contained within the active 

tissues. The increased transpiratory loss must, of course, eventually tell on the amount 

of water available for the up-keep of turgescence in all cases where root-supply is absent, 

or is incapable of increasing in activity to the extent of entirely discounting the increased 

loss; but in the presence of a large stock of reserve-water or of active root-supply it 

only does so gradually, whereas in the cases of detached leaves, unprovided with much 

reserve-water, an active drain sets in at once upon the turgescent tissues, and specially 

on those which provide the greatest structural facilities for the redistribution of liquids. 

But in certain cases rapid sudden movements do attend the sudden exposure of 

attached leaves to direct sunshine. In hot dry weather, it not unfrequently happens that 

when the direct sunshine first strikes upon a plant in the morning a certain number of 

the youngest mobile leaves, in which full expansion of the pinnules has not yet been 

established, presently show rapid movements of depression in their primary petioles. The 

movements in such cases may be owing to the action of the same cause as that which 

occasions sudden movements in detached leaves. They may be owing simply to the 

sudden inerease in transpiratory drain, acting upon the pulvinar tissues which make 

for the diurnal position at a time when they are specially structurally weak owing to 

their incomplete development; but it appears probable that, in part at all events, they 

owe their origin to the action of another factor. The delicate tissues of the terminal 

portions of the axis on which the youngest leaves are situated are, of course, very readily 
affected throughout by sudden changes in temperature, and just as a sudden and con- 
siderable fall in temperature must tend to establish a back-draught of liquid into the 
water-conducting system, so a sudden and considerable elevation may lead to tem- 
porary obstruction to its onward progress. Any sudden elevation of temperature must 
occasion corresponding expansion in all the gaseous contents of the water-conducting 
system, and3if the expansion exceed certain limits, it must almost inevitably lead to 
more or less obstruction of the current of water ascending from the roots. It is not, 
however, necessary to remain contented with theoretical considerations, for there is 
conclusive experimental evidence which demonstrates not only the occurrence of such 

obstruction, but also the fact that it is amply sufficient to give rise to the occurrence of 
sudden and extensively propagated movements. If an open flame, or the points of a 
heated pair of forceps, be applied to any point in the course of an axis of Mimosa 
pudica, or, still better, if the sun's rays be accurately focussed upon it, very conspicuous 
phenomena of movement presently manifest themselves in the leaves, unless under condi- 

tions of excessive saturation of the soil and atmosphere. In the case of young, soft 
shoots the treatment gives rise to conspicuous local change in colour and to more or less 
conspicuous discharge of liquid upon the surface, but in mature, hard shoots little change 
of colour occurs unless actual charring of the tissues be effected, and there is no exuda- 
tion on the surface. These differences are satisfactorily explained by tke differences in 
the nature of the tissues in the two cases. In the young shoots a delicate epidermis 
provided with stomatic orifices is present covering a mass of young active hypodermal 
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tissue; whilst, in the mature axis, epidermis has been replaced by strata of corky tissue protecting the deeper portions of hypoderma with a dense impermeable coat, and there is no system of great intercellular channels, like that in the hypoderma of the petioles, to afford accommodation to fluids escaping from the interior of the tissue elements (Plate V, Figs. 8, 15). The phenomena are the parallels of those occurring in cases of exposure of shoots to the action of chloroform-vapour in which superficial exudation of liquid occurs in young, green shoots and is entirely absent in mature, woody ones. Running parallel with these differences in local effects, we find differences in respect to the phenomena of movement following the treatment. In the case of the young, soft shoots movements may oceur both centripetally and centrifugally along the course of the axis, just as they occur both centrifugally and centripetally after the application of heat to points in the course of petioles; but in old, woody shoots they occur in centrifugal direction alone, unless the point at which heat is applied be im- mediately in the neighbourhood of the first leaf in the centripetal direction, in which case movements may occur in it, but in it alone in that direction (vide appendix F). 

Now, it is not easy to account for these phenomena of distribution of movement in mature shoots, save as the result of local obstruction to water-supply, Where the shoots are still young and soft, heating leads, not merely to sudden local expansion of the 
gaseous contents of the tissues, but to a sudden loss of water of turgescence from the 
outer surface, precisely similar to that attending immersion in boiling water or death due 
to exposure ` to the vapour of chloroform, and in the case of petioles, although any 
free escape of liquid of turgescence does not occur on the outer surface, ample accom- 
modation for such liquid is afforded by the great.hypodermal, intercellular channels; 
but in the hard dense tissues of old axes the suberous strata prevent superficial 
exudation, and the density of the texture throughout the hypoderma affords no 
space for any appreciable bulk of liquid save within the interior of the cells, 
and hence any sudden rise in temperature is practically expended in giving rise to 
corresponding expansion of the gaseous contents of. the water-conducting system, 
Where any appreciable exudative discharge of liquid of  turgescence takes place as 
in the case of young soft shoots, two factors affecting water-supply come into 
play; there is both sudden expansion of the gaseous contents of the water-con- 
ducting system, and a sudden establishment of an abnormal local drain of liquid. Any obstructive action of the former can only tell. in interfering with water-supply in a centrifugal direction unless in the immediate neighbourhood of the site in which 
it originates, but the abnormal local drain attending exudation must, of course, be 
capable of telling both centrifugally and centripetally. There are thus reasons why 
movements depending on sudden depressive alterations in water-supply should in such m make their appearance in both directions. But where, as in old shoots, no local exudation 
occurs, where no local drain is established, we have to deal with obstruction alone, 
which can only tell centrifugally, or, in extremely localised fashion, centripetally ) and consequently, it is only centrifugally, or, in the immediate neighbourhood of the site of 
origination, centripetally, that any movements connected with sudden diminution of water- 
supply will occur, Where local obstruction and drain coincide, movements related to de- fective dupple- ut wink May odeur in both directions ; where obstruction alone is present, 
they can only occur centrifugally or in the immediate neighbourhood. of the site - which the obstruction originates, because everywhere beyond this area in the centripetal direction 
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the pope tints are such as necessarily to imply increased in place of decreased water- 

supply. No theory of the communication of impulses giving mse to active protoplasmic 

contraction in the motor organs will account for these phenomena, because none of them 

ean account for the fact that the propagation of movement should, in the case of young 

shoots, occur in both directions and in that of old ones in one only, or should, at all 

events, not extend beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the site of application, or, 

in other words, be confined solely to the area in which obstruction can come into 
play in inducing decreased supply of water. The theory of active protoplasmic 

contraction here once more breaks down, whilst the physical theory is able to afford a 

satisfactory explanation. : 

The phenomena of distribution of movement following the local application of heat 

to some point in the course of a mature axis of Mimosa pudica may be reproduced in a 

suitably arranged piece of apparatus (Plate I, Fig. 1), This consists of a stout, upright 
metal tube closed at the upper extremity, provided with a number of slender, short 

lateral branches, and with a closely fitting stop-cock inserted at such a point in its 
length that some of the branches lie to its proximal and others to its distal side. The 
branches are open at their extremities, and can readily be connected with suitably weight- 
ed pieces of glass-tubing by flexible joints of rubber-tubing. The majority of the glass 
tubes are sealed at the end, but one or more of them are drawn out into fine capillary 

ends and left open. Their weight ought to be such as to secure a certain amount of 
flexion of the rubber-joints when the apparatus is filled with water. If the lower end 
of the main tube be connected with a stream of water under a sufficiently high pressure 
and the stop-cock be left open, fine jets of water will, of course, escape continuously from 
the capillary extremities of the open tubes, and the flexion of all the rubber-joints will 
diminish as pressure rises, with corresponding erection of the glass tubes connected with 
them. But, on sudden closure of the stop-cock, escape of water will continue to oceur from 
the capillary orifices for some time, and with this the rubber-joints will recur to their 
original state of flexion in all the branches situated to the distal side of the stop-cock, 
whilst all those on the proximal side will retain their position of erection unaltered. 
Here, then, we have a distribution of movement exactly parallel to that occurring in the 
ease of mature axes of Mimosa on local application of heat at some point in their course. 
The distal discharge of water from the eapillary orifices represents transpiratory loss, 
the stream of water entering the lower extremity of the main tube represents root- 
supply, and the rubber-joints represent portions of tissue, like those present in the 
motor organs of the leaves, which are liable to undergo rapid alterations in strength in 
connection with alterations in the relations between general supply and loss of water. 
The sudden closure of the stop-cock suddenly obstructs all further access of water to 
the distal part of the apparatus, and as distal loss continues, a rapid fall in pressure 
takes place throughout the whole distal parts of the apparatus, the rubber joints cease to 
be turgescent, and the position of the glass tubes comes to be that which is determined 
by mere passive structural properties. But in the proximal part of the apparatus the 
conditions of water-supply and loss remain unaltered, or, if anything, a rise in pressure 
takes place, and hence there is no weakening of the joints or depression of the branches. 
In those cases in which centripetal movements occur in connection with the application 
of heat io mature axes of Mimosa pudica, these movements are no doubt dependent on centripetal extension of the obstructive gaseous expansion, so far as to involve the portions 
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of the water-conducting system concerned in the supply of the leaf which moves, They 
occur only when the point of application is immediately above the site of origin of 
a petiole, and they never extend beyond that leaf. 

Not only are the effects which are produced by so-called “stimuli” in giving 
rise to movements in the leaves of Mimosa pudica profoundly modified by the presence 
of external conditions affecting supply and loss of water, but the effects which 
follow the action of individual “stimuli” differ in connection with the degree to 
which the latter are of a nature to give rise to disturbances in the relations of 
general supply and loss. At any given period it will be found that simple contact- 
disturbance gives rise to less effect than section or other interruption in the continuity 
of the tissues does, and that the latter, in its turn, is less efficient in giving rise 
to movement than the application of strong heat is, 

When soil and air are alike humid, contact-“ stimulation” occasions purely - localised 
effects. If pressure be applied to the under surface of the primary pulvinus or the 

upper surface of the primary petiole, full depression of the latter takes place, but the 
distal portions of the leaf show not the faintest traces of movement, the secondary 
rachises remaining fully divergent, and the pinnules in the maximal diurnal position 

of expansion. Under similar circumstances the movements of individual pinnules 
which have been subjected to contact are equally purely localised, so long as displace- 
ment of one does not imply mechanical disturbance of another. The movements 
of individual terminal pinnules are, of course, not necessarily liable to give rise to 
any considerable mechanical disturbance elsewhere, but, in the case of all the others, 
a disturbing influence is introduced by the fact that they are ordinarily set upon the 
rachis at such narrow intervals that, when in the diurnal position, the posterior half 
of each lamina overlaps the anterior half of the lamina of the pinnule situated 

behind it on the rachis (Plate V, Fig. 3). Owing to this arrangement, the sudden 
elevation of any pinnule must necessarily give rise to a certain amount of upward 
pressure on the one in front of it. In spite of this, however, purely localised 
pinnular movements may very readily be evoked even in perfectly normal leaves 

when conditions of tellurie and atmospheric moisture are very high. Where conditions 
of moisture are not so excessive, movements in normal leaves are liable to extend 

beyond the primarily affected pinnule for a certain distance along the rachis in a 
centrifugal direction. Under these circumstances, in order to obtain perfectly localised 

pinnular movements, it is necessary to select particular leaves for experiment. It is 

not at all unusual to meet with leaves which deviate so far from the normal standard 

as to have their pinnules set on so far apart that, when in their maximal diurnal 

position, they do not overlap one another, but stand quite free and apart as those of 

Leucaena glauca normally do. In such leaves it. is quite easy to show that, even 

when conditions of humidity are only moderately high, pinnular movements evoked 

by contact are purely localised. In such. cases it is easy to cause full displacement 

of alternate pinnules all along one or both sides of the rachis without indueing the 

slightest movement in the intermediate ones which are not directly subjected to 

contact. The displacement may be caused either by pressure on the upper surface 

of the tertiary pulvinus or on the under surface of the lamina: in both cases alike 

the movement remains strictly localised. When atmospheric and tellurie humidity 
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fall to a low level and temperature is high, it is very difficult to secure strictly 

localised. pinnular movements, or even strictly localised movements in the primary 

petioles; action almost invariably being ‘diffused along the course of the rachis to some 

extent in the case of pinnular “stimulation,” and sudden depression of the primary 

petiole being followed by pinnular action in one or more of the secondary rachises, 

and in some cases by varying degrees of convergence of the latter themselves... The 

diffusion of movement subsequent to sudden depression of the primary petiole is no 

doubt mainly owing to the sudden upward pressure to which the pinnules are exposed 

from the air during the course of the rapid descent of the leaf, and to the fact 

that, in the position of full depression, leverage comes in to make for convergence of 

the secondary rachises. These agencies are incapable of giving rise to any appreciable 

effects under the conditions of relatively stable equilibrium present in connection with 

excessive telluric and atmospheric humidity, but are liable to produce some. effect under 

conditions in which the drain upon the actively turgescent tissues of the motor organs 

is higher. In any case, contact- stimulation" is a factor affecting processes of local 

filtration, but it will naturally give rise to different ultimate effects according to the 

degree to which the turgescent tissues are already exposed to active drain of liquid. 

The upward pressure of the air on the rapidly descending laminar surfaces in cases 

where the primary movement is one of petiolar depression, replaces the upward pressure 

which any primarily displaced pinnule normally exerts on its distally situated neighbour. 

Just as primary petiolar depression is followed by an entire absence of pinnular 

movements under conditions of high humidity, so in many cases under similar 

circumstances the elevating action of the primarily displaced pinnule is insufficient to 

give rise to anything save a certain amount of flexion in the lamina on which ii 

acts, without any evidence of any alteration in pulvinar turgescence. | 
The mutual relations of the laminar surfaces of adjacent pinnules is amply sufficient 

to account for diffusion of movement as a mere result of diffusion of conditions 
favouring filtration, so long as the movements follow a centrifugal direction only. 

The successive laminz in their mutual relations precisely correspond to the successive 
cards or blocks of wood in the old familiar childish game of “Jack going to market.” 
Primary displacement of one at one end of the series is all that is necessary to 
secure the propagation of movement along the entire line. If the anterior cards or 

blocks be firmly supported,—if they be in a condition of stable equilibrium—an 
impulse from their posteriorly situated. neighbours, which would amply suffice to 

give rise to displacement under conditions of unstable equilibrium, will fail to produce 
any. appreciable effect. The propagation of movement along the series—the “irrit- 
ability” of the apparatus—risos with the instability of equilibrium just as it does in 
the case of the pinnules. Whilst this is so in regard to centrifugal diffusion of 
movements along the course of the secondary rachis, centripetal propagation cannot 

be 80 simply accounted for; [| there is no satisfactory evidence that, when in full 
diurnal position, each successive lamina exerts any considerable active downward pressure 
on the upper surface of the one behind it. It is possible, however, that such pressure 
may, in certain cases at all events, be present in some degree, and in so far as it 

is, e sudden removal on the elevation of the depressant pinnule must, of course, be 
SEN e a rise in the relative strength of the inferior pulvinar parenchyma of 
the ; depresse pinnule, and : consequently a factor calculated to give rise to disturbance 
in the equilibrium of position in the latter. _ The fact, however, that movement of 
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the pinnules originating in connection with contact is much less liable to be diffused 
to any considerable extent centripetally than centrifugally, seems to indicate that any 
such removal of pressure is a factor of no considerable importance; and it appears 
probable that the spread of centrifugal movement is aided by, and that of centripetal 
movement mainly dependent on, the action of an agency of a perfectly distinct 
nature, 

So Jong as transpiratory loss is low and root-supply of water is abundant, the 
primary filtrative discharge of fluid incident on the local increase in pressure caused 
by contact implies a mere local redistribution of water and no diminution in the 

stock available for the maintenance of turgescence. The mechanical disturbance ensures 

an increased activity of filtrative discharge and corresponding decrease in turgescence 

in certain masses of tissue; but it does not interfere otherwise with the assimilatory 

activity of the protoplasts on which the osmotic capacity of the cell-sap and conse- 

quently the turgescent capacity of the cells depends. On the cessation of the 

filtrative disturbance, they will, therefore, at once begin to regain their normal state of 

turgescence, and, owing to the abundance of water which is available, they will readily 

be able to do so without in any way interfering with the turgescence of neighbouring 

elements. But where conditions of humidity are such that turgescence is only 

maintained as the result of an exact equilibration between root-supply and transpiratory 

loss, this is no longer the case. A certain amount of the water discharged from 

the turgid elements of the active tissues, all of it, at all events, which passes into 

the intercellular system of spaces, is liable to be rapidly removed under the influence 

of continued active transpiration, and this, under the circumstances, implies an absolute 

diminution in the entire stock available for the up-keep of turgescence. The tissues 

which primarily lost turgescence in connection with increased filtration remain as 

active as ever. They are just as eager to satisfy their osmotic capacities as they 

were before, and in their efforts to do so they must tend to interfere with the 

supply of neighbouring tissues just in proportion to the amount of actual loss in the 

general stock of water which was induced by the primary filtrative discharge. The 

spread of movements along the course of a rachis must certainly be favoured by such 

a disturbance in the supply of water; and, as in normal leaves it is very difficult to 

secure that any mechanical disturbance has been primarily strictly localised to one 

or other of the individual pinnules, it is little wonder that, in the presence of external 

conditions implying maximal instability of position, a certain extension of movement 

should occur even in cases in which the direct mechanical action of the moving pinnule 

upon their neighbours cannot fully account for the phenomenon. In any case, the move- 

ments following contact have a very limited extension and, under circumstances in which 

the evidence of other so-called stimuli is followed by more or less extensive propagation 

of movement, they are normally strictly localised to the points primarily affected. They 

do not in themselves necessarily involve any actual loss of liquid, but mere temporary 

redistribution of it, and hence they are not in themselves efficient causes of widely 

diffused disturbance in the relations of supply and loss of liquid in the actively turgescent 

tissues. : ; : 

This is no longer the case when the primary agent in determining the OCCULTO 

of movement is a rupture in the continuity of the tissues, Incision of the axis or petiole, 

or amputation of portions of the laminz of pinnu!es, is followed not merely by movements, 
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but by a discharge of liquid from the cut surfaces. In most cases the discharge is very 

conspicuous ; and, under circumstances in which movements do not occur very rapidly, it 

can readily be determined that it is the primary result, and that movements only ensue 

at an appreciable interval after its occurrence has begun to manifest itself, For example, 

if the tip of a pinnule be gently amputated at a time when telluric and atmospheric 

humidity is excessive, and if all contact disturbance of the tertiary pulvinus have been 

successfully avoided, no movement whatever occurs for a considerable interval. But 

during this interval conspicuous exudation occurs on the cut surface, a prominent droplet 

of liquid appearing on the divided extremity of the midrib, and smaller drops presenting 

themselves near the margins of the lamina over the cut ends of veins. But wherever 

active exudation of this nature is present, we have to deal with conditions which imply 

no mere local redistribution of liquid throughout the tissues, but an active discharge and 

loss of a portion of the general stock of liquid available for the up-keep of turgescence, 

and hence a disturbance in the pre-existent equilibrium between supply and loss. This 

disturbance must necessarily be liable to extend to a greater or less degree according to 

the actual amount of loss which takes place and to the conditions of the tissues, of the 

soil, and of the air at the time at which it occurs. There is, therefore, good ground to 

expect that such “stimulation” should be more frequently and more extensively followed 

by phenomena of diffusion of movement beyond the site of primary origination than is 

“stimulation” by agencies giving rise to mere alterations in local pressure and filtration. 

Even the most casual observation is amply sufficient to show that this theoretical 

demand is fully met by actual fact. Whilst isolated pinnular movements are, under 

average conditions of humidity, the normal sequence of contact-“ stimulation,” purely 

isolatel movements are quite exceptional phenomena, only occurring in association with 

conditions of excessive humidity, after incision of the tissues. Where conditions of 

atmospheric and telluric humidity are, and have for some time been, excessively high, 

amputation of the tip of a lamina is occasionally followed by movement in the 

injured pinnule only, or, in the case of heavily-laden leaves, by action in it and the 

primary pulvinus alone; but, under conditions: of average humidity, and at times when 

contact is followed by strictly localised movement in the primarily affected pinnule, 

amputation or incision of the tip of a pinnule is followed by movements extending 

along the entire course of that secondary rachis, at least. Where conditions of 

humidity are higher, the propagation of movement becomes more limited and extends only 

partially over the course of the rachises; and, on the other hand, when conditions are such 

that contact is liable to be followed by diffusion of movement, incision or amputation 

is attended by movements which are often propagated throughout the entire area of the 

leaf. When contact-“stimulation” is attended by strictly localised movement, incision 

or amputation is ordinarily followed by movements extending over a portion of the leaf, 
and when contact is attended by a limited amount of diffusion of movement, incision or 

amputation is ordinarily followed by movements extending throughout the entire leaf. 

The only possible explanations of these differences are either that incision is a stronger 
stimulant to protoplasmic contraction, or a more efficient determinant of alterations in the 

pre-existant relations between supply and loss of liquid than contact is. According to the 

ordinarily accepted theory we must assume that it is the former without, however, having 
any independent evidence that it actually is so; according to the purely physical theory 

of movement we are not obliged to make any groundless assumption, as the phenomena 
are such as to leave no room for doubt that it actually does give rise to gtoator 
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disturbance in the relations between loss and supply of liquid than any mere 
contact is capable of determining. | 

There can be no question that rupture of the continuity of the tissues by incision 
is a much stronger determinant of the diffusion of movement than mere contact 
impulses are, but in this respect it falls far short of injuries effected by means of heat. 
The movements attending the application of an open flame, of highly heated metal, or 
of the carefuily focussed rays of the sun to individual pinnules are never of a strictly 
localised nature. Even under conditions of maximal humidity a certain amount of 
diffusion of movement occurs; under circumstances when incision is followed by move- 
ments extending over the entire secondary rachis to which the primarily injured 
pinnule belongs, the application of heat gives rise to movements extending over 
the entire leaf, and when incision is followed by movements extending over the 

entire leaf, heating is followed not merely by these, but by movements in a varying 
but sometimes considerable number of leaves along the course of the axis to which 
the primarily affected one is attached. This may at first sight appear as though it 
were adverse to the physical theory of movement, and only explicable as the result 
of the presence of differences in degree of specific protoplasmic stimulation, but it is 
only to casual observation that it does so. The evidence of the occurrence of any 
considerable exudative loss of liquid from the tissues is certainly not as a rule so 
conspicuous as it is, in cases where the continuity of the tissues is interrupted by 
means of incision. This is, however, in great part explicable as the 1esult of the 

different conditions to which any exudation is exposed in the two cases, In cases 

of incision we are dealing with mere rupture in the continuity of the tissues, and, so 

long as atmospheric humidity is not excessively low, any liquid which escapes 

naturally tends to accumulate locally, and therefore to appear conspicuously. But 

where the tissues are injured by the application of heat, localised conditions for excessive 

evaporation are necessarily present, and therefore an absence of local accumulation 

of liquid does not imply an absence of local exudation, Where a considerable mass of 

soft succulent tissue is present, as in the case of young axcs, the local application 

of heat is often followed by conspicuous indications of exudation even in spite of 

the attendant excessive evaporation; but when the mass of tissue is limited in 

relation to the heat, as it is in the case of pinnules, the rapid evaporation masks 
the discharge, The rise in evaporation, moreover, is not of course strictly localised 

to the spot to which the healing agent is directly applied, but must extend over 

a certain area beyond this, so that there is not mere local exudation and evaporation 

from the actually injured tissues, but a cause for sudden increase in transpiratory loss 

in neighbouring and intact ones. This in itself is sufficient to ‚account for the fact 

that heat should be a more efficient determinant of movement than incision is. In Cases 

of incision the primary alteration in the condition of the tissues is a strictly localised one; 

whilst, in cases where heat is applied, there 1s not merely — local change em the 

tissues in the immediate site of application, but an alpration in the extrinsic conditions 

to which neighbouring tissues are exposed. But another circumstance also comes in to 

render heating a more efficient cause of exigpsive movement than simple rupture 

of the continuity of the tissues is. The liquid which omg E nd on 

incision very rapidly evaporates and condenses when exposed. en the air, an soon iorms 
: luding farther escape from the divided surfaces; and as the 
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point in respect to relations between supply and loss of water. The abnormal drain 

on the general stock of liquid within the tissues is. purely temporary in cases of 

incision. But this is no longer the case where portions of tissue are killed by applica- 

tion of heat. Any ordinary application of heat to a particular point implies the death 

of considerable masses of tissue and, as we have already seen, any dead mass of 

tissue represents a permanent site of abnormally excessive drain upon the general stock 

of liquid. The details which were given in Chapter II regarding the phenomena 

occurring in connection with the death of portions of axes or rachises under the influence 

of the vapour of chloroform and heat are sufficient to show that this is the case; and the 

fact is of course constantly brought before us by the difficulty which is encountered in 

keeping portions of a leaf or shoot turgid beyond any point in which the tissues have 

been killed by means which do not in any way interfere with the efficiency of the 

water-conducting system, whenever external conditions are such as to favour active 

evaporative loss. In cases of the application of heat, then, we do not merely determine 

temporary exudative and evaporative loss in the site of application and its immediate 

neighbourhood; but we also almost inevitably establish a permanent abnormal drain 

upon the water-supply generally, and with this the liability to diffusion of move- 

ments naturally increases. 

In cases of contact- stimulation" we induce mere local redistributions of liquid 

within the tissues; in cases of incision we give rise to temporary exudative loss from 

the general supply of liquid; in cases of heating we secure not only this, but in 

addition we establish temporary increase in transpiratory loss and a site of persistent 

abnormal drain. The tendency to diffusion of movement is at a minimum in cases 

of contact; in cases of incision it increases; in cases of heating it rises to a maxi- 

mum. The two sets of facts run parallel with one another, and the former of them 

affords an explanation of the latter, if we accept the view that the movements are 

dependent ‘on fluctuations in the relations existing between supply and loss of liquid. 

If, on the other hand, we insist on adhering to the popular theory, we must be con- 

tent to assume that contact, incision, and heat are stimuli which differ from one another 

in their capacity for inducing active protoplasmic contraction. 

CHAPTER XII. 

The causes of the propagation of movements in Mimosa pudica. 

Whilst the movements of the various parts of the leaves of Mimosa pudica have 

by common consent been ascribed to the action of certain special masses of irritable 
and contractile tissue in the motor organs, several distinct theories have been advanced 
to explain the phenomenon of the diffusion of movements beyond the site in which 
they are originally induced, or, according to the ordinarily accepted theory, to explain the 
diffusion of “stimulation” from one part to another. According to the older observers, 
Dutrochet, Sachs, Hoffmeister and Pfeffer, fluctuations in the pressure of the current 

of liquid traversing the wood played the part of mechanical stimuli to the irritable 
and contractile elements in the tissue of the motor organs, At a later period, and when 
attention was first attracted to the fact that, as a general rule, the protoplasts of vege- 

table tissues are not isolated, but are connected with one another so as to form a con- 
tinuous reticulum, an attempt was made to substitute a nervous for a mechanical theory 
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of propagation. Finally, Haberlandt has reverted to the older view with the modification 
that, according to him, the stimulant fluctuations in liquid pressure do not normally 
traverse the wood, but the system of large sieve-tubes in the soft bast which he regards 
as constituting a specific “ Reizleitende system.” His theory agrees with that of the older 
writers in regarding fluctuations in liquid pressure as serving as mechanical stimuli to 
the specific contractile apparatus in the motor organs, but affirms that such stimulant 
fluctuations are practically solely diffused by means of the sieve-tubes of the soft bast. 
He does not question the existence of special irritable and contractile tissues in the 
motor organs, but merely modifies the older view in regard to the precise paths followed 
by the agencies which are assumed to call these into activity. His theory is mainly 
founded on the fact that he was able to demonstrate that the liquid which exudes from 
the tissues when they are incised is not mere water, as it should be if derived solely 
from the wood, but is in great part composed of materials which are evidently derived 
from the sieve-tubes of the bast. No one can deny that he has successfully demonstrated 
this, and has added greatly to our knowledge of the histological details of Mimosa pudica, 
but he has certainly not succeeded in proving that his “ JReizleitende system” is specifi- 

cally and essentially related to the phenomena of propagation of movement, His own 

experimental results indeed force him to allow that propagation may occur in spite of 

the entire absence of his conducting system throughout considerable areas of tissue, but 

notwithstanding this, his desire to establish the presenee of a specific mechanical nervous 

apparatus leads him to adhere to his theory. When he found that propagation extended 

beyond areas which had been entirely denuded of his “ Reizleitende system," and is forced 

to allow that in such cases diffusion of impulses must have taken place through the wood, 

it might have been expected that his views as to the specific value of the system of sieve- 

tubes would have undergone some modification; but apparently they were too firmly 

subjectively established at the time at which he made the observation to be shaken by 

any facts which conflicted with them. He had, of course (although he does not appear 

to recognise it) equally clearly demonstrated the fact that propagation could. occur 

apart from the presence of any continuous system of turgid sieve-tubes, in the 

experiments on which he founds his decisive rejection of the theory of propaga- 

tion by means of continuity of living protoplasts. In these experiments he killed 

the tissues of a certain area in the course of the petioles of leaves by means 

of boiling them, and then determined the fact that “stimulation” applied at one side 

of the dead area was followed by the occurrence of movements on the other side. 

Now this, no doubt, very satisfactorily demonstrated that diffusion of movement could 

not be essentially dependent on the propagation of impulses along continuous tracts of 

living protoplasm, but it just as effectually proved that it was not necessarily owing to 

any propagation of impulses along the course of continuous sy stem of turgid p 

The boiling of tbe petiolar tissue secured the interposition of an area of dead protoplasm, 

but it just as certainly secured the interposition of an area devoid of turgidity, and in 

addition to this of an area within which an abnormal leakage of water was present. 

He was evidently aware of the latter fact, as he specially alludes to the necessity which 

arises in such cases of taking special means to prevent the drying up of the parts 

beyond the boiled area, but, in spite of this, he uppoa 1o is eg the e: 

gidity of the sieve-tubes remained intact. The position is an incomprehensible one; he 

demonstrates that the presence of a continuous system of turgid sieve-tubes, and even 
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that the presence of sieve-tubes at all, is unnecessary for the occurrence of propaga- 

tion of movement, and yet maintains that the presence of such a system is specifically 

related to the phenomenon. 

The results which may be obtained where areas in the course of entire axes in 

place of petioles are killed by means of the local application of heat are even more 

convincing. Areas of a quarter of an inch in length in the course of axes may be 

readily killed by boiling, or more conveniently by thoroughly searmg them with heated 

forceps. It is easy to kill several successive areas at intervals along the course of a single 

axis, and yet propagation of movement will take place from points on the proximal side 

of the lowest dead area to points situatea on the distal side of the highest one. For 

example, taking a small plant and searing the axis in two points so that one or more 

leaves are situated below the lowest seared area, one leaf between the two seared areas, 

and several beyond the distal seared area, it will be found that, when external conditions 

are such as to favour the occurrence of propagation of movements, the application of 

heat to the base of the axis is followed by action in all the leaves alike, whether beneath, 

between, or beyond the seared areas (vide Appendix G). It is easy to determine in 

‘such cases, by means of sections carried through the entire thickness of the axis, that 

the tissues have been completely killed throughout (Plate V, Fig 7). This, of course, 

demonstrates that any continuity of living protoplasm is unnecessary, and on Haberlandt’s 

theory forces us to assume that the initial impulses originating in his specific conducting 

system undergo a primary transfer to the wood, a return to the specific conducting 

system, a renewed transfer to the wood, and a renewed transfer to the specific conduct- 

ing system, ere they tell on any leaves situated beyond the distal seared area. Surely 

the specificity of the “ Reizleitende system” is, under such circumstances, hard to recognise. 

But it is not only by such experiments that the groundlessness of Haberlandt's 
assumption may be demonstrated. The phenomena, which have been already described 
as following the local applieation of heat to points in mature, hard axes are equally 
conclusively opposed to it. In such cases, if the diffusion of movement were essentially 
dependent on the propagation of fluctuations in pressure along a system of tubes filled 
with liquid, it ought assuredly to take place in both directions alike. But this it most 
certainly does not do; for, whilst granting thut external conditions are favourable to the 
occurrence of movements, centrifugal diffusion normally occurs with the greatest certainty 

and to an indefinite extent, centripetal diffusion is normally entirely absent, and, in the 

exceptional cases in which it does occur, is entirely limited to the very immediate neigh- 
bourhood of the site at which heat is applied. In any continuous system of tubes filled 
with liquid, the local application of heat to any particular point in its course must 
inevitably give rise to an increase in pressure which must be propagated in both directions 
alike ; and, if increase in pressure throughout the system ‘were an essential factor in 
determining the occurrence of movements, movements would certainly manifest themselves 
in both directions, alike. But as a matter of fact, the rise in pressure is propagated in 
both directions, whilst movements occur only in one. 

 Haberlandt is unquestionably right in maintaining that much of the liquid which 
| exudes from the tissues of Mimosz pudica on incision is derived from the highly turgid 

tissues of the soft bast, but the latter do not hold an y truly specifie relation to the 

occurrence of propagation of movement. They provide an apparatus facilitating the 
sudden escape of liquid from the tissues, and hence an apparatus facilitating sudden 
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fluetuations in the liquid contents of the latter, but bere their relation to the occurrence of propagation of movements ceases. Their excessive turgidity and their structure render them effective agents in securing the loss of large quantities of liquid on inci- sion, and this provides for a disturbance in the pre-existent equilibrium between supply and loss of liquid generally. Their excessive turgidity secures a large discharge of liquid, and their high osmotic capacity, on which their normal turgescence depends, must render them a source of excessive drain upon the generally available stock of liquid, Any 
sudden discharge of a large quantity of liquid from them implies a suddenly increased 
demand upon the general water-supply, and, owing to their excessive osmotic capacity, 
they are well adapted to worst other active tissues in the struggle which must ensue until 
a condition of liquid equilibrium be once more established. As has been already pointed 
out, the presence of any extensive system of excessively osmotic elements is in itself an 
element favouring instability of equilibrium on the relations between general loss and supply of liquid in less highly osmotic tissues. When any great loss in turgidity occurs 
within it, apart from any alteration in its functional activities, and consequently of its 
osmotic capacity, the latter co-operates with active transpiratory loss in giving rise to a 
great draught upon the general stock of fluid available for the maintenance of turgescence, 
whilst the coincident fall of pressure probably induces additional filtrative escape from 
other active tissues. The “ Reizleitende system” is an apparatus through means of which 
the conditions of equilibrium between general supply and loss of liquid may be very 
readily disturbed and, therefore, is an apparatus through means of which movements may 
readily be indirectly determined; but is not peculiar or specific in this respect for, as 
we have already seen, similar effects may be produced by means of changes taking 
place within the wood. 

Haberlandt affirms that any fluctuations of pressure within the system of seive-tubes, 
whether of a positive or negative nature, are capable of acting as stimulants to the con- 
tractile tissue of the motor organs. But the phenomena attending the local application .of 
heat to mature, hard axes show that fluctuations of pressure within it are not necessarily 
efficient factors in determining movements, and also that it is only negative fluctuations 
in general liquid pressure that are anywhere efficient. In such cases we have positive 
fluctuations in liquid pressure arising within the sieve-tubes in both directions alike, and 
movements occurring only centrifugally, that is in the direction of diminished liquid- 
pressure, within the water-conducting system. Negative fluctuations in liquid-pressure in 
these cases occur in all distally situated areas in consequence of the obstructive expansion 
of the gases of the water-conducting system; in cases of incision, on the other hand, 
similar fluctuations arise both centripetally and centrifugally owing to the sudden escape 
of considerable masses of liquid from the tissues. In the first instance, movements occur only centrifugally, in the second both centripetally and centrifugally ; in — words, in both 
instances alike, the distribution of movements coincides with the distribution of negative 
fluctuations in liquid-pressure. Such fluctuations may arise in Zeie mad WET) they — 
arise in consequence of escape of liquid from the system of sieve-tubes, of obstructions arising in the ’water-conducting system of the wood, of sudden contraction in the 
gaseous contents of the latter, of increased transpiratory loss, or of sudden arrest of 
root-supply connected with separation from the FE; and in all cases alike they tie liable to be followed by the occurrence of spreading movements, Negative fluctuations 
in general liquid-pressure are the specific determinants of all spreading movements which 
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are not mechanically produced by the relation of neighbouring parts, as in the case of 

adjoining pinnules; but there is no one specific apparatus by which such fluctuations are 

determined. | 

Movements may be induced by the action of three distinet factors: by fluctuations 

in the osmotie capacity of the tissues of the motor organs, by fluctuations in the con- 

ditions affecting processes of local filtration within the motor organs, and finally, by fluc- 

tuations in the conditions of general supply and loss of water. The normal periodic 

nyetitropie movements of the leaves, or those arising under the influence of exposure to 

anesthetics, are determined by the action of the first of these factors; the movements 

following contact are primarily determined by the second; those following incision or 

heating of the axis, or those attending excessive transpiration by the third. We have thus 

to deal with three distinct classes of movements in so far as their causation is concerned, 

and it is only in connection with one of these that phenomena of propagation manifest 

themselves. The effects of anesthetics or of partial deprivation of light are strictly 

localised to the areas directly subjected to the abnormal conditions, and within which 

depression of functional activity, and consequently of osmotie property, takes place. 

Movements induced by local increase in filtration, where this alone comes into play, are 

equally unattended by any diffusion. Itis only where, and only so far as, conditions 

affecting the relations of general supply and loss of water are present that any pro- 

pagation of movement occurs; and, finally, it is only when and so far as such conditions 
effect negative fluctuations in the supply of water available for the maintenance of tur- 
gescence, that they are efficient in giving rise to propagation of movements. 

E. J. H.—Reg. No. 6466J —320 -18-12 94. 



APPENDIX A. 

THE EFFECTS OF DISTAL LEVERAGE ON THE POSITION OF THE PRIMARY PETIOLE 
OF THE LEAVES OF MIMOSA PUDICA. 

Waen detached shoots of Mimosa pudica are set in water and have a fresh absorptive surface 
provided by subaqueous amputation of their lower ends, the pinnules under the influence of light 
presently assume their normal diurnal position, unless atmospheric humidity be abnormally low, or when 
they are exposed to the influence of direct sunshine. The primary petioles, however, ordinarily remain 
somewhat depressed. If now all the pinnules be gently eut off, no sensible increase in petiolar 
depression usually occurs in spite of the escape of a certain amount of liquid from the tissues which 
necessarily attends the procedure, and presently steady progressive elevation of the petioles sets in. The 
amount of absorption of water taking place at the cut extremity of the shoot is insufficient to secure 
elevation of the petioles so long as the inferior parenchyma of the primary pulvinus has to contend 
with the normal leverage of the distal portions of the leaf, but suffices to do so when the leverage is 
considerably reduced by the removal of the pinnules. 

Extreme elevation of the primary petioles ocours under the following conditions:--I. Prolonged 
_ depression of assimilatory function with continued respiratory loss and suppression of transpiration, such 
as takes place during the course of the night: II. Exposure to an environment implying excessive 
transpiratory loss: III. Amputation of the pinnules or pinn®. ‘l'ho only common feature which 
these conditions present is that they all imply the establishment of a considerable reduction in distal 
leverage. 

Sudden, rapid movements of elevation of the primary petioles corresponding to the common sudden 
movements of depression, which so constantly manifest themselves, are of very rare occurrence. This 
is owing in part to the inherent structural features which distinguish the inferior and superior masses 
of parenchyma in the primary pulvinus, and partly to the fact that the superior mass is co-operated 
with by distal leverage, whilst the inferior one is directly opposed by it. Visibly progressive movements 
of elevation, and even sudden, rapid movements of a similar nature do, however, manifest themselves 
under certain circumstances. When a plant is enclosed within a saturated atmosphere and exposed to 

diffused sunlight, extreme expansion of the distal portions of the leaf and maximal elevation of the 

primary petioles occurs. If now it be suddenly exposed to relatively dry air, and consequently to 

sudden transpiratory loss, elevation of the pinnules and deep depression of the primary petioles occurs 

almost immediately in the majority of the leaves, and on returning it to the saturated atmosphere 

petiolar elevation sets in at once and progresses so rapidly as to be readily visible to the unaided eye. 
In such cases the movements of elevation, although rapid, are not of a sudden character; but movements 

of elevation, as sudden as any eommon movements of depression are, may be induced by exposing the 

pulvinar tissues to cireumstances inducing sudden losses in turgescence primarily localised de the o trea 
parenchyma. If the rays of the sun be carefully focussed upon the upper surfaces of primary pulvini, 
the first movements which manifest themselves are in many cases sudden movements of elevation of 

the primary petiole. The following table shows the results of fifteen experiments of this nature which 

were conducted on two successive mornings, and it will be seen that in nine instances sudden movements 

of elevation of the primary petiole occurred: — 

TasLE I.— Results of focussing the rays of the sun on the upper surfaces of the primary pulvini of 

leaves of Mimosa pudica. 

1. Depression of the primary petiole. 

2. Extreme elevation of the primary petiole, followed by depression. 

3. Depression of the primary petiole. 

4, Rotation of the primary petiole, followed by depression. 

5. Depression of the primary petiole. 

Ass. Roy. Bor. Garv.C aucutta Vor. VI. 
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6. Strong elevation, followed by depression. 

Y Ditto, ditto. 

8. Ditto, ditto. 

9. Depression. 

10. Ditto. 

11. Strong elevation, action in the pinnules; nothing more. 

12. Depression. 

13. Strong elevation, followed by depression. 

14. Elevation; a pause; action in the pinnules; nothing more. 

15. Ditto; depression. 

The movements cf elevation of the primary petiole occurring in such cases are, as a rule, followed 

by depression, because it is only initially that the loss in turgescence following the insolation is confined 

to the superior mass of pulvinar parenchyma, and because, when it has once extended so as to affect 
the inferior mass, the persistent excess in structural strength of. its opponent and the leverage of the 
distal parts of the leaf come into play as they ordinarily do. Under circumstances implying general 
loss in turgescence the movements of the primary petiole are always movements of depression, because 
the struetural features of the inferior mass of pulvinar parenchyma are such as to render it more liable 
to rapid losses in turgescence, and because it has constantly to struggle against, in place of being 
aided by, distal leverage in giving rise to the displacement which it makes for. That sudden 
movements of elevation should occur at all is, however, sufficient to show how unfounded is Sachs’ 
statement that “die Unterseite allein ist also reizbar, das Parenchym der Oberseite ist nur Hilfsorgan 
bei der Bewegung."* There is absolutely no evidence tc show that the protoplasts of the superior 
parenchyma are less contractile than those of the inferior parenchyma. The two masses of tissue 
differ from one another both structurally and functionally, but the functional differences are connected 

not with contractile, but with assimilatory property. The superior parenchyma is distinguished by excess 

in structural strength and the inferior one by excess in assimilatory activity, and it is the presence of 

these differences, combined with the fact that distal leverage co-operates with the superior and directly 

opposes the inferior parenchyma in effecting the displacements which they make for, that determines the 

ordinary character of the movements of the primary petiole. It is the presence of these differences 

and the action of distal leverage, and not the presence of any specially contractile protoplasts in the 

inferior parenchyma, that accounts for the fact that sudden movements of depression of the primary 

petiole are so common, and sudden movements of elevation quite exceptional. 

The following experimental data illustrate the effect of variations in conditions of distal leverage 

in modifying the character of the effects following amputation of distal portions of leaves attached to 

growing plants :— : 

Experiment I.— June 14th, 8 p.m. Rain falling heavily; pinnules as a rule elevated or partly elevatıd 

owing to recurrent agitation by rain-drops; primary peticles fairly well elevated in almost ail cases.—Amputa- 

tion of the tips of terminal pinnules in leaves in which they were only partially elevated was, in all 

cases save two, immediately succeeded by deep depression of the primary petiole. Of the two 

exceptional leaves one was supported by a neighbouring one, and the other was free of any adherent 

drops of rain. The action in the pinnules was in all cases very slow and confined to the injured 
pinna, and in most cases was very imperfectly carried out. At 6 p.m. the leaves were all in full 

nocturnal position; but although the evening was absolutely still and excessively humid, maximal 

depression of the primary petioles in almost all cases succeeded the slightest contact impulses. The 

influence of distal leverage in assisting to determine petiolar depression comes out very clearly in 
regard to both periods of experiment. In the former one atmospheric and tellurie conditions were 

such as to be manifestly unfavourable to the occurrence of rapid losses in turgescence, as the behaviour 
of the pinnules very clearly shows; and yet petiolar movements of great magnitude occurred with 
excessive frequency because of the abnormal excess in distal leverage provided by the adherent drops of 
rain. In the second period also, facilities for transpiratory loss were minimal, and root-supply was 

* Vorlesung, XXXVII, s. 792. 
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excessive, aud yet the primary pulvini were excessively irritable owing to absence of solar stimulation and persistent excess in distal leverage from adherent water. 

Experiment IL— July 24th, 3-30 pox. Bright but clouded: soil very moist; no rain during the three previous days; leaves all in maximal diurnal position, with their primary petioles horizontal, slightly depressed, 
or very slightly elevated.—Amputation of the tip of a single pinna, or even of a single distal pinnule, 
was succeeded by movements extending throughout the entire leaf and including extreme depression of 
the primary petiole whilst amputation of the entire distal portion of the leaf beneath the point 
of origin of the lower pair of pinnæ gave rise to little, and, in some cases, to no petiolar depression, 
and was presently followed by extreme petiolar elevation, although it was attended by conspicuous 
exudation on the cut surface. Here there was manifestly no direct relation between the severity of 
the initial injury and the occurrence of petiolar movement, but very clearly a direct relation between 
the latter and the amount of distal leverage. Had depression of the primary petiole been dependent 
on active contraction of the protoplasts of the primary pulvinus incident on stimulation connected 
with the sudden propagation of stimulant fluctuations in pressure along the course of Haber- 
landt’s ** Reizleitende system," or originating in any other fashion, this could not have been the case, 
as maximal fluctuations in pressure and maximal injury would under such circumstances have inevitably 
led to maximal in placa of minimal movement. But, as it is a purely physical process, the tendency to 
petiolar depression originating in connection with the fall in turgescence in the pulvinar parenchyma 
incident on the escape of liquid from the cut surfaces, although greater in cases where the ent re 
distal parts of the leaf were amputated than where only the tips of pinn® or pinnules were detached, 
was more or less discounted by the great coincident decrease in distal leverage; whilst the much smaller 
escape attending amputation of the tips of individual pinnae or pinnules, not being accompanied 
by any appreciable diminution in distal leverage, sufficed to induce extreme petiolar depression, 
At 6-30 p.m. the leaves were in fully developed nocturnal position. The petioles which had been 
deprived of pinn® were now not nearly so highly elevated as they were shortly subsequent to the 
operation, but were still more elevated than those of entire leaves; the phenomena, ou the one hand, 
indicating the effects of the loss in turgescence in the pulvinar tissues incident on the cessation of solar 
stimulation, and on the other the minor degree of  petiolar depression attending this when distal 
leverage is greatly reduced in amount. 

APPENDIX B. 

THE RATE OF TRANSPIRATION IN MIMOSA PUDICA AND THE EFFECTS FOLLOWING 
DISTURBANCES IN THE RELATION BETWEEN TRANSPIRATORY LOSS AND ROOT.SUPPLY 
OF WATER. , 

Tur rapidity of transpiratory loss is so great that the pinnules of leaves on detached axes set in 
water, and with their bases subaqueously divided to provide a fresh absorptive surface, only very 
imperfectly assume the diurnal position under the influence of light unless the degree of atmospherie 
humidity be relatively high. The activity of transpiratory loss is also very clearly indieated by the 
results which attend very inconsiderable diminutions in the amount of root-supply as is demonstrated 

by the results of the following experiments:— 

Experiment I.—A pot-plant, the leaves of which were in maximal diurnal position, and which 

had to some extent rooted into the ground through the opeuing in the bottom of the pot, was care- 
fully taken up without injury to the projecting roots and was then conveyed to the laboratory. 

On arrival there the pinnules of all the leaves were in maximal nocturnal position, owing partly to the 

agitation which the leaves had been subjected to during transfer. ‘The pot was now placed over 
a vessel of water so that the projecting roots were immersed, aud the eutire apparatus was set in 

a sealed chamber. The pinnules rapidly assumed the maximal diurnal position. The pot was now 

removed gently from the water-vessel and chamber and set on a table in the open laboratory and 

the pinnules once more gradually passed into the nocturnal position. When they had fully done so, 
the pot was anew placed over the water-vessel within the chamber, and within the course of twenty 

minutes the pinnules were once more in maximal diurnal position. On & second removal from the 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Gan». Carcurta Vor. VI. 
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chamber the nocturnal position was again resumed, and was once more replaced by the diurnal one on 

return to the chamber. The phenomena present in this experiment not only demonstrate the extreme 

rapidity of transpiratory loss and the accuracy of the balanee which must be maintained between 

transpiratory loss and root-supply of water in order to the retention of a given position by the pinnules, 

but also that the nocturnal position is one which coincides with minor degrees of turgescenee in the 

motor organs, and not with increased turgescence as affirmed by Pfeffer. 

The results of six experiments with -regard to the actual amount of transpiratory loss taking place 

under favourable circumstances were as follows :— : 

Experiment IL—A plant with seven leaves and 222 pinnules yielded 2:31 C.C. of water in 

twenty-four hours. 

ExrrgiMEXT III.—A plant with nine leaves and 579 pinnules and weighing 4°32 grammes yielded 

3:40 C.C. water in twenty-five hours. | 

Experiment IV.— À plant weighing 434 grammes yielded 6:40 CO. water in forty-eight hours. 

Experiment V.—A plant weighing 2:03 grammes yielded 41 C.C. water in twenty-four hours. 

Exrerment VI.—A plant with five leaves and 194 pinnules and weighing 232 grammes yielded 

1:5 C.C. water in four hours. ; 

The following experiment illustrates the results following a disturbance of the normal balance 

between trauspiratory loss and root-supply of water :— 

Experiment VIL— The protruding portions of the roots of several pot-plants which had rooted 

into the ground were cut off. In some of the plants the branches were cut short, so as to leave only 

a limited number of leaves; in others they were left intact. Thirty-six hours later all the leaves on the 

plants with shortened branches were in full diurnal position, whilst in the plants with intact branches 

the pinnu'es were in a position intermediate between the diurnal and the nocturnal one. The only 

thing to account for the difference in the position of the pinnules in the two sets of plants is that in 

the case of those with shortened branches the transpiratory surfaces had been reduced coincidently with 

the absorptive ones, whereas in those with intact branches the apparatus for absorption had been 

diminished, whilst that determining loss of water remained as before. 

The next experiment also illustrates the effects attending disturbance of the equilibrium between 

supply and loss of water, only in it the absorptive surface wes an abnormal one, consisting of the 

divided extremity of the axis in place of being radicular. 

Exrerıment VIII.—A detached shoot was fixed upright, so that its lower extremity dipped into 

a vessel of water and was exposed to diffused sunlight. At 11-23 a.m. the pinnules were all almost in 

full diurnal position. The water-vessel was now carefully removed without in any way disturbing the 

shoot, and at 12-7 noon the pinnules were all more or less highly elevated. The water-vessel was now 

replaced and a fresh absorptive surface provided by subaqueous division of the lower end of the axis, 

and at 2-20 p.m. the pinpules had almost all regained the normal diurnal position. 
The results in experiments like the two preceding ones are precisely parallel to those attending 

exposure to hot and dry air, but are induced, not by increased loss, but by diminished supply of water. 
In order to establish a tendency towards the assumption of the nocturnal position all that is necessary 

is that the pre-existent equilibrium between supply and loss of water should be disturbed in such a 
lashion as to cause the latter to undergo a relative increase. Such relative increase may arise either as 
the result of diminished supply or of increased loss, but in any case the effects which it produces are 

the same. In the case of normally rooted plants an excess of loss may arise in consequence of 
excessive aridity and temperature of the atmosphere such as frequently prevails at midday and during 
the course of the afternoon, and hence under such circumstances a spontaneous assumption of the 
nocturnal position frequently manifests itself in spite of the fullest solar stimulation of assimilatory 

activity. In the case of plants with partially exposed roots, or of detached shoots, a similar diurnal 
assumption of the nocturnal position attends any sudden arrest or considerable diminution in supply 
of water even when conditions are unfavourable to the occurrence of excessive transpiratory loss. 
In the former ease recovery of the normal diurnal position attends a diminution in transpiratory loss; 
in the latter it follows the renewal of water-supply, conditions of transpiratory loss remaining unaltered. 
I: is relative diminution in loss in either case which determines the resumption of the normal diurnal 
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position, and such diminution may be effected as the result either of absolute diminution in loss or of 
absolute increase in supply. Hence normally-rooted plants which have passed into the nocturnal 

_ condition diurnally may be caused to resume the normal diurnal one by exposing them to conditions 
implying either diminished transpiration or increased root-supply: in other words, by exposing them to 
a more humid atmosphere, or by adding water to the soil iu which they are rooted. 

APPENDIX C. 

THE INFLUENCE OF VARIATIONS IN DEGREE OF ASSIMILATORY ACTIVITY ON THE OCCURRENCE 
AND CHARACTER OF THE MOVEMENTS OF THE LEAVES OF MIMOSA PUDICA. 

VaRIATIONS in osmotic capacity in the tissues of the motor organs connected with variations in the 
activity of assimilatory function come into play as intrinsic factors affecting the liability of the leaves 
to undergo sudden movements. The degree of “irritability” of plants exposed to conditions implying 
excessive atmospheric and tellurie humidity is conspicuously much greater after sundown tian whilst 
they are exposed to full solar stimulation; and, whilst the sudden exposure of a plant to the arid 
atmosphere of a simple sulphuric-acid chamber is only attended by slow and gradually progressive 
movements of the leaves, exposure in a chamber containing both sulphurie acid and chloroform 
is followed by the occurrence of rapid pinnular movements. Osmotic capacity in the cell-sap 
determines the existence of turgescence, aud in maintaining it has constantly to contend with 
the filtrative escape of liquid incident on the elastic recoil of the extended cell-walls. Any fall 
in osmotic property in the cell-sap must favour the occurrence and rapidity of processes of 
filtration, and consequently the occurrence of rapid fluctuations in the degree of turgescence of 
the tissue; hence factors, which are quite incapable of giving rise to rapid and considerable 
fluctuations in turgescence whilst osmotic capacity is high, may well become efficient to do so when 
it has undergone considerable decrease. The effect produced by any factor favouring the escape of 
liquid from the interior of the cell-cavities, and consequently making for diminution in turgescence 
of tissue, must necessarily be modified by the degree of osmotic capacity in the cell-sap which 
is a factor making for local retention of liquid. Consequently depression of assimilatory activity, as it 
normally implies a decrease in osmotic capacity, not only comes into play to give riso to siow, progressive 
movements when it acts alone, but has also an important influence in modifying the extent to which 

the sudden incidence of other factors making for decreased turgescence will be capable of giving rise 

to the occurrence of sudden movements. The ordinary periodie movements of the leaves aro manifestly 

determined by fluctuations in turgescence in the tissues of the motor organs connected with fluctua- 

tions in the degree of assimilatory activity incident on the presence or absence of solar stimulation, 

and it is evident that any other factors of fluctuations in turgescence must be liable to have their 
effects modified according as they act in unison with, or in opposition to, the assimilatory influences 

affecting turgescence. The removal of solar stimulation determines the occurrence of a fall in turges- 
cence which makes for the assumption of the nocturnal position, and if another factor making for the 

same thing comes into play simultaneously with it, it is evident that the effect which the latter vill 

produce is likely to be greater than when it comes into play at a time when the BJ og of assi- 
milatory activity, in place of favouring the assumption of the — position, favour t o maintenance 
of the diurnal one. Hence, other things being alike, “ irritability tends to attain its maximum 

at sundown owing to the fact that, at this time, any factor making for decreased er zg in 

co-operation with a coincident fall in assimilatory activity which makes for the same thing. P ds a 
of solar stimulation, however, not merely favours the cocumronce of rapid movements under the influ- 

ence of other factors making for losses in turgescence in the motor organs, but also affects the 
s : der the influence of the latter. That this is the permanence of the position which has been assumed un s 2 

ease is clearly demonstrated by the results of experiments such as the fo T "e E ur 

Experiment 1.—A shoot of Mimosa pudica, bearing five leaves, was eg rom a plant a 

6-40 a.m. without any special precaution to avoid disturbance of the leaves, all of which, as is usual under 
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normal circumstances, acted fully as regards their primary petioles and pinnules, but showed hardly any 
appreciable pinnal convergence. It was at once placed in a dark, moist chamber, which was allowed 
to remain closed until 8-20. When the chamber was opened, the position of the various parts of 
the leaves was found to be just the same as it was when they were enclosed in it. The shoot was 

now removed from the chamber, laid on a table in front of a window and covered by a bell-glass. 
Within a short period the primary petioles gradually became partially elevated, and the pinnules 
assumed the normal diurnal position almost completely. Two hours later the petioles remained as 
before, but the pinnules had assumed a position intermediate between the normal diurnal and 
nocturnal ones. According to the ordinarily accepted theory of the causation of the movements in 
the leaves of Mimosa pudica, we are called on in this instance to believe that the primary depression 
of the petioles and elevation of the pinnules were dependent on stimulation and active contraction of 
the protoplasts of the motor organs of the primary and tertiary pulvini incident on a factor—separation 
from the axis--which failed to act as an appreciable stimulant to the protoplasts of the secondary 
pulvini; that this condition of stimulation and active contraction lasted continuously for nearly two 
hours whilst the shoot remained in the dark and deprived of any solar stimulus ; that it was then 
replaced by a condition of relaxation on exposure to the influence of light ; and, finally, that continued 
exposure to light acted as a stimulant to the contractile protoplasts of the tertiary pulvini, but failed 
to do so to those of the primary ones. It is surely more rational to explain the sequence of pheno- 
mena in the following fashion. The primary depression of the petioles and elevation of the pinnules 

were dependent on the sudden disturbance of liquid equilibrium throughout the tissues, caused by the 
sudden arrest of root-supply of water and the active escape of liquid accompanying separation from 
the axis. This depressive disturbance was sufficient to give rise to considerable filtrative diseharge of 
liquid, and consequent loss in turgescence, in those sites in which special structural facilities for the 
escape of liquid from the interior of cell-cavities are present, and henee movements oceurred connected 
with sudden fall in turgescence in the inferior parenchyma of the primary pulvini and in the 
superior parenchyma of the tertiary ones, whilst no appreciable movements occurred in the pinnee 
because of the minor facilities for rapid redistribution of liquid provided by the tissues of the second- 
ary pulvini During the period in which the shoot was retained in the moist but dark chamber, 
recovery of the diurnal position did not occur, not because there was not a stock of reserve water 
within the water-conducting system, or on account of active trauspiratory loss, which was precluded by 
the atmospheric humidity of the chamber, but because the total absence of solar stimulation prevented 
the protoplasts of the tissues from giving origin to the unstable assimilatory products on which the 
osmotic capacity of the cell-sap, which is necessary to induce full turgescence of the tissue elements, 
was absent. On subsequent exposure to sunlight, even under conditions implying no fresh supply 
of liquid and permitting of relatively free transpiratory loss, the rise in osmotic capacity in the cell-sap 
was sufficient to determine active abso ption of the reserve water in the water-conducting system, and 
therefore to determine a rise in the turgescence of the pulvinar tissues leading to a resumption of the 

diurnal position of the primary petioles and the pinnules so long as enough reserve water remained 

within the  water-conducting system to more than counterbalance the coincident transpiratory loss. 
Finally, when (as the result of continued transpiratory loss and assimilative decomposition of water) the 

stock of reserve water became insufficient for this, a tendency towards the resumption of the nocturnal 
position set in and manifested itself earlier and more conspicuously in the pinnules than in the primary 
petioles, because the action of local loss of turgescence in the tissues of the primary pulvini was more 
or less discounted by the coincident diminution in distal leverage attending diminished turgescence in 
the laminar portions of the leaves. 

The effects of a normal depression cf assimilatory activity, or in other words of a normal 
decrease in the csmotie capacity of the pulvinar tissues in giving rise to a greater liability to the 
occurrence of movements, or as it would be commonly described to “ increased irritability,” is very 

strikingly demonstrated in connection with experiments, like the following, in which the tips of axes 
are gently amputated without any mechanical disturbance of the plants :— 

: — nt Il—June 3rd. Both soil and air very humid, —At 8 a.m. the leaves were in full diurnal 
position. Amputation of the tips of axes was followed merely by the exudation of a great drop of 
liquid from the cut surface. At 7 r.w. the leaves were in full nocturnal position. Amputation of 
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the tips of axes was followed by no conspicuous exudation, but by centripetal propagation of 
movements of petiolar depression to many leaves along the course of the injured axis, 

Experiment 1II.— August 20th. There had been heavy showers in the morning, 80 that the soil was 
saturated, but subsequently continuous radiant sunshine had prevailed. 1 P.m.— The plants were not exposed 
to direct sunshine and the leaves were in maximal diurnal position. Amputation of the tips of axes 
led to local exudation of liquid, but was unattended by the occurrence of any petiolar movements. 
6-30 p.m.—The leaves were in full nocturnal position. Amputation of the tips of axes was followed by 
extensively propagated movements of deepest petiolar depression along the course of the injured shoot. 

In comparing the results of experiments carried out respectively in the morning and evening it 
cannot, of course, be maintained that all the differences which are present—that all the phenomena of 
increased “irritability " in the evening—are to be credited to the coincident depression in assimilatory activity 
alone; for, as a rule, the conditions in the evening are much more favourable to rapid transpiratory loss 
than they are in the morning. During periods of continuous settled weather diurnal atmospheric 
humidity attains its minimum in the afternoon and evening, whilst in the morning it is still relatively 
high. This is shown by the figures in the following table of averages, derived from a series of weekly 
observations for the years 1892-93 with which my friend Mr. O. Little has kindly furnished me :— 

Average atmospheric humidity at varicus times of day. 100=suturation, 

1892. 
6am. Sam DAN Aen 10 Piss 

January sie sae nc 09 857 62:5 40:5 18:25 

February... a i ORB. TI« 48°6 35°0 748 
March ae ES a 9889 756 48°75 31:0 7175 

April er i ui E ccc r 080 64:0 81:0 
May i bd EE 79:2 70:6 59:2 853 
June as i uds aM 82:95 7325 73°75 90-0 

July t i .. o 960 90-25 8675 83-0 92-5 
August kg viis uw ORS 89:0 80:4 78:4 91:4 

September ... Fe S 9675- (655 71:26 7775 92-5 

October... s u. 909 82-6 72:6 65:6 91-4 

November ... és ue Bri 7775 59:5 41:0 92-0 

December  ... is d. ce BOR. . 700 53:25 3575 88:25 

Annual averages x. UU 81:3 66:3 56:9 85°75 

wae 6 A.M 8 AM 10 am 4 PM 10 P 

4. MD. $200 63:0 40:6 83-4 

js d = 9475 875 7175 63:0 910 

March} SC .. 9425 — 5825 60:0 545 83-25 

April >= : .. 9:95 8076 6475 54:0 85:25 
89:2 81:0 6920 593 81:40 

I B 0275 8625 8450 8275 8925 
el uk 928 880 8440 8240 890 
er z en S7 gn — 770 — 995 

September ES 9595 90°25 8525 82-75 9275 

: = 078 — 340. 7825 7 . 940 
SIE aM 955 T7675 620 575 92-0 

Sone id u ^. 9425 . 89935 6425 50:25 91:25 
ece DI eee 

Annual averages .. 924 
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The evening depression of atmospheric humidity and the consequent increased facility for transpi- 

ratory loss must, of course, tend to facilitate the occurrence and diffusion of rapid movements 

connected with fluctuations in turgescence, but at the same time it tends to give rise to a very consider- 

able reduction in distal leverage, which must more or less equilibrate the increased instability connected 

with increased transpiratory loss, so that on the whole the evening rise in petiolar “irritability”? may 

be fairly credited to decreased retentive power in the pulvinar tissues incident on diminished osmotic 

property in the cell-sap. That this is, at all events, the main determinant of the rise in “irritability” 

which normally presents itself in the evening is, moreover, demonstrated by the phenomena which present 

themselves during periods of prolonged and more or less continuous rainfall, when both soil and air are 

practically saturated and transpiratory loss is necessarily reduced to a minimum. Under such circumstances 

st will be found that, whilst amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules during the day, and whilst the 

leaves are in maximal diurnal position, is followed oniy by very limited and imperfect movements of 

piunular elevation, purely confined to the injured pinna and unaccompanied by any movements of petiolar 

depression save in the case of leaves which are heavily loaded with adherent water, a similar injury in 

the evening and when the leaves have already completely assumed the nocturnal position is constantly 

followed by the deepest petiolar depression quite apart from the preserce of any extrinsic distal loading. ` 

The effects of simple mechanical “stimulation” also vary very conspicuously in degree at different times 

of day. The leaves of seedling plants in the morning and early forenoon, so long as they are not 

exposed to the influence of direct sunshine and its attendant excess in transpiratory loss, are very highly 

elevated and exceedingly irresponsive to mechanical impulses, whilst in the evening, when the pinnules 

and pinn® are in their maximal nocturnal position, the primary petioles remain very highly elevated, 

but very readily undergo the deepest depression on contact. 

In the previous experiments we have been dealing with cases in which we have evidence of increase 

in “irritability” coincident with decreased assimilatory activity connected with the removal of solar 

stimulation; but parallel phenomena present themselves in cases in which protoplasmic activity is depressed, 

not by the absence of normai stimuli, but in consequence of exposure to the influence of anesthetics. 

In order to the proper comprehension and interpretation of such phenomena it is necessary to have some 

acquaintance with the effects wLich follow exposure to simple desiccated atmospheres and simple exposure 

to anesthetic vapours, as the evidences of increased “‘irritability” connected with the latter manifest 

themselves most clearly in cases of sudden exposure to a desiccated atmosphere containing vapour 

of chloroform. The data which follow are accordingly derived from three distinct sets of 

experiments. ln the first of these plants were exposed to the atmosphere of a hermetically sealed 

chamber containing a vessel of pure sulphuric acid; in the second they were exposed to a humid 

atmosphere containing chloroform vapour; in the third they were exposed to the desiccated atmosphere 

of a chamber containing both chloroform and pure sulphuric acid. 

Experiment IV.— A pot-plant, in a pot which had been waxed and luted as if for experiments on 

transpiratury loss, was enclosed in a hermetically sealed chamber containing a vessel of pure sulphuric 

acid and exposed to diffused sunlight. The leaves passed into the maximal diurnal position, but were 

extremely “irritable,” movements attending the slightest mechanical disturbance, and the momentary 
application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules being followed, not merely by complete movements 

throughout the injured leaf, but by propagation of movements to several other leaves. The soil in the 
pot was sufficiently moist, and the proportion of root-surfaces to foliar surfaces was sufficient, to permit 
of the maintenance of the maximal diurnal position in spite of very active transpiratory loss; but the 
equilibrium was a very unstable one, and consequently movements were very readily induced under the 
influence of any factors either favouring increased filtration in the tissues of the motor organs, or any 
sudden increase in transpiratory loss, or abnormal escape of liquid from the tissues incident on injury. 

Experiment V.—A pot-plant was set within a common hermetically sealed chamber containing a 
vessel including a plug of cotton-wool soaked in chloroform. The leaves slowly and gradually assumed 
the nocturnal position more or less completely, and after some time death of the entire plant occurred. 
In this ease the assumption of the nocturnal position was clearly simply owing to the action of the 
anesthetic in depressing assimilatory activity ; for the plant was throughout exposed to abundant 
diffused sunlight, and the atmosphere of the chamber must very soon have become more or less 

saturated owing to transpiration from the leaves and evaporation from the moist soil in the open pot. 
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Experiment VI.—'The basal and- terminal portions of the solitary axis of a small pot-plant were carefully protected and the central portion was enclosed in a space containing the vapour of chloroform. A gradual assumption of the nocturnal positiou followed by death occurred in the leaves of the central exposed portion of the axis, which itself ultimately died and became brown, whilst the leaves on the basal and distal protected portions rapidly resumed the diurnal position, from whieh they had departed in connec- tion with the initial disturbance to which they had necessarily been subjected, and retained it unaltered after the central portion of the axis and its leaves had been completely killed. On the following day, and after the central part of the axis had been dead for many hours, the leaves on the basal and distal portions were in normal diurnal position, and the application of heat to the base of the axis was followed, not merely by movements in the leaves situated to that side of tho dead central area, but by propagation of movements to those which were situated beyond it. 
Experiment VII.—A plant in a common open pot was enclosed within a sealed chamber containing 

a vessel of strong sulphuric acid, so as to secure the occurrence of continuous, active transpiratory loss. After the expiry of half an hour, and when the leaves were in maximal diurnal position, a plug of cotton-wool saturated with chloroform was introduced into the chamber. A complete assumption 
of the nocturnal position occurred within two hours, the movements leading to it being of an insensibly 
slow, progressive character. 

Experiment VIII.—A plant in a carefully waxed and luted pof, so as to secure maximal 
transpiratory loss, and whilst the leaves were in full diurnal position, was suddenly introduced into a 
chamber. containing vessels of both strong sulphuric acid and chloroform. After a brief interval 
numerous pinnu'es in several leaves underwent sudden, rapid elevation. The pot was now removed 
from the chamber, and, when all the pinnules were once more in maximal diurnal position, was again 
introduced into the chamber. After a considerable interval had elapsed, numerous pinnules became 
abruptly elevated throughout almost all the pinn® of all the leaves, but no depression of the primary 
petiole occurred in any case. 

Experiment IX.—A plant in a luted pot, and with its leaves in maximal diurnal position, was 
suddenly introduced into a chamber like that employed in the previous experiment. After an interval 
of about half a minute, rapid spreading elevation of the pinnules set in in many pinn® The 
elevation was, however, incompletely carried out. No depression whatever occurred in any of the 
primary petioles. 

Experiment X.—A pot-plant, luted in the usual fashion for experiments on transpiration, was 
introduced into a sealed chamber containing vessels of chloroform and of water. No rapid action 
whatever occurred ; but merely very slow, insensibly progressive elevation of the pinnules. After it had 
remained within the chamber fcr a short time it was removed and, after the pinnules had completely 
recovered their normal diurnal position, introduced into a sealed chamber containing vessels of 
chloroform and of pure sulphuric acid. Rapid movements of elevation presently occurred in a number 
of pinnules, and, after an interval, the primary petiole of the uppermost leaf, the pinnules of which 
were stiil in a condition of permanent elevation, underwent rapid depression. 

Experiment XL—A pot-plant, luted as usual and with its leaves abundantly bedecked with 
adherent drops of rain, was introduced into a sealed chamber containing vessels of chloroform and 
of sulphuric acid. After an interval of fifty seconds some pinnules in one leaf became relatively 
slowly and partially elevated, and after a further interval of two minutes al! the pinnules of one pinna 
of another leaf acted in a similar fashion. Elsewhere only slow, insensib!y progressive pinnular elevation 
occurred. | 

‘The results of this series of experiments clearly demonstrate the following facts :— 

I.—Exposure to the influence of ansstheties under certain circumstances is attended by the 
occurrence of movements of precisely the same character as those which are ordinarily 
regarded as depending on stimulation and active contraction of the protoplasts 
of the motor organs. 

II.—The rate at which movements occur under the influence of exposure to the vapour of 
chloroform varies with the degree to which facilities for the rapid transpiratory 

removal of water from the tissues are present. 

Axs. Roy. Bor. Garp. Guer Vor. VI. 
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exposure to a humid atmosphere containing the vapour of ohloroform is capable 

of inducing rapid, sudden movements; but exposure to a desiccated atmosphere 

containing the vapour of chloroform is constantly attended by occurrence of such 

movements. e 

V.—The effects following exposure to the influence of the vapour of chloroform, even in cases 

where the treatment has been pushed so far as to cause actual death, are purely 

localised to those areas of a plant which are directly exposed to the vapour; and 

the death of comparatively large areas in an axis resulting from prolonged exposure 

neither affects the conduction of water by the water-conducting system, nor interferes 

with the propagation of the conditions which give rise to the occurrence of movements. 

These facts are quite inexplicable on any theory which ascribes the occurrence of rapid movements 

of the leaves to stimulation and active contraction of the protoplasts of the motor organs. We 

have no ground for believing that exposure to anesthetic vapours leads to stimulation of protoplasmic 

activity of any kind, but we have distinct evidence that it acts in precisely opposite fashion. Were 

the movements dependent on stimulation of contractile protoplasts in the motor ergans by the 

anwsthetic vapour, thoy ought to retain the same character, no matter what the hygrometric properties 

of the atmosphere be; whereas as a fact sudden rapid movements never occur so long as the atmosphere 

is humid, and constantly manifest themselves when it is desiccated, although similar atmospheric 

aridity alone is incapable of inducing them, or indeed of inducing any movements whatever. More- 

over, were the movements dependent on protoplasmic stimulation and active contraction, the fact that 

rapid pinnular movements are phenomena of normal occurrence on exposure to a desiccated atmosphere 
containing vapour of chloroform, whilst rapid petivlar movements are absolutely exceptional, would remain 
a hopeless mystery. 

But on the theory that the movements are dependent on losses in turgescence in the tissues of 
the meter organs connected, not with any active protoplasmic contraction, but either with decrease 
in the osmotic capacity of the cell-sap, or with influences facilitating local filtration within the 
tissues of the motor organs, or disturbing pre-existent relations of equilibrium between general supply 
aud loss of water, all the phenomena become readily explicable. Where plants or portions of plants 
are exposed to the influence of the vapour of chloroform in a saturated or practically saturated 
atmosphere (as in the ease of experiments V, VI, aud X) pinnular movements ocour; but they are of the 
slow iusensibly Progressive character normally present in cases where diminutions in turgescence 
occur in connection with decrease or removal of normal stimulation. They are of the same character 
as those occurring pericdically in connection with the diminution and cessation of solar stimulation 
at sundown. They are evidently dependent solely on the gradual loss of osmotic capacity in the 
tissues of the motor organs attending the depression of assimilatory activity caused by the action 
of the aussthetie. Where (as in experiment VII) conditions favouring transpiratory loss are considerably 
€ = rate of movement increases, because here the escape of liquid from the interior of the 
nn SEPI ing depression of protoplasmic functional activity is facilitated by 

m the tissues generally, Where, finally (as in experiments VIII, IX and XI), 
ated with exposure to a desiocated atmosphere, conditions providing 

nce are manifestly present; and with this 
Such movements are not, however, evenly 
They ocour constantly in the pinnules, quite 

suddenly executed movements make their appearauce, 
distributed throughout the different parts of the leaves, 
bee as E eyes omar = never, in so far as my experience goes, in the pinn®. 
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more reasonable to account for the phenomena as the result of a perfectly uniformly depressant factor 
affecting the assimilatory activity of the protoplasts of all the motor organs alike, but whose effects 
manifest themselves in unlike fashion in parts which differ from one mdi in structural 
peculiarities and in their relations to other parts of the leaf. Loss in osmotic capacity, and excessive 
transpiratory loss, work hand in hand in making for the elevation of the pinnules, which is determined 
by the excessive structural strength of the inferior mass of parenchyma in the tertiary pulvinus; the 
same factors come into play locally to give rise to a tendency towards depression of the en 
petiole, but here the weakening of the inferior mass of pulvinar parenchyma is discounted by the 
coincident diminution in the resistance which it has to overcome connected with the simultaneous 
decrease in distal leverage attending excessive transpiratory loss. Finally, in the secondary pulvini 
there is an absence of any highly developed differences in the structural and  fanetional pro- 
perties in the masses of tissue which make respectively for divergence and convergence, and with this 
any liability to the occurrence of rapid movements necessarily diminishes. Mere exposure to the influence 
of vapour of chloroform is incapable of inducing sudden movements; exposure to a desiccated 
atmosphere, unless the degree of aridity be very excessive, is equally inefficient; but the loss of 
osmotic property connected with the depression of functional activity caused by the action of the 
vapour of chloroform facilitates the occurrence of losses of turgescence to such an extent as to ensure 
the occurrence of rapid movements wherever conditions favouring active transpiratury removal of 
water are present in high degree. 

APPENDIX D. 

ON CERTAIN COMMONLY-ACCKPTED BUT ERRONEOUS STATEMENTS REGARDING PHENOMENA 
PRESENTED BY MIMOSA PUDICA. 

I.—That, in the initial nocturnal position of the leaves during the earlier portions of the night, 

the primary petioles are in a position of deep depression.* 

Tur following notes give the results of observations iu regard to this point, which were carried out 

at various times of year:— 

Experiment L—January 27th, 6 p.m. Pinne and pinnules in maximal nocturnal position. Primary 

petioles highly elevated, but becoming deeply depressed on contact impulses. 

Experiment 1I.—January 28th, 6-20 p.m. 

Experiment III.— February Ist, 6-20 p.m. 

Experiment IV.— February 8th, 6 p.m. 

Experiment V.— February llth, 6 P.M. 

Exrerıment VI.— May 30th, 7 P.M. Piunge and pinnules in maximal nocturnal position. Primary 

petioles horizontal or slightly elevated. 

Experiment VIL—October llth, 6 p.m. Pinne and pinnules almost in maximal nocturnal position. 

Primary petioles horizontal or slightly elevated. 

October llth, 8-30 r.m. Pinn® and pinnules in maximal nocturnal position. Primary petioles 

horizontal or slightly elevated. : 

October 12th, 19-15 a.m. Pinn® and pinnules as before. Marked increase in elevation of the 

primary petioles. 

The observations of the 27th and 28th January and of the Ist, 8th, and llth February were 

conducted in regard to very young plants in which the numbers of pinne and of pinnules in the 

leaves were still small, the pinn®, as a rule, being only two or three in number aud bearing only 

a limited number of pinnules This probably accounts for the fact we? e » E mM 

petioles were highly elevated, as in such leaves, apparently in connection with deficiency of distal 

leverage, excessive elevation of the primary petiole is of constant occurrence. The laminar portions 

Results precisely similar to those of the previous day. 

e * Sachs Vorlesungen ; Vorlesung, XXXVII, s. 789. 
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: loped, there being only from one 
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E kim influential in them than it is in fully developed leaves with their four pinn® and 

per ne eat are presented by the leaves of Mimosa pudica, when grown under normal 

tropical conditions, and especially when grown in the opes m. len Bp = on 

extension of root-surface, certainly render it very hard to imagine om a belie E. seta eene 

of deep depression of the primary petiole as a normal nyotitropic en 8 s : ^ 

Mad it been present, it would have been quite anomalous and a striking example o o: “ie m 

the rule that the position of the various parts of nyctitropic leaves during the earlier pa ch he nig 

is one which was either the permanent position in very young leaves or the diurnal position : some- 

what older but still immature ones. But, as a matter of fact, deep petiolar depression does no iei 

And the slightly ascending, horizontal, or slightly descending position which really does occur a ui 8 

a striking example, not of deviation from, but of conformity to, that rule. The duds 

however, even in plants with unlimited extension of root-surfuce, is normally an extremel y unsta le 

ono owing to the coincident depression of osmotic capacity within the pulvinar tissues at a time 

when they have still to contend with very considerable distal leverage ; and hence very slight 

disturbances, which are quite incapable of inducing deep depressicn in unloaded leaves exposed 

to solar stimulation, readily suffice to give rise to it now. As has been pointed out in Appendix 

©, the disturbance in the liquid-equilibrium in an axis which attends the amputation of its — 

extremity gives rise to much more constant and extensively propagated movements of petiolar 

depression when it occurs after the leaves have assumed the initial nocturnal position than when it 
comes into play whilst they are still subject to solar stimulation and in the maximal diurnal one. 
Tuis, perhaps, affords an explanation of the origin of the belief ; for it is conceivable that deep petiolar 
depression may spontaneously occur in the case of pot-plants with limited root-surfaces and exposed to 
abnormally dry nocturnal atmospheres, the limitation of supply of water and continued active trans- 
piratory loss co-operating to play the part of slight mechanical disturbances or other extrinsic 
agencies disturbing the liquid-equilibrium of the tissues. Even if this be the case, however, it in no way 
affects the fact that, under normal circumstances, deep depression of the petiole is not a normal nyoti- 
tropie phenomenon. 

II.—That when the primary petiole is deeply depressed during the day in consequence of 
“stimulation,” its leaf hangs loose and pendulous; whereas when in the same position 
during the early part of the night it is rgid.* 

It is hardly necessary to discuss this question, seeing that, in plants grown under normal cireum- 
stances, the position of deep depression of the petiole, 
its appearance under precisely similar circumstances and is induced by the same factors. It may, however, be pointed out that it is not true in regard to plants grown under normal circumstances that 
the leaves hang loose and pendulous when petiolar depression has arisen diurnally in consequence of the action of any so-called “ stimulant ” agencies. 

whether it arises diurnally or nocturnally, makes 

IIL— That sudden exposure to absolute darkness, apart from any other disturbing conditions, 
is attended by the occurrence of su dden movements in the leaves. 

The following notes show the nature of the results of experiments in which plants, whose leaves were in maximal diurnal position, were suddenly introduced into the absolute darkness of & photographic dark-room in which black velvet curtains covered even the small windows of coloured glass affording the only source of light under ordinary circumstances:— 
Experiment VIII.— After an exposure of five minutes’ Za : duration no appreciable change in the position of the various parts of the leaves had occurred. After an exposure of fifteen minutes a certain ES a 

| * Sachs Vorlesungen; Vorlesung, XXXVII, s. 784, 
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amount of pinnular elevation was recognisable. After an exposure of thirty-two minutes the pinnules occupied a position more or less intermediate between their normal maximal diurnal and nocturnal 
positions. No perceptible alteration in the positions of the primary petiole occurred throughout the 
entire course of the experiment. 

Experiment IX.—No immediate effect followed transfer to the dark-room. After an exposure 
of thirty minutes the pinnules occupied a position almost intermediate between the maximal diurnal 
and nocturnal positions: at the close of an hour the pinn® and pinnules were almost in maximal 
normal nocturnal position, but the primary petioles remained elevated. 

Repeated experiments of a like nature unequivocally showed that mere de privation of light, 
however sudden and complete it be, is never an efficient factor in giving rise to the occurrence of 
sudden movements, and that it is in itself unattended by the occurrence of deep petiolar depression 
even where it has acted during periods prolonged enough to secure maximal convergence of the pinn® 
and elevation of the pinnules. They further showed that elevation of the pinnules occurs somewhat 
more rapidly in plants exposed to a dry atmosphere than in those exposed to a humid one, and, conversely, 
that recovery of the diurnal position on renewed exposure to light occurs more rapidly in a humid 
than in a dry atmosphere. 

In the case of experiments of this nature we have to deal with movements connected with the 
incidence of external influences determining fluctuations in the functional activities of the tissues of the 
motor organs, but the fluctuations are of a negative not of a positive nature; they are dependent, not on 
the incidence, but on the removal of stimulation, and the decrease in turgescence of the tissues of the motor 
organs which directly determines the displacements of the various parts of the leaves is caused, 
not by active contraction of the protoplasts of the tissue elements, but by the elastic recoil of the 
cell-walls, which is no longer efficiently opposed owing to the decreased osmotic property of the cell-sap. 
The movements are of a slow and insensibly progressive character, as is the case with all movements arising 
under similar circumstances. In all cases in which the occurrence of movements tending towards the 
assumption of the nocturnal position in the leaves of Mimosa pudica can be unequivocally traced to 
alterations in protoplasmic functional activity acting alone, the displacement is invariably of a slow 

gradually progressive character, and in all cases it is connected not with stimulation, but with depression 

of protoplasmic activity. Sudden exposure to absolute darkness implies sudden deprivation of solar stimu- 

lation of the protoplasts of the tissues, and with this a sudden depression of assimilatory activity ; but the 
effects of this do not manifest themselves suddenly, because assimilatory activity is only indirectly related 

to the maintenance of maximal turgescence through the intervention of the osmotic properties which it 

confers upon the cell-sap owing to the products which it adds to it. The deprivation of solar stimulation 

places an arrest on the assimilatory addition of osmotic products to the cell-sap, but the actual loss in 

turgescence ultimately ensuing on this will be regulated by the progress of expenditure of the osmotic 

products present at the time at which the arrest took place. The deprivation of the conditions securing 

maintenance of turgescence at a certain standard is sudden; but the fall in turgescence is gradual, 

because it is connected with the gradual expenditure of a stock of pre-existent unstable materials. So, 

in the case of plants which are exposed to the influence of the vapour of chloroform in a humid 

atmosphere, gradual progressive movements alone occur, because here again we have to deal only with 

depression and ultimate abolition of assimilatory activity leading to loss of osmotic capacity of the cell 

sap, and through this to alterations in the turgescence of. the tissue-olomente, But, whilst depression 

of functional activity is incapable when acting alore "i give rise to the occurrence of sudden move- 

ments, it may serve to secure their occurrence when it co-operates with other conditions favouring 

losses in turgescence, but equally incapable of inducing the occurrence of sudden movements when acting 

alone. The sudden introduction of a plant into a desiccated atmosphere is, » a inge D Pau 
i i ot-su oi water is 
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i í ts would apparently demand, that the induction of suddenly executed — : gs accepted — nn becomes a stimulant to functional activity in a dry atmosphere, whilst it 

hen sivi ressant in a moist one? Surely it is more rational to conclude that in both cases it acts 
= ES "geg of functional activity, but that the rate at which indices to its action mani- 

en in a reduction of turgescence varies with the extent to which facilities for the rapid 

removal of water frum the tissues are present. 

IV.— That the nocturnal position of the various parts of the leaves is one which is connected with 

a degree of turgescence in the molor organs greater than that which is present in connec- 

tion with the diurnal position,* 

In order to demonstrate the groundlessness of this belief it is only necessary to call to mind the 

phenomena which can be directly observed in the guard-cells in connection with the assumption of the 

diurnal and nocturnal condition by the stigmatic orifices, together with the fact that the nocturnal 

position is assumed by the leaves of Mimosa pudica under the influence of anesthetics or of conditions 

implying excess in transpiratory loss in relation to root-supply of water. 

APPENDIX E. 

THE INFLUENCE OF HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS ON THE DEGREE OF “IRRITABILITY ” OF 
MIMOSA PUDICA. 

Tue effect of hygrometrie conditions in influencing the degree of liability to the occurrence of 
rapid and extensively diffused movements in the leaves of Mimosa pudica is illustrated by the following 
experimental data. The experiments are arranged in two distinct groups, 4 and B ; those included 
under A illustrating the character and extension cf the movements following the incidence of so-called 
"stimulant" agencies under conditions of excessive atmospheric and tellurio moisture; those under B 
illustrating the phenomena presenting themselves under the influence of similar agencies when humidity 
was normal or depressed. 

GROUP A.—HUMIDITY EXCESSIVE. 

a.— Results following amputation of tips of terminal pinnules of distal pinne, or amputation 
of tips of axes, | | 

1,—L fects following the amputation of the tips of pinnules. 

Experiment L-— June 23rd. Temperature 77-5°F, atmospheric humidity 97 per cent. Rain had Jallen steadily for some hours and was still fallng heavily ; everything drenched with moisture.— Amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules was followed by a pause, during which drops of exudation appeared at the divided extremities of the mid-rib and the larger veins on the cut surface. Elevation of the injured pinnule, of its fellow, and of one or two adjacent pairs of pinnules followed slowly. ^ Partial elevation Subsequently occurred in one or two others, but pinnular movements never extended along the entire course of the injured pinne. 
Exrerment IL—July 19th. Temperature 80°F., atmospheric humidity 97 per cent. Continuous rain had fallen during the previous night and continued to Jail gently at the time of experiment. Everything was drenched with moisture. The leaves were in maximal diurnai position and, in many cases, were heavily loaded with adherent drops of rain.—Amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules was followed b : 4 \ : y very slow and irregular action in a certain number of pinnules. Frequently only two or three distal pinnules 

FEE seaward ROT NM 
* Sachs Vorlesungen ; Vorlesung, XXXII, s. 789. 
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became elevated, and elevation of the injured pinnule was often delayed until visible exudation had 
appeared on the cut surface. In the case of heavily-loaded leaves depression of the primary petiole 
usually occurred, the movement immediately succeeding elevation of the injured pinnule, or of it and 
its fellow. 

Exrerıwent III.—July 20th. Temperature 80°5°F,, atmospheric humidity 95 per cent. Heavy rain 
had fallen alt night and rain was still falling at the period of experiment. Everything was drenched with 
moisture.—Amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules of leaves which were not loaded with adherent 
drops of rain was followed only by imperfect elevation of a few distal pinnules in the injured pinne. 
No action whatever occurred even in the injured pinnule until after a pause, during which drops of 
exudation appeared on the cut surface. 

Experiment IV.—July 25th. Temperature 78°F., atmospheric humidity 94 per cent. Very heavy 
rainfall had occurred shortly before and the sky was still covered with clouds. Everything was drenched with 

moisture, The leaves were in maximal diurnal position and many of them were heavily loaded. with adherent 
drops of rain.—Amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules was followed merely by slow and imperfect 
action in a few of the distal pairs of pinnules in the injured pinnæ, save in tho case of heavily loaded 
leaves, in which deep depression of the primary petiole occurred simultaneously with or immediately 
after elevation of the injured piunule. 

Experiment V.—August 7th. The day was one of drenching, tropical showers alternating with 
intervals of brilliant sunshine. The leaves were in maximal diurnal position and in some instances heavily 
loaded with adherent drops of rain.—Amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules was followed merely 
by very slow and imperfect action in eight or nine neighbouring pairs, and, in the case of one 
heavily-loaded leaf, by deep depression of the primary petiole ere any but the injured pinnule 
had become elevated. Here all the conditions for excessive turgidity of the tissues were certainly 
present, for there had been abundant solar stimulation in coincidence with excessive root-supply 
and minimal transpiratory loss, and yet “irritability” in place of being maximal, as Haberlandt says 
it ought to be under such circumstances, was minimal. 

Experiment VI.—September 18th. Almost uninterrupted rainfall had taken place during the three 

previous days and drenching showers had fallen earlier in the morning. The sky - th du but the nu det riled 

by clud. Everything was drenched with moisture. The leaves BE in marinat diurnal position and in 

many cases loaded with adherent drops of rain—Amputation of the tips of terminal pinnules was followed 

by a pause, during which no movements occurred, but drops of exudation appeared at the divided 

extremities of the mid-rib and larger veins of the injured pinnule. Slow elevation of the injured 

pinnule then took place. This was succeeded by a pause, after which the uninjured terminal pinnule 

acted. Another pause ensued, followed by slow movements of elevation in a certain number of 

pinnules in the outer half or third of the injured pinna. In the caso of heavily -loaded leaves 

depression of the primary petiole often occurred as the first sequence to elevation of the injured pinnule 

and its fellow, and in one case as the very first phenomenon of movement subsequent to exudation on 

injured pinnule. 

s ere e upon 7th. Very heavy rainfall had curn in the conres of the oen night 
and during the earlier part of the day. The leaves were in mavimal duni potion. Amputation of the 

tips of terminal pinnules was followed by very slow elevation of the pinnules of the injured pinna, the 

movements being in many cases confined to the terminal third or half of e ma rs d 

petiole in some cases became depressed immediately alter elevation of the injured pinnule and its fellow. 

9. Effects following the amputation of the tips of axes. 

Experiment VIII.—June 24th, 8 a.m. Feary showers of rain had fallen during the night and both 

soil and air were very humid.— Amputation of the tips of axes was attended by no results, save the local 

exudation of a large drop of fluid on the divided surface. 

Experiment IX.—July 15th, 8 am. Air very moist 

the previous day.— Amputation of the tips of axes was followed m 

drop of fluid on the cut surface. 

and ground saturated owing to heny ram cn 

erely by the exudation of a large 
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Experiment X.—August 20th, 1 a.m. Heavy showers had fallen in the course of the morning and 

both soil and air were very humid.—Ampnutation of tips of axes was merely followed by local exudation 

of liquid on the cut surface. 

b.—Results following mechanical disturbance or separation from the axis. 

Experiment XL—A. pot-plant was introduced into a sealed moist chamber and exposed to diffused 

sunlight. Extreme elevation and expansion of the leaves occurred, and when the whole apparatus was 

violently shaken, so as to agitate the leaves strongly, the only movements which occurred were confined 

to a certain number of pinnules which were actually in contact with the walls of the chamber. 

Exrerımest XII—June 10th. Rain was falling heavily and everything was drenched with moisture. — 

A pot-plant was conveyed over a mile of rough road without the leaves showing any appreciable departure 

from their normal diurnal condition, in spite of the continuous, agitation to which they were exposed 

during the transit. 
Exrermment XIIL—June 24th. Conditions and results as in the previous experiment. 

Experiment XIV.—August 3rd. Then and during several previous days atmospheric humidity was 

excessive and rainfall abundant.—A. vigorous shoot was detached from a plant and conveyed over a mile 

of rough road intervening between the garden in which the plant grew and the laboratory. It bore 

nine leaves, the two terminal ones being still very young. In spite of the continuous agitation to 

which it was exposed en route, it reached the laboratory with the primary petioles of all the leaves 

save one either horizontal or only very slightly depressed, and all the pinnules, save one or two 

isolated ones, in almost maximal diurnal position. Even half an hour later the pinnules were only 

partially elevated; but, on exposure to a gentle current of warm dry air, they rapidly assumed the 

fully-developed nocturnal position. 

Experiment XV.—September 24th. Almost continuous drenching rain had fallen during the previous 

forty-eight hours. The sky was covered with cloud. Everything was drenched with moisture and the leaves 

were in maximal diurnal position.— Separation of shoots from the plants to which they belonged was 

attended by no movements whatever in the leaves unless they were subjected to violent agitation. 

c,—Resulis following the application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules of distal pinne. 

Experiment XVI.—A_ pot-plant was enclosed within a sealed moist chamber. After it had 
remained within it for some time the cover of the chamber was several times momentarily partially 

displaced and an open flame applied to the tips of the terminal pinnules of one of the distal pinnæ 
of several leaves. The application was followed by the occurrence of slow movements, in some cases 
extending over the entire leaf, in others confined to the injured pinne. In no case was there any 
propagation of movement to any leaf but the injured one. When similar treatment was applied to 
the leaves of plants growing in the open air, complete movements in all cases occurred throughout 
the whole of the injured leaf, and action was invariably propagated to at least one other leaf, although 
atmospheric humidity was at the time by no means low, : 

Experiment XVIL—A plant was treated as in the previous experiment. When flame was 
applied to one or two of the terminal pinnules of one of the lower leaves, slow and partial elevation 
oecurr.d in all the pinnules of all the pinnæ, and was followed by depression of the primary petiole ; 
but there was no propagation of movement to any other leaves. "When similar treatment was applied 
to the leaf of a plant in a luted pot within a sealed sulphuric acid chamber, complete and rapid action 
occurred throughout the whole of the injured leaf and was propagated to all the other leaves on 
the plant. 

Exrrrivent XVIII—A pot-plant was placed in a sealed moist chamber. The leaves became 
extremely elevated and expanded. After an interval of two hours and a half, the cover was partially 
removed and flame was applied to the tips of the terminal pinnules of a distal pinna of one of the leaves. 
Stow and partial action occurred throughout the injured leaf, but there was no propagation of 
movement to any other leaves. When similar treatment was applied to a plant which had been for 
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some hours in a sulphurie acid chamber, rapid and complete action took place throughont the injured leaf and was propagated to all the other leaves on the single axis of which the plant was composed. EXPERIMENT XIX.—June 12th. Soil very moist, atmospheric humidity high.—The application of flame to the terminal pinnules of distal pinn® of leaves of plants growing in the open ground was followed by very slow and imperfect: elevation of the pinnules of all the pinn®, and by slow and incomplete depression of the primary petiole. There was never any propagation of movement to any other leaf. EXPERIMENT XX.—June 9th. Rain was Salling heavily and the soil was saturated with moisture.—The 
application of flame to terminal pinnules of distal pinne was followed by slow and imperfect elevation of all the pinnules of all the pinns of the injured leaf, and, in the case of one leaf which 
was heavily loaded with adherent drops of rain, by depression of the primary petiole. No propagation 
to any other leaf occurred. 

Experiment XXI.—June 15th. The sky was completely covered with cloud, and heavy falls of rain 
were occurring at frequent intervals. The soil was very moist.—The application of flame to the tips of 
terminal pinnules was followed by very slow, incomplete elevation of the pinnules of all the pinnæ 
and very slow, incomplete depression of the primary petiole of the injured leaf. No propagation of 
movement to any other leaf occurred in any case. 

Experiment XXII.—June 16th, 8 a.m. Atmospheric temperature 80°5°F. Humidity 92 per cent, The 
morning was cool and still. Heavy rainfall had occurred just before the period of experiment. There was 
brilliant sunshine, but the plants were not directly exposed to it.—The application of flame to the tips of 
terminal pinnules of distal pinne was followed by slow and almost complete elevation of the pinnules 
of the injured pinna, and by slow, imperfect action in the opposite distal pinna and in the proximal 
pinna on the same side as the injured one. No action whatever occurred in the pinnules of the 
remaining pinna or in the primary petiole, and there was no propagation of movement to any other 
leaf. 

Experiment XXIIIL—June 21st, 8 a.m. Atmospheric temperature 81°5°F. Humidity 91 per cent, 
The sky was completely covered. with cloud, but no rain had fallen during the night, and the leaves were 
consequently dry.—Tke application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules of distal pinnw was followed 
by complete action throughout the injured leaf, save in one case in which no action occurred in the 
proximal pinna of the opposite side of the leaf, and another in which the primary petiole did not 
undergo any depression. No propagation of movement to any other leaves occurred. 

Experiment XXIV.—June 23rd, 8 a.m. Atmospheric temperature 77°5°F. Humidity 97 per cent. 
Rain had fallen continucusly for some hours previous, and was still falling heavily. Everything was drenched 
with moisture—The application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules to the extent of actually charring 
them was followed by slow action of the pinnules, never extending over more than three pinn®, and, 
where the leaves were not heavily loaded with adherent drops of rain, usually unattended by any depres- 
sion of the primary petiole. In no case was there any propagation of movement to any other leaf. 

Exprertmment XXV.—June 26th, 8 a.m. Atmospheric temperature, 81:5°F. Humidity 90 per cent. The 
leaves were dry, but the soil was drenched with moisture. The morning. was bright, el — was an absence 
of direct sunshine.—' The application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules of distal pinn® was followed 

by slow but almost complete elevation of all the pinnules of the injured pum depression of "d qd 
petiole, partial action in the pinnules of the proximal pinna of the injured side and m m á e 
opposite distal pinna. In one or two instances incomplete elevation also occurred in m p of the 

remaining pinna. In no instance was there any propagation of movement eid = TT 
ExPERIMEnT XXVIL-— June 29th, 8 A.M. Atmospheric temperature 195 F. Humidity 94 per cent. 

Rain was falling heavily.—The application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules = Berg = z 
; . - i very slow elevation of the pinnules of the injured pons, and by incomplete e um ion » "um ng 

the remaining ones. Depression of the primary petiole did not occur, and there was no propagation o 

movement to any other leaf. 

d.— Effects of the application of heat to a point in the course of a mature axis, 

Experiment XXVII.—July 20th, 8 am. Atmospheric temperature wep qe s: ei 2038 

; : »7 1 : oisture,.— Heavy rain had fallen all night, and rain was still falling. Everything was drenched nA m 

Any. Roy. Bor. Garp. Caicurra Vor. VI. 
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ints i of mature axes was followed 
thorough application of e — ha RM vei ie in the centripetal or the m " M^ gs ee Bee proves that no mere fluctuations in —€— e liquid 

contained in Haberlandt’s “ Reizleitende system” are efficient to oe es qopaganon or Move 
icati ual, have given rise to an elevation of pressure 

gm an Za en d —— Pos are er gi as usual this elevation must have 
CR € at a both directions, and yet no movements whiatever tock place either centripetally or 
Word ad The absence of the ocourrence of any centrifugally propagated creat under such 
circumstances is readily explicable if we regard the centrifugal propagation which is ordinari y present as 
the result of obstruetion to the ascent of water along the water-oonduoting ` system incident on the 
great gaseous expansion caused by the local application of heat. Under the Sucumabtrbes prevailing at 
the time of the experiment not only must the entire water-conducting system have contained an excess 
of water, but transpiratory loss of water must have been practically absent. But this being so, there 
is no reason why a temporary obstruction or arrest in the passage of water along the EE 
system should have given rise to the occurrence of any centrifugal propagation of movement; for, with 
minimal transpiratory loss and the presence of large quantities of svo Water within the water-conduct- 
ing system, there was no immediate demand for continuous root-supply in order fully to meet the 
demands of the motor organs, and the temporary obstructive effect of the gaseous expansion might well 
have entirely disappeared ere such a demand arouse, 

Experiment XXVIII.—July 24th, 8 a.m. Atmospheric temperature 18:5? F. Humidity 94 per cent. 
The morning was cloudy. Very heavy rainfall had occurred shortly before the period of experiment and every- 
thing was drenched with moisture.—Searing points in the course of mature axes was followed only by 
slow imperfect action in the first leaf beyoni the injured point. 

GROUP B.—HUMIDITY MODERATE OR LOW. 

a.—Results following amputation of terminal pinnules of distal pinne, or amputation of 
tips of axes. | 

1. Effects following the amputation of tips of pinnules. 
Expertment XXIX.— Complete elevation of 

of the primary petiole of the injured leaf. 
Experiment XXX.— Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf. Exrermuent XXXI.— Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf and depression of the primary petiole of the one next above it on the axis, | ExrrnuIMENT XXXII.—Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf. Exrerment XXXIII.—Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf, Exrerimentr XXXIV.—Complete action throug 

action throughout the whole of the leaf next, 
zi EXPERIMENT XXXV.—Oomplete action in the injured haf and in the one next above it on BN  - 

EXPERIMENT XXXVI.—Complete action in the injured leaf, followed by complete action in the one next below and the cne next above it on the axis, 
ExrrEnIMENT XXXVII.—Complete action in the in one next below and the one next above it on the axis, 

ENT XXXVIII.—Complete action thro EXreriment XXXIX.— Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf Experiment XL.—Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf: ud lete aetion in 
the first leaf above it on the axis; depression of the Primary petiole and Sid e ti f the pinnules of the third leaf above the injured one. 

paor r 

all the piunules of all the pinnæ and deep depression 

; almost complete 

jured leaf, followed by complete aetion in the 

ughout the whole of the injured leaf, 
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9. seis following amputation of tips of azis. 
Experiment XLI.—Action in the first four le 

leaves situated at some distance lower in the course of 
Experiment XLII.—Centripetal Propagation of movement to all the leaves on the same shoot Exrertment XLITI.—Centripetal propagation of movement to all the leaves i EXPERIMENT XLIV.—Centripetal propagation of 

beneath the tip along the course of the same shoot. 
Experiment XLV.—Centripetal propagation of movement to all the leaves on the same shoot, 

aves beneath the tip, and action in five other 
the same shoot. 

on the same shoot. 
movements to the nine leaves situated immediately 

b.— Results following the application of flame to the tips of terminal pinnules of distal pinna, 

l. Plante rooted in the open ground, 
Experiment XLVI.— Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf and the one next above it on the axis. 
Experiment XLVII.— Complete action throughout the whole of the injured leaf and the one next above it on the axis. 
Experiment XLVIII.— Complete action throughout the injured leaf and depression of the primary petiole of the one next below it on tbe axis. 
Exprrment XLIX.— Complete action throughout the injured leaf; complete action in one leaf 

below and in two above it on the same axis. 
Experiment L.— Complete action in the injured leaf and in the two next above it on the axis. 
Experiment LI.— Complete action throughout the injured leaf; incomplete action in two above and 

one below it on the same axis. 

2.  Pot-plants. 

In the ease of pot-plants the effects following the application of flame to the tips of pinnules are 
much more extensively propagated, owing, no doubt, to their more limited root-supply. 

Experiment LII.— Complete action in the injured leaf; complete action in all the leaves above it 
and in one below it on the same axis. 

Experimenr LIII.— Complete action in the injured leaf; followed by complete action in all the 
other leaves over the entire plant. 

Experiment LIV.— Complete action in the injured leaf, followed by complete action throughout all 
the leaves on the same axis. | 

Experiment LV.—Complete action in the injured leaf, followed by complete action in all the 
leaves on the same shoot save the lowest one. 

Experiment LVI.—Oomplete action in the injured leaf and in the three leaves next above it on 
the axis. 

Experiment LVII.—Complete action in the injured leaf and in all the others on the same axis. 
The following experiment illustrates the influence which differences in degree of soil-moisture alone 

are capable of exerting on the nature of the phenomena attending the application of flame to the tips 
of terminal pinnules of distal pinns. 

Experiment LVIII.—June 22nd. Atmospheric temperature 84:5? F. Humidity 77 per cent.—Two 
pot-plants, A and B, were standing side by side in the open air and were under precisely the same 
eircumtances, save that the earth in the pot in which A was contained was dry, whilst that in the 
pot containing B was thoroughly moist in consequence of the recent addition of water. 

When flame was applied to the terminal pinnules of leaves of A complete action through- 
out the injured leaf, followed by the occurrence of movements in varying numbers of leaves 
situated along the course of the same shoot, occurred in every instance ; whereas, when similar treats 

ment was applied to leaves of B, it was followed merely by slow, imperfect elevation of all the 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. Catcurra Vor. VI. 
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pinnules, succeeded in one instance by deep and in another by slight depression of the primary petiole 

injured leaf. : . 
w keine experiment we have evidence of the extent to which excessive rcot-supply may serve to 
discount the result nomina!ly attending the presence of active transpiratory loss connected with moderate 

atmospheric humidity. 

c.— Results following the application of heat to points in the course of mature ares. 

Exrerıment LIX.—Hoat applied by focussing the rays of the sun upon a point in an axis 4 inches from 

the leaf next above it, and about 0°75 of an inch from the one next beneath it.—Centrifugally propagated 

action occurred in all the eleven leaves situated on the distal side of the point of application. No 

action whatever occurred in any leaves on the basal side. 

Exrerıment LX.—Centrifugally propagated action in all the leaves situated to the distal side 
of the point of application. 

Exreriment LXI.—Centrifugally propagated action in all the leaves situated beyond the point 
of application. 

If we insist in regarding the movements which the leaves of Mimosa pudica exhibit under the 
influence of textural injuries or mechanical disturbance as necessurily dependent on stimulation and 
active contraction of the protoplasts of the motor organs, the results of this entire series of experiments 
must force us to the conclusion that the degree of irritability in the tissues is almost entirely regulated 
by the nature of the hygrometric conditions to which the plants are exposed, and runs parallel with the 
extent to which defective supply or excessive loss of water is present. It is, of course, possible to 
imagine that such a relation between protoplasmic irritability and hygrometric conditions might exist, 
but there is certainly nothing to explain why it should do so. But if we regard the movements as 
having no direct relation to functional activity, but as directly dependent on purely physical processes of 
redistribution of liquid throughout the tissues, it at onco becomes evident that the presence of any 
external conditions favouring the occurrence of rapid disturbances in liquid equilibrium must necessarily 
also favour the occurrence of rapid movements. The series of coincidences is of such a nature. that, 
whilst the ordinarily accepted theory is quite incapable of accounting for it, the physical theory can 
readily do so; and this being so, there can be no question that the latter has here, as in many other 
cases, the better claim to acceptance. 

APPENDIX F. 
ON THE EFFECTS WHICH FOLLOW THE LOCAL APPLICATION OF HEAT TO AREAS IN THE COURSE OF AXES OF MIMOSA PUDICA. 

The following data are derived from a series of experiments on mature shoots in which heating was in some cases effected by means of the application of an open flame, in others by the employment of heated forceps, and in still others by focussing the sun’s rays by means of a lens:— 

a.— Effects following appiication of an open flame. 

EXPERIMENT I.—Flame applied midway between two leaves.—Action in all th of application; no action whatever beneath it. 
Experiment Il.— Fame applied as in the preceding case— Action as above. 

e leaves beyond the point 
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Experiment III.— Flame applied near the inferior leaf and at a considerable dis — —— Ü 
one.— Action in all the leaves beyond the point of application; no action in any bene P it superior 

ExrrRiwxeNT IV.— Flame applied immediately above the inferior leaf and far Jrom the " erior Action in all the leaves beyond the point of application, and in the leaf immediately bii it one.— 

b.— Effects following the searing of a point in the course of an axis with strongly heated Sorceps 

EXPERIMENT V.— Forceps applied to the axis close bryond an inferior leaf and far from the meat superior one.— Progressive centrifugal action of all the leaves along the course of the axis beyond the point of application; no action beneath the point of application, 
Experiments VI, VII, VIII, IX, X.— Procedure and results identical with those of experiment V. 
Exrerimenr XI.— Forceps applied immediately abore the inferior leaf.—Aoction in the first leaf 

beneath the point of application and in all those above it. 
In a series of thirty similar experiments in which complete movements occurred in all the leaves 

on the axis beyond the point of applieation, movements oceurred in the first leaf beneath it in only 
five instances, and in all of these the point of applieation was very close to the origin of the primary 
petiole from the axis. 

c.—Lffects following focussing the rays of the sun on a given point im the course of an avis. 

Experiment XII.— Focal point close to the origin of the leaf beneath and about two inches from the 
one next above it.— Complete, spreading, centrifugal action in all the leaves above the point of applica- 
tion; no action whatever in any leaf beneath it. 

ExrrRiMENT XIII.—Focal point close to the origin of the leaf beneath and about three inches from 
the one next above it.— Complete action in all the leaves beyond the site of application; no action what- 
ever in any leaf beneath it. 

Experiment XIV.— Focal point close to the origin of the leaf beneath it and about an inch and a half 
from the one next above it.—Complete action in all the distally situated leaves; action in the leaf imme- 
diately beneath the site of application. 

ExpErimEnt XV.— Focal point about midway between the leaves beneath and above it.—Action in all 
the nine leaves situated distally; no action whatever in apy leaf beneath the point of application. 

Experiment XVI.— Focal point close to the origin of the leaf beneath it and about thirteen inches from 
the first one above it.—Action in all four leaves situated distally; action in the leaf immediately beneath 
the point of application. 

In a series of nineteen experiments of this nature, in which movements occurred either in all the 
distally situated leaves or in a considerable number of them, action only occurred beneath tlie point of 
application in five instances, and in all of these the point of application was very close to the origin of 
the petiole of the leaf next beneath it and movements were confined to the latter only. 

As has already been pointed out in Appendix E, the results following the local application of heat 
to points in the course of an axis vary according to the conditions of atmospheric and telluric humidity 
prevailing at the time of experiment. When, as in the case of the experiments detailed above, humidity 

is moderate or low, the application is followed by very extensive centrifugal propagation of movements, 

extending frequently along the whole of the distal portion of the axis; but where this is no longer the 

case, propagation diminishes in extent and completeness ; and where humidity attains maximal propor- 
tions, it may be attended by an entire absence of any appreciable movements whatever. i 

Experiment XVII.—The points of a pair of strongly-heated forceps were applied to an axis just 

after a heavy fall of rain. Spreading centrifugal action occurred in all the distally situated leaves, but 

the action was incomplete; for, whilst the primary petioles became deeply depressed, the pinne and 

pinnules showed only very slight displacements. 

Exreriment XVIII.—July 20th, 8 a.m. à; 
Heavy rain had Peu during 3% in of the previous night ; rain was still falling gently at the time of 

experiment, and everything was drenched with moisture.— The tips of a strongly heated pair of forceps were 

Atmospheric temperature 80°5°F. Humidity 95 per cent. 

* 
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applied to several axes, buf in no idm was es Mn followed by the occurrence of any 

i vements, either centrifugally or centr}petally. 
d IL Iıly 25th, 8 a.m. Pici temperature 78:5? F. Humidity 94 per cent. The 
morning was cloudy; very heavy rain had fallen shortly before and everything was very wet.—Searing of axes 

was followed only by very slow, imperfect action confined to the first leaf beyond the point of 

application. as 
Now were the effects which, under average conditions of humidity, follow the application of heat to 

axes dependent on the propagation of stimulant fluctuations in pressure conducted along any closed 

system of tubes containing liquid such as Haberlandt’s “ Reizleitende system,” it is clear that, in place 

of diminishing and ultimately disappearing with increased humidity, they ought to increase as it 

increases. They ought to inerease with any conditions favouring increased turgidity throughout the 

system, whereas in fact they follow a precisely opposite course. But such decrease and abolition of 
movement is precisely what ought to cecur if the phenomenon of spreading centrifugal movement which 

occurs under ordinary circumstances be the outcome of an obstructive gaseous interference with the 
current of water ascending from the roots. Under ordinary conditions of atmospheric and tellurie 
humidity there is no accumulation of surplus water within the water-conducting system, and the stream 
traversing the latter only suffices to, maintain full turgescence of the tissues in spite of continuous 
transpiratory loss. Under such circumstances any obstruction to the continuity of the stream must at 
once tend to disturb the pre-existent equilibrium between supply and loss of water in all distally situated 
parts; and as the diurnal position of the leaves is dependent on maximal turgescence in the tissues of 
the motor organs, any disturbance of this nature must inevitably tend to cause a departure from it. 
But where conditions of atmospheric and telluric humidity are maximal, root-supply becomes excessive 
and transpiratory loss is reduced: to a minimum, and with this a surplus stock of water must 
tend to accumulate within the water-conducting system. The latter no longer represents a simple 
system of channels traversed by a stream of water which escapes at the distal extremity in the 
same bulk as it enters at the proximal one, but a reservoir containing a large store of water from 
which only a very small quantity is constantly being withdrawn. The bulk of water contained within 
the water-conducting system is greatly in excess of that which is continuously withdrawn from it to 
maintain full turgescence under the conditions of minimal transpiratory loss, and consequently the 
occurrence of a temporary obstruction of root-supply is of no consequence in respect to the mainten- 
ance of turgescence. The diurnal position of the leaves is determined by the fact that certain masses 
of tissue in the motor organs are endowed with excessive assimilatory and osmotic properties under the 
influence of solar stimulation. But the application of heat to a point in an axis does not affect the 
ossimilatory and osmotic properties of the motor organs of the leaves in any way, and consequently, 
y long ef the water-conducting system contains a supply of water from which they can satisfy their 
osmotic capacities, there is no reason why any fluctuations in their turgescence should attend the appli- 

arrest an absolute and permanent one, 
active loss of liquid from the eut end of the petiole or 
o the tissues of a mature axis mere temporary obstruction 
the maintenance of the turgescence of the motor organs 

ater-conducting system. In neither case does any imme- 
and where the arrest is only temporary and renewed 
ater has occurred, no movements at all will occur. Where, 

diate effect follow the arrest of root-supply ; 
supply sets in ere expenditure of the store-w 
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on the other hand, the arrest is a permanent one, movements of a slow, insensibly progressive character wil ultimately set in in consequence of the gradual fall in turgescence attending the expenditure of 
the surplus water. 

APPENDIX G. 

EXPERIMENTS DEMONSTRATING THE PROPAGATION OF THE CONDITIONS GIVING RISE TO MOVEMENTS THROUGH AREAS OF DEAD TISSUE DEVOID OF ANY LIVING PROTOPLASM OR SYSTEM OF TURGID SIEVE-TUBES. 

Experiment I.—An axis of Mimosa pudica was thoroughly seared at two distinct levels by means of 
the application of the points of a strongly heated pair of forceps, The higher seared area measured 
0:39" and the lower 0:3" in length, and subsequent microscopic examination showed that in both the 
tissues had been entirely killed throughout the entire thickness of the axis. One leaf arose from the 
portion of the axis between the two seared areas, aud several others were situated below the lower 
and above the upper one. After the leaves had completely récovered the normal diurnal position, 
an open flame was applied to the tips of the terminal pinnules of one of the leaves beneath the 
lower seared area of the axis, and universal propagation of movements took place; all the leaves 
on the axis, those beneath the lower seared area, the one between the two seared areas, and those 
beyond the upper one alike showing rapid petiolar depression and pinnular elevation, 

Experiment II.—An area 05" in length in the axis of a small pot-plant was thoroughly seared 
with heated forceps. On the following day the seared area was perfectly dead, dry and brown; but the 
leaves, both below and above it, were in full, normal, diurnal position. When flame was applied to the 
tips of the terminal pinnules of a distal pinna on one of the leaves beneath the seared area, complete 
action occurred in it, and propagation of movements presently followed throughout the entire euurse of 
the axis. 

Exreriment IIL— An axis was thoroughly seared at two points in its course. On the following 

day all the leaves were in normal, diurnal position. The application of flame to the tips of the 

terminal pinnules of a distal pinna of one of the leaves beneath the lower seared area was followed by 

movements extending over all the leaves on the axis, including one arising between the two seared 

areas. The length of each of the seared areas was about 045", and microscopical examination showed 
that the tissues had been thoroughly kilied throughout the entire thickness of the axis. 

Exprrriment IV.—A pct-plant, consisting of a single axis bearing six leaves, was thoroughly seared 

and killed at two points, one situated between the second and third leaves from the base of the axis and 

the other between the third and fourth leaves. After all the leaves had completely recovered the 
normal diurnal position, the tips of a pair of heated dier abiret to the base of the axis aud 

rapid eentiifugal propagation of movements presently occurred in all six leaves. 

lire Vk plant was treated in the same way as that of the repy oe cis 

complete recovery of the normal diurnal position the application of the point of entia vare sf 

point near the base of the axis was followed by gem propagation of movemen a e 

along its course, beneath, betwen, and above the seared areas. 

Boch EEE conclusively prove that the propagation of movements along the Berg of need x 
neither dependent on any continuous tracts of living protoplasm, nor on the existence oi Ze amd 

ous system of turgid tubes along the course of which eudden fluctuations m eng e "mg 

mitted. The thorough searing of the tissues of the axis implies not merely u. à vini on 

of turgidity in the tissues. The seared areas, in place of md — ern adig Se? s Boat “a 
are sites which afford abnormal facilities for the escape of liquid from tlie petens as 1s vem dien Ge 

by the fact that, unless under conditions of excessive atmospheric zem t : vun i. a 

distally soon begin to indicate the presence of insufficient water-supply ; f S eng is vong effc "—— 
the maximal diurnal position. The thorough searing of the tissues ` i guis = en 

interrupts the continuity of the turgid system of sieve-tubes as any local excisio , 
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yet it in no way affects the propagation of movements attending the establishment of sudden abnormal 

drain on, or obstruction to, root-supply of water to the tissues. Haberlandt assumes that, in cases 

in which propagation of movement continues in spite of an interruption in the continuity of the bast, 

the conveyance of the impulses across the hiatus is effected by the wood; so that, in cases in which 

propagation traverses several seared areas in an axis, he must assume that the impulses follow a com- 

plicated zigzag course alternately in the bast tubes and the wood. Even apart from the phenomenon 

of the purely centrifugal propagation of impulses in cases where heat is applied to points in the 

course of mature axes, the fact that propagation occurs readily, in spite of the presence of repeated 

interruptions in the continuity of the system of turgid sieve-tubes, shows conclusively that the latter is 

in no sense a specific apparatus for the conduction of the conditions which give rise to the occurrence 

of movements, 
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PLATES. 

PLATE I. 

Selaginella serpens. Portion of inferior surface and did of leaflet, gg stron 
rigid marginal frame , . E “ Ditto ditto. Under surface of leaflet ; central RR 

Ditto ditto. Upper surface of leaflet; stained with vesuvin ; i showing | prous 
character of cells . . , e e . "BS Ditto ^ ditte. Superior surface of leaflet ; E ae ee? 

Ditto ditto. Ditto ditto ; after sundown . rt 
Ditto ditto. Ditto ditto ; ditto e s. 4.7 i í 
Ditto ditto. Ditto ditto ; midnight (i 
Ditto ditto. Ditto ditto ; after exposure in a dine KC 

sulphurie acid at chloroform ee EE k 
Ditto ditto. Superior surface of leaflet; morning . . . . . oo ,. 
Ditto ditto. Ditto ditto ; after sundown . 

Mimosa pudica. Position of a young, immobile leaf at an early Kago of dei dudit; 
natural size. 

Ditto ditto. Position of a somewhat more mature, immobile leaf; natural size. 
Pithecolobium saman. Extremity of a growing axis; showing positions of young, 

immobile leaves. 
Ditto ditto. Primary pulvini of leaves of various ages on an axis; natural size. 
Ditto ditto, Vertical sections of primary pulvini of various ages; showing 

gradual development of superior parenchyma; natural size. 
Ditto ditto. Tertiary pulvinus of a young, immobile pinnule ; longitudinal, 

vertical section . . a 
Ditto ditto. Tertiary pulvinus of a sellin, GE mobile ZE ; dog 

tudinal, vertical section . 

Mimosa pudica. Position of a young leaf just before the Sie of ayalo move- 

ments. 

Cassia alata. Secondary pulvinus; vertical section; showing the disposition of the 

opposing masses of pulvinar parenchyma. 

PLATE II. 

Cassia alata; diurnal position of pinn® ; from a photograph. 

Ditto; ^ nocturnal position of pinn® ; from a photograph. 

Ditto ; vertical) transverse section of basal portion of secondary pulvinus; natural 

colours. 

Ditto; ^ diagram of the base of the outer half of a pinna attached to its rachis 

viewed from the under surface; showiug laminar expansion 

of puivinus. 

Ditto; pulvinus and base of the lamina of a pinna viewed from the under surface 

with the keel of the mid-rib and pulvinus removed ; showing 

the expansion of pulvinar tissue over the base of the outer 

half of hal s 4. 99 ot t or wg onn ng 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. Carcurra Vor. VI. 

x 50 
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Fig. 6. Bauhinia corymbosa ; secondary pulvinus ; transverse Vertical section of laminar expan- 

sion in the nocturnal position . . . s 2 : 

Fig. 7. Dito ditto; secondary pulvinus ; tissue of under surface of petiolar portion i 

Fig. 8. Ditto ditto; ditto ditto; tissue of upper surface of petiolar portion . 

PLATE III. 

Fig. 1. Cassia sumatrana ; extremity of growing axis; showing positions of the various parts 
of the leaves ere nyctitropic movements begin to occur. 

Fig. 2. Ditto ditto; secondary pulvinus and base of lamina of a pinna viewed from the 
under surface; showing the spiral disposition of the opposed 
menses OF purviner parenonyma . —..... 7... 

Fig 3. Ditto ditto; secondary pulvinus and base of lamina of a pinna viewed from the 
under surface; showing spiral arrangement of the opposed 
masses of pulvinar parenchyma . . RIS NET QW. 

Fig. 4. Ditto ditto; portión of a leaf; showing diurnal position of mature but still 
nyetitropie pinne, and the purely local effects of exposure to the 
vapour of chloroform; twenty-four hours after the lower 
portion of the rachis and the lower pair of pinne had been 
exposed to the action of the vapour of chloroform and when the 
lower pair of pinnz were dead and flaccid, and the upper pair 
quite targid and in normal diurual position. 

Fig. 5. Leucaena glauca; transverse vertical section of primary pulvinus showing the very 
excentrie position of the fibro-vascular axis Pax. 

Fig. 6. Ditto ditto; ditto ditto ditto ditto 
Fig. 7. Ditto ditto; extremity of growing axis; showing the positions of the varions 

parts of leaves ere nyctitropie movements are present. 
Fig. 8. Ditto ditto; transverse vertical section of secondary pulvinus ; showing circular 

outline and relative strength of the fibro-vascular axis . a 
Fig. 9. Ditto ditio; transverse horizontal section of secondary pulvini of a distal pair 

of pinn«. ; 
Fig. 10. Ditto ditto; pinnules beginning to assume the nocturnal position; showing 

pulvinar expansion over base of under surface of outer half of 
n E ee E wes i eee 

PLATE IV. 

Fig. l. Pithecolobium saman ; primary pulvinus, vertical transverse section; from a very young 
leaf; showing excess of inferior parenchyma . . . . . . 

primary pulvinus, vertical transverse section ; from a mature leaf ; 
showing excess of superior parenchyma . ey, 

secondary pulvinus, vertical, longitudinal section; showing 
exeess in thickness and in chlorophyll content of the inferior 
WO ee ge 

secondary pulvinus, vertical transverse section; showing great 
vertical compression of fibro-vaseular axis : 

Hig, 2 Ditto ditto; 

Fig. 3. Ditto ditto ; 

Fig. 4. Ditto ditto ; 
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Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

Lu EE 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 1 

Zip. 2, 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5 

A 6. 

Pg i. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9 
Fig. 10. 

Fig. 11 
Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13 

Fig. 14. 

Fig. 15. 

PLATES. 

Pithecolobium saman ; secondary pulvini and raehis, vertical transverso section; showing , 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

the relation of the inner side of the inferior masses of parenchyma to the bevelled surfaces of the rachis . ditto; secondary pulvinus; a, tissue of inferior, b, of superior paren- hyma . cny 
ditto; tertiary ge eb, CH DC ot distal ER showing excess of chlorophyll in superior ums of a thick, opaque section . , 
dito; tertiary pulvinus, vertical TIEREN ER of bud sisting: showing excess of wen in superior ee: of a thin, transparent section `. 
ditto; tertiary pulvinus; a, tissue of beta A of dd paren- 

(MNA SI Vu wu 

PLATE V. 

Mimosa pudica ; pinnules in full nocturnal position ; showing origin of pulvini from 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 
Ditto 

Ditio 

Ditio 

Ditto 

Ditto 

ditto; 

ditto » 

ditto’; 

ditto; 

ditto; 

ditto ; 

ditto; 

dilto 

ditto ; 

ditto; 

: ditto; 

ditto; 

ditto ; 

ditto; 

“. 

bevelled surfaces of rachis AU UR 
pinnules in full diurnal position, viewed Die dun: ae 
bases of two pairs of pinnules in diurnal position ; showing eis: 

ping of successive pairs. 
pinnules in full diurnal position, viewed from beneath. 
diagram of origin of pinnular pulvini from the bevelled surfaces 

of the rachis, so that the inferior mass of parenchyma makes for 
convergence and clevation, and the superior one for divergence and 
depression of the lamina. 

diagram — the full nocturnal position of the pinnw and 
pinnules. 

longitudinal, vertical section of a portion of an axis; a, portion . 
seared by means of heated forceps; b, normal portion . 

transverse section of mature axis; showing uniform density of Te 
throughout its entire thickness e 4. . 4... 

stomata of inferior epidermis of apinnule . . . . . . 

stomata of superior epidermis of a pinnule 

vertieal section of lamina ; showing very open us 

diagram showing the divergence of the pinne in a leaf; hi isa 

position-of full expansion ; 1ed lines= position after searing the tips 

of distal pinnules had led to complete pinnular assumption of the 

maximal nocturnal position and deepest depression of the primary 

. petiole ; black lines= normal position of pinnæ in maximal nocturnal 
position ; illustrating the minor “irritability” of the secondary 

pulvini, : : 

diagram illustrating the divergence of the pinne of a leaf; red lines 

—position half an hour after separation of the leaf from the axis 

and maximal action of the pinnules; blue lines= position after 

half an hour’s exposure to hot, dry air. 

permanent position of the primary petiole in a very young leaf 

in which nyctitropic movements had not yet appeared 

primary petiole; vertical, transverse section ; "n igo Së, 
e » D D D D lular channels 
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Fig. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES. 

PLATE VI. 

Primary pulvinus; longitudinal vertical section. Treated with 2°/, 
solution of osmie acid, so as to demonstrate the thickness of the 
superficial and deep strata of parenchyma in the superior and 
inferior pads 

Ditto ditto. Primary pulvinus; RT RN HORS st Pide ^ 

Ditto ditto. Ditto; vertical section of ves stratum of TI 
treated with vesuvin 

Ditto ditto. Primary pulvinus; horizontal Vioc of oed iiid o paren- 
chyma treated with vesuvin 

Ditto ditto. a, Secondary pulvinus, b, primary Sieb; OUT [DE sections 
Ditto ditto. Primary pulvinus; vertical, “ge E section ; stained with picro- 

carmine 

Mimosa pudica. 

Ditto ditto. Secondary pulvini of terminal pinne ; EE Siet iin. 
Ditto — ditto. Ditto ditto; ditto, ditto 
Ditto ditto. Secondary pulvinus; section of base of outer side; showing bracket . 
Ditto — ditto. Ditto ; section of base of inner side . . . A 
Ditto ditto. Ditto; sections of base, a, inner, b, outer side 
Ditto ditto. Primary pulvinus; pitted cells of deeper stratum of parenchyma . 
Ditto ditto. Tertiary pulvinus; vertical transverse section treated with picro- 

carmine . . 
Ditto ditto. Tertiary pulvinus; pom ot E SE EE e s. 
Ditto ditto. Ditto ; cell from inferior parenchyma 
Ditto ditto. Ditto ; tissue of superior parenchyma . 
Ditto ditto. Litto ; cell from superior parenchyma . 

PLATE VII. 

Apparatus demonstrating the action of the application of heat to localised areas in the 
course of mature axes of Mimosa pudica as a cause of centrifugally propagated 
movements ouly . , . ee he TATE ws 

Pulvinar parenchyma of Cassie Oe & es es Wow NOR s 
Ditto ditto of Pithecolobium saman  . . . . e tan. 
Ditto. dito . of Lewaenaglawa . . . . . . . . 
Ditto ` ditto of Mimosa pudica . ae oe Vertical section of secondary pulvinus of Cassia: ie showing laminar expansion of parenchyma over the base of the outer half of the pinna en Pithecolobium saman ; nocturnal position of pinn® and pinnules in a sith leat ; Ditto ditto; cells from secondary pulvinus 

Portion of one of the laticiferous tubes of Eer jn: showing the ‘Sule: ated protoplastic lining. . . . . à o, 
Epidermis of Euphorbia antiquorum : der Omas ordo FE whioh latex _ exudes when the tissue is exposed to the influence of the vapour of chloroform . 
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meer ere d in the secondary pulvini of Pithecolobivm saman, it and inferior n ver eter, and the lateral 

Page 74, line 2. For “whereas, &c.," 
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INDEX, 
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A. 

Abolition of movements in leaves of Mimosa pudica 
under the influence of maximal humidity of soil 
andair . . i S vo WP ud 

Absence, primary, of nyctitropic movements in very 
young leaves WË EE E ee NE 

— ——-- of movements in very young and in old 
leaves of Cassia alata, 62, and of C. sumatrana 63, 65 

Acidity, relation of, to red colouring of vegetable 
tissues . . ‘ " S . . be Wir 

Agencies, extrinsic, in relation to turgescence BT 
produetive of movements in Mimosa pudica 

99 

and other nyctitropic plants Se I. ee | 
Agitation as a cause of increased filtration in 

the pulvinar tissues of Zeueena glauca . 75 
Air, entrance of, into the cells of Selaginella serpens 42 
—-, effects. of sudden exposure of the leaves of 
Mimosa pudica to relatively dry— songs Ca er, $ 

Alkalinity, relation of, to blue and green colours of 
vegetable tissues . - 22 

Ammonia, effects of vapour of, on the turgescence of 
the leaves of Kalanchoe laciniata . «+ 28—31 

Amputation of pinnules, effects following, in the 
leaves of Mimosa pudica - e 100, 101, 118 

Apparatus for the reproduction of the phenomena of 
centrifugal propagation of movements along the 
course of mature axes of Mimosa pudica after 
localised application of heat wo wt iere M 

Arrangement of the pinnules in the leaves of Mimosa 
` pudica as favouring centrifugal propagation of 
movement i v š ‘ i e S (H5 

Assimilation, accumulation of produets of, as a 
factor in determining position e 82 

- -, effects of variations in the activity of, 
on the movements of the leaves of Mimosa pudica 

Appendix C 
Atmospheric humidity in relation to the movements 

` of the leaves of Mimosa pudica . 98 
Axes, effects following separation of leaves from— . 107 
—— of Mimosa pudica, effects of localised applica- 

. fionof hatto— .  . . 112 & Appendix F 
—— , phenomena of propagation of movements 

through dead portions of, in Mimosa pudica. . 122 

B. 

Bauhinias, position of the various parts of the leaves 
of, at an early stage of development . . . 

U —., movements in mature leaves of— . + ol 
Begonia hernandaefolia, effects of chloroform on 

the leaves of— e See RO. 54 i p 
~- rez, action of chloroform on the leaves of—. 8-9 
Bryophyllum calycinum, action of chloroform on the 
-lenta gs . D L] - . e 7 

Cassia alata, effects of water of high temperature on 
the tissues of== , . , | 74 oe o A 

— ————, conditions determining the diurnal assumption of the nocturnal position by the leaves ü : 

—16 

7, positions of various parts of the pinne 
of, at an early stage of development . . H 

—— ——  ——, movements of pinna of— , t 4 BE 
, rotation of pinna of— i os 
» pulvinar tissue of, structurally opposed 

to rapid filtrative lóss of fluid by the cells ` 
» movements of the leaves of— , , 
» diurnal and nocturnal positions of the 

sede Qo uu CI d ede e 
~~~, structural features in motor organs 
of— 

‚relative excess of ehlorophyll in the 
intero-superior pulvinar pads of the pinnw of— , 

, absence of movements in very young 
and in old leaves of— . . . , os 
7, position of the pinn® in very young 
Osv a QA iu s 

; Slowness of rate of moveme 
pue tart EE . 4 $4 ce 

Cassia sumatrana, effects of water of high tempera- 
ture onthe tissuesof—. . . . , 

; conditions determining the diur- 
nal assumption of the nocturnal position by the 
pinne of— 

nts in the 

12-13 

, nyctitropism of leaves of, tran- 
sitory LJ *. kd $ * LJ H D D 

initial absence of movements in 
the pinne of— D Li D D Li * LI D 

; characters of the movements in 
pinn® of, at various stages in the evolution of the 
para 6 . ee oq M 

—, structural features in pulvini of— 64 
, period of maximal movement in 

NN aa s o 5. 4$. 52. 
‚relations of movements in the 

leaves of, to evolution of pulvinar tissues . . 65 
, rotation of pinn® of, transitory . 66 
, movements of, slowly executed . 66 
‚relation of slowness of more. 

ments in, to structural features in the pulvini e €6 

Cells, relation of structure of walls of, to rates of 

movements in different leaves S . > 57 

——, pitting of, in pulvinar tissues of Pithecclobium 
saman . e e e = e e 298 

Chloroform, effects of vapour of, on leaves of 

Kalanchoe laciniata, 51. Bryophyllum calycinum, 

7. Euphorbia antiquorum, 7. Begonia rer, 8—9, 

Begonia hernandaefolia, 9. Cassia sumatrana . 10 
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Chloroform, effects of the vapour of, on the flowers of 

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, 23-24, Ipomaa hederacea . 24 

Chlorophyll, relative excess of, in tissues making for 

the diurnal position of nyctitropic leaves. 

, excess of, in the inferior pad of NR 

primary pulvinus in Mimosa pudica 

Clitoria ternatea, peculiarity of the blue idein 

matter in the flowers of— 

Coincidenees between degrees of los of tort 

and changes in colour of tissues . 

Colour, effects of fluctuations in did: on, in 

NN 1.7. — «Wr 22 

——— , changes in, determined by Sinis of 

turgescence . . " S . ‘ . A. 

—— ‚normal changes in, in flowers of Ipomea 

hederacea " 

Concussion, xiu EN EH the illi 

of, in nyctitropic leave 

Conditions normally WTA? See of 

maximal nocturnal position by nyctitropic leaves . 47 

— determining nyctitropic movements gene- 

C deside ee a GU RE 
— determining alterations in the position 

of the primary petioles of Mimosa pudica . . 82 

position 

of the secondary rachises of. Mimosa pudica «C BH 

determining the rate and amount of 

movements generall 93 y 
etermining RER of 1 movements 

in the pi pinnules of Mimosa pudica after mechanical 

stimulation . 94 

abel, as sicing phenomena ot 

movement e 94 

- = steheiekiur re in the id of 

Mimosa pudica the same as those causing move- 

ments in other nyctitropic leaves 

etermining the CSC of the 

nocturnal position under various circumstances - 75 

Continuity, protoplasmic . . cua ` 

—— ———- of tissues, rupture of, as a cause of pro- 

gation of movements in Mimosa pudica . . 117 
Contraction of gaseous contents of the fibro-vascular 

tissues as a cause of movements in Mimosa pudica 105 

Convergence, action of the fibro-vascular tissues in 
Se MEM. d s. v. o * . . 1 

D. 

Dead tissues as a site of abnormal escape of liquid . 120 
Depression, deep, normally absent in leaves of Mimo- 

sa pudica at night o 80 and Appendix C 
Development of tissues making for the diurnal posi- 

tion of no leaves relatively late g 
of pulvinar tissues in leaves of Pithe. 

colobium saman, 53, of Cassia alata, 62, of Cassia 
sumatrana . . 

Differences, structural, in the pier ilt Mr ps 
in the tertiary pulvini of Mimosa pudica , 91 

INDEX, 

E. 

Effects of mechanical stimulation, incision, and heat 

on water-sup ply 120 

Equilibrium, extreme "instability of, in the dorsal 

— of the petiole of Mimosa pudica : . R86 

, Stability of, in relation to various condi- 

tions of humidity . . . . 98 

— , abnormal stability ep in quss of 

Mimosa pudica in a saturated atmosphere — . 102 

, period of unstable, in the opposing 

masses of pulvinar tissues coincident with the period 

during which movements occur in the leaves of 

Cassia sumatrana and C, alata . 66 

Erythrina stricta, dependence of the hos colour 

of the flowers of, on acidity of the cell-sap . 22, 28 

Euphorbia Er effects of chloroform on the 

tissues of—  . or. 7 

Bëbee Cep Es 97 

Evolution, divergent lines of, in the animal SC 

vegetable series . 4 

Expansion, gaseous, as an SEH to the ascent 

of water along the fibro-vaseular system : . 105 

———, gaseous, in the fibro-vascular system as 

a cause of movement in Mimosa pudica . t dose RUD 

Experiments on causes of, and fluctuations in, 

tnrgescence . $—-19 

uti the u of 

landt'stheory in regard to the propagation of more- 

ments in Mimosa pudica , . . 122 

——— —— on the effects cf distal oin on the 

movements of the petioles of Mimosa pudica Appendix A 
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A NEW AND PARASITIC SPECIES 

CHOANEPHORA 

D. D. CUNNINGHAM, M.B., F.R.S., C.LE. 

Ix the early part of September 1894 my attention was directed, by a gentleman, 
resident in Calcutta, to the presence of a’ destructive blight affecting plants of Jpomea 
rubro-cerulea, Hook. in his garden. Entire leaves or large portions of leaves and axes 
suddenly acquired a pale colour and presently wilted and died off, so that, during the 
period when the blight was at its maximum, the growth of the plants was practically 
brought to a standstill, the newly-developed leaves and shoots not doing more than 
replacing the older ones which were constantly being killed off. ‘lhe extension of the 
blight was greatly influenced by the character of the atmospheric conditions prevalent 
at the time, During periods of continuous cloud and rain with maximal atmospheric 
humidity it spread with great rapidity, whilst at times when sunshine prevailed and 
the air was relatively dry its progress was very much slower. It continued to show 
itself more or less conspicuously according to the state of the weather, during the whole 
course of September and October, and then disappeared with the onset of cool and dry 
weather in November. I was at first inclined to suppose that is was connected with the 

presence of one of the various species of Sclerotinia, or other closely allied fungi, 
which occur so abundantly as blights during the latter part of the rainy season, but 

even very cursory examination was sufficient to show that this was not the case. 
On examining the affected parts before they had become dry and brown, the 

surfaces could be seen to be clothed with numerous colourless, erect filaments with brown 

dilated extremities (Plate VIII, Fig. 1), and these under the sro revealed 

themselves as fructifying filaments emerging from the stomatic orifices an SE 

numerous brown conidia on capitula closely resembliog those ot Choanephora eren ham- 

iana, Currey (Plate VIII, Fig. 2, Plate IX, Fig. 25). Both filaments and nem a bem 

however, smaller than normal in that species, and the masses of conidia were of a p 

vandyke-brown colour and had not the purplish tint 

(Plate VIII, Figs. 2, 22, Plate IX, Fig. 25), 
At ihis stage no mycelium whatever is 

but at a later period and when numerou : Ger 
tubes, which vapid emerge from these under en er o us 

in considerable numbers. The characters of the mycelium whic r E MUS diana: 

tissues of the host-plant are essentially of a mucorme type. The ien vem " "d Pre 
stration of this is obtained in vertical longitudinal sections A die des : nem than in 
as the course of individual filaments can be more readily traced in these 

characteristic of those proper to it 

present on the surface of the affected tissues, 

s conidia have already fallen, the germinal 

Axx. Roy. Bor. Garp. Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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sections of the laminar tissues. In such sections the whole depth of the green 

hypodermal tissue is seen to be permeated by enormous mycelial tubes (Plate VIII, 

Figs. 12—17). The larger of these run more or less parallel with the length of the 

axis and are crowded with vacuolate, coarsely granular, colourless or pale ochreous 

protoplasm exhibiting very active streaming movements. The largest tubes give off 

numerous somewhat finer branches which are provided with flattened haustorial 

processes closely applied to the outer surfaces of neighbouring cells (Plate VIII, 

Figs. 12b, 14, 16, i7). Here and there branches pass off obliquely towards the 

epidermis, and, when they reach substomatie spaces, dilate and completely fill these. 

One or sometimes two processes are given off from this swelling and force their way 

out through the stomatic orifice to form secondary dilatations beyond it, and from these 

the fertile filaments are in their turn given off (Plate VIII, Figs. 12a, 13). The 

filaments become somewhat dilated terminally so as to form a capitulum, and from this a 

number of conidiiferous capitella corresponding to those of Choanephora Cunninghamiana are 
given off. In detail, however, the characters of the capitella are very distinct in the two 
species. When mature the capitella of the species here dealt with are abruptly truncate 

and resemble the conidiiferous cells of Botrytis cinerea Pers., rather than the rounded capi- 
tella of Choanephora Cunninghamiana. Moreover, when the conidia become detached the 

capitella never form the beautiful funnels from which the genus derives its name, which 
is no doubt owing to the original difference in their form and to the absence of any 
appreciable differences in the thickness of the walls over their lateral and terminal sur- 
faces. The number of capitella present in different instances varies considerably, but in 
many cases may amount to ten or more. The truncate extremity becomes covered with 

short sterigmata each of which gives origin to a conidium. The conidia when mature 

are very deciduous and fall off much more readily than those of Choanephora Ounning- 

hamıana do, this being partially, no doubt, owinz to the absence of funnels. In artificial 
cultures in nutritive infusions the conidial fruetifieation comparatively rarely makes its 
appearance, and when it does occur is feebly developed The capitula are small and the 
capitella few in number, or they may both be completely suppressed and the sterigmata 
arise directly from the stem in more or less peronosporoid fashion (Plate IX, Fig. 10). 

The conidia when mature have average dimensiens of 0:015 X 0'003 m.m. They are 
fusiform in outline and are provided with a finely longitudinally striate epispore, differ- 
ing thus both in form and structure from the conidia of Choanephora Cunninghamiana 
(Plate IX, Figs. 1, 17, 18). This conidial fructification is the only one which I have ever 
met with on the plant as a parasite on Ipomea rubro-cerulea, but probably zygospores 
may be produced within the tissues when external conditions cease to favour the pro- 
duction of conidia. Under favourable conditions, however, during its parasitic existence 
the mycelium produces conidial fructification alone and in enormous profusion; that is 
to say, it only produces that form of fructification which is associated with excessive 
nutrition and vegetative growth. Both in regard to this species and to Choanephora 
Cunninghamiana the result of artificial cultures appears conclusively to show that nutri- 
tional conditions are the main factors determining the particular form which the fructifi- 
cation shall assume in individual instances, Where very abundant nutritive supply is 
present purely vegetative growth occurs; short of this conidial fructification makes its 
appearance; with greater diminution of supply the sporangial and zygosporic fructifications 
tend to appear; and, finally, in the presence of minimal nutrition chlamydospores aione are produced, 
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The species is certainly capable of parasitie existeuce on other hosts than Ipomea rubro-cerulea. The conidia or sporangial spores when sown on the petals of the common Zinnia elegans and kept in a moist atmosphere germinate freely, giving origin to germinal tubes which penetrate the tissues and very rapidly cause their death, producing a crop of fructification which, although not so vigorous as that occurring on Ipomea rubro-cerulea, is still of conidial type. In this it differs from Choanephora Cunninghamiana the conidia or spores of which when sown on Zinnia-flowers fail to give rise to any blighting of 

the latter. As I have more than once observed Zinnias affected by what on casual in- 
spection I took to be Choanephora Cunninghamiana, there can be little question that, these 
flowers occasionally play the part of natural hosts to the other species. 

The diffusion of the blight in Ipomea rubro-cerulea seems to be mainly determined 
by direct contact with previously affected tissues, blighted portions of axes serving as 
sources of infection of adjoining healthy ones, and the adhesion of blighted and wilted 
leaves to healthy ones or to healthy axes being followed by the appearance of the disease 
in the latter, 

In artificial cultivations, whether in infusions of Inomea rubro-cerulea or of the 
flowers of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, the conidial fructification is ordinarily entirely sup- 
pressed, and, when it does make its appearance in connection with greatly concentrated 
media, it is only feebly developed. Very few heads of normal type are developed, and 
these at utmost bear a very limited number of capitella. In most instances the conidia 
arise directly from the primary capitulum, or even this is suppressed, and they arise 
simply from the undilated tip of the stem, or at short intervals from one another in its 
neighbourhood, so that the fructification comes to present an almost peronosporic 
character (Plate IX, Fig. 10) In certain cases only a single terminal conidium may 
be present (Plate IX, Fig. 10). 

When cultivated in infusions of the leaves of Ipomea rubro-cerulea or of the 
flowers of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis of moderate strength, or on boiled petals of the latter 
plant, sporangic fructification is developed in great abundance, either alone or associated 
with varying numbers of zygospores, and it is only in extremely concentrated infusions, 
specially of Hibiscus, that conidial fructification also begins to make its appearance 
in association with the sporangic one. The abundance of sporangia produced in culti- 
vations in media of average quality is excessive. Under normal circumstances they 
are produced in far greater numbers and attain a much greater size than those of 
Choanephora Cunninghamiana ever are or do (Plate VIII, Figs. 3, 20; Plate IX, Fig. 

15). At an early stage of development they are of an amber colour owing to the tint of 

the sporangic membrane, but on ripening they become first brown and ultimately almost 

black owing to the dense accumulation of the brown spores which are a. 
them (Plate VIII, Figs. 3,20). The stem is ordinarily abruptly gi a 
beneath the origin of the sporangium, so that the latter looks more or less downwards. 
On maturing, the sporangia dehisce in valvular fashion allowing the spores to escape, 

whilst the two halves of the membrane remain attached - mse " We em jen 
either side of the large columella. (Plate VIII, Fig. 19). The sporangie membrane is 

en Weg eg Like the conidia they M fusiform in outline and : rr d ispore (Plate IX, Fig. 2). They have average provided with a finely striate brown epispo ci ua nei 
dimensions of 0:0168x0:0089 m.m., and are therefore re sorts it despa b than the conidia, and the brown tint of the epispore 1s as a rule somewhat deeper than 

Ann, Roy. Bor. Ganp. Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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it is in the latter. They are at once definitely distinguishable from the amen ee from the sporangic spores of the Ohoanephora Cunninghamiana (Plate IX, rt see 

20) owing to the fact that one or ordinarily both of the extremities 18 pee bs eg 
bundle of fine, long, radiant, colourless processes, which In some cases INERAT — 
colourless protrusion and in others appear to emerge directly from a p i meu "s 
epispore is absent (Plate VIII, Fig. 19, Plate IX, Figs. 2, 4, 5). l'hey | strongly 
resemble the rudimentary mycelial processes of certain of the Rhizidiez and seem to 

have a mycelial function as is indicated by the facts that the BEER. EG invariably 
to undergo a very considerable increase in size without corresponding vacuolation, like 
that occurring both in the case of the conidia and in that of the sporangic spores of 
Ühoanephora Cunninghamiana, previous to the emergence of germinal tabes, and also that, 
in cases where they are cultivated under conditions of defective nutrition, a chlamy- 
dospore is not unfrequently developed as a direct extension of the intrasporic protoplasm (Plate IX, Fig. 5% When the latter is the case the parallelism of the spores to 
Rhizidieal organisms becomes very striking indeed, because, as will presently De shown, the chlamydospores on germinating in most cases give direct origin to sporangiferous 
filaments, 

The epispore of the spores and that of the conidia, in cases in which the latter undergo any considerable increase in bulk ere germinating, is ruptured ere the emergence 
of a germinul tube, a phenomenon which does not attend the germination of either the conidia or spores of Choanephora Cunninghamiana (Plate IX, Figs. 16, 20). The rupture 
does not, however, follow the same course in the two cases. In that of the spores it 
takes the form of irregular fissuring, whilst in the case of the conidia the epispore is 
broken up into a number of distinct fragments (Plate IX, Figs. 3, 4). The occurrence 
of rupture of the epispore of the Sporangic spores clearly shows that the occurrence 
of such a phenomenon in the case of conidia is no just ground for regarding the latter as parallels of unisporie sporangia; for, if the conidia are to be regarded as such on this ground, then in a case like the present the sporangie spores must be regarded in the same light, and thjs leaves the presence of the mothsr-sporangium unaccounted for, Even where conidiiferous filaments produce a single conidium only and the sporangia become unisporic, as is not unfrequently the case under the influence of defective nutri- tion, the difference between the two forms of fructification remains as sharply defined as ever (Plate IX, Figs. 10, 11). 

On germinating the conidia give origin to one, or some times two, germinal tubes, which emerge apparently indifferently from any point of the surface. The spores, on the other hand, have never more than one tube, and this invariably orizinates laterally so as to leave the sites of origin of the radiant processes intact (Plate IX, Figs, 3, 4). When the medium furnishes sufficient nutritive supply, the germinal tubes of both sporan- gial spores and conidia alike rapidly lengthen, ramify, and give origin to a characteristic, ‘septate mucorine mycelium In cultivations in artificial media the mycelial filaments, although of considerable magnitude, and as a rule larger than those of Cho Cunninghamiana (Plate VII, Fig. 18; Plate IX, Fig. 14), proportions which many of them do when the plant occurs parasitically. The mycelium in artificial cultivations presently gives origin to an abundant crop of ments, which appear first at the margins of the medium and afterwards, properties of the latter diminish, over its entire surface, is highly concentrated a certain number of conidiiferous 

as the nutritive 
In eases where the medium 
filaments are associated with 
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the sporangiferous ones, and in any average cultivation zygospores are liable to make their appearance in varying numbers, There is nothing to indicate what is the essential determinant of the appearance of zygosporic fructification, for, in two eultivations eonduct- ed side by side in portions of one and the same specimen of a medium, zygospores may be entirely absent in one and almost entirely replace sporangia in the other. When the medium is a very dilute one chlamydospores alone are produced (Plate VIII, Fig. 21). The phenomena attending the germination of the chlamydospores differs iu different instances. In a certain number of cases they give origin to a mycelium like that originat- ing from the spores and conidia, but in many instances no mycelium is formed and the germinal tube elongates directly into a sporangiferous filament (Plate 1X, Figs. 7. 9) When the nutritive medium is not excessively poor, two or more chlamydospores may be formed in the course of individual mycelial filaments, but, when the nutritive properties of the medium full very low, each conidium or spore only gives origin to a single chlamydospore, and this in many cases is directly continuous with the parent body and forms a simple extension of the latter (Plate IX, Figs. 5, 6). 
The zygospores vary considerably in structural details even within one and the same 

eulture. In certain cases they are quite typically zygosporie, the two conjugating tubes 
which contribute to their formation being of equal value, alike in size and general ap- 
pearance (Plate VIII, Figs. 4, 5, 8); in others one of the conjugating elements is much 
larger than the other, the difference between them in certain cases becoming so ex- 
cessive that in this respect the process comes to be rather of an oosporie than a zy- 
gosporie type (Plate VIII, Figs. 6, 7, 9, 10), and in a few cases tlie Spore appears to be 
of a truly azygosporic character and the product of a siagle mycelial process only (Plate 
VIII, Fig. 11). In some instances the conjugating processes take origin from the 
same mycelial filament, in others from distinct ones, and whilst in some cases they are 
unaccompanied by any other peculiar processes, in others they are associated with vary- 
ing numbers of short, often twisted processes (Plate VIII, Figs. 5, 8), although these 
never are present in such numbers as to give rise to the formation oí the complicated 
sclerotioid masses of tissue which are occasionally associated with the zyxospores of 
Choanephora Cunninghamiana. Another point of difference in the zygospores in the pre- 
sent as compared with the latter species is that the oosporic separation ot the contents 
from the wall of the spore and their subsequent investment with a special membrane 
which is so frequent in Choanephora Cunninghamiana (Plate IX, Figs. 21, 22) never 
appears to occur here. i ; The colour of the -contents of the conjugating processes varies from different 
shades of yellow to strong reàdish, and not unfrequently, at a time when the vienen 
of one process have already been completely accumulated terminally and separated by 

the formation of a partition, those.of the other are present throughout "— DE 
and continuous with those of the parent mycelial filament (Plate VIII, Fig. x The 
mature zygospores are of a deep brown or almost black colour and have "ei ves 
of 0:057 m.m. "They rarely contain any massive accumulation of oil in t e form o 
a large globule, but, where such a body is present, it can be readily determined that x Seene Pg gg of the sporangial spores and conidia, is finely striate (Plate 
VIIE Fig: 9) 

sido Toe geri of de gen bus mot yot en Sa, ging f the fact that the chlamydospores give direct origin to sporangic e Se ees 

those of Choanephora Cunninghamiana produce a conidial one, it appears p 
they are the source of sporangia also. 
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A special interest appears to attach to this species of Choanephora both because 
of its capacity for. parasitie existence and because it contributes additional evidence that 

the genus to which it belongs is of a singulary generalised type showing special points 

of affinity to many other phycomycete and higher fungi. ; 

Parasitism has, of course, long been recognised as occurring among zygomycete 

fungi in the genera Piptocephalis, Syncephalis and Chetocladium, but this would appear 

to be the first instance in which the occurrence of a zygomycete as a true parasite ina 

phanerogamie host has been recorded. It is somewhat difficult to eg whether 

the parasitism or the saprophytism should be regarded as e facultative. If we are 

tu accept De Bary’s view thet the production of zygospores in one medium rather than 

another is the true criterion,* then the parasitism is “facultative,” as zygospores cer- 
tainly appear to be more readily produced in artificial media than in the tissues of 
the host plant. But it appeurs to be somewhat questionable whether this be a true 
criterion, Oospores and zygospores when produced by parasitic oomycete and zygomy- 
cete organisms are in many cases not produced until after the death of the host has 
been induced by the parasitism, which would appear to indicate that their production 
does not correspond with the presence of maximal nutritional facilities, but is rather 
indiestive of a fall in these and in the activity of vegetative growth. Similarly, in the 
case ot the purely saprophytic Choanephora Cunninghaniana zygospores are uever produc- 

ed until comparatively late in the duration of any culture and at a period when the 
nutritive properties of the medium have been in great part expended in providing for 
abundant mycelium and conidiiferous fructification. In so far as the Choanephoras ure 
concerned, the true criterion of the presence of conditions favouring excessive nutritional 
activity and vigorous growth is the extent to which conidial fructification is produced. 
Choanephora Cunninghamiana in its normal site on the flowers of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis 
primarily produces nothing but excessive mycelial growth and conidiiferous fructifica- 
tion, It is ouly when the tissues of the flower have been greatly decomposed that 
zygospores make their appearance, and they also frequently occur abundantly in 
association with an impoverished conidial fructification in artificial cultivations in infusions 
ot Hibiscus petals. When mycelial growtn is very active and vigorous the conidiiferous 
fructification reaches its maximal develop:nent, and it is only when the conditions 
providing for maximal mycelial growth and fully developed conidiiferous fructification 
are absent that zygosporic fructification begins to appear. Turning to the second 
species of Choanephora, no one who has ever seen the enormous development which 
the mycelial system attains within the tissues of Ipomea rubro-cerules as compared 
with that which it presents in infusions of the host-plant or of Hibiscus petals can 
entertain any doubt that the nutritional facilities provided by tie artificial media are 
vastly inferior to those provided by the living tissues of the host-plant. But zygospores 
appear rarely or never to occur in the tissues of the host-plant when conditions are 
most favourable to mycelial extension and enormous production of conidiiferous fruc- tification, whilst they occur in extreme abundance in many artificial cultivations, and in these are associated, not with the conidiiferous, but with the sporangic form of fructification, which in the case of Choanephora Cunninghamiana can be unequivocally 
demonstrated to be one which is associated, not with an excess but a defect of nutritional activity, being in fact the form of fructification which only appears with 
(defective supply of nutritive materials and goes on showing itself until the defect 

* Vergleichende Morphologie und Biologie der Pilze, Leipzig, 1554, s, 414. : 
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becomes so great that chlamydospores alone are produced. If, then, we take general 
nutritional activity rather than the production of sexual fructification as the true criterion, the Choanephora described in the present case ought to be regarded as a parasite endowed with “facultative” saprophytism, whilst if Dr. Bary’s standard be 
retained it must be regarded as a saprophyte endowed with * facultative” parasitism. 
The phenomena appear to indicate that we have to deal with a transitionary stage 
between the pure saprophytism of the other species of Choanephora and pure parasitism, 
but one in which adaptation to parasitic existence has advanced so far that nutritional 
facilities are present in greater degree in the latter than when the plant occurs as a 
saprophyte. 

In this adaptation to parasitism on phanerogams the plant shows closer affinities to 
certain of the Oomycetes, such as Peronospora, than it does to any Zygomyceta fungi. 
In the one species of Choanephora we have to deal with a purely saprophytic organisin 
retaining characters of more primitive type than those which are present where any 
special adaptation to parasitic existence has arisen, whilst in the other parasitism 
makes its appearance, not yet of such highly specialised type as to imply adaptation to 
one particular host, but yet so far evolved that growth attains its maximum in association 
with it. In this respect the genus presents very generalised characters and forms a 
connecting link between the parasitic and saprophytic Phycomycetes. But it does 
more than this, as it presents a curiously large series of affinities to distinct groups, both 
of the higher and lower fungi generally. In Choanephora Cunninghamiana the normal type 
of fructification is certainly conidial, for conidial fructification occurs alone under 
conditions of high nutrition, and is the form which is directly derived from the 
chlamydospores, whilst sporangie fructification only occurs in association with very defec- 
tive nutrition and is of a more or less abortive type. But in the other species conidial 
fructification only occurs under conditions of excessive nutrition, and then does not attain 
such a high degree of evolution as it does in its ally, whilst the sporangic fructification 
is developed under most circumstances, attains a high degree of evolution, and is that 
which originates direct from the chlamydospores. The former species has thus a special 
relation to the conidiiferous series of higher fungi which culminates in the Basidiomycetes, 
and the latter to the sporangiferous series culminating in the Ascomycetes. Special affini- 
ties to various groups of Phycomycetes are also indicated by the phanerogamic pare, 
the occasional Peronosporoid fructification, and the Rhizidizoid character of the sporangial 
spores of the species here specially dealt with, and by the markedly oomycete characters 
which the sexual fructification of both species in, many cases manifests. The genus in 
fact in a sense appears to form a sort of centre from which various groups of both the 

higher and lower fungi radiate, and seems, therefore, to be worthy of very special 
attention. In so far as its sexual fructification is concerned it is less specialised than 
the Oomycetes, and in respect to its conidiiferous and sporangial fructifications less 
specialised than the two great groups of higher fungi have become, and it, therefore, 
seems to have in a sense retained ancestral characters in remarkably high degree. 

Choanephora Simsoni, Cunningham, n.sp. Conidia and spores fusiform, with a brown 

longitudinally striate epispore; spores provided with radiant leg P eer : : Parasitic on Ipomea rubro-cerulea, Heok., and Zinnia elegans; saprophytic in various 
vegotable infusions, &c. 
Calcutta. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES. 

Portion of an axis of lpomea rubro-cerulea, Hook. covered with 
conidiiferous filaments of Choanephora Simsoni and with a portion 
of a leaf which served as the source of infection adherent to it 

Conidiiferous filaments of Choanephora Simsoni emerging from the 
surface of an axis of Ipomaa rubro-cerulea . . 

Sporangial fructification of Choanephora Simsoni Kodi a ( ales in 
infusion of petals of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis . 

Zygospores of Choanephora Simsoni at an early Bi of CN 
Zygospore of Choanephora Simsoni with two twisted prooesses arising 

at the site of origin of the sporogenie ones : 
Zygospore of Choanephora Simsoni at an early stage of gelong, 

showing the very unequal magnitude of the sporogenio processes 
which have not yet conjugated. . . : 

Zygospore of Choanephora Simsoni, Kirdi one E" the conjugating 
processes already completely emptied whilst the other is still 
crowded with ochreous contents 

Zygospore of Choanephora Simsoni, living numerous biden, TC 
associated with the sporogenie ones 

Zygospore of Choanephora Simsoni, containing a KE ‘tibia’ of oil 
and showing the striate character of the epispore . 

Zygospore of Choanephora Simsont, showing maximal "ECH in 

sizes of the conjugating elements . . . . . . 
Azygospore of Choanephora Simsoni . 

Mycelium of Choanephora Simsoni in ge yo iine ot an 

axis of Ipomæa rubro-cerulea, and the lower portion of a conidi- 
ferous filament emergent through a stomatie orifice , 

Portion of mycelium and base of a conidiiferous filament of Oi: 

phora Simsoni . 

Portion of a mycelial "er in lie hypodernal imo of an axis 

of Ipomea rubro-ceruka . . : 

Ditto ditto ` ditto ditto 

Ditto ditto ditto ditto e 

Ditto ditto ditto ditto 

Portion of a mycelial filament from a culture of "EN Simsoni 

in infusion of the petals of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis . . 

Ruptured sporangium of Choanephora Simsoni, age EEN ot 

sporangio membrane, enge? and spores + 

ephora Sinsoni  . 

spagna devoid in a very dilute infusion of the veil of 

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis . . » 

Summit of a conidiiferous filament wits aiis still SG ENER 

Summit of a conidiiferous filament, res form of the accum i 

Conidia of Choanephora omg * i. . ` s 

ial of Choanephora Simson . . E E 

ah showing ruptured epispore . - MY. 

Germinating sporangial spores, showing ruptured dips s. € 

Garp. Carce, Vor. VI. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES. 

Germination of sporangial spores in very weak infusion of petals of 

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, showing formation of a visu cag 

directly from a spore . 

Formation of a eg EEN direotly Le D atus coni- 

dum  . ME 

Germination of dilamydoapcies with dioc REN of obsit: 

ferous filaments. 

Small Te of Choanephora Simsoni containing a few spores 

only . 

` er of a anii dies with dieci nE of a . bisporio 
rangium . 

Forms of p e druotification of Dialis Bien: fie 
artificial cultures in infusions of petals of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis . 

Minute sporangia containing one or two spores only. . . M 
Sporangium of Choanephora Cunninghamiana . X da ptm 

Ditto ditto ditto 

Mycelium of Chcanephora Cunninghamiana Hout an “artificial dium. . 
Sporangia of Choanephora Cunninghamiana i 
Germination of sporangial spores of CO bep PR 
Conidia of Choanephora Cunninghamiana ES a culture in infusion 

of the petals of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis — . 
Conidia of Choanephora Cunninghamiana ton & n | growih on 

Hibiscus flowers . . 

Sporangial spores of DEE Wake" e 
Germinatiug conidia of Choan:phora Cunninghamiana . 
Zygospore of Choanephora Cunninghamiana > 

Ditto ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto. ditto, ihowi wing one conj gebak g 

element entirely empty whilst the other is still full i 
Conidia of Choanephora Cunninghamiana from an artificial GN. 
Conidiiferous fructification of Choanephora Cunninghamiana in a 
natural growth on a flower of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis . . . . 

400 

400 

400 
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Artificial cultivations, absence of conidial fructification 
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C. Simsoni, a facultative saprophyte 
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FRESH-WATER ALGJ FROM BURMA 
INCLUDING A FEW FROM BENGAL AND MADRAS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Mosr of the Alge which form the subject of this memoir were collected in certain districts of Burma and a few in Burdwan District of Bengal and Vizagapatam District of Madras by Mr. I. H. Burkill, ma, during 1904, and were forwarded 
to us for determination by Lieut.-Col. Prain, F.R.S., the Director of the Botanical 
Survey of India. The material was contained in a series of twenty-four tubes, and 
had been preserved in a weak solution of carbolic acid, the strength of which in 
some instances had unfortunately been insufficient to prevent decomposition. 

The collections were of somewhat varied character, and the results of the investi- 
gation add very materially to our knowledge of the distribution of freshwater Ale 
in the Indian region. Of the Ales collected by Mr. Burkill, 36 species and a 
number of varieties were previously undescribed, and two. of them have had to be 
referred to new genera. One of the latter is a large and handsome Desmid which, 
owing to its peculiar morphological features, we have been compelled to place as the 
type of a new genus—Zuastridium. The other is an Alga belonging to the Proto- 
coccacez, occurring as free-floating colonies furnished with stout horns. This we have 
named Burkillia cornuta. Two other Alge of great interest are Mougeotia producta 
and Urococcus tropicus. The former is a species of Mougeotia which in its methods of 
spore-formation combines the characters of both Mougeotia and Gonatonema ; and the 
latter is a green species of a genus in wliich the cells usually contain an abundance 
of a red-brown pigment. 

Some work has already been done at the fresh-water Algæ of the Indian region, 
and the following are the principal papers which have appeared on the subject :— 

(1) Grunow : Siisswasser-Diatomaceen und Desmidiaceen von der Insel Banka. (in Rabenh. 

Beitr. zur Kentniss u. Verbreit. Algen. Leipzig, 1865). 

(2) Wallich\: Desmidiacese of Lower Bengal. (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, v, 1860). 

(3) Joshua: Burmese Desmidiew, (Journ. Linn, Soc. Bot. xxi, 1886). 

Ans. Roy. Bor. Garp. Catcutra Vor. VI. 
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(4) Zagerheim : Desmidiaceen aus Bengal (Bih. till K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. xiii, 

No. 9, 1888). 

(5) Turner: Fresh-water Alge of East India. (K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. xxv, No. 5, 

1893). 

(6) West, W. & G.S.: Desmids from Singapore. (Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot. xxxiii, 1897). 

(7) Schmid» : Ueber einige von Prof. Hansgirg in Ostind. gesammelte Süsswasseralg. 
(Hedwigis, 1900). 

(8) West, W. & G. S.: Freshw. Chlor. Koh Chang. (Botan. Tidsskrift, 1901). 

(9) West, W. & G. S.: Freshw. Alg. Ceylon. (Trans Linn. Soc. Bot. Ser. 2, vi, 
1902). 

To these should be added a few records by Dr. Zeller of Alge collected by 
Kurz in Arracan and British Burma (vide Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, xlii, pt. ii, 
1873) ; two Desmids from Rangoon described by Joshua (Journ. Bot. Febr. 1885); 
and several records for Bengal, Ceylon and Singapore by Borge (Bih. till K. Sv. 
Vet.Akad, Handl, xxiv, No. 12, 1899). 

Four other papers are of great importanee in connexion with the geographieal 
distribution of the Desmids of the Indian area, These are :—- 

(10) Schmidle : Algen aus Sumatra. (Hedwigia, 1895), 

(11) Borge: Austral. Süsswasserchlor. (Bih. till K. Sv. Vet.-Akad. Handl. xxii, No. 9, 
1896). 

(12) Gutwinski: Alg. Insula Java. (Bull, Acad. des Sciences, Cracovie. Nov. 1902). 
(13) Zemmermann : Über die. von. Dr. W., Volz auf seiner Weltreise gesammelten Süssw.- 

Alg. (Abh. Nat. Ver. Bremen, Bd. xviii, 1904). 

It was pleasing to find that some of Mr. Burkill’s collections contained a number of Desmids, because more is known in the Indian area concerning this family than any other group of fresh-water Alge. The Desmidiaces exhibit more definite geographical peculiarities than most other families of fresh-water Alga, and although the records of these plants in the East Indies are relatively very scrappy, they yet furnish material for a very interesting discussion on their distribution in this part of the world. A large percentage of the species are ubiquitous in all climates, and many others have a wide distribution in the tropics of both hemispheres, but there are a number which appear to occupy a definite geographical area in the East Indian region. | 

Even from the meagre information which is available àt the present time, certain Desmids appear to be confined to an area extending from India and Ceylon, across Burma and the Malay Peninsula to Sumatra and Java, and thence to Queensland. Some of the Desmids which so far as is known are confinel {to this Indo-Malayan area can be tabulated as follows. 



INDO-MALAYAN  DESMIDS, n 

omm o e ft a rl 
Ciosterium pulecheum Wi &G. S; W. ed UE UE E | K NATA : » kend m x 

+ anastamosum W. &xG. S; We wea, ^ E o 
. x 

Pieurotanium annulatum (Josh) W. & G. S. W. de E E S : on 

E Kaysi (Arch.) Rabenh.* — .. 4 ^ Oy E e S i j 
b Barmense (Josh.) nob. EM 7 igo ocu Mey ee Ra x 

- x 

E glorioswn (Turn.) W. & G. S W: "ic Waco. c ou x Gs 2 x ie 5 

Euastrum treneatum Josh, oot re deii uu a E A PN x x , - » 
e turgidum Wall. de 7owy cl e bdo aM AT qa ua x x ye x x x 
od asperum Borge an coL ee D kooky ES, a zen ide x 

» dideltoides-W. & G. 8; W. wor WC cu nu 12 e Sie x x w pu 

$5 gnahophorum W, LG. WU. uu e * e A te s x x 

» psicherrimamW; r Q, WW. ve 0 uu iis id x x 7? i 

» eet PEE uc uu ae es UH ME ww. x x x - x - zb | 

JMMicrasteriasg.anomale/Tosn. e . o m wm "e we "um on en x x p? x ee Ss 

á Mili (Bep W BG. IE e cu iw owe NRI d p x ^ x x x Pw 

Cösmarium eusenutem Jodhi mi d — wi ` 4e e £e wes e x x x id d I SA 
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» medioscrobieulatum W, &, G. S. W. we - Ae ^ dm D tal ci ^ x dë ds x SS 

en Momistom Turn, se pe 0 m pew x - x ove x d 

^ pseudoconnatum Nordat. var. ellipsoideum W. & G, S. W, "n x x x we x ES 

Š Sebauriculatum W. & G. S. W. var. truncatum W. & G, S. W. ... ne - - ove x x at 

e Askenasyi Schmidle o Ae WC. NN LUE b LIE V Es -— on. x e x NM d 

»  Obsoletum (Hantzsch) Reinsch var. Sitvense Gate, w = è m| x x x x x x C 

e Walliehii W. & G. S, W. Moda UA C NEC EE E x x e See ^ x Se 

Xanthidium spinosum (Josh.) W. & G. S. W: se .. a . wee, - x x pe . e» i 

e Bengalicum Dog, i os ` vum Sr A d^ E x x m a i 

* &ücánthophorum Sra uo Wo We. ce d 0 o a e x x x Ge e se 

Staurasiram pinnatum Turn, s» se w so a ee m x ^ x E x x 
H 

^ ONSITE: TUE. ja — be EEN E tti mh ot x oe x - one X 

i ee torsum Turn. dii $6 0 M — de M. iu E E e x Pr x one m one 
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* Also kncwn from Hong Kong, from which 
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In addition to those mentioned above, there are a number of species, which although 
recorded from elsewhere, appear to be principally characteristic of the Indo-Malayan 
region. Such are:—Chsterium nematodes Josh., Cosmarium capense (Nordst.) De Toni, 
C. sublurgidum (Turn.) Schmidle, Arthrodesmus curvatus Turn., A. groserulus Josh., Stau- 
rastrum unicorve Turn. and varieties, St. sevangulare (Buln.) Rabenh. var. bidentatum 
Gutw., and others. 

It should also be borne in mind that many very distinctive species are at 
present only known from single localities: in India, Ceylon, Burma, Java, or Queens- land, which upon further investigation may prove to be widely distributed in all 
these countries, and perhaps in adjoining areas, Indeed, judging from our own expe- rience of the Desmids of some of these countries, it seems most probable that future investigations will bring to light a most characteristic Desmid-flora of the Indo-Mala- yan area. 

One of the most conspicuous species of Staurastrum described in the present paper is Staurastrum Burkillii, and it is a Desmid of particular interest, as its only known relatives occur in Siam and Central China. 
A number of the species occurring in Ceylon and Burma are also found in Madagascar. This is more especially so with species of the genus Cosmarium. 
Fragmentary plants of a species of Batrachospermum oceurred in a collection from a stream at Lashio (No. 22557), but they were insufficient for identification. Also a species of Enteromorpha in a fragmentary condition was observed in No. 22598 ‘The Old Lashio bazaar). 

The collections examined were as follows :— 

No. 21501. Bhamo; springs on the river bank. 1 Febr. 1904. 
No. 21502. Bhamo; banks of the Irrawaddy and back waters of the stream. 1 Febr. 1904, 

No. 21503. Bhamo; near the river. 1 Febr. 1904. 

No. 21551. Momauk, east of Bhamo; among paddy-fields at the foot of the hills. 2 Febr. 1904. 

No. 21975. Minywa, Pegu District. Alge from the Pegu-Sittang canal, which has very muddy water. 6 Jan. 1904, 
e 

No. 22124. Kyauktaga, Pegu District. In clear stagnant pools. on a clay soil 7 Jan. 1904. 

No. 22192. Kyaukse; a pool which probably dries up later in the dry season. 9 Jan. 1904. 

No. 22193. Singaing, Kyauk:e District, In shallow pools much overgrown with weeds / and near irrigation canals. 10 Jan, 1904. 
No. 22263, Kyaukse; Algæ from the river bed. 11 Jan. 1904, - 
No, 22513, Manpwe, N. Shan States ; in pools near the railway. 18 Jan. 1904. 
No, 22557, Lashio; from a stream in the hills three or four miles to the south-east of Lashio. 19 Jan. 1904 

Ein AN ENNAN 



No. 22598. 

No, 22677. 

No. 22880. 

No. 92999. 

No. 24120. 

No. 24193. 

No. 24150. 

No. 24451. 

No. 24483. 

No, 24505. 

Also ‘(forwarded 

No. 17916. 

No. 24674. 
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Old Lashio bazaar. An olive-green Alga sold in bundles in the bazaar 
to be eaten. Bundles some six inches in length and breadth, and 
wrapped in two leaves. [Unfortunately the specimens were too frag- 
mentary for.identification, but the Alga was most probably an Zutero- 
morpha.—G.S.W.] 

Katha. Alge from a swamp on the course of a small stream. 27 Jan. 
1904. 

Myinmu, four miles to the east at the village of Nyaung-ngyin In a 
tank of water, opaque from suspended clay, and from which cattle drink, 
7 Febr. 1904. 

\ 
Thayetmyo; in the river Irrawaddy. 19 Febr. 1904. 

'Hsipaw. 16 Jan. 1904. The ‘Alga is sold in the bazaar and is found 
abundantly in all the streams. 

[This Alga is Spirogyra maxima (Hass. Wittr.—G,S.W.] 

Mansang, near Hsipaw. Alge from a marshy open place in the forest. 

17 Jan. 1904. 

In the mountains east of Kawkareik; in rapidly running water. 5 Mar, 

Myawadi. In the swift river which here forms the boundary of Siam. 

7. Mar. 1904. 

Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, In a side channel of the 

stream running down to Kawkareik; water coming from springs in the 

forest. 8 Mar. 1904. 

In the Kan-gyi, Moden, 11 Mar. 1904. The Kan-gyi (—big tank) s 

a natural lake with very clear water. 

to us later):— 

Vizagapatam. 9 Dec. 1902. Alga in ditch at the side of salt works. 

Burdwan. Aug. 1903. Algæ from flooded rice-fields. 
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SYSTEMATIC. 

Class: CHLOROPHYCEZ:. 

Order : (EDOGONIALES. 

Family : (EDOGONIACEZ. 

Genus: C€dogonium Link. 

| 
| 

l. (£poconrum socrate Wittr. in Witz, & Nordst: Alg. Exsic. fasc. 9, 1882, 
No. 401; fasc. 21, 1839, p. 4; Hirn,- Monogr. u. Iconogr. (Edogon. 1900, 
p. 79, T £ 122, 

Crass. cell. veget. 15-17 u; altit, 3-4-plo major ; | 
»  Oogon. 38,4; » H, | 
» cell. antherid. 13-1454; ,, 4°86, 

Hab.—Backwaters and banks of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No. 21502), 

2. (Epocontum CAPITELLATUM Wittr. Prodr. Monogr. (Edogon. 1874, p. 7; Hirn, 
Le 1900, p. 149, t. 23, f. 118. 

Forma. oogoniis 2-4 continuis et cellulis. suffültoriis erassioribus. 
Crass. cell. veget. 7*5-9°7,; altit. 33-5-plo major; 

» cell. suffult, 85-ll yu; ,, 23-4-plo 
| 

»  Oo0gon. 20-22 Ri » 20023 4; 
»  OOSpor. 18-20 4; ,, 145-16: y. 

39 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw, in marshes (No 24193). 

3. CEpocontum oBLoNGELLUM Kirchn. in Hirn, 1. e. 1900, p. 182, t. 29, f. 177. 
Crass, cell. veget. 67-8 u; altit, 3-53plo major; 

| »  Oogon. 160-174; p, 90-95 ps. 
A oospor. 153 u; , 18-98 u: 

E » cell antherid. 57-7 64; „ 85-431. (Pl. xi, figs. 1, 2). 
Hab,—Backwaters and banks of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No, 21502). 
The. antheridia were. 2-4.celled, and the oospores were. somewhat smaller. than in.the original German plants. 

LE 

4. (EpocoNrUM LoNcIcoLLe Nordst. Alg. aq. dulc. et Char. Sandvic. 187 8, p. 20, t. 2, f. 11, 12; Hirn, 1. c. 1900, p. 263, t. 45, f. 278. 
Var. SENEGALFNSE Nordst. Alg. et Char. I, 1880, p. 13, t, 1, f, 23. 

Crass. cell. veget. 5:5-7 u; altit. 33-41-plo major; 
» Oogon Ea: V. 161 H; 
» O0Spor, ló-175; y 12:5-13*5y., 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
This . HU E ; Kosten abundantly, and the oogonia were 2-6.seriate. No androsporangia or nannandria 
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A number of sterile species of (Edogonium were observed from Momauk, east of Bhamo (No, 21551), Kyauktaga in the Pegu district (No, 22124), Manpwe, N. Shan States (No. 22513), Katha (No. 22677), and in the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

Genus: Bulbochete Ag. 

5. BULBOCHETE ELATIOR Pringsh., 1858; Wittr. Prodr. Monogr. CEdogon. 1874, 
p. 49; Hirn, l.c. 1900, p. 321, t. DL 2.997, 

Forma puma Hirm, l c. p 922, t. Bl, f. SOR 
Crass, cell. veget. 1075-12, ; altit, 2-3-plo. major; 

» Oogon. omy 4. 25M 
» cell. androsp. lip; 4. 883 

Hab.— Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
A sterile species of Bulbochete was observed from Momauk, east of Bhamo 

(No. 21551), 

Order: CHZETOPHORALES, 

Family: QOLEOCHATACES. 

Genus: Coleochete Bréb. : 

6. CorEocHzrE scuTATA Bréb.; Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. 1868, iii, p. 390. 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Family: HERPOSTEIRACEE. 

Genus: Herposteiron Nig. 

7. HERPOSTEIRON CONFERVICOLA Nig., 1849. 

Aphanochete repens A. Br., 1851; 

Herposteiron repens (A. Br.) Wittr. 

Leng. cell. 8-154; lat. cell. 4:°8-12°54; diam. oogon. 

(Pl x, figs. 1-4). i 

Hab.—Near the. river at Bhamo; epiphytic on a sterile species of Spirogyra 

No. 21503). 

' The id observed were of interest on account of the presence of the sexual organs. Es 

latter were first described by Huber, and have very rarely been seen. The oogonia were 

pearance, and when ready for expelling the 
with oily material giving them a very refractive ap Kater 

Mii ime sate globular in shape. The antheridia were not invariably terminal at the extre- 

mities of the branches, but were occasionally developed from the side of a — Neg gr 

filament. Since examining the antheridia, we are inclined to regard them as wer ce : 

one to three cells, from each of which one or two 4eciliated antherozoids are ultimately set free. ` 

145-174; diam. antberid. 45-7, 
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Another interesting feature relating to these plants was the host to which they were attached, 
Plants of this genus commonly occur as epiphytes on species of Cladophora, Cidogonium and other 
genera in which the filaments are almost destitute of a mucous covering, tut the Burmese specimens 
were attached to one of the largest species of Spirogyra, around the filaments of which is a con- 
iderable mucilaginous envelope. 

Family: ULOTRICHACEE. 

Genus: Ulothrix Kütz. 

8. Urorurıx susriuis Kütz. Phyc. germ. 1845, p. 197; Labenh, Flor. Europ. 
Alg. iii, 1808, p. 365, 

Var. TENERRIMA (Kütz.) Kirchn, [Ulothrix tenerrima Kütz. l. c. 1845, p. 197.) 
Lat. fil. Ou, 

Hab.—Near the river at Bhamo (No. 21503). 

Family: OHJETOPHORACE E. 

Genus: Myxonema Fries. 

9. MyxoNEMA sussecunpum (Kütz.) Hazen, Ulotrich. and Chetoph. U, S. 1902, ` p. 207, 4. 36, f. 3. | 
Stigeoclonium subsecundum | Kütz, Phyc. Gen. 1848, p. 253; Rabenh. Flor. 

Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 376. 
A form with the cells 4-8 times longer than broad and with slight constrictions 

between them. Crass. fil. 13-164. Branches rather scarce, attenuated, and with 
cells twice longer than the diameter. 

Hab.—Banks and backwaters of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No. 21502), 

Family: MICROTHAMNIACEZ. 
Genus: Microthamnion Nag. 

10. MicRoTHAMNION CURVATUM Sp. n. (Pl. xr figs. 14-16). 
Plante minute microscopic: ramosissime, axe principali non evidenti; ramis et ramulis crassitudine equalibus, brevibus et valde confertis, 1-3-cellularibus, apicibus ramorum et ramulorum valde et gracile curvatis, obtusis; cellulis cylindricis et elongatis, diametro 9-20-plo longioribus ; chromatophcris ^ brevibus tenuibus et parietalibus, singulis, cellulas non complentibus, 
Crass. cell veget. ram. et ramul. 1:6-2*2,, 
_Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 
This species oceurred in abundance in marshes at the above-mextioned locality, freely floating among other alge. The plant grows in compact tufts with a decidedly rounded contour, this 
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feature being due to the short, equal branches, and to the curvature of their apices. The latter character is a well-marked and distinctive feature of M. curvatum, the curvature usually affecting only the terminal cell of the branch, and sometimes being so marked as to give the branch a 
hooked appearance. 

The two well-known species of this genus generally distributed in temperate climates are:— 
(1) Mierothamnion Kiitsingianum Nag. in Kütz. Spec. Alg. 1849, p. 382; Kütz. Tab. Phyeo- log. iii t, 1; Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 375; Schmidle, Alg. preuss, Hochmoor, 1899, p. 169, t. 7, f. 13-15; Hazen, Ulotrich, and Chetoph. U. 8. 1902, p. 191, t. 26, f 1; t. 27, f, 2-4. 

(2) AMierothamnion strictissimum Rabenh., 1859; Krypt. Fl. Sachs. 1868, p. 266; Flor. Europ. Alg. iii; 1868, p. 375; Hazen, Ulotrich. and Cheetoph. U, S. 1902, p. 191, t. 96, f. 2-5; G, S. West, Treatise Brit. Freshw. Alg. 1904, p. 90 (fig. 32E), 91. 
JM. vexator Cooke in Grevillea 1882, xi, P. 75; Brit. Freshw. Alg. p. 188, 
M. strictissimum Rabenh. var. vezator (Cooke) Schmidle, Alg. preuss, Hochmoor 1899, 

p. 169. 

We showed clearly in the ‘Alg. 8. England, 1897, p. 475, the error upon which Cooke 
founded his species M. vexator. We have since examined some of Cooke's original specimens, thus 
obtaining conclusive proof of the identity of M. vexator with M. strictissimum. 

M. curvatum is distinguished from M. Kützingianum by its longer branches and by the curvature 
of their extremities. The entire plant has a different aspect, and the cells are much narrower and 
proportionately very much longer. It differs from JM. strietissimum in its shorter branches, in their 
eurved extremities, and in its narrower cells. The branching is also much more open and spreading 
than in M. strictissimum, and the general aspect of the plant is wholly different. 

The chloroplast of M. curvatum more nearly resembles that of Jf. strictissimum than that cf 
M. Küteingianum. It is small and rather narrow, and only covers a portion of the cell-wall. ` 

All the plants observed were free-floating, but doubtless in its younger stages it is attached, 
The adult thallus is quite rotund in character, the main branches arising from a more or less 
central point. Nothing that could be called a main axis could be discerned in any of the plants, 
and the branches are of much more equal size and length than in the other species of this 
genus. 

Order: CLADOPHORALES. 

Family: CLADOPHORACEÆ. 

Genus: ` Rhizoclonium Kitz. 

11. RHIZOCLONIUM HIEROGLYPHICUM Kütz.; em. Stockm. Algengattung Rhizoclon. 

1890, p. 578. ) 

R. hieroglyphicum Kütz. Phyc. gen. 1843, p. 205: Rabenh. Flor. Europ. 

Alg. iii, 1868, p. 329. 

Crass. fil  22-31,4; cellulis diametro usque ad 7-plo longioribus. 

Hab.—Banks and backwaters of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No. 21502) In rapidly 

running water in the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

Ann. Roy, Bor, Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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Genus: Cladophora Kitz. 

19. OraporHoRA crispara (Roth) Kütz. Tab. Phycolog. iv, t. 40, E 1 

Ql. crispata forma I. vitrea Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iiij 1868, p. 330. 

Hab.—In stream, Lashio. (No. 22557). In river Irrawaddy at Thayetmyo 

(No. 22999). 

Order: SIPHONEE. 

Family: VAUCHERIACEE: 

Genus: Vaucheria DC. 

13. VAUCHERIA ORIENTALIS sp. n. (Pl. xr, figs. 3-9). 

V. aquatica et tenuis, filis modice ramosis nonnunquam ` subcontortis ; oogonia et 

antheridia stipitata supra ramulos fructiferos perlongos, apice ramuli fructiferi fisso, 
parte breviori oogonium formante, parte altera antheridium formante ; oogonio sessile, 
prope antheridium terminalem, oblique ovato cum apice subproducto ; antheridio circinato; 
oosporis glabris, oogonia complentibus, 

Crass. fil. 26-304; long. oogon. 65-f7u; lat. oogon. 50-54: crasse antherid. 
14-15». 

Hab.—ln marsher, Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

V orientalis is allied to V. scrobiculata Magn. et Wille (in Wille, Sydamerik. Algl. 1884, 
98, t. 2, f. 57-59), a South American species in which the reproductive organs are also 

developed at the ends of rather long fructiferous branches. It is, however, & much narrower 
species, and the oospores are not scrobiculate. 

It should also be compared with JV. terrestris Lyngb. and V. hamata (Vauch.) Lyngb., both 
of which are much larger species with shorter fructiferous branches. 

The filaments of V. orientalis are somewhat contorted, and the branching is more profuse than 
is usually the case in species of this genus. The sexual organs are occasionally developed at the 
extremity of a long filament as well as on special branches of the same extensive ecnocyte. In 
the formation of the sexual organs the extremity of the reproductive branch becomes cleft, one 
portion growing in a circinate manner to form the antheridium, and the other enlarging to 
form a sessile oogonium. The antheridial cell appears to be cut off from the supporting branch 
some time before the oogonium is separated. 

14. VAUCHERIA GLOBULIFERA sp. n. (Pl. xr, fig. 10). 

. V. aquatica et tenuis, filis flexuosis parce ramosis; oogoniis sessilibus, oblique 
ovoideis, binis supra partem protuberantem filamenti suboppositis, ore late truncato; 
oosporis globosis glabris oogonia non complentibus; antheridiis subcylindricis vel leviter 
inflatis, diametro 2-3.plo longioribus, binis oppositis et subhorizontaliter dispositis. 

Crass. fil 40-424; long. oogon, | 90-1004; lat. oogon. 62-644]: diam. - ór. 
59-614; crass. antherid, 23-304, d g nl: diam — 
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Hab.—Near the river at Bhamo (No. 21503). 
This species is nearest to V. sericea Lyngb, but the filaments are more slender, the oogonia 

are larger and are not rostellate, the^oospores are larger, and the antheridia are relatively broader. 

Order: CONJUGAT.E. 

Family: ZYGNEMACEZ. 

Genus: Zygnema Ag. 

15, ZYGNEMA SPONTANEUM Nordst. Alg. aq. dulc. et Char, Sandvic. 1878, p. 17, t. 1, 
f. 23-24; W, & G. S. West, Welw. Afric, Freshw. Alg. 1897, p. 40. 

Crass. cell. veget. 214; crass. cell fruct. 92-24,; long. zygosp. 21-254; lat, 
zygosp. 19-254 (Pl. x, fig. 5). 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501). 
Z. spontaneum Nordst. is essentially tropical in its distribution, and there appears to be a 

certain amount of confusion with regard to its identity. The specimens originally described by 
Nordstedt from the Sandwich Is. possessed only aplanospores, but in 1897 we described the 
zygospores from W. Africa. About the same time Schmidle described from Australia what he 
considered to be a new species Z. Heydrichi, but the only differences between his plant and 
Z. spontaneum are in its lateral conjugation and in the position of the zygospores in the 
conjugating-tube. The wall of the zygospore is scrobiculate exactly as in Z. spontaneum, and 
Schmidle’s plant is possibly a form of that species with a different type of conjugation. 

The appended table of measurements is for closer comparison of the different forms of 
Z. spontaneum with Z. Heydrichi Schmidle (Entwick.* Zygn. u. Calothrix, 1897, p. 169, 170, t. 5, 
f 5-7, 10, 11) — | 

—— gy ep lat.: long. long. zygosp. lat. zygosp. 

Z. spontaneum 

Sandwich Is. e 14-184 20-24, 1:13 18-21 u 16-21, 
(aplanospores) | (aplanospores) 

Z. spontaneum S 
| W. Africa x ee 16-184 19-25, 1: 13-4 24-911, 21-24, 

Z. spontaneum 

Burma 2lu 22-24, 1: 2-3} 21-25, 19-25, 

Z. Heydrichi 

Australia bib PE 20u 1: 11-31 324 26-284 

Sterile species of Zygnema were observed from near the river at Bhamo (No. 21508), 

and from Kyauktaga in the Pegu district (No. 22124). 

Gerus: Spirogyra Link. 

16. SrrRoGYRA eRacILIS (Hass) Kütz. Spec. Alg. 1849, p. 438; Petit, Spirogyra 

Envir, Paris, 1880, p. 15, t. 3, I 8 

Zygnema gracile Hass. 

/ 
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Forma paullo minor; crass. cell. veget. 174; long. zygosp. 44-50»; lat. zygosp. 25m, 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501). 

17. Sprrocyra EXILIS sp. n. (Pl x, figs. 11-13). 

S. cellulis vegetativis diametro 13-4-plo longioribus, extremitatibus non replicatis ; 

chromatophoris 2, crassis, marginibus irregularibus, anfractibus 1i-2; conjugatione 

sealariformi, cellulis fructiferis non inflatis, sed cellulis vegetativis inter cellulas fructiferas 

multe inflatis; zygosporis oblongis cum polis valde rotundatis, nonnunquam paullo 
irregularibus, cellulas fructiferas pæne complentibus. 

Crass. cell. veget. 27-304; crass. cell. inflat. inter cell. fruct. 47-494; long. 
zygosp. 36-454; lat. zygosp. 27-80p. 

Hab.—In shallow pools, Singaing in Kyaukse district (No. 22193). 

The most remarkable feature of this Spiroayra is the great inflation of those cells of the 
female filament which have not succeeded in conjugating. Sometimes these sterile, inflated cells 
alternate with *hé female gametangia throughout the entire length of the conjugating filaments, 

S. erilis should be compared with S. decimina, from which it is easily distinguished by its 
narrower filaments, thicker chloroplasts, and its oblong zygospores. 

18, SrrROGYRA LoNGATA (Vouch.) Wittr. Götl. Ol. sótv. Alg. 1872, p. 45; Petit, 
Spirogyra Envir. Paris, 1880, p. 20, t. 5, f, 4, 5 

Conjugata longata Vauch. 

Zygnema lengatum Hass, 

Crass. cell. veget., 31-824; long. zygosp. 49-51y; lat. zygosp. 285-314. 
Hab.—Near the river at Bhamo (No. 21503) 

19. SPIROGYRA ORIENTALIS sp. n. (Pl. x, figs. 9, 10). 
S. cellulis vegetativis diametro 3-53-plo longioribus, extremitatibus non repli- 

eatis; chromotaphoris 3, angustis, laxis, marginibus subintegris sed paullo irregulari- 
bus, anfractibus 1-17; conjugatione scalariformi, cellulis fructiferis multe inflatis ; 
zygosporis ellipticis, diametro circiter 14-plo longioribus, polis leviter obtuse conicis, 
cellulas fructiferas non complentibus; lamina mediana zygospore minute scrobiculata. 

Crass. cell veget. 20-3),4:; crass. cell fructif, 57-65. long. zygosp. 61:5-67y; 
lat. zygosp. 38-4Zp, ° 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501). 
The greatly-inflated female gametangia of this species are very characteristic, It somewhat 

resembles S, decimina, from which it differs in its narrower filaments and in its inflated 
fructiferous cells. 

20. SPIRoGYRA DECIMINA (Müll. Kütz. Ph 
Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, 

p 25, t. 8, f. 1-3. 
Forma cellulis vegetativis et zygosporis paullo majoribus quam in forma typica chromatophoris plerumque 3, 
Crass, cell. 

ye. germ. 1845, p. 223; Rabenn. Flor. 
p. 2422; Petit, Spirogyra Envir. Paris, 1880, 

veget. 42-464; long. zygosp. 73-025; lat. zygosp. 42-46,. 
Hah—kKyauktaga in the Pegu district (No. 22124). Also Singaing in the Kyaukse distriet (No. 22193). : 
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The form of this species observed from Burma was slightly larger than usual, and the number of chromatophores was generally three, Tt was almost identical with ibda examined from 
Koh Chang in the Gulf of Siam, but the vegetative cells were slightly thinner. It is one of 
the commonest tropical species of the genus, and is subject to much variation. A species described 
by Schmidle (Alg. aus Nyassa See, 1903, p. 76, t. 3, f. 2) S. Füllebornei is probably referable to S. decimina. The only difference is in the somewhat narrower chloroplasts. 

Var. PLENA var. n. (Pl. x, figs. 6-8). 
Var. cellulis vegetativis paullo latioribus et brevioribus, diametro 13-2-plo longioribus; zygosporis cellulas complentibus. 

Crass. cell. veget. 38-44»; long. zygosp. 64-734; lat. zygosp. 40-t4,. 
Hab.—]n flooded rice-fields, Burdwan (No. 24674). 

21. SPrRoGYRA NEGLECTA (Hass) Kütz. Spec. Alg. 1849, p. 441; Rabenh. Flor. 
Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 248; Petit, Spirogyra Envir. Paris, 1880, 
p. 20, t. 9, f. 1-5. 

Zygnema neglecta Hass. 

Forma cellulis vegetativis paullo crassioribus. 
Crass. cell. veget. 66-724; long. zygosp. 92-9542; lat. zygosp. 62-63; diam. 

aplanopor. spheric. 45-494. 

Hab.—Kyauktaga in the Pegu district (No. 22124). 
The specimens observed were very slightly larger than usual, but otherwise exactly typical. 

In some of the filaments globular aplanospores were noticed. 

22. SPIROGYRA MAXIMA (Hass.) Wittr. in Wittr. &  Nordst. Alg. Exsic. 1882, 
No. 460. 

Zygnema maximum Hass. in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1812, p. 36. 

Zygnema orbiculare Hass. Brit. Freshw. Alg. 1845, p. 138, t. 19. 

Spirogyra orbicularis Hass. Kütz. Spec. Alg. 1849, p. 442; Petit, Spirogyra 
Envir. Paris, 1880, p. 31, t. 12, f, 1-2. 

Crass. cell. veget. 121-1504; diam zygosp. 100-1204; crass. zygosp. circ. Bin, 

Hab.—Near the river at Bhamo (No. 21503). 

A large sterile species, probably S. maxima, was observed from  Hsipaw 
(No. 24120). Smaller sterile species were observed from Vizagapatam (No. 17916), 
Lashio (No. 22557) and the river Irrawaddy at Thayetmyo (No. 22999). 

Genus: Mougeotia Ag. 

23. MOUGEOTIA LAETEVIRENS (A. Br.) Wittr. 

Craterospermum letevirens A. Br. Alg. 

pe B5. t8; f:4«15 
Crass. cell. veget. 21-234; lat. spor. 324. 

Hab.—Kyauktaga in the Pegu district (No. 22124), 

1855, p. 60; DeBary, Conj. 1858, 
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24. MovcEoTiA PARVULA Hass., 1843. 

Mesocarpus parvulus Hass. Brit. Freshw. Alg. 1815, p. 169, t. 45, figs. 2-3; 

De Bary, Conj. 1858, p. 80, t. 2, f. 15. 

Var. ELLIPSOIDEA var. n. (Pl. x, figs. 14, 15). 

Var. sporis transverse rhomboideo-ellipsoideis. 

Crass. cell. veget. 9:6-11:54; long. spor. 27-28,; lat. spor. 21-23,. 
Hab,—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

25. Movcrotia PRODUCTA sp. n. (Pl. x, figs. 16-19). 

M. cellulis vegetativis diametro 12-20-plo longioribus; spore quadratz, lateribus 
concavis vel levissime convexis, angulis productis et truncato-obtusis, sspe torte cum 
angulis duobus in planitie perpendiculariter disposita ad planitiem angulorum duorum 
alteriorum ; aplanosporz oblique doliformes apicibus productis truncato-obtusis: mem- 
brana spore punctata, firma sed tenuiori ad angulos, 

Crass. cell. veget. 7-84; lat. spor. 29-87-54; long. aplanospor. 33-374; 
lat. aplanospor, 17-18,. 

Hab.—In a ditch at the side of salt works, Vizagapatam (No. 17916). 
JI. producta is characterized by its peculiar spores, which are quadrate in form with produced 

angles. The angles are subtruncate, and the spore-wall, which is of the normal thickness everywhere 
else, is very thin at these points. This is the reverse of the usual condition in which the wall is 
thickened at the angles. 

It is most nearly allied to JM. viridis (Kiitz.) Wittr., but differs from that species in its longer 
vegetative cells, and in the produced, thin-walled angles of the spores, 

The plants observed were of special interest, because of the presence of aplanospores in no way 
different from those which are found in the genus Gonatonema, These spores were formed from the 
contents of one cell only, and were obliquely barrel-shaped with produced poles. The wall of the 
aplanospore was of exactly the same character as that of the spore which results from conjugation, 
the truncate extremities of the angles being very thin. Not only were these asaxual spores being 
formed in filaments not otherwise concerned in spore-formation, but they were similarly produced in 
filaments which were also taking part in conjugation (Pl. x, fig. 16). An aplanospospore could 
frequently be observed next to a quadrate spore, which latter was the result of the conjugation of the adjoining cell with a cell of another filament. Thus the characters of the two genera Mougeotia 
and Gonatonema are here combined in the same species, and can be observed in different parts of the same filament, 

Wittrock has described and figured aplanospores in Mougeotia calcarea (vide Wittr. Gotl. Ol. sótv. Alg. 1872, p. 42, t. 2, figs, 7, 8). These Spores were out off from the sterile cells by the forma- tion of new cell-walls in a manner strictly comparable with the method of formation of the spore produced as, result of conjugation, and we have regarded their formation as due to the stimulus which 

ventricosum Wittr. and most probably orginated in a similar manner. 
Mougeotia producta is of special interest, as it shows that although aplanospore-formation is the 

die = sporedormation in Gonatonema, yet it may go on abundantly in a Mougeotia along with 
Ku — as a result of conjugation; and if both types of spore-formation are shown to exist in other species of Mougeotia, it may be necessary to place Gonatonema merely as a section of the 
genus Mougeotia in which spore-formation resulting from conjugation has ceased to exist. 
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Certain of the aplanospores of M. producta possessed peculiar annular thickenings around their produced poles. One of these Spores is figured on Pl. x (fig. 18). 

Sterile species .of Mougeotia were observed from Vizagapatam (No. 17916) and Kayauktaga (No. 22124). 

Family: DESMIDIACEZ- 

Genus: Gonatozygon De Bary. 

26. GonaTozycon MONOTZNIUM De Bary in Rabenh, Ale, 1856, No, 539; W. 
& G. S. West, Brit. Desm. 1904, p.99, t, 145 £ 5 L 5. 

G. Ralfsii De Bary, Conj. 1858, p. 76, .t, 4, EL 93-25. 
Lat. cell 9-11:5w. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551), Mansang near Hsipaw (No, 24193). 
Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, in the side channel 
(No. 24483). 

Var. PILoseLLum Nordst. in Wittr. E Nordst. Alg. Exsic. 1886, No. 750; 
fasc, 21, p. 48; W. & G. S. West, L o. p. 3l. 

Forma Minor. Long. cell. 1204; lat. 55, 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

of a stream 

97. Gonatozycon KınaHanı ( Arch.) Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 156; 
W. & G. S, West, l. c. 1004, p, 35, t. 2, f, 1-3. 

Lat. cell, 13-14,. 

Hab.—Backwaters of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No, 21502). 

Genus: Cylindrocystis Menegh. 

28. Cyzinprocystis BREBISSONII. Menegh., 1838; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Deem. 
1904, p. 58, t. 4, f. 23-39. | 

Penium | Brebissonii Ralfs, 1848. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No, 24505). 

29. CYLINDROCYSTIS PYRAMIDATA W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, 

p 134, u 18, T. 1, 2 

Forma variabilis, cellulis diametro usque ad duplo longioribus. Zygospora oblongo- 
ellipsoidea, glabra. 

Long. 36—49,; lat. 22-26,; lat. constrict. 21°5-254; long. zygosp. 42u; lat. 
zygosp. 314; (Pl. xm, figs. 3, 4). 

Hab.—Spring on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501 ). 

30. Crimpuoovers suBPYRAMIDATA W. & G. S. West, Freshw. ‚Chloronhy. Koh 

Chang, 1901, p. 162, t. 2, f. 8-1l. 

Long. 27»; lat. constrict. 15°dy. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 
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31, CYLINDROCYSTIS pipLosporA Lund. Desm. Suec. 1871, p. 83, t. 5, f. 7. 

Var. MAJOR West, Alg. W. Ireland, 1892, p. 131, t. 20, f. 3; W. & 

G. S. West. Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 61, t. 4, f. 42, 43. | 

Long. 88-92,; 44-405; lat. constrict. 41—12,; (Pl. xm, fig. 1). 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The Burmese specimens were slightly smaller than the original British examples, but were other- 
wise very similar. Some individuals were enveloped in a large irregular mass of mucus. 

Genus: Netrium (Nüg.) W. & G. S. West. 

32. Kn Dos (Ehrenb.) Itzigs. & Rothe in Rabenh. Alg. 1856, No. 508; 
W. & G. S. West. Brit. Desm. l, 1904, p. 04, t. 6, f. 14-16. 

Ha}.—Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik. In the side channel of a 
stream (No. 24483). 

Genus: Penium Breb. 

33. Penıum Navicura Breb. Liste Desm. 1856, p. 146, t. 2, f. 37; W. & G. 
S. West, Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 75, t. 7, f. 12-15, 19. 

Long. 35-42,; lat. 11-18,. : 
Hab.—Springs on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501). In the Kangyi at Mudon (No. 24505). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik. In side channel of stream (No. 24483). : 

34, PrNiUM CLzvEr Lund. Desm. Suec. 1871, p. 88, t. 5, 11. 
Forma zroxGata. ( Pl. xir, fip. 2). 
Forma cellulis elongatis et paullo angustioribus. 
Long. 1284; lat. $9:0-34:5,; lat. isthm. 30,. 
Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

35. PENIUM ADELOCHONDRUM Elfy. Anteck. Finska Desm. 1881 Forma minor et. paullo brevior. 
Long. 264; lat. 124; lat. apic. 5°8y. (Pl. xr, fig. 15). 
Hab—ln the Kangyi at Mudon (No. 24505 ). 

Pp ii; te 5 18; 

36. PENIUM cucursırınum Biss. Desm. Windermere, 1884, Dp 197; t W. & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 94, t. 9, f£. 18, 14. 
Var. SUBPOLYMORPHUM Nordst. Freshw. Alg. N . *reshw. Alg. N. Zeal. 1888, p. 71, t. 7 fi 20% WARS We Oe ee 5.77 'Forma cellulis leviter constrictioribus et apicibus latioribus. 

Long. 784; lat. 38,; lat. isthm. 94,. (Pl. xm, fig. 14). 
Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

oN 5 
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Genus: Closterium Nitzsch. 

37. CLOSTERIUM DIDYMOTOCUM Corda, 1835; Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 168, 
t. 28, f. 7; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Deem, 1904, p. 116, t. 12, f£. 1-5. 

Forma minor; long. 204; lat. 274; lat. apie, 194 (Pl. xm, fig. 18). 
Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

38. OCrosrERIUM Dianz Ehrenb. Infus. 1838, p. 92, t. 5, f. ven 1-6; W. & 
G. S. West, Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 130, t. 15, f. 1-6. 

Lat, 16u. 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193) 

39. ÜLOSTERIUM INCURVUM Bréb. Liste. Desm, 1856, p. 150, t. 2, f. 47; W. & 
G. S. West, Brit. Deem, 1904, p. 136, t. 15, f, 28-30, 

Lat. 10'154; apicibus 50% inter se distantibus (Pl. xm, fig. 16). 
Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

40. CrosrERIUM Venus Kütz. Phyc. germ. 1845, p. 130; W. & G. S. West, 
Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 137, t. 15, f. 15-20. 

Var. cellulis minus curvatis, apicibus obtusioribus, 

Lat. 7:8; apicibus 544 inter se distantibus (Pl. xr, fig. 17). 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The outer margin of this small form only occupied 188° of arc, the curvature of the cell 

thus agreeing more nearly with that of C parvulum Nag. than that of CL Venus. It is, 

however, much smaller than any known forms of CI. parvulum and there are only two pyrenoids 

in each chloroplast. 

Wille has figured a Closterium from Nova Zembla (ride Wille, Ferskv. Alg. Nov. Semlj, 

1874, p. 60, t. 14, f. 84) which he calls “ 07. pareuiwn Nag. forma." The curvature of his plant 

is, however, too great for Cl. parvulum, the apiees are also more rounded, and there are only 

two pyrenoids in each chloroplast. Like the Burmese plant, its characters appear to be partly 

those of O7. Venus, but the apices are more obtuse. 

Another form very similar to the Burmese variety has been described and figured by Borge 

from Brazil (vide Borge, Alg. erst. Regnell. Exped. II. Desmid. 1803, p. 79, t. 1, £ 26, but it 

is of much larger size. Raciborski- has also figured a similar but opd larger form from 
65 LJ Australia. (Racib. Desmidyja Ciastonia, 1892, p. 969, t. 6, L | 

CLOSTERIUM PULCHELLUM W, & G. S. West, Desm. Singapore, 1897, p. 158, 

t. 8, f. 8-9. 

Var. Burmense var, n. (Pl, xim, fig. 5). 

Var. minus, cellulis diametro 6-7 -plo longioribus, minus curvatis; membrana 

achroa, 

Long. 38-584; lat, 7-8°54; lat. apic. cire. 2-275. 

Hab.—-Mansang near Hsipaw (No, 24193), In swamp, 

4] 

Katha (No. 22677). 

Ans, Roy. Bor. Garp. Guter VoL. VI, 
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The outer margin of typical C/. pulchellum occupies about 102° of are, whereas that of the var. 
Burmense measures only 75°. r 

This variety should also be compared with the figures given by Gutwinski of some small 
forms of a Closterium which he considers to be Cl. abruptum West (vide Gutw. Nonn. Alg. Nov. 1896, p. 36, t. 5, f. 4 a~). 

42. CrosrERIUM Lego Kütz. 1834; Ralfs, Brit. Deem. 1848, p. 116, t. 28, 
f. 4; W, & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 141, t. 16, f. 9-14. 

Lat. 25,. ! 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 
Var. RECURVATUM var. n. (Pl. rv, fig. 6). 
Var. apicibus rotundatioribus, subiter et leviter recurvatis. 

Lat. 364; apicibus 187 inter se distantibus; lat. apic. circiter 5'5,. 
Hab.—With the typical form (No. 21551). 
This variety of OC. Zeibleinii appears to be a precisely similar form to the var. podolicum of Cl. Ehrenbergii described by Gutwinski (Flor. Glon. Okolic Tarnopola, 1894, p. 97, 1. 8, f. 12). 

43. ÜLOSTRRIUM MONILIFERUM (Bory) Ehrenb, 1838; Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848; p. 166, t. 28, 1 3; W. & G. S.- West, Brit. Desm. 1904, p. 143, t. 16, fa 15, 16, 
Long. (apicibus inter se distantibus) 2144; lat. 174; lat. apice. circ. 9,. 
Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 
The forms observed possessed rather thick blunt apices, this species described by Gutwinski as Cl. galiciense (vide Let 18). 

in this respeot resembling the form of 
Gutw. Nonn. Alg. Nov. 1896, p. 39, 

44. ÜLOSTERIUM MAXIMUM (Wood) Schmidle in Wittr., Nordst, & Lagerh. Alg. Exsic. 1896, No. 1399. 
Cl. acerosum (Schrank) Ehrenb. var. 
Amer. 1874, p. 111, t. EL 4... 5, 

Forma apicibus paullo crassioribus et subtruncatis. 
Long. 366-5084; lat. 36-424 ; lat. apice. 85-954, 
Hab. — Myiumu, 

22880). 

maximum Wood, Freshw. Ale, N. 

four miles to the east at the village of Nyaungngyin (No. 

45. QCrLosrERIUM Cornu Ehrenb., 1830; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. i, 1904, p 387, t Wia 105. 
Long. 1734; lat. Tõu; lat. apic. 2-54. 
Hab.—In swamp, Katha. 
We do not see any characters sufficient to separate Ol. Cornu var. javanicum ` Gutw. (Alg. 

Ins. Java, ‚1008, P. 582, t. 36, £. 11) ‘from the typical form. ` The apices of this species vary very much in width, and the cell-wall is sometimes of a yellow or yellow-brown colour. 
46. CLosTERIUM SUBSTRIGOSUM sp. n. (Pl. xiii, fig. 19). Cl. macilentum Bréb, ‘Var. sübsirigosum Racib. Desmidyja Ciastonia, 1892, D 969, t. 6, f. 38, gës 
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Se BE Ge solinis diametro reter 30-plo longioribus, parte mediana cellule 
recta cum marginibus parallelis, apıces versus gradatim attenuatis et leviter incurvatis, 
Ii. angustis Gen marginibus parallelis, apicibus obtusis; membrana glabra et 
achroa ; i as : e s ee ; pyrenoidibus in serie unica in semicellula unaquaque 5; locellis apicalibus 
elongatis et corpusculis—?—ineludentibus. i 

Long. 186»; lat. 57,4; lat. apic. 1:34, 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The Closterium described above is evidently the same as that figured by Raciborski from 
Australia under the name of ‘Cl. macilentum var. substrigosum. His measurements are:—long. 
155-215, ; lat. 5-64; lat. apic. 24. © The Burmese forms had slightly narrower apices. 
Raciborski states that the Australian plant is “forma intermedia inter ©. macilentum et C. 
strigosum, semicellulis sub apice magis attenuatis quam in ©. macilento,” but we do not think it 
is near either of those species. Cl. macilentum Bréb. is much larger and the attenuation of the 
cells is very gradual from the middle to the apices, which are by no meats very narrow. Ci. 
strigosum Bréb. is a much larger and stouter species, with incurved, rapidly attenuated. apices, 
which are rot drawn out into long processes. 

The apices of Ci. substrigosum are drawn out into long, narrow, colourless processes with parallel 

margins, into which the chloroplasts do not enter, The apical vacuole thus occupies more than 

one-third the length of the semicell. 

47. OCrLosTERIUM GRACILE Bréb., 1839; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. i, 1904, 
p. 166, t, 21, f. 8-12, | 

Long. 1465; lat. 4°84, 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

48. CrosrERIUM ACUTUM (Lyngb.) Bréb. in Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 177, 

t. 30, &- 0$ 4 My T 5 «4 & "255 Ww; & GS, We, Brit. 

Desm. i, 1904, p. 177, t. 23, f. 9-14. 

Long. 138-1474; lat. 4'5-6,. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551) Between Thingan-nyi-naung and 

Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

49. Crosrerium Bugs Bréb., 1845; Ralfs, Brit. Deem, 1848, p. 174, t. 30, 
fi 9: 

Var. uysRIDUM Rabenh. Krypt. Fl. Sachs. 1863, p. 174; W. & G. S. West, 

Brit. Desm. i, 1904, p. 183, t. 24, f. 8-13. 

Cl. lineatum Ehrenb. var. sandvicense Nordst. Alg. aq. dulc. et Char. Sandvic. 

1878, p. 9, t. 1, f. 10-12. 

Long. 430»; lat. 31». | 

Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

50. CLosTERIUM DECORUM Bréb. Liste Desm. 1856, p. 151, t. 2, £. 39;.W. & 

G. S. West, Brit. Desm. i, 1904, p. 184, t. 17, E 7, 8; t. 26, f. Iv. 

Cl, crassum Delp. Deem, subalp. 1877, p. 121, t. 18, f. 22-30. 

Cl. Delpontei Wolle, 1885; Freshw. Ale, U. S. 1887; p. 25, t. 55, f. 9. 

Forma minor. 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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Long. 2425; lat. 204; lat. apic. 54. (Pl. xiii, fig. 20). The number of striolations 
visible across the cell was 17. 

Hab.—Springs on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501). 

Var. BREVE var. n. 

Var. multe brevior, minus attenuata polos versus. 

Long. 140-1612; lat. 22-254; lat. apic. 7-8:5,. 

Hab.—Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, in the side channel of a 
stream (No. 24483). 

51. Crosterium kurzen Bréb. Liste Desm. 1856, p. 156, t. a 1.40: We 

G. S. West, Brit. Desm. i, 1904, p. 186, t. 25, f. 6-11. 

Hab.—Between 'lhingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, in the side-channal of a stream 
(No. 24483). 

52. CLOSTERIUM ROSTRATUM Ehrenb., 1832; Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 175, 
1.906 f. 3, 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

59. CLOSTERIUM SETACEUM Ehrenb., 1834; W. & Q. 8. West, Brit. Desm. 1, 
1904, p. 190, t. 26, f. 9-13. 

Hab,—Kysuktaga in the Deen district (No. .22124). Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). j | 

Genus: Pleurotenium Näg. 

94. PLEUROTENIUM ovarum Nordst. Alg. Brasil. 1804, p. 18. 
Docidium ovatum Nordst. Desm, Brasil. 1870, p. 205, t. 3, f, 37, 
Var. TuMipuM Mask. Further Notes N. Zeal. Desm. 1889, p. 29, t. 6, f. 54. 

Long. 246-265»; lat. max. 96-1024; lat. apic. 31-334 ; lat. isthm. 37-38-54 (Pl, xi, figs. 8, 9). | | 
Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
This Desmid occurred in abundance, and it only differs from Maskell’ having a rather narrower isthmus. The flattened granules at the apices or ten in number. 

* “Awe! the cell becomes disarticulated into two semicells, the oblique junction of the new and 0 -cells sometimes becomes very evident. This area of junction gradually thi i and forms for a short distance part of the wall of the other se datt 2 u ae showing this overlapping area appears at first sight to be furnished with on each side of the isthmus (vide Pl. xiii, fig. Sr ld 

s New Zealand variety in 
of the semicells were nine 

Turner’s species seems to be merely a form 

55, PLEUROTENIUM TROCHISCUM W. & G. S. West, Some N, Amer. Desm. 1896, P. 235, t. 13, f. 4, 5; Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, p. 142, t. 19, £ 7, 8. Long. 3424; lat. ad bas. semicell; 31°35; lat. ad med. semicell. 285; lat. apic. 21x. Hab.—In the Kangyi at Mudon (No, 24505). ; 
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‚The specimens agreed exactly with those observed from Ceylon and from several parts of the 
United States. Whether Pl. írochiscum is identical with Pi. tesselatum (Josh. Lagerh. or not 
appears to be a question which can only be decided by an examination of the r original d ` 
of Joshua's ‘ Docidium tesselatum. Judging from the experience we have already obtained of the 
inaccuracy of many of Joshua's figures and deseriptions, the identity is quite probable. Both species 
are also very possibly synonymous with Bailey’s * Docidium verrucosum, but again the published 
accounts of this species are not sufficiently reliable to admit of a critical comparison. 

56. PLEUROTENIUM cristarum (Turn.) Borge, Trop. u. subtrop. Sussw. Chlor. 
1899, p. 15. 

Doeidium cristatum Turn. Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 32, t. 4, f. T. 

Forma marginibus semicellularum non undulatis; tuberculis 34-36 ad apicem 
(18-19 visis). 

Long. 60680-11304; lat. bas. semicell. 36-664; lat. ad med. semicell 29-564 ; 
lat. ad apice. 33°5-59u. (Pl. xm, fig. 11). 

Hab.—Mansang near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This Plewrotenium occurred abundantly and was very variable in size, the largest specimens 

being double the size of the original Indian plants. The semicells in all cases had one slight basal 

inflation, parallel or subparallel sides. without any trace of undulations, and a very slight inflation 

under the apex, which was slightly contracted immediately below the crown of tubercles. The 

number of tubercles on the apex was 34, or sometimes 36, whereas Turner gives 30 as the number 

on his Indian specimens. Turner also states “margine leviter undulatum,” but his figure indicates 

almost parallel sides. The figure given by Borge (e t. 1, f. 11) of a form from Cuba bas not 

more than 18 or 20 tubercles at the apex of the semicell and in this character it differs consider- 

ably from Loth the Indian and Burmese forms. 

Two other species described by Turner must be considered as forms of Pi. cristatum. These 

are ‘Docidium orientale Turn. and ‘Docidium cylindricum Turn.’ The former is destitute of the 

slight inflation below the crown of tubercles, and the number of tubercles is 36-44, The latter is 

a shorter form with 38-40 apical tubercles. 

The plants in question might be considered .as follows:— 

Pleurotenium cristatum (Turn.) Borge. Pl, magnum, cellulis diametro 17-19-plo longioribus, 

fere rectum vel leviter curvatum; semicellule eylindriee, ad basin leviter inflate, lateribus 

parallelis (vel levissime undulatis ?), apice leviter inflato, tubereulis parvis 30-36 (visis 

16-19) ornato. ; 

Forma orientalis (Turn.) nob. Apice semicellularum non inflato sed paullo expanso, tuberculis 

36-44 (visis 18-22) ornato. 

Forma cylindrica (Turn.) nob. Cellulis diametro 10-plo longioribus, ad apices cum tuberculis 

38-40 (visis 20). 

57. PrEuRorxNiUM  CuvasENsE Borge, Alg. erst. Regnell Exped. ii. Desmid 

1903, p. 84, t. 2, f. 8. 

Forma ixogNATA. (Pl. xim, fig. 10). 

Forma paullo major, apicibus semicellularum sine tuberculis. 

Long. 6004; lat. ad bas. semicell 54»; lat. ad apic. 3l'ós. 

Hab.—Kyauktaga, Pegu district (No. 22124). 
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58. Prevrorayium Inpicum (Grun.) Lund. Desm. Suec. 1871, p. 90. 

' Docidium Indicum Grun. Diat. u. Desm. Ins. Bank. 1865, p. 13, t. 2, f. 18. 

Long. 422-7844; lat. ad bas. semicell. 25-3454; lat. ad med. semicell 18- 

254; lat. ad apie. 15-20». 

Hab.—Kyauktaga, ^ Pegu district (No. 22124). Singaing, Kyaukse district. 

No. 22193) In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

The .Burmese specimens of this Desmid varied much in size, but their relative proportions 

remained fairly constant. All possessed a large undulation at the base of the semicells, and s»veral 

smaller ones just above it. The lateral margins above the undulations were parallel and the apex 
truncate, 

Var. crassius Lagerh. Algol. Bidr. 1886, p. 199. 

Long. 560,; lat. ad bas. semicell. 544; lat. ad med. semicell. 46,; lat. ad 
apic. 32,. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 
It is hardly possible to separate this variety from Pi. maximum (Reinsch) Lund., and it is 

questionable whether it would not be better placed as a form of that species. The undulations 
at the base are variable, and the general proportions are much nearer those of JP maximum. 

59. Pieuroranium TRABECULA (Ehrenb.) Näg.; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. i, 
1904, p. 209, t. 30, f. 11-13, 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501)  Momauk, east of 
Bhamo (No. 21551) Kyauktaga, Pegu district (No. 22124‘, Between Thingan-nyi- 
naung and Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

Genus: Euastrum Ehrenb. 

60. Evasrrum Diverta (Turp.) Ralfs, 1841; Brit. Desm. 1848, p 8, t Ze 
f. 1; W. &. G. S. West, Brit, Desm. uj 1900," p. 15, 6 35, f. 87. 

Forma minor; long. 824; lat. 49:55; lat. isthm. Pa 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

61. Evastrum sinuosum Lenorm.; Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 85; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. ii, 1905, p. 20, t. 36, f. 1, 
Long. 654; lat. 3455; lat. isthm. 9:5,. 

Hab,—In the Kan-gyi, at Mudon (No. 24505) 
» D 

62. EUASTRUM ANSATUM Ballu, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 85; W., & G. S. West Brit. Desm. ii, 1905, p. 97, t. 36, f. 10-13. | Hab.— Between Thingan-nyi-naung and  Kawkareik, in ti i 
itis, dE SUE wkareik, in the side-channel of a 

63. EUASTRUM INERMIUS (Nordst. Turner, F A $ e 

& 10, f. Sh ; Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, 'p. 86, 
E. spinulosum Delp. subs bid : : 
LEN P. subsp. enermius Nordst. Alg. et Char, i; 1980, p -9, € 
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Var. DURMENsE var. n. (Pl. xiv, fig. 10), 
Var. tumoribus tiibus trans basin semicellularum, iis lateralibus minoribus ; 
semi-cellulae a vertice vise cum tumore minore granulato utrobique inter 
tumorem medianum et polum unumquemque. 

Long. 554; lat. 524; lat. lob. polar. 214; lat. isthm, lla; crass, 97*54. 
Hab.—In.the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

64, EuasrRUM TRUNCATUM Josh. Burmese Desm. 1886, p. 639, t. 93, ei "Së 
W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Ale, Ceylon, 1902, p. 152, t. 20, f. 
9, 10 (char. emend). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

^^ 

65. EAUSTRUM ASPERUM Borge, Austral. Süsswasserchlor. 1896, p. 11. t. 1, f. 12. 

Long. 88; lat. 44'5,; lat. isthm. 14:54; lat. lob. polar. 27-29,; crass. 304. 

(Pl. xiv, fig. 3). 

Ha^.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 23193). 

This interesting species appears to be well characterized by reason of the  mamillate protuber- 

ances across the base of the semicells. In side view it is even more characteristic, being unlike 

any other Euastrum of its kind. It has only previously been recorded from Queensland. 

66. EuasrRUM sERRATUM Josh. Burmese Desm. 1886, p. 639, t. 23, f. 1, 2. 

The following is an amended description of this . species :— 

E. submediocre, pæne lj-plo longius quam latum,  profundissime constrictum 

sinu angustissimo-lineari extremo subampliato ; semicellule 5-lobx, incisuris lateralibus 

non profundis et subapertis, iis superioribus profundioribus quam iis inferioribus ; 

lobis lateralibus breviter subrectangularibus, leviter bilobulatis, lobulis retuso-emargin- 

atis; lobo polari oblongo-trapeziformi, lateribus retusis, angulis superioribus dentatis 

et angulis inferioribus emarginatis, apice leviter convexo cum incisura mediana pro- 

funda et aperta; tumore in centro semicellularum et scrobiculis binis supra tumorem, 

verruca rotundata intra lobum lateralem unumquemque et verrucis emarginatis duobus 

intra lobum polarem; a vertice vise oblongo-elliptieze, tumore prominenti emarginato 

ad medium utrobique, polis leviter trilobis; a latere vise subovate apice subacuto, 

prope basin tumore emarginato et apicem versus tumore emarginato minore utrobique. 

Long. 204; lat. 2855; lat. isthm. 7:8,. 

The above description and measurements are taken from one of Joshua’s original specimens, 

of which we also give a figure (Pl. xiv, fig. 2). 
| 

Joshua gives 534 as the length and 354 as the breadth of his species, measurements which are 

somewhat larger than his actual specimens. As we found in the case of E. truncatum, another of 

Joshua’s species of which we published an amended desoription, that his encarar were also 

longer than any of the specimens we observed, we are inclined to think od ua 8 measurements 

relied upon than his figures. We infer that Joshua’s “ lobis . et interne 

conspectis distincte serratis "' refers to the rounded warts within the lateral lobes, but his description 

lacks precision and is very imperfect. 

Forma angulis inferioribus lobi polaris unidentatis. g 

Long. 474; lat. 28»; lat. isthm. 75u; crass. 194 (Pl. xiv, fig. 9). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
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67. Evasrrum CORALLOIDES Josh. Burmese Desm. 1886, p. 639, t. 23, f. 10. 

Var. SUBINTEGRUM var, n. (Pl xiv, fig. 8). à E 

Var. minus, lobo polari paullo angustiori integro ad margines laterales, incisura 

apicali perangusta et minus profunda, angulis superioribus lobi polaris 

unidenticulatis, tumoribus basalibus tribus. | 

Long. 24:5,; lat. 21,4; lat. lob. polar. 154; lat. isthm. 5'5,; crass. l3y. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 

This variety agrees with var. ¢rigibberum  Lagerh. (Desm. aus Bengal, 1888, P. 6) in the 

possession of three basal protuberances on each semicell. It resembles Æ. plesiocoralloids W. & Q. 

S. West, in the nature and disposition of its protuberances, but the apex of the polar lobe is 

trunoate, the incisions below the polar lobe are small open notches, and the lateral lobes are more 
projecting and quadrate. ; 

We are inclined to believe that the var. żrigibberum Lagerh. may possibly be the same plant as 
Joshua had in view when he originally described his Æ. coralloides. He describes and figures only 
two basal tumours, whereas all the Euastra of this nature have one central one and generally two 
lateral ones, and as we have found his figures and descriptions to be inaccurate with regard to the disposi- 
tion of the tumours on other species, we think this may also be the case in E, coralloides. This 
view is further supported by the fact that Borge (Trop. u. subtrop. Süssw.-Chlor. 1899, P. 20, t. 2, 
f. 31), figures three basal tumours on specimens of E. coralloides which he examined from Singapore. 

68, EvasrRUM PULCHERRIMUM W, & G. S, West, Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, 
p 163, t, 20, £,..11, 

Var. pivisUM var. n. (Pl. xtv, fig. 7). 
Var. paullo minus, lobis lateralibus leviter bilobulatis, lobulis inferioribus retuso- 
emarginatis, dentieulos marginales carentibus, tumore centrali semicellularum 
granulis 4 predito. 

Long. 444; lat. 29-54; lat. isthm. 9:4,; crass. 175g. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). i ; 
This variety differs prineipally in its bilobulate lateral lobes and in the absence of the small 

teeth along the lateral margins. The central tumour is furnished with four large granules, and the tumours within the lateral and polar lobes are also quadrigranulate. : 

69. EvasrRUM DUBIUM Nig. Gatt. einz. Al 19499, 5. 129, &. 7D, 8 2. 
E. lobulatum Bréb. Liste Desm. 1856, p. 194, t. 1, f. 4. 
E. erosum Lund. var, notabile West, Alg. Eng. Lake Distriet, 1892, p. 723, t: 9, £ 17. - 
Var. TRITUM var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 6). 
Var. paullo minus, lobis lateralibus minus prominentibus, angulis lobi polaris rotundatis, incisura apicali variabili; membrana glabra. 

Long. 22-26,; lat, 19-14:5,; lat. apic, circiter 8-94; lat. isthm. 3:8-44,; crass, 8:5,. : 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No, 24505). 
The var. tritum differs from all forms of E. dubium in being less prominently lobed, and in its rounded polar lobe. The cell-wall is also destitute of mark: i ef? and width in tho different specimens observed, o: markings. The apical notch varied in depth 



E. erosum Lund. var. attentuatum Turn. (Freshw. Alg. of E. India, 1893, t. 10, f. 18, 21) 
stands somewhat near to E. dubium var. tritum, but the apex is retuse and not incised. Moreover, 
the Burmese plants have uot the characteristic vertical and side views of E. erosum. 

70. EvuasrRUM BHAMENSE sp. n. (Pl. xiv, fig. 5). 

E. minutam, circiter li-plo longius quam latum, profunde constrictum, sinu 

angusto-lineari; semicellule truncato-pyramidate, lateribus subirregulariter — 3-4-un- 
dulatis et levissime convexis, angulis basalibus leviter rotundatis vel subrectangula- 
ribus, angulis apicalibus subrectangularibus vel subobtusis, apice truneato-convexo 
et leviter 4-undulato, cum ‘incisura mediana parva et subaperta; a vertice vise 
elliptieze ; a latere vise elliptico-ovate ; membrana glabra. 

Long. 22-23:5,; lat. 15-15°5’54; lat. apie. 10:54; lat. isthm. 4:8-57»; crass. Qu. 

Hab.—In springs near the Irrawaddy, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

This small species differs from E binale (Turp. Ehrenb. in its more pyramidate oells with 

undulate lateral margins and undulate apices. It has also a more prominent apical notch, and the 

semicells are destitute of a central protuberance. It is nearest to E. binale var. sublobatum W. A 

G. S. West, but differs in its undulate apex, its deeper apical notch, and in the absence of the 

protuberance from the centre of the semicells. 

It should also be compared with E. doliforme W. & G. 8. West (Some Deem. U, 8. 1898, 

p. 289, t. 16, f. 12), from which it is distinguished by its smaller size, its undulate apex and 

more rounded apical angles, as well as by the absence of the protuberance at the base of the 

semicells. 

71. EvAsTRUM BINALE (Turp.) Ehrenb.; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Deem, ii, 1905, 

p. 51, t. 38, f. 28, 29. 

Hab.—ln springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501) Between Thingan- 

nyinaung and Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

72. Evastrum DENTICULATUM (Kirchn.) Gay, Note Conj. du midi de France, 

1884, p. 335; W. & G. S. West, Brit. Desm. ii, 1905, p. 55, t. 39, 

f. 1-4. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and 

Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

73. Evastrum vamos W. & G. S. West, Some N. Amer. Desm. 1890, p. 

945, t. 14, f. 82, 33. 

Forma angulis inferioribus subrectangularibus, granulis intra angulos inferiores nullis. 

Long. 26,4; lat. 195; lat. isthm. 48,4; crass, lla (Pl xiv, fig. 4). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

I 1 i . alg. nov. 
This form resembles very much Cosmarium midzyrzecense Eiehl. & l Gutw. (Nonn. spec. alg. nc 

1894, p. 165, t. 4, f. 9), but differs in the form of the apex and in the absenoe of the median 

protuberence in the vertical view. 

Euastridium gen. nov. 

Cellule iis Euasiri subsimiles sed non-compressm, sinu latissime aperto, sine 

inci icali i | ‘m gubtrilobe, apice retuso; 8 latere vise 
incisura apicali; semicellule a fronte vise. 

ut a fronte vise; a vertice vise actinomorphice, 8-lobate. 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CALCUTTA Vou. VI. 
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74. EvasrRIDIUM Pram sp. unica. (Pl. xiv, fig. 11). 

E. magnum, cireiter 12-plo longius quam latum, profunde constrictum, sinu late 

aperto extremo obtuso; semicellule trilobatze; lobis lateralibus crassis et subsemi- 

circularibus; lobo polari subrectangulari, constricto ad basin, angulis late rotundatis, 

apice retuso; cum tumoribus magnis duobus trans semicellulas dispositis; semicellule 

a vertice vise circulares et 8-lobate, lobis magnis regularibus et  subsemicircularibus 

lobo polari subquadrato cum angulis latissime rotundatis et lateribus concavis; semi- 

cellule a latere vise ut a fronte vise. Membrana dense scrobiculata, scrobieulis multe 

majoribus super lobos basales 8 et angulos 4 lebi polaris. 

Long. 158-1624; lat. 98-1024; lat. lob. polar. 50-634; lat. isthm. 454. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24198). 

A number of specimens of this handsome Desmid were observed, and its characters were quite 

constant. The semicells in front view are three-lobed, the lateral lobes being large and inflated, 

whereas the polar lobe is smaller and more rectangular. All the angles are broadly rounded, and 

the cell wall is densely scrobiculate. The scrobiculations are much larger at the angles and cause 

the exterior of the cell-wall to be rough at those points.. The sinus is very widely open, and the 

apex of the polar lobe is slightly retuze. But it is in the vertical view that this Desmid differs 
from all others with which we are acquainted. Having a body more akin to Euastrum, it is circular 

and 8-lobed when seen from the vertex, almost reminding one of the actinomorphic symmetry 
exbibited by certain of the rayed species of Staurastrum. The 8 lobes are basal in position, corre- 
sponding to the lateral lobes of the front view, the apical part of the cell only having 4 lobes. It 
is this aetinomorphie character which renders it impossible to place this Desmid in either Zuastrum 
or Mierasterias, One of the primary characters of these genera is the compression of the cell (often 
very considerable) in the plane of the front view, but in this new Burmese Desmid there is no trace 
of any such compression. We have, therefore, established a new genus—Euasiridium—to include this 
extraordinary actinomorphie Desmid, 

The front view bears some resemblance to certain species of Euastrum, but the sinus is more 
open, and the lateral lobes shorter and more inflated than in any species of that genus, There is 
likewise no special notch such as is present in most species of Euastrum. The only forms connecting 
Euastridium with Euastrum are such as E humerosum Ralfs forma triguetra Schröder (Beitr. Algen 
Riesengebirges, 1898, p. 38, t. 2, f. 3), but in this case the lobing as seen in the vertical view is of 

quite & different nature. 

Genus: Micrasterias Ag. 

75. Micrasrertas rorracea Bail. in Ralfs Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 210, t, 35, f. 
3; Johnson, Species of Micrasterias, 1894, p. Oey t9 fido 

Var. ornata Nordst. Desm. Brasil. 1870, PONE 5$, E 16: 
Long. 674; lat. 714; lat. isthm. ll'5z; lat. lob. polar. 804 (Pl. xiv, fig. 22). 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw. (No. 24193). 
The lateral lobes were less divided than in most forms of t 

what irregular. 

76. Micrastertas ıncısa Bréb., 1839; in Kütz. Phye. germ. 1845, p. 134; Turn. Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 89, t. 6, f. 8, 10, : 
Holoeystis ineisa Wall. Desm. Low. Bengal, 1800, p. 276, t. 13, f. 4, 5. 
Var. MawsaxGENsE var. n. (Pl. xiv, fig. 18). | 

his species, and the lobules were somes 
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| Cellule 1$:plo latiores quam longz (sine spinis); lobis lateralibus oblique sub- 

truncatis, angulis superioribus rotundatis, angulis inferioribus spina minuta instructis ; 

lobo polari late truncato, apice subrecto; membrana irregulariter granulata ; a vidios 

vise paullo tumidz ad medium. utrobique. 

Long. 38:54; lat. (sine spinis) 46,; lat. isthm. 164; crass. 164. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The Durmese variety resembles var. Wallichiana Turn. more than typical M. incisa owing to 

the absence of the spines from the superior angles of the lateral lobes. 

‘77. MicRAsTERIAS TROPICA Nordst. Desm. Brasil. 1870, p. 219, t. 2, f. 15. 

Forma eum granulis magnis 4 infra marginem apicalem lobi polaris ; semicellule 

a vertice vise paullo robustioribus, lateribus subrectis. 

Long. llli; lat. 984; lat. isthm. 17-54; crass. 324 (Pl. xiv, fig. 23). 

Hah.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

78. MICRASTERIAS Mon (Borge) W. & G. S. West, Desm. Singapore 1897, p. 

162 ; Freshw. Chloróphy. Koh. Chang, 1901, p. 86, t. 3, f. 21. 

Euastrum verrucosum Ehrenb. var. Mébii Borge, Austral. Siisswasserchlor. 1896, 

p. 13, t. 9, f. 18, 19. 

Var. BurMense var. n. (Pl. xiv, figs. 19, 20). 

Semicellulee variabiles, apice lobi polaris late et distinete retuso ; lobis laterali- 

bus majoribus et extensioribus, lobulis superioribus et inferioribus reduetis (interdum 

pæne obsoletis) rotundato-conieis ; cum tumore magno in centro semicellularum supra 

isthmum et tumore minore intra lobum lateralem unumquemque. Semicellule a vertice 

vise polis plus attenuatis, umbone magno et lato ad medium utrobique, tumore multe 

minore pclos versus utrobique. Anguli lobi polaris et loborum lateralum granulis mag- 

nitudinis variabilis (sepe maximis) praeditis. 

Long. 119-1234 ; lat. 98-1014; lat. lob. polar. 73-79, ; lat. isthm. 25-275; 

crass, 55u. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This variety varies much in the angles (or processes) of the polar lobe, which are sometimes 

laterally produeed, sometimes abruptly truncate, and also in relative depth of division of the lateral 

lobes. In some specimens the lateral lobes are almost entire, and in others the superior and 

inferior lateral lobules are short and rounded. The granulation of the angles of the polar and 

lateral lobes also varies very much. It is distinguished from typical M. Möbii by its proportionately 

greater width across the base of the semicells, by the broadly retuse apex of the polar lobe, by 

the more prominent scrobiculate tumour within each lateral lobe, and by the attenuated poles of 

the vertical view. ` 

M. Möbii var. Burmense. should be compared with. Jf. Möbii var. javanica Gutw. (Alg. Ins. Java, 

1902, p. 603, t. 40, f. 58) which it resembles more than the type. It differs, however, in the 

reduced lateral lobules, and in the replacement of the several small tumours within each lateral love 

by one much larger one. 

The vertical view of M. Mobit var. Burmense is almost exactly simi 

var, Ridleyi, a variety described from Singapore. 

Var. INTEGRUM var. n. (Pl xiv, 21). 

lar to that of M. Mobu 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CarcurTA Vor. VI. 
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Var. angulis lobi polaris non productis et acute rotundatis ; lobis lateralibus 

integris, angulis inferioribus acute rotundatis et angulis superioribus 

leviter productis et rotundato-conicis. 

Long. 126, ; lat. 1024; lat. lob. polar. 70, ; lat. isthm. 264. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Haipaw (No. 24193). 

This variety is characterized by the entire eondition of the lateral lobes and the broad polar 

lobe, the lateral angles of which are not produced. The angles of both the lateral and polar lobes 

are conical or even submamillate, but never truncate as in typical M. Möbii. 

Genus: Cosmarium Corda. 

79. CosMartum oBsoLETUM (Hantzsch) Reinsch, 1867;  Nordst. Alg. et Char. i, 

1880, p. 7, t. 1, f£. 9; W & G. S. West, Bnit. Desm. ii, 1905, p. 133, 

t. 50, f. 1-3. 

Var. Srrvens: Gutw. Alg. Ins. Java, 1902, p. 594, t. 38, f. 39. 

Long. Gi, ; lat. 664; lat. isthm. 3l,. 

Hab.—Springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). Momauk, east of Bhamo 

(No. 21551). 

80. COSMARIUM DISPERSUM Johnson, Rare. Deem. U. S. ii, 1895, p. 297, t. 240, 

1... 19. 

Forma truncata. (Pl. xv, fig. 17). 

Forma paullo major, apicibus semicellularum distincte truncatis. 

Long. 52; lat. 50”; lat. isthm. 19:5»; crass. 25%. 

Heb.—Singaing, Kyaukse District (No. 22193) Manpwe, N. Shan States 

(No. 22513). 

81. ahr SUBLATEREUNDATUM. W. &. G. S. West, Alg. Madag. 1895, p. 

Eur 

Forma lateribus semicellularum 6-7-undulato-crenatis, apice paullo angustioribus 
et leviter 2-undulatis. Pyrenoidibus binis. 

Long. 374; lat. 3454; lat. apic. 15-1554; lat. 
(Pl. xiii, fig. 13). 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

isthm. 10a. ; crass. 175. 

This form should be compared with C. cyclicum var. Nordstedtii nob. 

82. UA CONTRACTUM Kirchn. Alg. Schles, 1878, p. 147; W. & G. 5. 
DE Ta rit. am ii, 1905, p. 170, t. 61, f. 23-25, 34. 
MIU g, IN sipaw (No. 24193). In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

pice semicellulæ paullo elevatis, lateralibus minus rotundatis. 
Long. 274; lat. 194; lat. isthm. 45%. (PL xiv, fig. 1) 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hispaw (No. 24193). 

| 

| 
1 

| 
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83. CosmMaRtum BIREME Nordst. Desm. Brasil. 1869, p. 212, t. 3, f. 33; W. 
& G. S. West, Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, p. 165, t. 20, f. 30. 

Forma angulis basalibus subrectangularibus. 
Long. lly; lat. 104; lat. isthm. 34; crass. 9. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hispaw (No. 24193). 

84. COSMARIUM SUBPROTUBERAN&. W. & G. S. West, Alg. Madag. 1895, p. 57, 
t0; X SN, 

Var. SUBQUADRATUM var. n. (Pl. xii, fig. 17). 

Var. sinu  angusto-lineari, lateribus semicellularum minus divergentibus 

apice truncato-retuso in medio. 

Long. 19-23:54; lat. 17-214; lat. isthm. 4°8-5°2u; crass. 15-174. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

85. CoswARIUM PSEUDONITIDULUM Nordst. Norges Desm. 1873, p. 16, t. 1, f. 4. 

Var. VALIDUM nob. 

C. pachydermum Lund. var. minus Nordst. l c. p. 18, t. 1. f. 7, 

Long. 63-674; lat. 48°5-51y; lat. isthm. 17-194. 

Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677).  Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

86. CosMARIOM GRANATUM Bréb. in Ralfs Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 96, t. 32, f. 6. 

Hab.—Minywa, Pegu District (No. 21975). 

87. Cosmarium INÆĠUALIPELLICUM W. & G. S. West, Alg. Madag 1895, p. 54, 

c0, 1705 Ww 
| 

= Hab.—In springs on the river-bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). Mansang, near Hsipaw 

(No. 24193). 

I 88. COSMARIUM rerusum (Perty) Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 167; 

I Lund. Desm, Suec. 1871, p. 36, t. 3, f. 3. 

I (a) Forma sine granulis, membrana punctata, punctis H angulos basales 

fortioribus ; apicibus semicellularum leviter protractis et angustioribus. 

Long. 32:554; lat. 23%; lat. apic. 11°54; Jat, isthm. 6». 

Hab.—ln the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 
S 

(b) Forma minor, apicibus semicellularum minus protractis; membrana punctata. 

Long. 264; lat. 194; lat. apic. 1055; lat. isthm. 6:54; crass. 124. 

Hab.—With the preceding form (No, 24505). 

89. CosMARIUM POLYGONUM (Niig) Arch. in Pritch. roni n oe
? 

Euastrum polygonum Nig. Qui eus. Ag. 1009, p. ovy w EO n 

Long. 13:5-145; lat. 11-13:3,; lat. isthm. 9-5-3°2u ; crass. 10°57. 

Hab.—Burdwan, in flooded rice-fields (No. 24674). 
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90. Cosmarium LZEVE .Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iiij 1868, p. 161; G. S. West, 

Variation Desm. 1899, p. 386, t. 10, f. 1-5. 

Hab.—Springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21541). 

Var. SEPTENTRIONALE Wille, Ferskv. Alg. Nov. Semlj. 1879, p. 43,t. 12, f. 

94, G. S. West, l. c. p. 387, t. 19, f. 7-9. 

Long. 21,; lat. 144; lat. isthm. 34. 

Hab.—Manpwe, N. Shan States (No. 22513). In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

91. Cosmarium ANGULOSUM Bréb. Liste Desm. 1856, p. 127, t. 1, f. 17. 

Hab.—Between Thingan-nyi-naung and  Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a 
stream (No. 24483). 

92. Cosmarıum Menecuinn Bréb. in Ralfs Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 96, t. 15, f. 6. 
Long. 17°44; lat. Un: lat. isthm. 3'5,. | 
H b,—Singaing, Kyaukse district (No. 22193). 

93. Cosmarium Norimpercense Reinsch 1867; Algenfl. Frank. 1867, D. 113, $.. 9, 
de 

C. Hammeri Reinsch, var. octogibbosum Reinsch, l. c. B 4126%5 10,42 k 
C. oetogibbosum (Reinsch) Turn. Freshw. Ale E. India, 1893, p. 52. 
C. oetogibbosum var. indicum Turn. l c. t. S8; E. o: 

Long. 115-1534; lat. 95-154; lat. isthm. 3:2-4:6,. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

94. CoswARIUM EXIGUUM Arch. in Proc. Dubl. Nat. Hist. Soc. 1864, iv, p. 49 
t. 1, f. 32, 33; Nordst. Freshw. Alg. N. Zeal. 1888, 0866,11 

C. quadratulum (Gay) De Toni forma javanica Gute. Alg. Ins. Java, | 1902, p. 590, t. 38, f. 31. 
| Long. 15°34; lat. isthm. 2:3. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and | Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

? 

Another form of this species had the lateral margins of the semicells slightly convex and the apex faintly retuse. It was also relatively a little broader than typical C. exiguum. 
Long. 154; lat. 104; lat. isthm. 2:25; crass. Q'5y. 
Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

95. Cosmarium TURGIDUM Bréb. in Ralfs Brit. Desm. 1848, pi—110,- t. -99, 4... 8. 
Var. LIGATUM var. n. (Pl. xiii, fig. 7). 
Var. constrietione cellule multe profundiori, sinu valde aperto et subrotundato ad apicem, angulis basalibus semicellularum multe rotundatis; latitudo isthmi pene $ diametro transversalis cellule, 

Long. 153»; lat. 63-674; lat. isthm. 40,. 
Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 
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96. CosMARIUM CoNNATUM Breb. in Ralfs Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 108, t. 17, 2. 10 
Forma paullo minor. Long. 77,; lat. 97'9u; lat. isthm. 484. 
Hab.—ln springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

97. COSMARIUM PSEUDOCONNATUM Nordst. Desm. Brasil. 1870, p. 214, €; 3, LD, 

Var, ELLIPSOIDEUMN W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, p. 168, 
t. 20, £, 43-45. 

Long. 68-714; lat. 48-504; lat. isthm. 37-37:54; crass. Ain, 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

98. CosMaRIUM VIRIDE (Corda) Josh. New und Rare Desm. 1885, t. 254, f. 3. 
Colpopelta viridis Corda, 1835. 
Cosmarium Cordanum Bréb., 1861. 

Var. TRUNCATUM var. n. (Pl. xiii, fig. 12). 
Var. minor, apicibus truncatis. 

Long. 27; lat. 14'4-15'34; lat. isthm. Län, 

Hab.— Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

99. Cosmarıum Pram sp. n. (Pl. xiv, fig. 12). 

C. submediocre, pæne 14-plo lougius quam latum, profundissime constrictum, sinu 

angusto-lineari extremo subampliato; semicellul pæne semicirculares, angulis basalibus 

leviter rotundatis et granulo dentato singulo instructis, serie verrucarum emargina- 

tarum circiter 14 intra et juxta ambitu, in centro semicellularum granulis magnis 12 

quincuncialiter ordinatis et scrobiculis minutis inter granulos; a vertice vise subanguste 

ellipticæ, ad medium utrobique leviter inflate et granulis magnis 5 instructs, polis 

trigranulatis, serie verrucarum emarginatarum intra marginem lateralem unumquemque ; 

a latere vise subcirculares; membrana punctata. 

Long. 5lu; lat. 434; lat. isthm. 13:50 ; crass. 26°5p. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

100. COSMARIUM GLAPHYRONOTUM sp. n. (Pl. xiv, figs. 16, 17). 

C. mediocre, circiter 14-plo longius quam latum, profundissime constrictum, sinu 

aperto interdum angustiori ad extremum ; semicellule transverse elliptico-oblong®, mar- 

ginibus lateralibus pæne semicireularibus, apice late truncato et subrecto; membrana 

grosse granulata, granulis subconicis magnis 6-7 ad marginem | lateralem unumquem- 

que, apice glabro, granulis prope basin semicellulz multe minoribus et regione basali 

glabra, cum scrobieulis minutis circa granulos in centro semicellularum ; a latere omg 

depresso-circulares ; a vertice vise late elliptice, granulis ad et intra margines ater- 

ales magnis, regione centrali glabra. 

Long. 57-6154; lat. 49-454; lat. isthm. 11°54; crass. 94-354. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
SS 

This distinetive Cosmarium occurred in abundance, and it does not appear n - wi, e? 

related to any other described species of the genus. The very deep constriction, e arge em 

conical shape of the granules ; te apex of the semicells, and the reduction in size 
the smooth, trunca uec 

of the granules towards the base are cbaracters which easily distinguish it. 

Perhaps the only species with which it needs , comparsion are C. paradozum Turn, and C. 

pregrandıforme Schmidle. 
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101. Cosmarrum TRACHYDERMUM W. & G. S. West, Alg. Madag. 1895, p. 64, 

t. 6, f. 20. 

Var. ELLIPTICUM var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 18). 

Var. semicellulis subellipticis, apicibus convexis. 

Long. 524; lat. 38-40»; lat. isthm. 19,4; crass. 254. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

102. Cosmartum RENIFORME (Ralfs) Arch. in Journ. Bot. 1874, p. 92. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

103. Cosmarıum rarum Bréb. Liste Desm. 1856, p. 128, t. 1, E 10; Roy & 

Biss. Scott. Desm. 1894, t. 2, f. 10. 

Cellule 14-plo longiores quam late; semicellule rectangulares, angulis inferioribus 
rotundatis et angulis superioribus magis rotundatis, apice levissime retuso in medio; 
granulis subparvis, depressis; a vertice vise oblongæ, polis rotundatis. 

Long. 684; lat. 544; lat. isthm. 18,4; crass. 29:5y. 

Hab.—In a small pool, Kyaukse (No. 22192). 
The form seen was rather more rectangular than the general shape of C. latum, and the 

granules were slightly smaller and more numerous. But for its relative proportions it might almost 
have been placed under C. quadrum Lund. The granulation was very similar to that of C. sublatum 
Nordst., but there were no punctulations between the granules. C. quadrum Lund., C. latum Breb., 
C. sublatum Nordst., C. orthopleurum Roy & Biss, QC. margaritatum (Lund. Roy & Biss. and 
C. conspersum Ralfs are all species which require further investigation. 

104, Cosmarium MULTIORDINATOM W. & G. S. West, Welw. Afric. Freshw. Alg. 
1897, p. 121, t. 367, £. 1. 

Var. BURMENsE var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 19), 
Var. angulis superioribus semicellularum leviter rotundatioribus, granulis paullo 
majoribus et ad margines conicis. 

Long. 77-834; lat. 59:5-64,,; lat. isthm. 19,; crass. 41,. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
This variety differs chiefly in the somewhat larg 

The conical granules are principally evident round the margins of the semicells, the granules in 
the centre being more rounded. The scrobiculations between the granules are small rounded pits, and under no conditions of focus do they exhibit any angularity. 

er size and conical form of the granules. 

105. Cosmarium sUBDECORATUM W. & G. S. West, D Si 1897 165, t. 8, f. 13. icu e e 
Long. 60-644 ; lat. 50-524; lat. isthm. 16-174; crass. 28y. 
Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

106. Cosmarrum pm Nordst. in Wittr. & Nordst. Ale. Exsi à 
et in fasc. 21, 1889, p. 39. . Alg. Exsic. 1880, No. 383; 

Var. crenis lateralibus 7-9, crenis apicalibus 4-6, tumore supra isthmum cum series verticalibus 5-7 granulo š b rum circ. 8, et inferne cum serie 
horizontali singula granulorum 5-6. | 
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Long. 46-49:5,; lat. 34:5-37,; lat. isthm. 11:5—12,; crass. 274. 
. Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677)  Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik 
in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). i 

C. binum appears to be a fairly common tropical species, and exhibits considerable varia- 
tion in the number of lateral and apical crenations. The centtal tumour also varies in size, the 
number of vertical series of granules ranging from five to seven. The basal series of ules 
below the central tumour consisted of a single row in all the specimens examined. wë 

The form of this species described by Raciborski (Desm. Nowe, 1889, p. 93, t. 5, f. 25) from Poland 
also has a reduced number of erenations and only one basal row of granules across the semiicells. 
Specimens of C. binum from Burma and Ceylon. resemble  Raciborski's form more than the original 
Brazilian examples. An almost exactly similar form has been described by Borge from Queensland 
as C. binum var. australiensis (cfr. Borge, Austral. Süsswasserchlor, 1896, p. 24, t. 3, f. 42). 

107. CosMARIUM SUBCRENATUM  Hantzsch in Rabenh. Alg. 1861, No. 1213, 

Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 164; Nordst. Desm. Arctos, 
1875, p. 21, t. 6, f. 10, 11. 

Forma paullo major; cellule a vertice vis polis rotundatis. 

Long. Au: lat. 29:5-81'54.; lat. isthm. 134; crass. 20,4 (Pl. xim, fig. 18). 

Hab.—In springs on the river-bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

108. CosMARIUM DICHONDRUM W. & G. S. West, Alg. Madag. 1895, p. 65, t. 7, 

f D 

Var. SUBHEXAGONUM var. n. (Pl. xm, fig. 16). 

Var. semicellulis late truncato-pyramidatis, angulis inferioribus rotundatis, 

angulis, .superioribus leviter rotundatis, apice late truncato et recto; à 

vertice visis ellipticis, granulis magnis binis intra sed juxta marginem 

lateralem utrobique. 

Long. 22,; lat. 204; lat. isthm. 525; crass. 12%. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

This variety should be compared with C. Haaboliense Wille var. protractum W. & G. S. West, 

which it resembles very much in the shape of the semicells. 

LI 

109. Cosmarrum QUADRIVERRUCOSUM sp. n. (Pl xv, fig. 14). 

s quam latam, profundissime constrictum, sinu angusto- 

lineari extremo subampliato ; semicellul® late truncato-pyramidate, angulis inferioribus 

et superioribus rotundatis, lateribus convexis, apice leviter convexo; membrana granulis 

ta, in ambitu circiter 14; verrucis magnis binis (leviter 

a vertice vise elliptice, verrucis magnis 

| C. parvum, paullo longiu 

acutis subsparse dispositis orna 

5-angulatis) trans centrum semicellularum ; 

truncato-retusis binis ad medium utrobique. 

Long. 23,4; lat. 215; lat. isthm.. 5°2 ; crass. lop. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

110. CosMaRIUM TRIVERRUCOSUM Sp. nm. (Pl xv, fig. 16). 

C. parvum, pene 13-plo longius quam latum, profundissime constrictum, sinu 

angusto-lineari extremo ampliato; semicellule transverse oblongo-rectangulares, angulis 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Gan». CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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inferioribus subrotundatis, lateribus subrectis (vel levissime convexis) angulis superioribus 
late rotundatis, apice levissime convexo, cum granulo uno ad angulum. inferiorem et 
granulis parvis duobus intra angulum, serie granulorum magnorum 5 intra et juxta 
apicem et granuio uno ad angulum superiorem unumquemque, verrucis rotundatis 3 trans 

centrum semicellularum ; a vertice visz late elliptic verrucis rotundatis 3 ad medium 

utrobique, granulis parvis 3 ad polos, et serie granulorum 7 intra marginem lateralem 
unumquemque; a latere vise subeirculares, verruca rotundata magna ad medium lateris 
uniuscujusque et granulo magno juxta apicem utrobique. 

Long. 314; lat. 22:5,; lat. isthm. 64; crass. 17%. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This species bears some resemblance to C. scitum W. & OG S. West (Alg. Madag. 1895, p. 7, 

f. 29), but is distinguished by its oblong-rectangular semicells and by the three large rounded warts 

in the centre of each semicell, The vertical view has more obtuse poles, and the apical series of 

large granules projects slightly above the apex in the front view. 

From C. Wellheimii Schmidle (Ost-Afriea Desmid. 1898, p. 38, t. 2, f. 25) it differs in the 
from of the semicells, in its constriction, in the disposition of the apical granules, and in the 
absence of any granules above the isthmus. 

It might also be compared with C. cyathiforme W. & G. S. West (Some N. Amer. Desm. 1896, 
p. 248, t. 15, f. 9). 

111. Cosmarium BunkiLLI sp. n. (Pl. xiv, fig. 13). 

C. submediocre, pæne 1i-plo longius quam latum, profundissime constrictum, 
sinu angusto-lineari extremo subampliato; semicellule subrectangulares, angulis basalibus 
levissime rotundatis, lateribus parallelis, angulis superioribus rotundo-truncatis, apice 
truncato et subrecto, cum granulo singulo ad angulum basalem et granulis paucis 
(circ, 6) ad et intra margines laterales, cum dente obtuso ad angulum superiorem 
unumquemque prope apicem et granulis magnis binis infra dentem » in centro semi- 
cellularum granulis magnis circiter 14 in seriebus obliquis et verticalibus ordinatis et 
scrobiculis minutis inter.granulos; a latere visse subcirculares ; a vertice vise elliptice, 
granulis 5 ad medium utrobique, polis trigranulatis, cum granulis intra regionem polarem 
et juxta medium marginum lateralum; membrana panctata. 

Long. 47:54; lat. 34»; lat. isthm. 105; crass. 21a, 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 

This species should be compared with C. Freemanii W. & G. 8. West. 

Var. RECTANGULARE var. n, (Pl. xıv, fig. 14). 
Var. minor, angulis superioribus semicellularum minus rotundatis et granulis 

dentatis 3 instructis, granulis centralibus magnis propius ad apicem. 
Long. 37:5—38:54 ; lat. 25°5—27u; lat. isthm. 84; crass, 20°5%. 
Hab.— With the typical form, but more abundant (No. 24193). 

112. Cosmarium Brrrru Wille, Norges Ferskv. Alg. 1880, p. 25, t. 1, f. 7. 
Hab.—ln springs on the river bank, Bhamo' (No. 21501). Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551), 
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118. CosmARIUM SUBCOSTATUM Nordst. Desm, Ital. 1876, p. 37, t. 12, f. 13 

Long. 31,4; lat. 264; lat. isthm. 82,1. i l 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

Forma. (=? C. subcrenatum Hantzsch var. divari i 

Semlj. 1879, p. 40, t. 12, f. 27). . divaricatum Wille, Fersko. Alg. Nov. 

Long. 244; lat. 204; lat. isthm, 6'8u. 

Hab.—Singaing, in the Kyaukse district (No. 22193). 

Forma minor W. & G. S. West, Alg. Central Africa, 1896, p. 379, t. 361, f. 15. 

Hab.—In flood rice-fields, Burdwan (No. 24674). 

114. Cosmarium SUBALATUM W. & G. S. West, Alg. Madag. 1895, p. 03, t. 7, f. 31. 

Pyrenoidibus singulis ; apicibus minus undulatis, 

Long. 18—21,4; 15:5— 19,4; lat. isthm. 4—4'8,. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No, 501) Mansang, near Hsipaw 

(No. 24193). 

115. Cosmarium TESSELATUM (Delp.) Nordst. Alg. et Char. i, 1880, p. 7. 

Dysphinctium tessellatum Delp. Deem, subalp. 1877, p. 136, t. 21, f. 10-13. 

Long. 115-120, ; lat. 63°5-67%; lat. isthm. 544, 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

116. Cosmarıum Mansancense sp. n. (Pl xw, fig. 15). 

C. subparvum, circiter 23-plo longius quam latum, leviter constrictum, sinu parvo 

excavato; semicellule cylindrico-oblonge, lateribus rectis, angulis basalibus levissime rotun 

datis, apice late rotundato (semicirculari); a vertice vise circulares ; membrana granulata, 

granulis in seriebus verticalibus (cum iis marginibus visis 11) ordinatis, et in ambitu 

toto semicellule granulis circiter 26. 

Long. 614; lat. 24u; lat. isthm. 184 

Hab,—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This species stands nearest to C. cylindricum Ralfs (Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 106, t. 17, f. 4) from 

which it is distinguished by the parallel sides of the semicells, by broadly rounded apices, and the 

more excavated constriction. 

It should also be compared with C. pseudamanum Wille (Sydamerik. Algfl. 1884, p. ELE 

Là. 

Genus: Xanthidium Ehrenb. 

117. XawTHIDIUM SPINOSUM (Josh.) nob. 

Cosmarium spinosum Josh. Burm. Desm. 1886, p. 647, t. 25, L D, 4 

We have examined a number of Joshua’s original specimens of this Desmid and 

give an accurate figure of one of them (Pl. xv, fig. 1). The following is an amended 

description of the species :— 
am latum (sine spinis), profunde constrictum, 

X. submedioere, paullo longius qu "p fu 

sinu aperto apicem versus angusto; semicellule elliptico-subsemicirculares, angulis 

Ann. Roy. Bor, Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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` basalibus late rotundatis et apice subtruncato, margine laterali unoquoque spinis minutis 

5-7 (plerumque) preedito, spinis ad angulos basales sepe subirregulariter dispositis et 

numerosioribus; a vertice vise elliptice, spinis minutis 2-3 ad polos et seriebus leviter 

divergentibus duobus spinorum intra polum unumquemque; 2 latere vise subspheerice, 

spinis minutis ? ad apicem; membrana delicatissime scrobiculata et minutissime 

punctulata inter serobieulos, cum zona scrobiculorum prominentiorum in seriebus sub- 

irregularibus 2-3 trans basin semicellularum juxta isthmum. 

Long. sine spin. 514; cum spin. 59'85; lat. sine spin. 424, cum spin. 4654; 

lat, isthm. 234; crass. 32. 

Hab.—Rangoon. (Joshua). 

Joshua’s description of “Cosmarium spinosum” is very incomplete, and his figure ıs inexact. 

He figures a single row of prominent scrobiculations across the base of each semicell, but his 

specimens show a zone of these serobieulations composed of two or three rather irregular rows. 

The number of pairs of lateral spines is commonly five or six, but near the basal angles of the 

semicells there are often one or two additional ones. 

There is little doubt that Xanthidium pulchrum Turn. (Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 102, 

t. 13, f. 10) is merely a form of X. spinosum. The semicells are of the same shape, the 

sinus and the isthmus are precisely similar, and he also figures one of the rows of larger 

scrobiculaticns across the base of the semicells. The additional spines at the basal angles are 

sometimes met with in the Burmese species. Turner’s vertical view (f, 10 4) is obviously inaccurate. 

We are inclined to think that X. brevicorne Turn. is also a form of X. spinosum, Turner 

having failed to find the surface markings, X. ezimium Turn. should also be enquired into with a 

view to its relationship with X. spinosum. 

Forma membrana scrobiculata in parte centrali semicellularum et membrana tota 
minutissima punctata, ° 

; Long. sine spin, 48-494. cum spin. 50-514; lat, sine spin. 39-434, cum 
spin. 42-48°5m ; lat. isthm, 205-234; crass. 3lu. (Pl. xv, figs. 2, 3). : | 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

118. XawrHIDIUM BURKILLU sp. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 10). 

X. submediocre, tam longum quam latum (sine spinis), profunde constrictum, sinu 
angusto extremo ampliato et extrorsum aperto; semicellule irregulariter subhexagone, 
parte inferiori ventricosa, angulis basalibus rotundatis, angulis lateralibus et apicalibus 
mamillatis et spina elongata recta instructis, parte superiori laterum concavis, apice 
subrecto ; a vertice visee subellipticze, polis bimamillatis, mamillis binis poli uniuscujusque 
eer oim divergentibus instructis; in centro semicellularum leviter incrassato et serie 
scrobiculorum 4 j i ~ i illati i i i Kaesch Juxta et supra isthmum ; angulis mamillatis semicellularum subirregulariter 

^ Long. sine spin. Ain, cum spin, 73-774; lat. sine spin. 44-454, cum spin. 814; lat. isthm, 1654; crass. 24»; long. spin, 185-90. : 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
This ‘Species possesses the same number of spines as X. 

are more irregularly disposed, rather longer, 
projection, 

antilopeum (Bréb.) Kiitz., but they 
and each one is attached at the apex of a mamillate 
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119. XANTHIDIUM SEXMAMILLATUM gp. n. (Pl xv, figs. 11, 12) 
. N 4 j 

! X. submediocre, paullo longius quam latum (sine spinis), profundissime constrietum 
sinu late aperto et obtuso ; semicellule transverse suboblongo-elliptice parte su iori 
marginum lateralum trimamillato, mamilla unaquaque spina peelougi recta villi 
spinis inferioribus subhorizontaliter dispositis, spinis superioribus et medianis Li vom 

divergentibus, projectione parvo infra mamillam inferiorem utrobique, apice concavo vel 

nonnunquam recto ;a vertice vise elliptice, polis leviter attenuatis et spina perlonga 
preeditis, tumore minuto vel membrana incrassata ad medium utrobique. Membrana pune- 
tata, in centro semicellularum leviter incrassata. " 

Long. sine spin. 40-4854, cum spi i i j piu. 66:5-764; lat. sine spin. 34:5-40 
spin. 67-81,; lat. isthm. 7:5-9:54; crass. 18-234. j Mar 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

This species comes nearest to X. Bengalicum Turn, but is distinguished by its widely open 

sinus and the form of the semicells. The six spines of each semicell are situated on the apioes 

of six mamillate projections, which are absent from X. Bengalicum. The thickened area in the centre 

of the semicells is somewhat variable, and may be represented by an internal thickening of the 

cell-wall, or by & very small, projecting tumour. 

Var. RopustuM—var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 13). 

Var. sinu minus aperto, spinis inferioribus et medianis utrobique brevioribus 

et validioribus, spinis superioribus minutis (multe reductis). 

Long. sine spin. 454, cum spin. 52-544; lat. sine spin. 464, cum spin. Tle 

lat. isthm. 104; crass. 27H. 

Hab,—Mansaug, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Genus: Arthrodesmus Ehrenb. 

190. ARTHRODESMUS TRIANGULARIS Lagerh. Bidr. Amerik. ` Deem 8. 1885, p. 244 

e X. h om 

A. Incus (Bréb. Hass. var. triangularis Lagerh, in Nuova Notarisia, 

iv, 1893, p. 182. 

Forma cellulis longioribus 

minus retuso. 

Long. 20-24; lat. sine spin. 16-194, cum spin. 

(Pl. xv, fig. 7). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

121. ARTHRODESMUS CURVATUS Turn. Freshw. Ale, E. India, 1893, p. 135, t. 11, 

f./31, 99; t. 19, f. 2, 1, 13, 15. 

Var. Burmensis var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 9). 

Var. cellulis diametro circiter 1 1-plo longioribus, 

obsemicircularibus, apice valde convexo. 

Long. 47,; lat. sine spin. 36'5,, cum spin. 87; lat, isthm. 11:5». 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

quam forma typica, dorso semicellularum elevatiori et 

43-46, ; lat. isthm. 49-53» 

sinu plus aperto; semicellulis 
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The spines of this variety are longer than those present ou Turners Indian specimens, but the 

forms observed from Ceylon, which were typical as regards general outline, likewise possessed longer 

spines than the Indian forms (viae Pl. xv, fig. 8). 

199. ARTHRODESMUS FUSIFORMIS sp. n. (Pl xv, fig. 4). 

A. magnus, pæne 14-plo latius quam longus (sine spinis) profuncissime con- 

strictus, sinu aperto acutangulo; semicellul elliptico-fusiformes, ventre plerumque 

convexiori quam dorso, angulis lateralibus subacutis spinam sublongam rectam vel 

curvatum ferentibus, spinis subhorizontaliter dispositis vel leviter divergentibus; a 

vertice vise fusiformes, polis acutis spinatis. Membrana glabra. 

Long. 44-46:5,; lat. sine spin. 57°5-65,, cum spin. 78-904; lat. isthm. 9'54; 

crass. 20-21,. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Including the spines this species is about twice as broad as iong. The cell-wall is rather thin, 

and as far as could be judged is quite smooth. It stands very near to A. leptodermus Lütkem., 

but is considerably larger, with longer spines, and a more fusiform vertical view. The under side 

of the semicells is also more convex than the upper side, and the spines are slightly divergent. 

193, ARTHRODESMUS LEPTODERMUS Liitkem. Desm. Central China, 1900, p. 120, 
t. 6, E 17-19. : 

Forma semicellulis a fronte et a vertice visis ad polos minus attenuatis, sinu 

ad extremum leviter angustiori, 

Long. 3854; lat. sine spin. 38:5-42,, cum spin. 46-50,; lat. isthm. 

8-9:5,; crass. 20a. (Pl. xv, figs. 5, 6). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The Arthrodesmus figured by Wolle in his ‘Desmids U. S. 1f84, pl. 23, fig. 22, 23, as a 
variety of A. convergens with short aculei, is perhaps the nearest in general form to the Burmese 
plant, tut the spines are a little longer. A. minor Turn. (Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 294, 
t. 11, f. 29) is possibly a small and rather more inflated form of the same plant. 

Another closely allied species is A. hiatus Turn. (l. c. p. 134, t. 11, f. 34, 40; t. 82 £ 1), 
which only differs in the more convex dorsal part of the semicells and the incurved spines. 

124. ARTHRODESMUS MUCRONULATUS Nordst. Desm. Brasil. 1870, p. 232, t. 4, 
8. 

Forma minor, apicibus semicellularum paullo depressis. 
Long. 16,; lat. sine spin. 214, cum spin. 96:54; lat. isthm. 6,4. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Genus: Staurastrum Meyen. 

125. STAURASTRUM APICULATUM Bréb. Liste Deem, 185 6, p. 142, t. 1, f. 23. 
Long. cum apice. 19:5,; lat. 19:5,; lat. isthm. 74. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
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126. EE MUCRONATUM Ralfs in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1845 152 

: ,.1.505,0 Ww" UM BM we AB NN. Ind 1909 K 

Cé ES Wi ob ty 

Var. sUBTRIANGULARE W. & G. S. W "bist HORN . West, Scott, Freshw. Plankton, i, 1903, 

Long. 26-3854; lat. sine spi ; . spin. 29-365, i . " : 
Edid E cum spin. 345-414; lat. isthm. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipa N i 
a me ; paw (No. 24183) In the Kan-gyi at Mudon 

127. STAURASTRUM LEPTODERMUM Lund. Deem, Suec. 1871, p. 58, t. 5, f 26 

Var. ]xapom (Schmidle) nob. dier 

St. Ikapoe Schmidle, Alg. aus Nyassa-See, 1903, p. 74, t. 2, f. 11 

The Desmid described by Schmidle under the name of St, Ika i 2 ; or is onl i 

leptodermum Lund. with the angles less produced, and with the ia geings Web et oe 

upwardly directed. 'The cell-wall is also punctate. 
Ty" 

Forma cellulis paullo angustioribus, spinis interdum paullo minoribus. 

Long. sine spin. 40-424, cum spin. 50-54»; lat. 31-334 ; lat. isthm. 145-164 

(Pl xvi, fig. 8). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

198, STAURASTRUM UNGUIFERUM Turn, Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893 130 | , 

t. 15, f, 45. 

Var. INERME (Turn.) nob. 

St. inerme Turn. l c. p. 131, t. 17,259 

Long. 52»; lat. max. 296—984; lat. isthm. 174. (Pl. xvi, fig. 11). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

St. inerme Turn. can only be differentiated from St. unguiferum by the absence of the short 

terminal spines, and is therefore best regarded as var. inerme of that species. 

The specimens observed from Burma are not exactly like the description and figure given by 

Turner of his Indian forms. The sides of the semicells are straighter, and towards the base are 

very faintly  retuse. The upwardly directed angles are somewhat thickened and slightly incurved 

over the apex of the semicells as in Sf. unguiferum forma major Turn. 

St. unguiferum var. inerme is very closely allied to St. corniculatum Lund., but is proportionately 

with the angles more produced and less spreading. It is also interesting to note the 

iculatum var. spinigerum West—which occurs in 
narrower, 

of St. corniculatu — St. cornice 
existence of a spinate form 

Europe and Australia. 

199. STAURASTRUM UNICORNE Turn. Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 107, t. 15, 

f. 16 

Var. eryranıoem W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, p. 176, 

c 31, £ 16, 15 

rectis extrorsum divergentibus. 
Forma spinis 

cum spin. 35-38»; lat. sine spin, 29-31», cum spin, 44-49 ; 

Long. sine spin. 30%, 

lat. isthm. 5°44 (Pl xvi fig. 2). 
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Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Sh unicorne is a very variable species, of which there are five described varieties. Turner states, 

in his description of St. unicorne that the spine at the extremity of each angle may be curved, 

straight, convergent, or divergent. In the specimens of St. unicorne var. ceylanicum described from 

Ceylon the terminal spines were curved and slightly convergent. 

130. SravrasrRuM CUSPIDATUM Bréb. in Menegh. Synops. Desm. 1840, p. 226; 

Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 122, t. 21, f. 1; t. 33, f. 10. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

131. SraumasrRUM Peramu sp. n. (Pl xvi, fig. 10). 

St. magnum, circiter tam longum quam latum, profunde constrictum, sinu 

angusto apicem versus deinde extrorsum valde ampliato; semicellule transverse sub- 

elliptice, apice late truncato (interdum levissime retuso), angulis lateralibus cum 

mamilla parva intus excavata spinam brevem ferente; a vertice vise triangulares, 

lateribus in medio retusis, angulis late rotundatis apice extremo subiter et leviter 

producto et spina brevi predito; membrana glabra. ` ̀ 

Long. 86-88,; lat. sine spin. 73-904, cum spin. 79-1004; Jat. isthm. 26-284. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This species differs from S¢. majuscutum Wolle and St. magnum Wolle in being proportionately 

wider, in the flattened apices and more inflated angles of the semi-cells, in tbe much narrower 

apical part of the sinus, and in the short spines which arise from a small hollow projection at each 

angle. The inflated angles are most clearly seen in the vertical view. 

It should also be compared with St. conspicuum W. & G. S. West, from which it is distinguished 

by its relatively longer cells with more inflated lateral angles, each of which is furnished with a 

short spine situated on the extremity of a hollow mamillate projection. The cell-wall is also smooth. 

132. STAURASTRUM BIFIDUM Bréb. in Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 215; Lund. 
Desm. Suec. 1871, p. 02, t. 4, f. 2. 

Long. 315,; lat, sine spin. 29-314, cum spin, 48-565; lat. isthm. ` 11’5u 
(Pl xvi, fig. 7). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

133. STAURASTRUM sUBTRIFURCATUM W, & G. S. West, Some N. Amer. Desm. 
1896, p. 258, t. 10, f. 24. 

Var. MAJUS nob. 

St. subirifurcatum Schmidle, Ost-Afrika Deem. 1893, p. 50, t. 3, f. 17. 
subtrifurcatum forma major W. & G. S. West, notes Alg. ii, 1900, 

p. 295. e | 
Var. major, semicellule a fronte vise sinu apertiorl, apice leviter retuso ; 
a vertice vise angulis subinflatis. et- acute . rotundatis, lateribus subrectis 
(sed leviter retusis in medio). 

ve 

Long. sine spin. Së. cum spin. 84-86:5,; lat. si i 5. i ; . p . sine spin., 54-555 cum spin. 
105-1084: lat. isthm. 1ép. (Pl. xvi, fig. 15). : : s : 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
N 

b 
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This variety differs from the type in the lower portion of the angles of the semicells being 
produced, and also in the slight inflation of the angles. ‘These features cause the vertical view to 
differ considerably from that of the type. In the front view the apices of the semicells are slightly 
retuse, and the sinus is also more open. We think Schmidle’s fig. 17a (Ost-Afrika Desm. t. 3) is 
somewhat oblique.  Sehmidle has also recorded this Desmid from the vicinity of Lake Nyassa, but 
the figure he gives is of a form with shorter spines (vide Schmidle, Alg. aus Nyassa-See, 1903, p, 
7$ 6.3, E. 8) 

Sehmidle also remarks that St. tridens-Neptuni W. & G. S. West (Welw. Afric Freshw. Alg. 
1897, p. 177, t. 36, i. 7) should be placed as a from of St. sub/rifurcatum, but we distinguished 
it from the latter species at the time of its publication. In St. tridens-Nepiumi the three spines 
at each angle of the semicells are situated vertically over one another im one plane, and are shorter 
and stouter. Moreover, the vertical view is pentagonal with acute angles. 

In the same paper Schmidle describes a “forma bidens” of St. subtrifurcatum, and this has since 
been recorded from Java by Gutwinski. It seems to us, however, that the “forma bidens" is much 
more nearly akin to St. longispinum (Bail) Arch. than to St. subtrifurcatum. The form of the 
vertical view and the presence of only two long spines at each angle, which are vertically disposed 
one over the other, lend strong support to this view. 

134. STAURASTRUM  DISPARATUM sp. n. (Pl. xvi, fig. 5). 

St. mediocre, paullo longius quam latum (sine spinis), profunde constrictum, sinu 

valde aperto et rectangulari; semicellule late triangulares, marginibus inferioribus 

rectis vel subrectis, apice levissime retuso (subrecto), angulis leviter bilobatis, lobo 

inferiori spina valida longa subdivergenti instructo, lobo superiori spinis binis multe 

minoribus horizontaliter dispositis instructo; a vertice visæ triangulares, lateribus 

levissime retusis (subrectis) angulis in spinos validos longos productis, intra angulum 

unumquemque spinis binis parvis prope basin spine valide; membrana glabra. 

Long. sine spinis 33,4; lat. sine spinis 27-294; cum spin. 52°5-6 a; lat. isthm. 

8:6,. e 

Hab. Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This species approaches St. Freemanii var triquetrum W. & G. 8. West (Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 

1902, p. 177, t. 21, f. 22), but is easily distinguished by the large simple aculei at each angle, 

by the triangular semicells, and by the rectangular sinus. The three pairs of small spines at 

the apex of each semicell are also situated much nearer the angles; they are shorter than those 

of S; Freemanii, much less divergent, and in the vertical view they do not project beyond the 

margin. 

135. Sravrasraum Mansancense sp. n. (Pl xvi fig. 4). 

St. parvum, circiter tam longum quam latum, profunde constrictum, sinu 

acutangulo et aperto angustiori ad apicem: semicellule subtrapezoider (vel late 
i : : i lis basalibus et superi- 

: midatze s et apice leviter convexis, angu m 

e po loge ; inata ad medium marginis 
i i iti rgi 

oribus verruca emarginata preditis, cum verruca emarginata 

i i inatis duòbus juxta et infra marginem 
lateralis uniuscujusque, etiam  verrucis emarg J “py rd a 

apicalem: a vertice vise triangulares, lateribus leviter convexis, d ET sn 
. 

£ 

i 

emarginatam subiter productis, serie verrucarum —— er aie ai e 

lateralem unumquemque et spinis minutis geminatis prope ang | 

utrobique. 
ee : P5, 

Long. 264; lat. 24:54; lat isthm. 7:54 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garo. CarcurrA VoL. VI. 
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This species closely resembles St. submonticulosum Roy & Biss. (Jap. Desm. 1886, p. 238, 

t. 268, f. 7) in the srrangement of its emarginate warts and in the form of the vertical view. 

It differs in the trapezoid semicells, the widest part of which is at the base, in the straighter 

sides of the narrower sinus, and in the presence of two pairs of minute spines on each lateral 

margin of the vertical view. The four warts forming a chain across the dorsal part of the 

semicells from angle to angle are bispinate in St. submonticulosum, but they are only emarginate 

in St. Mansangense. 

136. Sravrastrum Bopgnan sp. n. (Pl xvi, fig. 3). 

St. magnum, rotundato-ellipticum, circiter 14-plo longius quam latum, profunde 

constrietum, sinu valde aperto (late ovato) apicem versus late conico ad partem 

exteriorem contracto; semicellule elliptico-subsemicirculares, ventre convexo, margine 

exteriori semicirculari cum  undulis depressis 7, angulis basalibus in mamillos 

rotundato-conicos deorsum productis; a vertice vise triangulares, lateribus leviter 

concavis, angulis latissime rotundatis in medio cum incisione profunda et aperta; 

membrana dense scrobiculata et ad angulos subincrassata. 

Long. 1134; lat. 96-99,; lat. isthm. 36x. 

Hab. Mansang, near Hsipaw (No, 24193). 

This handsome Staurastrum is related to St. Zahlbruckneri Lütkem. (Desm. Central China, 1900, 

p. 125, t. 6, f, 41-43), but is at once distinguished by its extraordinary sinus, the deeply cleft 

angles, the undulate margin of its semicells, and the concave sides of the vertical view. Lütke- 

miiller’s species was described from the Ningpo Mountains in Central China, and a variety of it— 

var. mamillatum—has been found in Siam (vide W. & G. S. West, Freshwa. Chlorophy. Koh Chang, 

1901, p. 94, t. 3, f. 35-397) This variety is principally distinguished by the bilobulate or 

bimamillate angles, and in a sense it stands intermediate between typical St. Zahlbruckneri and 

St. Burkillii. In the latter the angles of the semicells are still more deeply cleft, this feature 

being particularly evident in the vertical view, in which the broad angles possess a relatively 

deep median notch. It is, however, the sinus, at first widely open and then partially closed, 

which gives the distinguishing aspect to St. Burkillü. 

137. STAURASTRUM PUNCTULATUM Breb. in Ralfs Brit. Deem, 1848, p. 130, t. 

34, f. 10. 
Long. 28-324; lat. 23-264; lat. isthm. Ou, 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank at Bhamo (No. 21501). 

138. STAURASTRUM DILATATUM Ehrenb. Infus. 1838, p. 143, t. 10, f, 13; Ralfs 

Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 133, t. 21, f. 8. 

Var. oprustLosumn De Not. Desm. Ital. 1867, p. 52, t. 4, f. 47; Nordst. 

) Freshw. Alg. N. Zeal. 1888, p. 41, t. 4, f. 19. 

Long. 24:54; lat. 25-274; lat. isthm. "Dn, 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

139. Sur RETUSUM Turn. Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 104, t. 18, 

Var. PuNcTULATUM Eichl. & Gute. Nonn. Spec. Ale, Nov. 1894, p. 174, 
t. 5, f. 44. 

Long. 20,; lat. 20,; lat. 7:54 (Pl. xv, fig. 30-32). 

Hab,—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24191). 
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This variety varies very much in the form of the i i 
pyramidate, with convex sides, and the apices are rg a or Tipos "y 
We also figure for comparison some examples from Ceylon which show considerable Videlien in ̂  
form of the semicell We have previously mentioned that the “var. punctulatum” probabl Ke 
in no way from Turner’s St. refusum, as all the tropical forms of this species which u sinoe 

- been found are punctulate, and Turner himself was very doubtful concerning the point. 

140. STAURASTRUM LEVISPINUM Biss. Desm. Windermere, 1884, p. 195, t. 5, f. 5. 

Var. TROPICUM var. n. (Pl. xvi, fig. 1). 

Cellule subduplo latiores quam longs (cum processibus), corpore semicellularum 
depresso-globoso, sinu acutangulo levissime acuminato ad apicem, processibus leviter 

crassioribus; semicellule a vertice vise 4 radiate. 

Long. sine proc. 204; cum proc. 254; lat. cum proe. 36-394; lat. isthm. 954, 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

141. Staurastrum AvıcuLa Bréb. in Ralfs, Brit. Deem. 1848, t. 23, f. 11. 

Var. ROTUNDATUM var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 25). 

Cellule 14-plo longiores quam late, angulis rotundatioribus eum spinis distinctis 

binis instructis; membrana irregulariter granulata. 

Long. 37:5-394; lat. sine spin. 31-364, cum spin. 38-444; lat. isthm. Hau, 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The relative proportions and the rounded angles of the semicells characterise this variety. It is 

granulate almost as in var. subareuatum (Wolle) West. 

142. SrAURASTRUM PROTECTUM sp. n. (Pl. xvi, fig. 12). 

St. submediocre, pæne duplo latius quam longum (eum processibus, profunde 

constrictum, sinu valde aperto; semicellule late subtriangulares, marginibus inferioribus 

subrectis, apice leviter convexo, engulis in processus validos sublongos sursum diver- 

gentes subglabros (sparse et delicatissime punetatos) productis, apicibus processuum 

spinis longis duobus preeditis ; apicibus semicellularum verrucis parvis bidenticulatis 

circiter 4 et verrucis iis similibus 2 infra apicem ornatis; a vertice Vise triangu- 

lares, lateribus subrectis, angulis in processus validos productis, verrucis parvis bidenti- 

culatis duobus ad medium marginis lateralis uniuscujusque et cum annulo verrucarum 

6 intra margines iis similium. 

Long. sine proc. 254, cum proc. 46u; lat. cum proc. 665; lat. isthm. 8'5». 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This species is nearest to St. arcuatum Nordst. (Norges Desm. 1873, p 86, t. 1, f. 18) 

which are furnished with a terminal pair of much longer and 

more slender spines, in the ring of six apical warts (which are "y eg osten ot 

bifureate processes as in St. arcuatum), and in the possession of a pair of smal vu € A 

at the middle of each side of the vertical view. There are thus twelve bidentiou on eac 

1 : ? à ` $ lateral ones. The processes are smooth 
in 

semicell, a ring of six apical ones and three pairs 0 

outline, but exhibit a few scattered punctulations. 
^ 

Wolle has figured a Staurastrum (Desmids U. 8. ub Bee 2 va Geen, 
Br Wale WO 

St. arcuatum which somewhat resembles Sf. protectum, bu 
a ok Midi Sal 

view is correct, his plant agrees with St. protectum in e" Pe ici ein ep 
i iid eb 

warts, but in outward from and in other characters the differen other 

Aen, Roy. Bor. Garp. OALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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St. eyathoides Josh. (Burmese Desm. 1880, p. 642, t. 23, figs. 22, 23) may possibly be 

related to Sl. profectum by reason of the form of the vertical view, but it is destitute of the 

bidenticulate warts, and the front view is very different in shape. 

143. STAURASTRUM SUBGEMMULATUM W. & G. S. West, Ale Madag. 1895, p. 76 
t. 8, 8. 34. 

Var. agACILIUS W. & G. S. West, I. c. t. 8, f. 35. 

Forma minor, cum annulis duobus granulorum circa processus unumquemque. 

Long. 26:54; lat. cum proc. 29-31ly. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

144. STAURASTRUM HEXACERUM (Ehrenb.) Wittr. Gotl. Öl. Sötv. Alg. 1872, p. 51. 
Desmidium huzxaceros Ehrenb., 1838. 

Staurastrum tricorne (Bréb.) Menegh. Synops. Desm. 1840, p. 225; Ralfs, 
Brit. Desm, 1848, p. 134, t. 22, f. 11; t. 34, f. 8a. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

145. STAURASTRUM CALODERMUM sp. n. (Pl xv, fig. 26). 
St. parvum, circiter tam longum quam latum, leviter constrictum; semicellule 

neudiformes, basi inflata cum  seriebus transversis tribus granulorum, angulis in 
processus breves crassos productis, annulis 4 granulorum circa processus unumquemque, 
annulo ad basin e granulis geminatis formatis, apicibus processuum tridenticulatis, 
apice semicellule leviter convexo et granulato; a vertice vis® quadrangulares (cum 
processibus cruciformes), angulis in processus crassos attenuatos productis, lateribus 
valde concavis, processibus cum annulis granulorum ornatis (annulo ad basin processuum 
e granulis geminatis formatis) cum annulo granulorum geminatorum 8 in centro. 

Long. 264; lat. (cum proc.) 26-32:6,; lat. isthm. 9*5,. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
The only species approaching St, calodermum is St. basidentatum Borge (Ohlor. Norska Finmark. 

1892, p. 8, t. 1, f. 5), but the former is distinguished by the inflated base of the semicells, by 
he deeply concave median part of the sides of the vertical view, and by the ri A 
granules at the apices of the semicells. » and by the ring of geminate 

146. STAURASTRUM CAPITELLATUM sp. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 29). 
St. parvum, circiter 1}-plo latius quam longum (cum processibus), leviter con- strictum 2 semicellule subtrapeziformes, marginibus inferioribus concavis at leviter undu- latis, j apice convexo et verrucoso (verrucis bidenticulatis circiter 4 visis) angulis superioribus in processus breves crassos subcapitatos productis, apicibus m es cum denticulis minutis cire. 10 (visis 6), trans basin semicellularum cum  seriebus duobus granulorum minutorum; a vertice visæ quadrangulares, lateribus concavis, angulis in processus crassos subcapitatos productis, verruca bidenticulata supra basin processuum utrobique et verruca emarginata minuta intra basin processuum instructe, Long. 294; lat. 26-334; lat. isthm. 9. 5p. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
This species stands | ; ; 

P sene. io.BL ecylanioum W, & G. 8. West, with which it should be 
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147. STAURASTRUM MONTICULOSIFORME sp. n. (Pl. xv fig. 33) . 3 kd . 

St, parvum, paullo lati . y 

strictum “anh hue nitor (er mrs i (cum processibus) profundissime con- 

valde KEE ge ine su wie ss. dct "vie subelliptice, margine inferiori 
E ues 1 ae ie gun SONYEZO, angulis in processus breves et crassos horizontal- 
D. p p , cum annulis circ. 3 granulorum cireum processus unumquemque, 
apicibus processuum tridentieulatis, verrucis conicis duobus (distantibus) infra marginem 

apicalem semicellularum; a vertice vise rhomboideo-elliptice, polis in processus 
breves et crassos productis, verrucis conicis binis infra basin processus uniuscujusque. 

Long. 27»; lat. cum proc. 32%; lat. isthm. 64; crass. 164. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

‚In the general outline of the front view this species closely resembles Sí, polymorphum Dech, 

but it is at once distinguished from that species by the rhomboidal character of the vertical view, 
.and by the four conical warts at the apex of each semicell. | 

From St. oxyacanthum Arch. var. bicorne Lund.  (Desm. Suec. 1871, p. 67) it differs in its 

smaller size, its shorter horizontally-disposed processes, Which are neither dentate-crenate at the 

margin nor bifureate at the apices, and in the conical apical warts in place of spines, 

It should also be compared with St. monticulosum Bréb, var. rhomboideum Boldt (Siber, 

Chlorophy, 1885, p. 119, t. 6, f. 38), from which it differs in its longer processes, which are 

granulate and tridenticulate at the apices. The conical warts do not project above the apex of the 

semicells of St. monticulosiforme, whereas the corresponding dentate projections of St. monticulosura, 

always stand out prominently. 

148. STAURASTRUM TETRACERUM Ralfs, 1845; Brit. Deem, 1848, p. 137, t. 23, 

1. 5: 

Var. TRIGRANULATUM var. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 19). 

Semicellule cum processibus paullo brevioribus et validioribus, a vertice vise 

lateribus trigranulatis. 

. Long. sine proc. 104; cum proc. 19-21; lat. sine proc. 7:5-8'5s, cum proc. 

22-244; lat. isthm. 4/24; crass. 58-6». s 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This variety differs from St. tetracerum Ralfs var, undulatum W. & Q. S. West (Alg. Madag., 

1895, p. 80, t. 9, f. 6) in the proportionately longer body of the sem
icelle, and in the three median granules 

on each side of the vertical view. It somewhat resembles St. irregulare W. & G. S. West. (New Brit. 

Freshw. Alg 1894, p. 12, t. 2, f. 49, 50), but the basal part of the semieells is too rounded and the 

central wart is abseut. 
: 

149. STAURASTRUM GYRATUM sp. n. (Pl. xv, fig. 27). 

St. minutum, 24-plo latius quam longum (cum processibus), modice constrictum ; 

semicellule subtriangulares, lateribus et apice leviter convexis, angulis superioribus in 

processus longos tenuissimos  horizontaliter dispositos subiter productis, marginibus 

processuum : delicatissime serrato-crenulate, apicibus processuum minute tridenti- 

eulatis; a vertice vise triangulares, lateribus leviter convexis, angulis in processus 

longos rectos productis, processibus oblique dispositis e angulo unoquoque; membrana 

glabra. 

Long. 12; lat. sine proc. Q:5,, 

Hab.--Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

cum proc. 270-280»; lat, isthm, An, 
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This tiny species is characterized by the minutely serrato-crenate processes, which are horizontal 

in the front view, but are obliquely disposed in the vertical view. Seen from the apex the semicell 

is triangular, with three straight processes, one margin of each process being a direct continuation 

of one of the three sides. 

It is perhaps nearest to St. 

f. 43), but is distinguished by t 

oblique arrangement in the vertical view, 

tenuissinum W. & G. S. West (Alg. Madag. 1895, p. VR Um 

he horizontal position of the processes in the front view, by their 

and by the more minute crenulation of their margins. 

150. STAURASTRUM BICORONATUM Johnson, Rare Deem, U. S. i, 1894, p. 290, t. 

211, f. 9. 

Forma processibus paullo longioribus et angustioribus. 

Long. 18-194; lat. cum proc. 27-32; lat. isthm. 67%. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

151. STAURASTRUM PARALLELUM Sp. n. 

St. m, circiter 2—21-plo latius quam longum (cum processibus) leviter 

constrictum ; semicellule subquadrate, angulis basalibus levissime rotundatis, angulis 

superioribus in processus longos rectos horizontaliter dispositos productis, marginibus 

processuum serrato-dentatis, apicibus processuum tridenticulatis, apice semicellule elev- 

ato et late truncato-retuso; a vertice vise triangulares, lateribus leviter concavis, 

angulis in processus longos productis, marginibus processuum denticulatis, cum verruca 

magna truncato-emarginata intra marginem lateralem unumquemque; annulo granu- 

lorum 10 cirea basin semicellularum. ; 

Long. 17#; lat. sine proc. circiter 7-6,, cum proc. 32:5-374; lat. isthm. 55y. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

This Staurastrum is characterized by the elevated apex of the semicells, by the horizontally 

disposed, serrate-dentate processes, and by the ring of granules round the base of the semicells. It 

does not appear to be very closely related to any other described species. 

152. STAURASTRUM SUBINDENTATUM sp. n. (Pl. xv, figs. 21, 22). 

St. subparvum, duplo latius quam longum i 
Constrictam 3 semicellulz quito pelo du. erie DA d ds espe 

incisura subprofunda e aperta supra verrucam bigranulatam, angulis su sio E 

processus longos levissime et gracile incurvatos productis, E Eé P 3 
minute et acute nodulosis, apicibus processuum tridenticulatis, apice. ie ii 

elevato spinis parvis 4-5 prædito (spinis sepe geminatis); a vertice vise bi Se "i 

corpore late elliptico, polis in processus longos acute nodulosos productis scene 

utis 4-5 (plerumque geminatis) intra marginem lateralem rini — liek i d 
Long. 30-314; lat. cum proc. 54-624; lat. isthm. 76-85; cras ve s 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). We 

This species is nearest to St. indentat 

186 t. 22, f. 10-12), but is distinguished da d tak «x tà 
by its broader and more quadrate semicells, with differently ed 

(Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, p. 

spines). The processes are 
the vertical view the body of the semicell is 

processes are as rough as in the front view. 

also more slender, and their apices are tridenticulate, In 
broadly elliptic (not globose), and the margins of the 
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It should also be. compared with St. lepidum Borge (Trop. u. subtrop. Süssw. Chlor. 1899 p- 
30, t. 2, f. 45), from which it differs in the verrucation of the semicell and in the nature il 

direction of the processes. In St. lepidum the margins of the processes are dentioulate in front view 

and smooth in the vertical view, whereas in St. subindentatum the processes are nodulose, each nodulation 

being equally developed all round the process. On the apices of St. lepidum are four prominent 

teeth forming the corners of an elevated area, and very conspicuous at the sides of the vertical view 

but in St. subindentatum there are no corresponding teeth on the elevated apex. 

153. STAURASTRUM COMPSOBRACHIATUM sp. n. (Pl. xv., figs, 23, 24). 
St. subparvum, circiter 13-plo latius quam longum, modice constrictum; semicellule 

campanulaiz anguste sed inflate ad basin, parte superiori marginum lateralum late 

divergenti, apice convexo, angulis superioribus in processus longos et gracile recurvatos 

(primum horizontaliter dispositos, tum valde incurvatos apice extrorsum curvato) pro- 
ductis, marginibus processuum minute crenulatis, apicibus processuum minute bispinatis, 
cum denticulis minutis ad. basia processuum (plerumque denticulis 2 inferne et uno 
superne); a vertice vise elliptiez, polis in processus longos productis, tumore mágno 
truncato ad medium utrobique, marginibus processuum minus crenulatis et apicibus 
unispinatis (ut visis); membrana glabra. | 

Long 35-364; lat. cum proc. 50-5754; lat. isthm 4°2-5°64; lat. bas. semicell. 

7:'2-9,; cross. 13. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

This pretty little Staurastrum was observed in abundance, and does not appear to be closely 

allied to any other species. It is readily distinguished by the graceful curvature of the processes 

which are at first horizontal, then strongly incurved with the apices turned outwards. The margins of 

each process are minutely crenulate, and the apex is furnished with à pair of small spines asymmetri- 

cally disposed. The small denticulations, above and below, at the bases of the Processes, were 

present on all the specimens examined. The large truncate protuberances in the middle of the 

upper part of semicells are also very characteristic. 

154. STAURASTRUM GRACILE Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 136, t. 23, ei? 

Var. verrucosum W. & G. S. West, Alg. Madag. 1895, p. MEVEL 

Lat. cum. proc. 80 a. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). | 

155. SrAuRAstRUM SowrHALIANUM Turn. Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, p. 124, 

t. 14, f. 27. : 

Forma ad basin semicellularum glabra (sine verrucis). 

ed . . 6). 
Long. 394; lat. cum proc. 61-69; isthm. (Zä (Pl, xvi, fig. 6) 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). b d dar ent qu 

: 1 1 1 ut we do no n 

Turner figures the processes 10 the vertical view with smooth margins, 

io be the case. 

156. STAURASTRUM SEBALDI Reinsch, 1867; Algenfl. Frank. 1867, p. 175, t. ILL 

Forma ORIENTALIS. 
; 

H LJ . . *- 
Lë 

undulatis
. 

Forma minor, marginibus inferioribus semicellularum 

Long. 45,4; lat. cum proc. 53-564; lat. isthm. 172 (PL xvi fig. 9). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
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The figure given by Reinsch of St. Sebaldi is a very poor one, the front and vertical views 

of which do not correspond, The vertical view appears to us to be the more accurate. In addition 

to the row of emarginate warts along the three sides of the apex of St. Sebaldi, there is also a 

row of stout spines below them, which are somewhat variable in size and character. 

Another species closely allied to St. Sebaldi is St. Manfeldtii Delp. (Desm. Subalp. 1877, p. 64, 

t. 13, f. 8-19; W. & G. 8 West, Alg. N. Ireland, 1902, p. 56, t. 1, f. 29; Alg. Orkneys and Shet- 

lands, 1905, p. 27, t. 2, f. 26), but the latter differs in the relatively smaller body of the semicells, the 

more slender processes, and in the absence of the rows of stout spines beneath the emarginate warts. 

The specimens observed from Burma were smaller than Reinsch’s original examples, and the 

margins of the basal part of the semicells were undulate, but in other respects they agreed with 

what we have always regarded as St, Sebaldi Reinsch. 

157. Sravrasrrum zonatum Börgesen, Desm. Brasil, 1820, p. 46, t. 5, f. 48. 

Var. PRODUCTUM var. n. (Pl xvi, fig. 14). 

Var. processibus duplo longioribus, apicibus semicellularum minus elevatis 

(subtruncatis) et glabris. 

Long. sine proc. 20-214, cum proc. 44-464; lat. sine proc. 155-l74, cum 

proc. 52-56,; lat. isthm. (lu, 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505.) 

In this variety the processes of one semicell alternate with those of the other. The length 

of the processes is considerably greater than in any other forms of St, sonatum. 

158. STAURASTRUM LIMNETICUM Schmidle, Ost-Africa Desm. 1898, p. 52, t. 4, f. 5. 

Var. BuRMENSE var. n. (Pl. xvr, fig. 13). 

St. mediocre, circiter 13-plo latius quam longum cum processibus, profunde con- 
strictum, sinu valde aperto apiculato ad apicem; semicellule late cuneatz, apice valde 

elevato et subtruncato, angulis in processus longos denticulatos (processus unusquisque 
annulis tribus vel quattuor denticulorum przeditis) regulariter et sursum curvatos pro- 
ductis, apicibus processuum conspicue trispinatis; a vertice vise 5-radiate, corpore 
parvo, angulis in processus longos trispinatos productis; processibus alterius semicellul# 
cum iis alterius alternantibus. 

Long. sine proc. 31-32,, eum proc. 54-58 u; lat. sine proc. circ. 174, cum proc. 
77-92 a; lat. isthm. 7:5-8:5 y. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 
Joshua (Burmese Desm. 1886, p. 643, t. 24, f. 1, 2) describes a species from Burma under 

the name of St. platycerum, the vertical view of which resembles that of St. limneticum var. Burmense, 
but the Processes are stouter and the body rather larger. Joshua’s description and figures are very 
imperfect, and if his fig. 1 on pl. 24 represents the Pont view of Si. platycerum it is very much 
of a caricature. St. limneticum var. Burmense occurred abundantly, and its elegance of aspect, the 
form of the semicells with their elevated apices, and the direction of curvature of the processes at once 
distinguish it from St. platycerum. 

St. limneticum var. Burmense also resembles St. stellinum, Turn. (Freshw. Alg. E. India, 1893, 
p. 119, t. 15, f. 6), but the form of the semicells is quite different, and the processes gre gracefully 
and upwardly curved. Moreover, the processes are furnished with three or four rings of conspicuous 
denticulations, and are not irregularly and minutely undulate as in St. stellinum Turn., nor are the 
peculiar marks present at the base of the semicells of the latt er speci i 7 7 Hik Burman pecies found in Sr. Zimneticum 

| 
| 
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It should also be compared with t 

tinguished by the different form of the 
curved processes. In Sf. Zimneticum the 

ypical St, limneticum Schmidle (l. c), from which it is dis- 
semicells, and by the different nature of tbe more elegantly 

ore distantly placed rings of 
recently examined from the plankton 

”) on the process were much more numerous than in var. Burmense and were to a certain extent irregularly scattered. 

159. STAURASTRUM TAUPHORUM W., & G. S. West, Freshw, Alg. Ceylon, 1909, p. 191, t. 22, f. 93-95. 
Forma Bormense. (Pl xv, fig. 28). 
Forma processibus magnis longioribus, processibus parvis profunde bifurcatis (T— 

formatis) ad basin semicellularum minoribus. 
Long. 62; lat. cum proe. 115-1234; lat. isthm. Ty. 
Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

160. STAURASTRUM DISTENTUM Wolle, 1882; Desm. U. 8S. 1884, p. 149, t. 41, 
f. 15, 16 (figures erroneous); W. & G. S. West, Some Desm. U, 8. 1898, 
p. 316, fig. xylogr. 6d-f (p. 315). 

Long. 23-24,; lat. 39-35y. 

-Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The forms observed from Burma possessed rather stouter processes, and the three small spines 
at their apices were a little more divergent. 

The Desmid recently described from Brazil by Borge as St. subpolymorphum (Borge, Alg. erst. 
Regnell Exped., ii; Desmid. 1908, p. 107, t. 4, f. 13) is a very close ally of St. disientum 
Wolle; in fact it can scarcely be separated from it. Another very closely allied species is Si. Engleri 
Schmidle (Ost-Afrika Desmid. 1898, p. 56, t. 4, f. 13). 

161. STAURASTRUM QUADRICORNUTUM Roy & Biss. Jap. Deem. 1886, p. 240, t. 268, 

. Long. sine proc. Lin cum proc. 91»; lat. sine proe. 154, cum proc. 304; lat. 
isthm. 6:5u. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

162. Sravrastrum Hantzscam Reinsch, 1867. 

Var. conaruum (Racib.) W. & G. S. West, Some N. Amer. Deem. 1896, 

p. 257, t. 16, f. 15. 
St. Renardi Reinsch var. congruum Rach, 1889. 

St. Hantzschii var. depauperatum Gutw., 1892. 

St. intricatum Delp. (in parte). 

Ann, Roy. Bor. Garo. Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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Long. sine proc. 364, cum proc. 44»; lat. sine proc. 264, cum proc. 38; 

isthm. 11:5,. 
i 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
+ lat. 

163. STAURASTRUM LEPTACANTHUM Nordst. Desm. Brasil. 1869, p. 229, t. 4, f. 46. 

Long. sine proc. 34a, cum proc. 86u ;' lat. sine proc. 224, cum proc. 824; 

lat. isthm. 11:5,. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505); abundant. 

164. SrTAURASTRUM SEXANGULARE (Buln.) Rabenh. Krypt. Fl. Sachs. 1868, p. 621; 

Lund. Desm. Suec. 1871, p. 71, t. 4, f. 9. 

Didymocladon sexangularis Buln. in Hedwigia, 1861, p. 51, t. 9A, f. 1. 

Var. BIDentarum Gurw. Alg. Ins. Java, 1902, p. 606, t. 40, f. °63. 

Forma cum dentieulis prope basin processuum non bidentatis; etiam cum verrucis 

emarginatis ad apicem inter processus distinctis. Characteribus ceteris ut a cl. 

Gutwiuski descriptis. 

Long. sine proc. 44w, cum proc. 86-924; lat. sine proc. circiter 424, cum proc. 

104-107,; lat. isthm. 16» (Pl. xvi, fig. 16). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The specimens examined from Burma possessed all the main features of Gutwinski’s variety, 

such as the large size of the cells, the longer processes, and the more upwardly diverging superior 

whorl of processes, but they curiously did not possess the character from which he named his variety. 

The denticulations near the bases of the process were in no instances bidentate. Another rather 

curious fact is the presence in the Burmese specimens of the emarginate warts on the apices of the 

semicells and between the bases of the processes. These emarginate or bigranulate warts are a 

feature of typical St. sezangulare and also of all the varieties we have examined, whereas Gutwinski 

expressly states that they were absent from the specimens he examined from Java. 

Genus: Onychonema Wallich. 

165. OnycHoneMA Lave Nordst. Desm. Brasil, 1869, p. 206, t. 3, f. 34. 

Long. 16-17,; lat. sine spin. 21-254., eum spin. 31-3654: lat. isthm. Gu, (Pl. 
xii, fig. 8). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Numerous spores were observed of a large form of this species (long. 21-234; lat. sine spin. 

28-30, cum spin. 41-444; diam. spor. cum spin. 23-264), but we are uncertain whether they should 
be regarded as zygospores or aplanospores. They were very similar to zygospores of this species 

which we have examined from the United States (vide W. & G. S. West, Bome N. Amer. Desm. 

1896, p, 232, t, 12, f, 16, 17), but possessed fewer spines. Never more than two semicells were 

observed attached to one of these spores, and always at opposite sides of the spore. In size the 

were relatively small, and they have the appearance of having been formed from the contents 

of one cell only (vide Pl. xir, figs. 9, 10). | 

166. ONYcHONEMA COMPACTOM sp. n. (Pl. xii, figs. 6, 7). 

O. magnum, filis compactis non tortis; cellule 1}-plo latiores quam longæ, 
profundissime constrictæ, sinu perangusto-lineari ad extremum leviter ampliato 



semicellulz transverse oblongo-trapeziformes, 

angulis inferioribus rotundatis, angulis superi 
dispositos ferentibus, apice latissimo et recto, cum ser "m Ne à seriebus duob 
indistinctis) trans semicellulam unamquemque : a vertice vise meet grito "ong 

axium circiter 1 X 2:5; a latere vise subcirculares. -— s 
Long. 20-234; lat. 27-29, ; lat. isthm. 6-7,; crass. 124 ; 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 

lateribus convexis sursum convergenti 
oribus processus breves crassos 2 oblique 

long. proc. apic. 2:8-3:2,. 

This plant was very abundant from the above-mentioned locality, 
which showed no signs of twisting. The cells are of a very characteristic shape, and no other species 
of the genus possesses such a narrow, closed sinus. The apical connecting-procerses, by dist of 
their shortness and stoutness, are also unlike those of any other species, although they are slight 
subeapitate at the extremity. 4 

occurring in long filaments 

The two transverse series of punctulations across the front of the semicells, which are disposed 
rather nearer the apex than the base, are sometimes difficult to detect, but they are probably present 
in all specimens if carefully searched for, 

Genus: Hyalotheca Kiitz. 

167. HYALOTHECA DISSILIENS (Sm.) Bréb, in Ralfs’ Brit. Deem, 1848, p. 51, t. 1, 
La 

Aplanospore globose et glabra, intra cellulas singulas formate. 

Long. 16-17; lat. 265-304; diam. aplanosp. 23-254; (Pl. xm, figs. 11-15). 

Hab.—ln springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501.) 

Both the ‘forma bidentula’ and ‘forma tridentula’ occurred in abundance, and the plants were 

of great interest owing to the formation of aplanospores within the individual cells. Aplanospores 

have been observed in Hyalotheca neglecta Racib. (vide W. & G. S. West, Obs. on Conj. 1898, 

p. 54, t. 4 f. 23-27), in which species the dissociation of the filaments does not take place 

until the spore-formation is almost completed, and the mother-cells do not change their shape or 

increase in size. In the specimens of H. dissiliens observed from Burma, dissociation of the 

filaments had taken place before the aplanospore-formation, exactly as it does previous to conjuga- 

tion and the formation of zygospores. Shortly after the cells become free they begin to increase 

in volume by a growth in length, ultimately becoming ss long as broad. The chloroplasts soon 

show signs of disintegration, and then the entire protoplasmic mass assumes a spherical: shape, 

becomes invested with a thick cell-wall, and forms a globular aplanospore. The increase in t 

length of the cell is often unequal, resulting in an asymmetrical mother-cell. 

168. Hyarorneca BurMensts sp. n. (Pl. xi figs. 1-4). 

sine vagina mucosa; cellule paullo latiores quam 

longz, subquadrate, non constrietz, lateribus subangulariter convexis, apicibus late 

truncatis rectisque; a vertice vise circulares. Zygospor® late oblongo-elliptice, 

marginibus irregulariter undulatis vel nodulosis precipue polos versus. 

Long. 18-20 „; lat. med. cell. 22u; lat. apic. 19-204; long. zygosp, 29u ; 

H. mediocre, filis non tortis, 

lat. zygosp. 22-232. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Ayn. Roy. Bor. Garp. CarcurrA Vor. VI. 
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The cells of this species are very little broader than long, and are widest in the middle. The 

zygospores are very characteristic, being elliptic-oblong in general shape, and exhibiting various 

irregularly-disposed protuberances. 

169. HyarorHECA mucosa (Dillw.) Ehrenb., 1840; Ralfs, Brit. Desm., 1848, p. 53, 

me kä 

Hab. —Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

170. HxALOTHECA UNDULATA Nordst. in Wittr. & Nordst. Alg. Exsic., 1879, No. 248; 

fasc. 21, 1889, p. 33. 

Long. 13:4-16:34; lat. 67-774. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Genus: Desmidium Ag. 

171. Desmiprum Swartz Ag. 1824; Ralfs, Brit. Desm., 1848, p. 61, t. 4. 

Long. 155-1755; lat. 28-314. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

172. Dream Aptroconum Bréb. 1836; Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. 1868, iii, 

p. 154. 

Aptogonum Desmidium Ralfs, Brit. Desm., 1848, p. 64, t. 32, f. 1. 

Var. TETRAGONUM W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Alg. Ceylon, 1902, p. 193. 

? Aptogonum tetragonum Delp. Desm. subalp. 1878, p. 75, t. 3, f. 20-23. 

Long. 15:55-17:55; lat. 25-31:54. (Pl. xm, fig. 5). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Genus: Gymnozyga Ehrenb. 

178. GrwwozycA MONILIFORMIS Ehrenb., 1840, 

Didymoprium Borreri Ralfs, 1845; Brit. Deem, 1848, p. 58, t. 3. 
Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

Order: PROTOCOCCOIDEE. 

Family: CHARACIEA 

. Genus: Characium A. Br. 

174. OnARACIUM PYRIFORME A. Br. Alg. unicell., 1855, p. 40, n. 6, t, VB; Rabenb. 
Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 88. 

Long. cell. 2974, cum stip. 404; lat. cell. 15». 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 
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Family: PLEUROCOCCACES. * 
Genus: Urococeus Kiitz. 

175. Urococcus TROPICUS sp. n. (Pl. xı, figs. 17—21). 
Cellule vegetative magne, subspheericee, ellipsoidee, ovoidex, pyriformes vel 

subirregulares; membrana cellularum crassa et conspicue lamellosa, valde et excentrice 
incrassata ̀  cellule paucee (usque ad 8) coloniam formantes, cellulis "reno dispositis 
et stipitatis, stirpibus crassis irregularibus lamellosis et plus minusve confluentibus. 
Chromatophoris valde granulosis, cum pyrenoidibus 1 vel 2 inclusis. 

Propagatio cellularum divisione in omnes directiones. 

Long. cell. 19-3654; lat. cell 13-334; crass. membr. cell. 3-645; diam, colon. 
usque ad 1584, 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

This Alga is characterized by the thick-walled cells, which are supported singly or in small 

colonies by hyaline stalks. These stalks are gradually developed and are very firm. They are 

conspicuously lamellose and more less irregular at the margin. The cells multiply by division, 

which may occur in any direction, but no colonies were observed consisting of more than eight 

cells, The cells soon break away from the small colonies, and each proceeds by cell-division and 

the growth of the tough hyaline stalks to build up a new colony (vide Pl. x1, figs, 17—19). The 

stalks are colourless and very tough, and where a number of cells have been growing side by 

side, they frequently coalesce at the base (Pl. xr, fig. 21). 

The plant stands nearest to Hormotila mucigena Borzi (Studi Algologici, i, Messina 1883), but 

is distinguished by the much firmer integuments, which are never gelatinous, and by the larger 

size and greater irregularity of the cells. The cell-walls are also very much thicker and more 

. evidently lamellose. The disposition of cells and their aggregation into colonies is also quite 

different. Moreover, Urococcus tropicus is aquatic in habit, whereas Hormotila mucigena Borzi occurs 

on wet rocks. 

Zoogonidangia were not observed. Ge 

The chloroplast is large and very granular, almost entirely filling the interior of the cell, and 

it contains one pyrenoid (or rarely, two). None of the cells contained the red-brown pigment 

which is so characteristic of the other species of this genus. 

Family: HYDRODICTYACEE. 

Genus: Pediastrum Meyen. 

176. Pepiastrum Terras (Ehrenb.) Ralfs in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. xiv, 1884, 

p. 469, t. 12, f. 4. 

Micrasterias Tetras Ehrenb. 

` Hab.—Manseng, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

ops. Desm., 1840, p. 210; Ralfs, Brit. 

Between Thingan-nyi-naung and 

177. Pepiasrrom Boryanum Menegh. Syn 

Desm., 1848, p. 187, t. 31, f. 9a. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

All the specimens observed were Very rough. 
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178. PEDIASTRUM DUPLEX Meyen. 

P. pertusum Kütz. Phye. germ. 1843, p. 143 (in part). 

P. Napoliensis Ralfs, Brit. Desm., 1848, p. 184, t. 31, f. 7. 

Var. RETICULATUM Lagerh. Stockholms. Pediastr., etc., 1882, p. 56, t. 2, f. 1. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

Family: PROTOCOCCACEA (or AUTOSPORACES). 

Genus: Celastrum Nig. 

179. Catastrum CamBRICUM Arch. in Quart. Journ. Mier, Sci. 1868, p. 65. 

C. pulchrum Schmidle in Berichte Deutsch. Bot. Gesellsch, X, 1892, p. 206, 

t. 11, f. 1; Bohlin, Alg. erst. Regnell. Exped. I, Protococc., 1897, p. 35, 

t. 2, f. 4-10. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Burkillia : gen. nov. 

Cellule laxe aggregate ccnobium subglobosum formantes; cellulis 8-16-? in 
ecnobio unoquoque associatis, globosis vel subglobosis (rare ovoideis); membrana 
cellule ^ uniuscujusque valde et unilateraliter incrassata, cornu conicum acutum 
leviter curvatum formante, cornibus  cellularum omnium extrorsum directis; 

chromatophoris . . , .? Propagatio fit gonidiis sphzrieis immobilibus 8-32 que intra 
cellulam matricalem oriuntur. 

180. Bu2KILLIA CORNUTA. sp. unica. (Pl. xu, figs. 19-21). 

Character idem ac generis. 

Diam. cell. 13-184; long. corn. 7-17 p; diam. coenob. 75-884; diam. gonid. 
27-4. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
The cells of this genus are loosely arranged to form a ecnobium of more or less spherical 

shape, and each individual cell is furnished with a stout, conical horn, which arises from a broad 
base almost equal to the diameter of the cell. The horn is solid, and generally exhibits a striation 
indicative of the layers of which it is constructed. It gradually arises by a thickening of that 
surface of the cell-wall directed to the outside of the colony. 

Reproduction takes place by the formation of 8-32 small gonidia within the  mother-cell. 
These are set free by the gradual dissolution of the mother-cell-wall, which becomes gelatinous. At 
this time the whole colony rapidly dissociates. The gonidia are non-motile, but their development 
was not observed. 

A few instances were observed of what appeared to be a process of reproduction by budding 
from the original mother-cell, but nothing definite could be ascertained from the preserved examples. 
One of these cells is figured on Pl. xu, fig. 21. 

The nearest genus to Burkillia is perhaps Schmidle’s Lauterborniella (Schmidle, Beitr. Kenntniss 
Planktonalg, 1900, p. 149, t. 6, £. 2, 3), in which the cosnobium consists of four Iunate cells, each 
cell possessing two horn«like spines, 
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Genus: Scenedesmus Meyen, 

181. SCENEDESMUS BIJUGATUS, (Turp.) Kütz. 
Achnanthes biyuga Turp. 

S. quadricauda (Turp.) Bréb. var. ecornis (Ehrenb.) Ralfs. 
Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Bet : Gef, 

Kawkareik, in the sde channel of a st ween Thingan-nyi-naung and 
ream (No. 24483), 

182. ScENEDEsMUs OBLIQUUS. (Turp.) Kütz, 

Achnanthes obliqua Turp. 
S. acutus Meyen. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501) In the mountains east 
of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

183. SCENEDESMUS INCRASSATULUs. Bohlin, Alg. erst. Regnell, Exped. i, Protococc., 
1897, p. 24, t. 1, £ 45-51. 

Long. cell. 24-275; lat. cell. 6:7-7-84. (Pl. xm, fig. 26). 
Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

184. ScENEDESMUS ACUTIFORMIS. Schröder, Alg. Versuchsteiche Schles. Fischereiw. 
‚Trachenberg. 1897, p. 17, t. 1, f. 4. 

Var. Brasitiensis (Bohlin) W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Alg. Ork. Shetl, 
1905, p. 30. 

S. Brasiliensis Bohlin, Alg. erst. Regnell, Exped, i, Protococe. 1897, 
p. 22, t. 1, £. 26, 97. 

S. acutiformis Schröder var. spinuliferum W. & G. S. West, Freshw. Chlor, 

Koh Chang, 1901, p. 98, t. 4, f. 46-49. 

Long. cell. sine spin. 134; lat. cell. 38g. 

Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, 

in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

185. SCENEDESMUS DENTICULATUS Lagerh. Stockholms. Pediastr., etc., 1882, p. 61, 

t. 2, £. 13-16. 

Var. riwEABIS  Hansg. in Archiv. Naturwiss. Lardesdurchf. Böhm. vi, 

1888, No. 6, p. 268, 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Mansang near Hsipaw (No, 24195). 

Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, in the sSide-channel of a stream 

(No. 24483). | 

186. ScxNEDESsMUs QUADRICAUDA (Turp.) Bréb. Alg. Falaise, 

Achnanthes quadricauda Turp., 1828. 

Scenedesmus caudatus Corda, 1838. 

1835, p. 66. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). - 
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Genus: Ankistrodesmus Corda. 

187. ÅNKISTRODESMUS FALCATUS (Corda) Ralfs, Brit. Desm. 1848, p. 180, t. 
34, f. 3. 

Micrasterias falcata Corda, Alm. de Carlsbad, 1835, p. 200, t. 9, f 99, 

Ankistrodesmus fusiformis Corda l. c. 1838, p. 196-198, 

Rhaphidium fasciculatum Kütz, Phye. germ. 1845, p. 144. 

Rhaphidum polymorphum Fresen. var. falcatum ^ Rabenh. Flor. ^ Europ. 
Alg. iii, 1868, p. 45. 

Hab.—Banks and backwaters of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No. 21502). Mansang, 
near Hsipaw (No. 24193); very large specimens. 

Var. acicutaris (A. Br.) G. S. West, Treatise Brit. Freshw, Alg. 1904, 
p. 223. 

Rhaphidium aciculare A. Br., 1849. 

Ankistrodesmus acutissimus Arch., 1862. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

188. ANKIsTRODESMUS CONVOLUTUS (Rabenh.) G. S. West, Treatise Brit. Freshw. 
Alg. 1904, p. 224. 

Rhaphidium convolutum Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 46 [non 
Ankistrodesmus convolutus Corda, 1838, = Euglena ? | S 

Hab.—ln springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

189. ANKISTRODESMUS QUATERNATUS sp. n. (Pl. xm, figs. 23-25). 
Cellule  lunate et suberasse, diametro circiter 4-plo longiores, polis rotundatis; chromatophoris magnis sine pyrenoidibus; cellule quattuor coloniam mucosam formantes, 

cellulis distantibus et regulariter ordinatis, marginibus concavis cellularum introrsum 
directis; colonia a vertice visa cellulis cruciatim ordinatis. 

Long. cell. 23-24:5,; lat. cell. 7-7 Tu. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 
This species is characterized by the regular disposition of the four cells composing the colony, by the lunate form of the cells, and by their obtuse apices. 

Genus: Qocystis Nag. 

190. Oocystis sorrara Wittr. in Wittr. & y . Nordst. Alc. 1 ó 
fasc. 21, 1889, p. 22 cum fig. st. Alg. Exsic. 1879, No. 244; 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 
191. Oocysris crassa Wittr. 1. c. 1880, No. 355; fasc. 21, 1889, p. 22. Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). | 
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Genus: Nephrocytium N äg. 

192. NEPHROCYTIUM AGARDHIANUM Nig. Gatt. einz. Alg. 1849, p. 80, t. III C. Hab.— Kyauktaga, Pegu District (No. 22124). Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Genus: Tetraedron Kütz. 

193. TETRAEDRON 
p. 160. 

Polyedrium tetraédricum Näg. var. bifurcatum Wille, 
p 12, t. B, E 

- Forma angulis submamillatis et spina 
Diam. 27-384. (Pl. xii, fig. 22). 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw. 

BIFURCATUM (Wille) Lagerh. Chlor. Abessin. u. Kordofan, 1893, 

Sydamerik. Algfl. 1884, 

minuta ornatis; membrana punctata. 

Genus: /neffigiata W. & G. S. West. 

, 194. IxEFFIGIATA  NEGLECTA W. & G. S. West, Alg. S. England 1897, p.503; 
Notes Alg. iii, 1903, p. 15 (sep.). t. 447, f. 1-6; G. S. West, Treatise 
Brit. Freshw. Alg. 1904, p. 237, 238. 

Hab.—Manpwe, N. Shan States (No. 22513). Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 21193). 

Family: PALMELLACEZ. 

Genus: Apiocystis Nig. 

195. Arıocystıs Brauntana Nig. in Kütz. Spec. Alg. 1849, p. 208; Gatt. einz. 

Alg. 1849, p. 69, t. II A, f. 1. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). i 

Genus: Glæocystis Näg. 

196. Gumocystis ereas (Kütz.) Lagerh. in Ofvers. af k. Vet.—Akad. Förh 

1883, No. 2, p. 63. 

Protococcus gigas Kütz. 2 

Gleocystis ampla (Kiitz.) Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. iii, 1868, p. 29. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501) Mansang, near 

Hsipaw (No. 24193). In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

197. QGr«ocysrm vksICULOsA Näg. Gatt. einzell. Alg. 1849, p. » D IV F. 

Ha). Moimank, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Singaing, Kyaukse district (No. 22193). 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. Catcurra Vor. VI. 
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Class: HETEROKONTA. 

Order: CONFERVALES, 

Family: TRIBONEMACEE. 

Gini: Ophiocytium Näg. 

198, OrnrocyriuM masus Näg. Gatt. ons Alg. 1849, p. 89, t. 4 A, f, 25 
Lemm, Gen. Ophiocytium, 1899, p. 29, t. 3, f. 3-5. 

Hab.—Kyauktaga, Pegu district (No. 22124). | 
This and several other species of the genus Ophiocytium are generally distributed in the swamps 

and stagnant pools of both temperate and tropical regions. 

199. OrmrocvrrUM COCHLEARE (Eichw.) A. Br. Alg. unicell. 1855; Rabenh, Flor, 
Europ. Alg. iiij 1868, p. 67; Lemm. lc, p. 30, t 3, f. 10-12. 

Forma; diam. cell. 854. (Pl. x1, fig. 13). ! 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

. 200. OnroorrruM BICUSPIDATUM (Borge) Lemm. Le, p. 31, t. 3, f. 13-15. 0. majus 
Nüg. var. bicuspidatum Borge, Süssw. Chlor. Archang. 1894, t. 1, f. € 

Small forms; diam. cell 6:5,. 

Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

201. OrHrocYriUM parvuLum (Perty) A. Br. Ale, unicell. 1855, p. 55; Lemm. 
lc, p. 33. ; ! 

Brochidium parvulum Perty. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and 

Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

202. OPHIOCYTIUM ELONGATUM sp. n. (Pl. xr, figs. 11, 12). 
Cellule singulz, libere viventes, perlonge, irregulariter ^ arcuatz vel flexuoso- 

filiformz, diametro usque ad 70-plo longiores, uno polo rotundato altero spina parva 
curvata instructe. 

Crass. cell. 5-554; long. spin. 374-7. 
Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 
This species differs from O. Lagerhevmii in its solitary habit, its broader and much longer cells, 

and in the very much shorter spine. It is more slender than O. cochleare (Eiehw.) A. Br., and the 
cells are more elongate and not closely coiled. 

Genus: Tribonema Derbes & Solier. 

203. TRIBONEMA BomBycinum (Ag.) Derbes & Solier, Mém, sur physiol, Alg. 1856, p. 18, t. 4, £. 16-91, 
Conferva bombycina Ag., 1817; Kütz. Spec. Alg, 1849, p. 371; Lagerh, Stud. 
 Gatt. Conf. u. Microspora, 1889, p. 194-209, t. 6. 
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Forma minor (Wille) G. S. West, 1904, 
Conferva bombycina Ag. forma manor Wille, p.65, t. 14, E 99. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 
This plant is commonly found iu springs, in slow rivers, and in large ponds and lakes in which 

the water is constantly renewed. It is generally absent from stagnant pools, preferring better 
conditions of eration. erring 
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Ferskv. Alg. Nov, Semlj. 1875, 

Class: BACILLARIEA. 

Order: CENTRICH. 

Family: MELOSIRACES. 

Genus: Melosira Ag. 

204. MELOSIRA vartans Ag., 1830; W. Sm, Brit. Diat, ii, p. 57, t. 51, f, 332, 
Hab.—In river Irrawaddy, Thayetmyo (No. 22999). In the mountains cast of Kawkareik (No. 24450) In swift river, Myawadi (No. 24451). Between Thingan- nyinaung and Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

205. Merosıra GRANULATA Ralfs in Pritch, Infus. ed. IV, 1861, p. 820, 
Hab.—In the Pegu-Sittang canal, Minywa, Pegu district (No. 21975), 

Order: PENNAT A. 

Family: FRAGILARIACEE. 

Genus: Fragilaria Lyngb. 

206. FRAGILARIA virescens Ralfs in Ann, Mag. Nat. Hist., 1843, ser, L i, 
p. 110, t. 2, £ 6. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No, 21551) Hsipaw (No. 24120) In the 
mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

Genus: Synedra Ehrenb. 

207, Synepra Urwa (Nitzsch) Ehrenb. Infus, p. 211, t. 17, f. 1; Rabenh. Flor, 

Europ. Alg. i, 1864, p. 133. 

Hab.—Banks and backwaters of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No, 21502). = the 
Pegu-Sittang canal Minywa (No, 21975). In stream, Lashio he rd "x river 

Irrawaddy at Thayetmyo (No. 22999) In the mountains east oi Kaw (No. 
24450). In river, Myawadi (No. 24451). 

‚Ann. Roy, Bor. Garp. Carcurra Vor. VI. 
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208. Syyepra PULCHELLA Kütz. Bacill, p. 68, t. 29, f. 37; W. Sm, Brit. Diat, 

I, p. 70, t. 11, f. 84. 

Hab.—Singaing, Kyaukse district (No. 22193). 

209. Synepra Acus (Kütz,) Grun. in Abh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. Wien xn, 
1862, p. 398. 

Hab.—Near the river at Bhamo (No. 21503). In the river Irrawaddy at 
Thayetmyo (No. 22999). 

Family: BUNOTIACEZ. 

Genus: £unotia Ehrenb. 

210. EvxorrA BicEPS Ehrenb. 

Synedra biceps W. Sm. 

Eunotia flezuosa Kütz. var. hisni lali | Grun. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

211. Euwori 4 LuNaRI (Ehrenb.) Grun. in Van Heurck, Synops. Diat. p. 144, 
LS E S4 6. 

Synedra lunaris Ehrenb.; W. Sm. Brit. Diat. i, p. 69, t. 11, f. 82. 
Hab.—Momauk, east of  Bhamo (No. 21551) In the Kan-gyi at Mudon 

(No. 24505). 

212. Evunoria pectinatis (Dillw.) Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. i, 1864, p. 73, 
Himantidium pectinale Kütz. Bacill., t. 16, f. 2. 

Hab.—Kyauktaga, Pegu district (No. 22124). 

213. Eunoria prarupra Ehrenb. 
Var. svens (Ehrenb.) Grun. Zunotia bidens W. Sm. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

214. EuworiA sonst, Ralfs in Pritch. Infus. 1861, p. 763. 
Fine specimens with 8 undulations along the dorsal margin, Long. 944. 
Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

EP EunorıA EHRENBERGI Ralfs forma. 

Frustules very small, in the valve-view somewhat arcuate, apices capitate-truncate, 
dorsal margin rather elevated and 6-8 undulate. 

Long. 18-21, ; lat, 4°8-5,, 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501); abundant. 
We are indebted to Mr. E. Lemmermann of Bremen for tliis determination. 
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Family: ACHNANTHACEE. 
Genus: Achnanthes Bory. 

216. ACHNANTHES sp. 

Valves linear-lanceolate, with obtuse extremities, 
with about 21-22 undulations from pole to pole. 

Long. 66»; lat. 16x. 

Hab.—In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

lateral margins finely undulate 
Strie coarse, about 9 in 10a, 

The only species of this genus with undulate or crenulate margins 
" D . ae A. (vide Cleve, Synops. Navic. Diat. ii, p. 195; Le Diatomiste, i, p. 50, t. a f. b ud phi ccu 

Ag. var subcrenulata Cleve, 1891 (Cleve, l. c. ii, p. 193; Le Diatontiste, i "n 50, t. 9 t 6, 0, 
and the Burmese Diatom does not agree with either of them. We to dis is Gia dtm 
further at a future date. TL PP i Sie fen 

217. A. Hunearica Grun. (1863), 
Achnanthidium hungaricum Gran, Verh. 1863, p. 146, Pl. 4, t. 8. 

Hab.—Between  Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a 
stream (No. 24483). 

Family: QOCCONEIDACEZ. 

Genus: Cocconeis Ehrenb., 

218. Cocconeis PLACENTULA Ehrenb. Infus. 1838, p. 194. 

Hab.—In stream, Lashio (No. 22557), Hsipaw (No. 24120). In the mountains east 

of Kawkareik (No. 24450) Myawadi (No. 24451). 

Family: NAVICULACEE. 

Genus: Navicula Bory. 

219, NavicULA NoBILIS (Ehrenb.) Kütz. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). In the) Kan-gyi at Mudon (No, 

24505). 

220, Navicuta MAJOR Kütz, Bacill, p. 97, t. 4, f. 19. 7 

Pinnularia major Rabenh.; Flor. Europ. Alg. i. p. 210. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No 24505), 

991. NavIcULA vpis Kütz. Bacill, p. 97, t, 4, f. a 

. Pinnularia viridis Rabenh.; Flor. Europ. Alg. i, p. 212. 

Hab.—In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kaw- 

kareik, in the side-channel of & stream (No. 24483). 
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222, NAVICULA OBLONGA Kütz. | 

Hab,—In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). | 

223, NavicuLA RansENHonmsTI (Ralfs) Grun. 

Hab,—In the river Irrawaddy, Thayetmyo (No. 22999). 

224, NAVICULA CRYPTOCEPHALA Kiitz.; W. Sm. Brit. Dat p. 53, t. 17, -1, 155, 
Hab,—In river-bed, Kyaukse (No. 22263). Hsipaw (No. 24120), 

225, Navicuta Semen Ehrenb. | 
Hab.—Near the river Bhamo (No. 21503). i è 

226, NavicULA TUMIDA W. Sm. 

N, anglica Ralfs, 
Hab.—In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No, 24450). 

227, NAVICULA DICEPHALA Ehrenb. 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193) 

228. NAVICULA ELLIPTICA Kütz. Var. OBLONGELLA Nag. 
Hab.—In the mountains east of Kawkarcik (No. 24450). 

229. NAVICULA CUsPIDATA Kiitz. 

-Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

230. Navicuta Irmıs Ehrenb. 
| N, firma W. Sm. Brit. Diat. p. 48, t, IG A. 135. 

3 Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Moden (No. 24505). Bet 
Kawkareik, in tbe side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

Var. AMPHIRHYNCHUS (Ehrenb.) De Toni, Syll. Alg. iij p. 154. Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 
Var. PRopucta (W. Sm.) Van Heurck.. 

Hab.—In ditch, Vizagapatam (No. 17916). 

ween Thingan-nyi-naung and 

Singaing, Kyaukse District (No. 22139). 
231. NAVIGULA TUSCULA Ehrenb., 1840. 

Stauroneis punctata Kitz. Bacill. 1844, p. 106, t. 21, £ 9, Hab.—In ditch, Vizagapatam (No. 17916). 
232. Navicuta mutica Kiitz. 
Hab.—In river, Myawadi (No. 24451). 

Genus: Vanheurchia Bréb. 

233, VANHRURCKIA RHOMBOIDES (Ehrenb,) B d Breb.; Van Heurck, Diatom. (E 1, transl.) p, 240, t. 5, f. 249. eran Navicula rhomboides Ehrenb.; W. Sm. Brit. Diat. i, p. 46, t, 16, f, 129. 
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Frustulia rhomboides (Ehrenb.). De Toni. 
Var, saxontca (Rabenh.) G. S. West. 
Frustulia sazonica Rabenh. 

Navicula crassinervia Bréb. in W, Sm, Brit. Diat, i, p.. 47, ¢ 81, L 971 
Hab.—ln ditch, Vizagapatam (No. 17916). 

Genus: Stauroneis Ehrenb, 

294. STAURONEIS PH«GNICENTERON (Nitzsch) Ehrenb, 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

235. STAURONEIS ANCEPS Ehrenb, 

-Hab.— Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Mansang, near Hsipaw. (No. 24193). 

Genus: Gyrosigma Hass. 

236. GyrosigMa ACUMINATUM (Kütz.) Grun. 

Hab.—Banks of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No. 21502). 

237. Gyrosicma Spencers (Queck.) O. K, 

Hab.—In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

Family: GOMPHONEMACEE. 

Genus: Gomphonema Ag. 

238. QGowPHONEMA INTRICATUM Kütz. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Kyauktaga, Pegu district (No, 22124). 

In the river Irrawaddy, Thayetmyo (No. 22999). Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

939, QGowPHoNEMA TENELLUM Kütz.; W. Sm. Brit. Diat. i, p. 80, t. 29, f. 243. 

Hab.—Minywa, Pegu district (No. 21975). 

240. GompHonema Avcur Ehrenb. 

Hab.—With the preceding species (No. 21975). 

Family: COCCONEMACEE- 

Genus: Cocconema Ehrenb. 

941. Cocconema Enrensercit (Kütz.) G.S. West. 

Cymbella Ehrenbergit Kütz, 

Hab.—Banks of the Irrawaddy and nea 

Myawadi (No. 24451). 

r the river, Bhamo (Nos. 21502 and 21503). 
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242. CoccowEMA cuspıDarum (Kütz.) G. S. West. 

Cymbella cuspidata Kütz. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

243. QCoccoNEMA TUMIDA Bréb. forma CAPITATA. 

Forma polis capitatis. 

Hab. ADAG, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Kyaukse De 22263). 

244. Oberen VENTRICOSUM (Ag) W. &. G. S. West. 

Cymbella ventricosa Ag. 

Hab.—Minywa, Pegu district (No. 21975). Hsipaw (No. 24120). 

245. Cocconema cxsPrrosuM (Kütz.) G. S. West. 

Eneyonema ccespitosum Kütz. 

Hab.—Kyaukse (No. 22263). In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 
Myawadi (No. 24451).~ 

246. Cocconema HxLvETICUM (Kütz) W. &, G. S. West. 
-Cymbella Helvetica Kütz. 

Hab.—In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

247. CoccoNEMA LANCEOLATUM Ehrenb. 
Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). In the mountains east of Kawkareik 

(No. 24450). 

248. CoccoNEMA CYMBIFORME Ehrenb. 
Hab.—Hsipaw (No. 24190). 

Genus: Epithemia Bréb. 

249. EPITHEMIA GIBBERULA (Ehrenb.) Kütz. Bacill. t. 30, f. 3. 
Hab.—Between Thingan-nyi-naung and Kawkareik, in the side-channel of a 

stream (No. 24483). 
. 

Family: NITZSCHIAGEA. 
Genus: Nitzsehia Hass. _ 

250. Nrrzscuia Siema W. Sm. 
Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

Var. rica (Kütz.) Gran, 
Hab.—Kyaukse (No. 22263). 

251. Rosen VERMICULARIS (Kütz.) Grun. 
Hab.—Kyaukse (No. 22203). 



252. NITZSCHIA OBTUSA W., Sm. forma. 
Hab,—Singaing, Kyaukse district (No. 22193), Kyaukse (No. 22263), 

Var. SCALPELLIFORMIS Van Heurck. 
Hab.—Miny wa, Pegu district (No. 21975). 

7n "INVI SE PNE CH 
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253. NiTZSCHIA DiSsIPATA (Kütz.) Grun. var. vn Van Heurck. 
Hab.—In the river Irrawaddy, Thayetmyo (No, 22999), 

254. NrrZzscHiA communis Rabenh. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). 

255. Nirzscnta Parea (Kütz. W, Sm, 

Hab.—-Vizagapatam (No. 17916), Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Kyauktaga, 
Pegu district (No. 22124)  Kyaukse (No. 22263) Manpwe, N. Shan States 
(No. 22518). In the river Irrawaddy, Thayetmyo (No. 22999), Mansang, near Hsipaw 
(No. 24193). Myawadi (No. 24451) Between Thingan-nyi-naung and  Kawkareik, 
in the side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

256. NITZSCHIA LINEARIS (Ag.) W. Sm. 

Hab.—Momauk, east of Bhamo (No. 21551). Lashio (No. 22557). 

Var. "ENUIS (W, Sm.) Grun. 

Hab.—Lashio (No. 22557), In the mountains east of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

257. NiTZSCHIA ACICULARIS (Kütz) W. Sm. 

Hab.—In the river Irrawaddy (No. 22999). 

Genus: Hantzschia Grun. 

/ 258. HawrzscHrA AMPHIoxYs (Ehrenb.) Grun. 

Hab,—Singaing, Kyaukse district (No. 22193), In swamp, Katha (No. 22677). 

Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Family: SURIRELLACEE- 

Genus: Surirella Turp. 

259. SURIRELLA ROBUSTA Ehrenb. 

S. nobilis W. Sm. 

Var. sPLENDIDA (Ehrenb.) V. Heurck. 

Hab.—Minywa, Pegu district (No. 21975), 

260. SURIRELLA LINEARIS W. Sm. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No, 21501). Kyaukse raptim 

In the river Irrawaddy, Thayetmyo (No. 22999). In e? vem e om 

Kawkareik (No. 24450). Between  Thingan-nyrnaung an wkareik, 

side-channel of a stream (No. 24483). 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. VI. 
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261. SURIRELLA ovaLis Bréb. 

Var, ANGUSTA (Kütz. W. Sm. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). In the mountains east 
of Kawkareik (No. 24450). 

262. SURIRELLA SPIRALIS Kütz. 

Hab.—In stream, Lashio (No. 22557). 

Class: MYXOPHYCEA. 

Order: HORMOGONEJE. 

Family: STIGONEMACEZ. 

Genus: Hapalosiphon Nig. 

263. HapratosipHon WrzLwrrscui W. & G. S. West, Welw. Kin. Faune Alg. 
1897, p. 242. | 

Crass. fil. prim. 6-7,. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

The forms observed from Burma were not precisely like those examined from West Africa. 
The primary filaments were more uniform in character, and the spores were rather more angular. 
It was not observed in sufficient quantity for us to be perfectly certain of its specific identity. 
We here take the opportunity of publishing figures of the original African specimens of H. Welwitschii 
(PL xi, figs. 29-32) collected by Welwitsch in the Pungo Andongo district of Angola, West Africa. 

Family : NOSTOCACEZ. 

Genus: Nostoc Vaüch. 

264. Nostoc HUMIFUSUM Carm. ex Harvey in Hookers Brit. Flora ii, p. 399; 
Kütz. Spec. Algar. p. 301; Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. ii, p. 183. 

Var. FLUITANS var, n, (Pl. xu, figs. 27, 28). 
Var. thallo gelatinoso . fluitante, subgloboso vel irregulariter subelliptico, compresso, diametro 1:5—5 mm. 

Crass, cell. veg. 25-284 ; diam. heterocyst. 3:84, 
Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193), 
This variety occurred in abundance, free-floating among other Ales, 
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Family: OSCILLATORIAGE Æ. 
Genus:  Plectonema Thur. 

í 265. Precronema Water Farlow in Bull. B i . Bussey Instit. e Monogr. des. Oscill. p. 98, &, 1, 4.1, y instit. 1875, p. 77; Gomont 

Crass. fil. 53-64,; crass. trich. 46-55,. 

Hab.—In swift river, Myawadi (No. 24451). 

Genus: Lyngbya Ag. 

266. Lynesya MAJUSCULA Harv.; Gomont, l. c. p. 191, t. 3, £, 34. 
Hab.—In the Old Lashio bazaar (No. 22598), 

267. Lynapya MAJOR Menegh., 1837; Gomont, 1. c. p. 125, t. 8, f. 15. 
Crass. trich. 13:5,. 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

268. LYNGBYA PUTEALIS Montagne. 

Hab.—Minywa, Pegu distriet (No. 21975). 

269. LxNGBYA PERBLEGANS Lemm., 1902; Volz Weltreise Süsswasseralg. 1904, 
p. 163, 1.2147 f, 15, 314. 

Crass. fil. 1:8-1:9,. 

llab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

Genus: Oscillatoria Vauch. 

270. OECILLATORIA TENUIS Ag. 1813; Gomont, l. c. p. 220, t. 7, f. 2, 3. 

Hab.—In springs on the river bank, Bhamo (No. 21501). 

Family: RIVULARIAOEE. 
Genus: Calothrix Ag. 

271. CALOTHRIX PARIETINA Thur. 

Hab.—In the Kan-gyi at Mudon (No. 24505). 

Urococcus tropicus sp. n. 

Forming a soft stratum with 

Genus: Gleotrichia J. Ag. 

979. Gxraorkicara ECHINULATA (Eng. Bot.) Richter. 

Forma brevispora: crass. trich. 5-5°3p ; long spor. 35-384 ; lat. spor. 12*5-13». 

Hab.—Mansang, near Hsipaw (No. 24193). 

Ann. Roy. Bor. Garp. CALCUTTA Vor. IV. 
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Order: COCCOGONEE. 

Family: OHROOCOCCACE A. 

Genus: Merismopedia Meyen. 

973. MzRISMOPEDIA GLAUCA (Ehrenb.) Nig. Gatt. enz, Alg: 1849, p. 55, t. 1D, f£, 1. 

Gonium glaucum Ehrenb, 

Hab.—Banks of the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (No. 21502). Singaing, Kyaukse 

distriet (No. 22193). | 

974. Merısmorepıa ERUGINEA Bréb.; Rabenh. Flor. Europ. Alg. ii, p. 57. 

Hab.—Near the Irrawaddy at Bhamo (Nos. 21502 and 21503). 

Some of the oolonies contained upwards of 3,000 cells, and on reaching this large size they 

were usually curled up. This form is probably identical with Merismopedia convoluta Bréb. 

Genus: Tetrapedia Reinsch, 

275. 'TErRAPEDIA RriwscHIANA Arch. in Grevillea i, p. 46, t. 3, f. 11-13. 

Hab.—Between Thingan-nyi-naung and  Kawkareik, in the  s'de-channel of a 

stream (No. 24483). 
Genus: Chroococcus Näg. 

276. Cuxroococcus MINOR (Kütz.) Nig. Gatt. einz. Ale 1849, p. 47, t. 1A, f. 4. 

Hab.—Kyauktaga, Pegu district (No. 22124). | 

Summary. 

Genera. | Species. | Varieties. 

ÜHLOROPHYCER— 
(Edogoniales Es pes i. ve 2 5 
Ohstophorales ... P ves lsi n 5 5 
Cladophorales ... eee 2 2 
Siphones 1 2 
Conjugate 20 159 9 
Protococcoidese 13 24 1 

HETEROKONT E — 

Confervales dë < wn Pos > 2 6 
BaciLLARIEX— | 

Centricse ; die Us 1 2 
Pennates : d 15 57 6 

Myxoruycg x— 

Hormogonex 7 10 
Coccogonese vá i 3 4 

Total 71 276 16 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES. 

(ExpLicarıo 1cowUx), 

a, a’, a’=cellula vel semicellula a fronte visa. 
QU = d i furiis vin. 

y m ” p a latere visa. 

d =semicellula a basi visa, 

PLATE X. 

Herposteiron confervicola Nag, x520. The bristles are broken off near the base as 
is usual in preserved specimens of this species. Gn, antheridium; oo, oogonium ; 
oo’, oogonium from which the oosphere has escaped. : 

Zygnema spontaneum Nordst. x520. 
Spirogyra decimina (Müll.) Kütz. var. plena var. n. x520, 

» orientalis sp. n. x520. 9, vegetative cell; 10, three female gametangia 
with zygospores. J 

» „exilis sp. n. X520. 11, vegetative cell; 12 and umen pep 
gating filaments. ` 

Mougeotia parvula Hass. var. ellipsoidea war. n. x520. 
ii producta sp. n. x520, 

PLATE XI. 

Gdogonium oblongellum Kirchn. x5%0. an, antheridium; o», oogonium. 

Vaucheria orientalis sp. m. 3-5, x120; 8 and 9, x520. av, antheridium; an’ 

developing antheridium; oo, oogonium; oo’, developing oogonium; fò, fructiferous 

branch. 

Vaucheria globulifera sp. n. x520 an, antheridium; co, oogonium; oosp, oospore. 

Ophiocytium elongatum sp. n. x520 

i eochleare A. Br. forma. x9520. 

Microthamnion curvatum sp. n. Three branches isolated from a compact, subrotund 

thallus, x 520. 

Urococeus tropicus sp. n. X520. 17 and 18, young plants; 19-21, older plants. 

PLATE XII 

Hyalotheca Burmensis sp. n. x520 

Desmidium Aptogonum Bréb. var. LE 

Onychonema compactum sp. n. 

leve Nordst. peru S od 10, aygospores (?) of larger form than 

W. & G. 8. West. x520. 

” 

fi 

Hyalotheca deg (Sm.) Bréb. x 590. 11, vegetative filament with vertical views 

of forma bidentula (fig. 11 b); and forma fridentula (fig. 11 V); 12-13, 

showing formation of aplanospores in the free, dissociated cells, apl. aplanospore. 

Cosmarium dichondrum W. & G. S. West var. subhezagonum var, n. x 520, 

subprotuberans Ww. & G. S. West var. subquadratum var, n, X520. 

suberenatum Hantzsch forma x 520. 29 

» 

Ann, Roy. Bor. Garp. CarcurrA Vou. VI. 
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Fig. 19-21. Burkillia cornuta gen. et sp. n. X 520. 19, colony showing disposition of horned 

cells; 20, three cells from a dissociated colony showing escape of non-motile 

gonidia (g). 
92. Tetraédron bifurcatum (Wille) Lagerh. forma. x 520. 

23-25. Ankistrodesmus quaternatus sp. n. X 520. 

96, Scenedesmus incrassatulus Bohlin. x 520. 

» 27-98. Nostoc humifusum Carm. var. fluitans var. n. 27, colonies, natural size; 28, small 

of colony, x520, 

„ 29-32. Hapalosiphon Welwitschü W. & G. S, West, x520. A, heterocyst; sp, spore. 

PLATE XIII. 

Fig. 1. Cylindrocystis diplospora Lund. var. major West. x520. 

2, Penium Olerei Lund, forma. elongata. x 520, 

», 9-4 Cylindrocystis pyramidata W. EG S. West. x520. 4, zygospore. 

5 e . Olosterium pulchellum W. & G. S. West var. Burmense var. n. x 520. 

S 6, » Leibleinii Kütz. var. recurvatum var. n. X520. 

ö 7. Cosmarium turgidum Bréb. var. ligatum var. n. X 520. 

» 8-9. Pleurotaenium ovatum Nordst. var. tumidum Maskell. x 520. 

os IQ » Cuyabense Borge forma inornata. x 520. 

J E H cristatum (Turn.) Borge. x520. 

» 12. Cosmarium viride (Corda) Joshua var. truncatum var. n. X520. 

á 13. i sublatereundatum W. & G..S. West forma. x520. 

» 14. Penium cucurbitinum Biss. var. subpolymorphum Nordst. forma. x 520. 

x» 15 »  adelochondrum Elfv. forma. x 520. 

16, Closterium incurvum Bréb. x520. 
» 

» I^ e Venus Kütz. var. x520. 

"ee ` 2 didymotocum Corda. Small form, x 520. 

s. 19: » substrigosum sp. n. X520. 

wi 20, » decorum Bréb. forma minor. x 520, 

PLATE XIV. 

Fig. 1. Cosmarium contractum Kirchn. forma. x520. 
i 2. Euastrum serratum Joshua, 550. This drawing was made from one of Joshua’s 

original Burmese specimens. 

3. Euastrum asperum Borge. x 520. 
^ 4, » validum W. & G. S. West. forma. x 520. 
» 5 » Bhamense sp. n. x520. 
Ge 6. » dubium Nag. var. tritum var. n. x520. 
ne T » pulcherrimum W. & G. 8. West var. divisum var. n. x520. 
» 8. » coralloides Joshua var. subintegrum var. n. x520. 
» 9. » serratum Joshua forma. x 520. 
I IM de inermius (Nordst.) Turn. var. Burmense var. n. x520. 
» 11. Euastridium Prainii gen. et sp. n. x520. 
» 12. Cosmarium Prainii sp. n. x 520. 
wn. 18 * Burkillü sp. n. x520. 
CA y » ` Var. rectangulare var. n. x52), 
po AM » Mansangense sp. n. x520. 
» 16-17. » glaphyronotum sp. n. x520. 

18. Micrasterias incisa Bréb. var. Mansangense var. n. x 520. 
Ge Mobi (Borge) W. & G. S. West var. Burmense var. n. x520. 

» 21. » » var. integrum var. n. X520. 
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Fig. 22. Micrasterias foliacea Bail. var. ornata Nordst, x520 
» 23. ^ tropica Nordst. forma. x 520. 

PLATE XV. 

Fig. 1. Xanthidium spinosum (Joshua) nob., x520. Th S 
. . e drawing has been oarefull 

executed from one of Joshua’s original Burmese specimehs, / 
» 2-9. Xanthidium spinosum (Joshua) nob. forma, x520, 
» 4. Arthrodesmus fusiformis sp. n. x520. 

» Dë. Arthrodesmus teptodermus Lütkem. forma. x 520. 
j T: 4 triangularis Lagerh. forma. x 520. 
- 8. ii curvatus Turn. x520. Specimen from Ceylon. 

” 9. ” ” var. Burmensis var. n. x 520. 

D 10. Xanthidium Burkillii sp. n. x520. 

» 11-12. o» sezmamillatum sp. n. X 520. 

» 13. ” » var. robustum var. n. X520, 

j 14. Cosmarium quadriverrucosum sp. n. X520, 

i 15. p multiordinatum W. & G. S. West var. Burmense var. n. x520. 

^ 16. ep triverrucosum sp. n. x520, 

» Ais SE dispersum Johnson forma truncata, x 520. 

ee 18. H^ trachydermum W. & G. S. West var. ellipticum var. n. x520, 

„ — 49. Staurastrum tetracerum Ralfs var. trigranulatum var. n. x 520, 

ees e mucronatum Ralfs. var. subtriangulare W, & G. S. West, x520, 

» 21-22. » subindentatum sp. n. X520. 

» 29-24. 5 compsobrachiatum sp. n. x920. 

> 25. » Avicula Bréb var. rotundatum var, n. X 520. 

e 26. » calodermum sp. n. X520. 

m 27. e gyratum sp. n. X520. 

wo 45 » tauphorum W. & G. 8. West forma Burmense. X520. 

e 29. " capitellatum sp. n. x 520. : 

» 90-32. j retusum Turn. var, punctulatum Eichler & Gute, x520. 31 and 32 

are specimens from Ceylon. 

e 33. vi monticulosiforme sp. n. x 520. 

PLATE XVI. 

fig. 1. Staurastrum levispinum Biss. var. fropicum var. D. x 520. 

a 2. e unicorne "Turn. var. ceylanicum W. & G. S. West forms. x 520. 

» 8. € Burkill sp. n. X520. 

á 4. o Mansangense sp. n. x 520. 

a 5. Ge disparatum Sp. n. x 520. " 

j 6. Se genge dmi x 520. 

; bifidum Bréb. x9". ; 

+ Mm pen Lond. mp Dee (Stile nob. forma, x 520. 

27 09 5 3. Be sac ete 
10. * ' Prainiù sp. n. X990. ` it. 

* 11. D unguiferum Turn. £l ee Qu - 

otectum sp. D. . 

5 o S phan Schmidle var. Burmense Var. n = 520. 

, . "m var. productum var. n. X — 

” 14, » eier? ak & 8G. 8 West, var. majus nob. x 520. 

trifurcatum We vm : 

Y e 15 » A (Bula. ) Lund. var. bidentatum. Gutw. forma. x 520 
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Achnanthes ur í ^ e 

Achnanthes bijuga Turp. . ; ^ 

Achnanthes Hungarica Grun. . « 

Achnanthes obliqua Turp. ee 

Achnanthes quadricauda Turp. . i 

Achnanthes sp. $ 

Achnanthidium Ké Gage 

Ankistrodesmus Corda, 

Ankistrodesmus acutissimus "m 

Ankistrodesmus convolutus (Rabenh.) @. s. Wert 

Ankistrodesmus convolutus Corda 

Ankistrodesmus falcatus (Corda) Ralfs 

Ankistrodesmus faleatus (Corda) Ralfs. var. SNE 
(4. Br.) OG 8 Wet 4.4 Wo" 

Ankistrodesmus fusiformis Corda . 

Ankistrodesmus quaternatus.  . . 

Apanochete repens A. Br. XN ee 

Apiocystis Nag. è . 6 oo e 

Apiocystis Brauniana Nág. +» «+ e 

Aptogonum Desmidium Ralfs. . 
Aptogonum tetragonum Delp. 
Arthrodesmus Ehrenb. . . 

Arthrodesmus curvatus Turn. var. Birds 

Arthrodesmus fusiformis é 

Arthrodesmus Incus (Bréb.) Heth var, d 

Arthrodesmus leptodermus Liitkem. . 

Arthrodesmus mucronulatus Nordst. . 
Arthrodesmus triangularis Lagerh. A 

B 

Brochidium parvulum Perty. . +» >» 
Bulbochste Ag. S ie 

Balbochate elatior Pring . 24. 

Burkillia cornutà . . - -. - 

Cc 

Calothrix ^. f AE è weh. 

Calothrix parietina Thur. 7% 
Reim Be V l0, 
Characium pyriforme 4. Br. . 
Chrococeus Nag. ne 

rege: minor (Küts. ) ‘Mig. ya 
Cladophora e A. 

Cladophora inn (Roth ) Ritts. ABE 

Closteriuni Nitzsch 

Closterium acerosum (Schrank) E var. mazimum 
Closterium acutum (Zyngb.) Bréb . - 
Clostérium Cornu Ehrenb. v 0. s 
Closterium crassum Delp. En 
Costetium decorum Breb. See ee 

New species are in bold type. 

Closterium decorum Bré. var. breve . » 
Closterium Delpontei Wolle . . , 
Closterium Diane Ehrenb. “ae ord 
Closterium didymotocum Qorda, . 
Closterium gracile Bréb. 

Closterium incurvum Béi . 

Closterium Kutzingii Br. — . 
Closterium Lebleinii Kits, . 

Closterium Lebleinii Küts, var, TE e 
C lineatum Ehrenb. var. sandvicense 
Closterium macilentum Bröb. var. substrigorum 
Closterium maximum (Wood) Schmidle . 

Closterium moniliferum (Borg.) Khrenbd. 
Closterium pulchellum W. ¢ G. 8. West ei Boreinie ; 
Closterium Ralfsii Bréb. var. hybridum Rabenh, 
Closterium rostratum Hhrenb. , 

Closterium setaceum Ehrenb. . , + u 

osterium substrigosum  . . + >œ 
Closterium Venus Ze, `. . e © >» 

Cocconeis Ehrenb. 

Coccóneis Placentia Ehrenb, 

Cocconema Ehrenb, . . UN | 

Cocconema cespitosum (Kütz.) o B Wet '. 

Cocconema cuspidatum (Ewe) G. S. West . 

Cocconeraa cy mbiforme Ehrenb. 

Coceonema Ehrenbergii (Kütz.) G. 8. Wet 

Coeeonema Helveticum ( Kütz.) W. 7 G. 8. West 

Cocconems lanceolatum Ehrenb, 

Cocconema tumida Bréb. 

Coeeonema ventricosum (Ag. ) y. & 6. 8. Wert 

Colastrum 

Colastrum Odó Ae da Y ef 

Celastrum pulchrum Schmidle -» + - 

Coleochete Bréb. ; 7:7 SS 

Coleochete scutata Bréb. | ar oa 

Colpopelta viridis gë, > p w^ T 

Conferva bombyeima Ag. - + + * * 

Conjugata longata PON 10S. 

Cosmarinm Corda. po. 

Cosmarium See Bröb. Ne 

Cosmarium binum Nordst. ae 

Cosmarium bireme SN, . e v 

Cosmarium Blyttii Wille. et ts ox. 

Cosmarium 
Cosmarium connatum D? . 

Cosmarium contract
um Kirchn. 

Cosmarium Cordanu
m Bréb. 

: 

Cosmarium dichondrum w. , @. a West var 

hexagonum 
: 

Cosmarium dispere
um jdn pU. 

e NN  . > 

La * 

* * 

KL 

e e e . * * * e è e " 

EI Ed = 

za - = 
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Page. 
Page. 

904 | Docidium ovatum Nordst. S £ " ` 1 . 194 
ibbosum +» > Cosmarium Hammeri Reinsch var. octogt . 203 | Dysphinctium tesselatum Delp. € vow E M 

Cosmarium insqualipellieum W. d G. S. Wet - 

Cosmarium leve Rabenh. var. — co. ce An E 

Cosmarium latum Bré. . “ones Encyonema cespitosum Kutz. . . « . « . 998 
Cosmarium Mansangense - + + * * ° 209 Epithemia Breb 6... M 
Cosmarium Meneghnii Bréb. . 204 Epithemia gibberula (Ehrenb. ) Kitz. $ ev KEE 

Cosmarium multiordinstum W. , G. S. Wat vat. Euastridium . . . oe Wee nn 
Burmense . mati Poi C207. 0. EE 

Cosmarium Norimbirgunbe Reinsch. 20 Euastrum Ehrend. . s è š ‘ à ; . 196 

Cosmarium obsoletum (Hantzsch) Reinsch var. Sitvense * 202) Euastrum ansatum BUR.  . « vu. 8 ee 
Cosmarium octogibbosum (Reinsch.) Turn. . * 204 | Euastrum asperum Borge bn ee Een 
Cosmarium pachydermum Lund. var. minus Nordit: * 203 | Euastrum auxatum BAKE. a e . s... E 
Cosmarium polygonum (Näg.) Arch. - + + * 203| Euastrum Bhamense . er E e e 
Cosmarium Prainii we s ovo cna e 205 | Rassirom binale (Turp.) Ehrenb. EHE, 
Cosmarium Lieser Nordst. var. ellipsoideum, Euastrum coralloides Josh. var. subintegrum. eer. 
W.4 G. S. W. - * 206 | Euastrum denticulatum (Kirchn.) Gay... 199 

Cosmarium Medii Nordst. var. validum - + 203] Ruastrum Didelta WS) DB... . en |, 
Cosmarium quadratulum nt De fen . . + . 204 | Euastrum dubium N. äg., var, tritum Weg wwe Ms 
Cosmarium quadriverrucosu ee 4 * 207| Euastrum erosum Lund., var. notabile . . . 198 
Cosmarium reniforme ( Ralf) ) Ark: - + e 206| Enastrum inermius (Nordst.) Turn., var. Bormio. . 196 
Cosmariom retusum Sets Babnh. 4 . + «+ 203) puastrum lobulatum Bréb. ` E EE EE . 198 
Cosmarium spinosum Jos 08 + 208| Euastrum polygonum Nig 203 
Cosmarium subalatum e 4 G. 8 Wast . e + * 209| Enastrum TUN W. 4 o S. West var. Bi: 
Cosmarium subeostatum Wordst. .  . . s < 20) pam ; t j d $ 1 : . 198 

Cosmarium subdecoratum W. & G. S. West ., . + 206| Euastrum nili Josh. E ee AR 
Cosmarium suberenatum Hantzsch . . - * 207) Euastrum sinuosum Zenorm. . . 196 
Cosmarium sublatereundatum W. & G. 8. West * + 209 | Euastrum spinulosum Delp., étui. ti inermius Nordst. . 196 
Cosmarium subprotuberans W. $ G. S. West var. sub- Euastrum truncatum Josh. («o c o — e c A 

quadratum BEA" . 203 

Cosmarium WS (Delp. ) Nordit. V TE V CT IM 

Cosmarium ee W. He G, S. West var. 

Euastrum validum W. ZG S. West e e : . 199 

Euastrum verrucosum Ehrenb, var. Mobii Borge . . 201 
Eunotia Ehrenb. . e e e e e e . 234 

6.7, TOT Bunots biceps Barend. . un neos 4 2.40. 1990 

Cosmarium turgidum Breb. var. vere . , .099|Et0ha bidens W. Sm. . . e . e . 88 
ES Du 0 io lo aT Eunotia Ehrenbergü Ralfs. .. Eu EE 

lilii vido (Oorda:) Joe’. vas. wm E -Eunotia flexuosa Kütz. var. GE Gran. v 7v. 6 A 
. . Oylina i MA. / e — Eunotia lunaris (EArenb.) Grun. . . e e. E A 

Cylindrocystis Brébissonii Meng. . . , | ngg | Bunotia peotinalis (Diliw.) Rabenh.. . p Cylind tis diplospora Lund, var. major .  .  . 190 Eunotia prerupta Ehrenb. var. bidens s Giro Gran . 234 
Cylindrocystis pyramidata W. 4 G. S. West . . . 189 | Eunotia robusta E . . gier 
Cylindrocystis subpyramidata W. & G. S. West 3 189 F 
met ütz. LER re re, S Mon M Sn o. ee 
sd ai oie col NE Nd M tia e Fragilaria virescens Ralfs . . Des o 

Frustulia rhomboides (Ehrenb.) De Toni. i s o ail 
Cymbella ventricosa Ag. . S S J wes Ag Frustulia saronica Rabenb . . . 4 o RN. 

G 
D 

Glaocystis Nän Lf ee 
Desmidium Ag. . 226 | Gleocystis dupla (Kütz, ) Rabsnh. oye pr ee ER 
emm Aptogonum Br a. var, Lr y. " Gleocystis gigas (Rütz.) Lager, » +» » © . 281 
G. S. West : - 224 | Gleocystis vesiculosa Ndg. . + >» > s s 298 

Came leui Humb. OPS em ye 9 bendi J. dis os por ME 
sum Bwartzii Ag. . * + 5* 5 . 226) Gleotrichia echinulata (Eng. Bot.) Richter v5. sa 

Di T * >» + 224|Gomphonema 4g. . En S v o eee 
dymoprium Borreri Ralfs, b vi. ^ g e . 226 | Gomphonema Augur Ehren’, . s S é . oe 

a* o . - e 195, Gomphonema intricatum Kitz. . e . e . 237 

i ge Sais 1 e TUR Oo. SUUM C Qoo Gomphonema tenellum Kütz. ee ee uM yu Lii 
Docidium Indicum Grun, : à S " g i 2 . 189 Ee orieitále Turn, 196 | Gonatozygon De Bary. e 

ee *  . 194|Gonatozygon Kinabani (Arch * Rabenh, SÉ EE 



Gonatozygon monotznium De Bary. 

Gonatozygon monotenium var. pilosellum, 

enb. 
Gymnozyga RER diced. 

Gyrosigma SM AGED (Kütz. ) de: 
Gyrosigma Spencerii (Queck) O. K. 

Hantzschia impor (Ehrenb ) Gran. 

Hapalosiphon Welwitshi T. 1 G. s. West. 240 | Navicula dicephala Khrenb, 

Herpostoiron repens (A. Br.) Wittr. 

335 | Nevieula Major Kütz. 

Hyalotheca dissiliens (Sm.) Breb. 

Hyalotheca mucosa (Dillw.) Ehrenb, 

Merismopedia glauca (Ehrenb, ) ripe 

Micrasterias foliacea Bail. var. ornata ad: 

Micrasterias incisa Bréb. var. Mansangense 

Mierasterias Mobii (Borge) is d @. > 

tege Mobii var. epis 

Microthamnion Zeie Nàg. 

Microthamnion strictissimum Rabenh. 
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Mougeotia Bey 48 : p 

Mougeotia laetevirens e Br) Witt. re 
Mougeotia parvula H. eee oh 
Mougeotia tea var. leiden ‘eee ie 

Myxonema gg i : ? = 

d Myzonena subsesundum (Kite) Hanes . yon 
N 

Navicula Bory. d 

avicula anglica Ralfs, : : > 
Navicula crassinervia Bréb 

Navicula eryptocephala Küts r 

Navicula cuspidata Kütz, 

Navieula elliptica Küte, var. DER Nap.. 
1 | Navicula firma W, Sm. 

Navicula Iridis Ehrenb, . b 
Navicula Iridis var. küiskiehruchns (Ehrenb. 3 De Toni ̀ 
Navicula Iridis ear. producta d W. " Van Heurch ` 

Navicula mutica Kütz, 

Navicula nobilis (Bhrenb.) Kit, uaa mu 
Navicula oblonga Kitz. . b) 4d. à 
Navicula Rabenhorstii rn 4 bw. bo. 3. 3 

Navicula rhomboides Ehren |» ^. ft SC 

Navicula Semen Fhrenb. b» tee I 

Navicula tumida W. Sm. EN $^.) à 1 

Navicula tuscula Ehrenb. p ^10: 4, 3 

NEEN a. e. * 

Nephrocytium Nig. D 12-32 7 E 

Nephroeytium Agardhianum Nág. . + + >» 
Netrium (Näg.), W. $ Q. 5. Wot . . . » 

! | Netrium Digitus (Ehrenb.), Itzige. d (5 Ag MC UC 
Nitzschia Hass. _ os ene 

Nitzschia acicularis (Kitz.) W. DR 
Nitzschia communis Rabenh. 

Nitzschia dissipata (Küfz.) Grun. var. media V. Bech 
Nitzschia linearis (Ag.) W. Sm. 
Nitzschia obtusa W. Sm. Ba A ene” 

Nitzschia Pales (Küfz.) W. Sm. - + + >» 
Nitzschia scalpelliformis, V. Heurck ` 2 ob 

Nitzschia Sigma W. Sm. var. rigida (Kütz.) en. P 

Nitzschia vermicularis ar I i 5. 

Nostoe Vauch. e E 34 » 

TTTTTTTTTTTTHHETTTHHTTITTTTHTITTTTITITIIIT Nostoc humifusum d'r var. fluitans s 3.2 5» 5 

O 

. 180 
Oedogonium Link. pU E 

Oedogonium capitellatum Witt. " 3 180 

201 | Oedogonium longicolle.Nordst. var. Beggen | >» M 

Oedogonium oblongellum Kirche. . +» + + > 180 

Oedogonium sociale BEEN is 5 4:3. S." = 

Eege Corn TUN 
2 

Onychonema leve BEN. Dën 5 5 be 

Oocystis Nag
. * LJ LI D > LI LI D 9 

Oocystis crassa Witr. "eg > = 

Ce ft vx 
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Page. 

Ophiocytium Vag. . s aca - 

Ophiocytium Sopas ( Borge) PSY diei hes 0 

Ophiocytium cochleare (Eichw.) A. Br. . d " 232 

Ophiocytium elongatum . . > + + + - 

Ophiocytium majus Nig . à 3 e as 

232 Ophioeytium majus Nig. var. Bowspidahuh Boe d à 

Ophioeytium parvulum (Perty) A. Br. . 

Oscillatoria Vauch . . r j 4 UE 

Oseillatoria tenuis 4g. .. - + © « * e 

P 

EEE Mey . . saa ta be ee ; 

Pediastrum Boryanum Magi: LX 
Pediastrum duplex Meyen var. resticalatum Lajerh E 
Pediastrum Napoliensis Ralfs. e - + «+ , 

Pediastrum pertusum Kitz. » + «© «© « 

Pediastrum Tetras vue Bebe A 7S7. ; 

Penium Bréb. à QNS ONU WE 

Penium Brébissoni nià SW. S e pa 

Penium adelochondrum E/fr.. eu E ergeet 

Penium Clevei Zund., forma elongata . e 3 

Penium cucurbitinum Biss. var. rabolrmorpham So 
Penium Navicula Bréb. . P 

Pinnularia-major Rabenh. , d ^ $ à . 
Pinnularia viridis Rabenh. . $ 
Pleetonema Thur à Š é 3 . 
Plectonema Wollei Pond è ? d Š $ S 
Pleuroteniuüm Nän, 2 EOUN 
Pleurotenium cristatum (Turn, ? Dorji 

Pleuroteniam Cuyabense Borge Ee 
Pleurotenium Indicum (Grun.) Lund. . d . . 
Pleurot#nium ovatum Nordst, var. tumidum 
Pleurotenium Trabecula (Ehrend.) Näg. 
Pleurotenium trochiscum W. 4 G. S. West . . . 
Polyedrium tetra dricum Nag. var. bifurcatum won 
Protococcus gigas Kütz. . S e 

Rhaphidium polymorphum Fresen var. Jübüniw Rabenh . 
Rhizoelonium Kütz, 

Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum Küto . . D D 

è 

> S 

Scenedesmus Meyen 2 en T 
Scenedesmus acutiformis Schröder var. Brasiliensis 
Scenedesmus acutus Meyen S 
Scenedesmus bijugatus (Turp.) Ritts, 

us Brasiliensis Bohlin 
Scenedesmus caudatus Corda. . 
Scenedesmus denticulatus Lagerh. var. be Hang 
Scenedesmus incrassatulus Bohlin 
Scenedesmus obliquas (Turp.) Küz. 
I" quadricauda (Turp.) Bréb. 

* . D D 

H 

. LI D 

mus quadricauda (Tu Bréb. à COPS (Ehrenb.) Ralfs, rp. Bréb. var. ecornis 

Spirogyra Link s MM Wi ERR 
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Spirogyra decimina (Müll.) Kitz. » © eè . . 

Spirogyra exilis ee d 
Spirogyra gravilis (Hass. ) Kütz. e . kon A 

Spirogyra longata (Vauch.) Witir. . ‘ eels 

Spirogyra maxima ( Hass.) Wittr. . į a TT 

Spirogyra neglecta ( Hass.) Kitz. . . P e e 

Spirogyra orbicularis (Hass. ) . e . " ; 

Spirogyra orientalis FR EN 
Staurastrum Meyen . i S à i 
Staurastrum apiculatum Bráb, é e 

Staurastrum Avicula Bréd. var. Side KR 

Staurastrum bicoronatum Johnson . : i 

Staurastrum bifidum Bréb. S 2 i . $E 

Staurastrum birofatum . à : S 5 T : 

EECHER o. o. e a 
Staurastrum calodermum  . e 
Staurastrum capitellatum  . i d . 

Staurastrum compsobrachiatum . DEEN a 

Staurastrum cuspidatum Bréb. . 

Staurastrum dilatatum Ehrenb. var, RTE bt egen: 

Staurastrum disparatum Be eg 
Staurastrum distentum Wolle . ; { : CTA 

Staurastrum gracile Ralfs var. verrucosum W. 4 
e West , e e . 3 . pert 

Staurastrum iratum $o 7. ^ 0. 2 6. 

Staurastrum Hantzschii Reinsch var. congruum . . 
Staurastrum hexacerum (Zhrenb.) Wille, . é ‘ é 

Staurastrum Ikapoae Schmidle. g à e e 

Staurastrum inerme Turn. E $ $ ‘ i i 

Staurastrum intricatum Delp. e i è . 

Staurastrum levispinum Biss. var. tropisdih . . . 

Staurastrum leptacanthum Nordst. ONU A 

Staurastrum leptodermum Lund. var. Ikapoæ ju oe 

Staurastrum limneticum Schmidle . e " 

Staurastrum Mansangense . . . . 
Staurastrum monticulosiforme . . à 
Staurastrum mucronatum Ralfs. var. subtriangulare 

‚West . n $ i i £ 

Stinrastramn parallelum UU. eX à 
DEMNDERIPENE OS SA 2 e. 7 4 73. 
Staurastrum protectum , 
Staurastrum punctulatum Bré b. : 

Staurastrum quadricornutum Roy 4 Biss. e 

Staurastrum Renardi Reinsch var. congruum Racib. 

Staurastrum retusum Tarn. var. punctulatum Biehl. 

Y uw, D D D D 

Staurastrum Sebaldi Boar. 

Staurastrum sexangulare (Budn.) Stef: var. bidr: 

tatum Gutw. . ` . " è . . 

Staurastrum Boytliadtim Turn. . 
Staurastrum subgemmulatum W. 4 a. S. “West var. 

gracilius A . 

Staurastrum subindent&tun 
Staurastrum subtrifurcatum Schmidle . 

Staurastrum subtrifureatum W. 4 G. S. West er, 
Staurastrum tauphorum W. & G. S. West (geen, 
Staurastrum tetracerum Raim. var. trigranulatum , 
Staurastrum tricorne (Bréb.) Menegh.  . QUEE. » 
Staurastrum unguiferum Turn. var.inerme . - 
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Staurastrum unicorne Turn. var. Ceylanicum Y. 4 6. e 

West è " 

Staurastrum zonatum Borgesen, var. FONE í eg Geng = ER, A 

Stauroneis Ehrenb. . AE 00. 387 | Ulotieis s Külz., var. "gé 

Stauroneis anceps Ehren "d — Traps Kitz. . : 

Stauroneis Phonicenteron (Nitesch. J Ehrenb. ; . 37 | U des, 

Stauroneis punctata Kütz. . a et am 1o. 

Stigeoclonium subsecundum Kitz, 2 NE BS" v 

Surirella Turp. ^ e . ‘ S 

Surirella linearis W. Ei; e e EE 

Surirella nobilis W. Sm. ? 

Surirella ovalis Bréb. var. augusta (Kitts. T. Mn. 

Surirella robusta Ehrenb. var, splendida (Ehrenb.) 
eurck e > a 

Surirella — Kiita. i íi $ 3 i i 

Synedra Ehrenb. ` ; 4 i à 

Synedra Acus (Kütz) Era RER N ` 

Byed»a biceps WB. = 00 s. $4 X d 
Synedra lunaris Sec? : KR ` j 

Synedra pulchella Kitz, . e S : ‘ 8 

Synedra Ulna (Nitzsch.) Ehrenb. . . . |, 

T 

Tetrædron Kitz i 

Tetredron bitart (Fille) Lager BE 

Tetrapedia Reinsch. rd 

Tetrapedia Reinschiana Arch. "s 

nema Derbes & Solier . " 
Tribonema bombycinum ( 44.) Derbes d Solier T 

` ogo | Vaucheria DC. 
V. Vaucheria globulifera , . 

2 
939 Vavheurckia Bréb, 

. 999 Vanbeurckia a (Fir) Bra 
939| (Rabenh.) G. 8. Wi 
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. 240 x 
- 233) Xanthidium Eisch, Wo o. lene 
- 234) Xanthidium Burkillii . . 
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232 | Xanthidium pulchrum Turn, 
234 | Xanthidium sexmamillatum 

. ag Xanthidium spinosum (Josh.) W. 4 D 

Zygnema 4g. ; 

.. 281 Zygnema longatum Hass, H e 

» 242 | Zygnema marimum Hass. KS 
. 242 Zygnema neglecta Hass. * LI 

+ 232 | Zygnema orbiculare Hass, e 
- 282 Zygnema spontaneum Nordst, 
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Arthrodesmus eurvatus Turn. e E. a. ee jin 

Arthrodesmus fusiformis . ra, E Nwo rd 

Arthrodesmus leptodermus Lütkem. à * š à S ^ 

Artbrodesmus triangularis Lager. ee 
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Burkillia cornuta e Se v Tae. en . e > 

C 

Closterium decorum Breb. var. breve . à e i » 
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Cosmarium dithdriverraconun ee * . o E X. ai 
Cosmarium suberenatum Hantzsch à vC $1. $$ . 
Cosmarium sublatereundatum W. & G. S. West e 
Cosmarium subprotuberans W. & G. S. West var. eet ` 
Cosmarium trachydermum W. & G. S. West var. ellipum . . . 
Cosmarium triverrucosum . Cow x E 
Cosmarium turgidum Breb. var. [jm V x 4 s e . 
Cosmarium viride (Corda.) Josh. var. truncatum . è e . 
Oylindrooystis diplospora Lund. var. major . . 2 020. 
Oylindrocystis pyramidata W. $ G. S. West. . . , e 

D 

Desmidium Aptogonum Bréb., var. tetragonum W. & Q. S. West. 

E 
Euastridium Prainti. , . 
Euastrum asperum Borge . .  , 
Euastrum Bhamense. . 
Euastrum coralloides Josh. var. ihn: 
Euastrum dubium Nag. var. tritum  , 
Euastrum inermius (Nordst.) Turn. var. Paraon 

Ki e 8 D . 
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xii, figs, 23—25 
xv, figs. 8-9 
xv, fig. 4 
xv, figs. 5, 6 
xv, fig. 7 

xiii, fig. 20 

xiii, fig. 18 

xiii, fig. 16 
iv, fig. 6 

xiii, fig. 5 
xiii, fig. 19 
xiii, fig. 17 

xiv, fig. 13 

xiv, fig. 14 

xiv, fig. 1 
xii, fig. 16 

xv, fig. 17 

xiv, figs. 16, 17 

xiv, fig. 15 
xv, fig. 15 

xiv, fig. 12 

xv, fig. 14 

xii, fig. 18 

xiii, fig. 13 

xii, fig. 17 

xv, fig. 18 

xv, fig. 16 

xiii, fig. 7 

xiii, fig, 12 

xiii, fig. 1 

xiii, figs. 3, 4 

xii, fig. 5 

xiv, fig. 11 

xiv, fig. 3 

xiv, fig. 5 

xiv, fig. 8 

xiv, fig. 6 

xiv, fig. 10 
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Euastrum serratum Josh. . See 
Euastrum validum W. & G. S. West 1 Bri d Loa mc ̂  : o d E E 0 SE A TH 
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Hapalosiphon Welwitschii W. & G. S. West 5 939 
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Hyalotheca Burmensis . EUR TA y C pP ie Yr 
Hyalotheca dissiliens (8m.) Bra. bo QN UR ae E Pus a ; zw mut 
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Micrasterias foliacea Bail var. ornata Nordt. . . , xiv, fig. 22 
Micrasterias incisa Bréb. var, Mansangense . er E? Mo. 18 
Micrasterias Mobii (Borge) W. & G. S. West var. Suid be» E fet 19, 20 
Micrasterias Mobii var. integrum e WE e TM fig 21 i 
Micrasterias tropica Nordst. EER E qux coc Pe zit, fig. 28 
Microthamnion curvatum ; : ; year a Í G fe. 14—16 
Mougeotia parvula Ham 5 EN See Arel Se, a E figs. 14, 15 

Mougeotia produc : i zá 2 s „ey rn ee x, figs. 16—19 

N 

Nostoc humifusum Carm. var, fluitans ` èe . . xii, figs. 27, 28 

Oo 

CEdogonium oblongellum Kirehn. + H . > xi, figs. 1,2 

Onychonema compactum P 7042 ye wow s. .. S.A A d 

Onychonema læve Nordst. i (o o ware 6o» ss M NEM DU 

Ophiocytium cochleare (Eichw.) A. Br. u EE E o ces. Shy ME, IB, 

Ophiocytium elongatum. . E Se EN , xi, figs. 11, 12 

Penium adelochondrum Eifv. . è e xiii, fig. 15 

Penium Clevei Lund, forma elongata . Ue CM M. Tulle cis 18. 

Penium cueurbitinum Biss, var. bebe Lee xiii, fig. 14 

Pleurotsenium cristatum (Turn) Borge . + + e +». œ xiii, fig. 11 

xiii, fig. 10 
Pleutrotenium Cuyabense Borge . . "pu e T 

Pleurotsenium ovatum Nordst. var. pris ea See ed 

: E: 

Scenedesmus iucrassatulus Bohlin . + ee * * >» xii, fig. 26 

Spirogyra decimina (Mul) Kutz . P 155 5. u oo 

Spirogyra exilis . - pos v. . * £i 

Spirogyra orientalis . oo. 4» x ., 0,80 

Staurastrum Avicula Bréb. var. ett E ossa e Si fig. 25 

Staurastrum bifidum, Breb. Tee 40. - Xv, fig. 7 

Stern rl 5 9 o nC 0t 8 xvi, fig. 13 

Suisa Dill. | s... 9 *.* t C xvi, fig. 3 

Staurastrum Calodermum . +» e» * * * ° * xv, fig. 26 

Staurastrum capitellatum . - ont xv, fig. 29 

Staurastrum compsobrachiatum . + * * * ^" ° v = e 24 

Staurastrum disparatum . - ; ' ' : : : et e - 

Staurastrum gyratum . 
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Staurastrum levispinum Biss. var. tropicum xvi, fig, 1 

Staurastrum leptcdermum Lund. var, Ikapow e . e xvi, fig. 8 

Staurastrum limneticum ScAmidie var. Burmense . xvi, fig. 13 

Staurastrum Mansangenso. . . =. . =. : . xvi, fig. 4 
Staurastrum monticulosiforme . . xv, fig. 33 
Staurastrum mucronatum Ralfs var. stibitinagalue y. & e 8. xv, fig. 20 

West. 

Deeg Pan... 0.2. lw 6s. n. ei, fig. 10 
Staurastrum protectum . ‘i. Xu, fig. 12 
Staurastrum retusum Turn. var. ponotulatam ‘Bich, & Dii. «5 Xv, fig. 30—32 
Staurastrum Sebaldi Reinsch S S xvi, fig. 9 
Staurastrum sexangulare (Buén.) Ded var. RER Quiv. . xvi, fig. 16 
Staurastram Sonthalianum Turn. KR OW Deer xvi, A, 6 
Staurastrum subindentatum  . €. y, figs. 21, 22 
Staurastrum subtrifurcatum JV, & G. D Wasi var. SC i ` ̀ EVi, fig. 16 
Staurastrum tauphorum W. & G. S. West forma Burmense i xv, fig. 28 
Staurastrum tetracerum Ralfs var. trigranulatum po. o XW lg. 19 
Staurastrum unguiferum Turn. var. inerme (Turn) . . . ‘xvi, fig. 11 
Staurastrum unicorne Turn. var. Ceylanicum, W. & G. S. West . xvi, fig. 2 
Staurastrum zonatum Borges, var. productum $ «+ Xvi, üg. 14 

T 

Tetraédron bifurcatum. (Wille) ger. . . .. . |, xii, fig. 22, 

U 

a . . V V. X. -U t e ` xi, figs, 17—21 

V 
Vaucheria globulifera Wwe pu uil fig. 10 VON (0o EE S S he. 3—9 

; X 
— Üà Burkillii LN DEN AC. ee 10 thidium sexmamillatum . SOSA COSS uc BV y p. 11, 12 Xanthidium sexmamillatum var. robustum Be EE ET SE Xanthidium spinosum Josh. . , B ek elias 1—8 

zZ 
` Zygnema spontaneum Nördst, e s Se S v x, fig. 5 *. > . 
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